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GEOGRAPHY

PREVIOUS YEAR QUESTIONS

GEOMORPHOLOGY
1.

On 21st June, the Sun
(a)

(a)

Does not set below the horizon at the Arctic
Circle

(b) Does not set below the horizon at Antarctic Circle
(c)

2.

(c)

Shines vertically overhead at noon on the
Equator

(d) Shines vertically overhead at the Tropic of
Capricorn

Widespread monoculture practices in agriculture
and large-scale commercial farming with
indiscriminate use of chemicals in many parts
of the world that may result in the loss of good
native ecosystems.

(b) Fears of a possible collision of a meteorite with
the Earth in the near future in the manner it
happened 65 million years ago that caused the
mass extinction of many species including those
of dinosaurs.
(c)

5.

(c)

6.

Only 1

(b) Only 2
4.

Consider the following:
1. Electromagnetic radiation
2. Geothermal energy
3. Gravitational force
4. Plate movements
5. Rotation of the earth
6. Revolution of the earth
Which of the above are responsible for bringing
dynamic changes on the surface of the earth?
(a)

1, 2, 3 and 4 only

(b) 1, 3, 5 and 6 only
(c)

2, 4, 5 and 6 only

(d) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
7.

Select the correct option using the code given below:
(a)

exists as groundwater

(d) exists as soil moisture

Which of the following phenomena might have
influenced the evolution of organisms?
2. Glacial cycles

is found in the atmosphere as moisture and
clouds

(b) is found in freshwater lakes and rivers

Large scale cultivation of genetically modified
crops in many parts of the world and promoting
their cultivation in other parts of the world which
may cause the disappearance of good native crop
plants and the loss of food biodiversity.

1. Continental drift

On the planet earth, most of the freshwater exists
as ice caps and glaciers. Out of the remaining
freshwater, the largest proportion:
(a)

(d) Mankind’s over-exploitation/misuse of natural
resources, fragmentation/loss of natural habitats,
destruction of ecosystems, pollution and global
climate change.
3.

Latitudinal position of the place

(d) Revolution of the earth on a tilted axis

The term “Sixth mass extinction/ sixth extinction
is often mentioned in the news in the context of the
discussion of
(a)

The earth’s rotation on its axis

(b) The earth’s revolution around the sun in an
elliptical manner

Which one of the following sets of elements was
primarily responsible for the origin of life on the
Earth?
Hydrogen, Oxygen, Sodium

(c) Both 1 and 2

(a)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen

Variations in the length of daytime and night time
from season to season are due to:

(c)

Oxygen, Calcium, Phosphorous

(d) Carbon, Hydrogen, Potassium
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8.

A person stood alone in a desert on a dark night
and wanted to reach his village which was situated
5km east of the point where he was standing .He
had no instruments to find the direction but he
located the polestar, the most convenient way now
to reach his village is to walk in the
(a)

9.

organisms, which one of the following is the correct
sequence of evolution?
(a)

facing the polestar

Otter – Tortoise – Shark

(b) Shark – Tortoise – Otter

(b) opposite to the polestar
(c)

From the point of view of evolution of living

(c)

keeping the polestar to his left

Tortoise – Shark – Otter

(d) Shark – Otter – Trotoise

(d) keeping the polestar to his right

OCEANOGRAPHY
1.

4. The cloud seeding and formation of clouds will

What explains the eastward flow of the equatorial
counter-current?
(a)

be adversely affected

The Earth’s rotation on its axis

Which of the statements are correct?

(b) The convergence of the two equatorial currents
(c)

(a)

The difference in salinity of water

(b) 2 only

(d) The occurrence of the belt of calm near the
equator
2.

(c)

5.

1. Rotation of the Earth

3. The centrifugal force of the Earth

2. Air pressure and wind

(a)

1 Only

(b) 2 and 3 only

3. Density of ocean water

(c) 1 and 3 only

4. Revolution of the Earth

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Which of the above factors influence the ocean

The most important fishing grounds of the world
are found in the regions where
(a)

(c)

warm and cold oceanic currents meet

(d) continental shelf is undulating
The acidification of oceans is increasing. why is
this phenomenon a cause of concern?
1. The growth and survival of calcareous
phytoplankton will be adversely affected
2. The growth and survival of coral reefs will be
adversely affected
3. The survival of some animals that have
phytoplankton larvae will be adversely affected

2

currents?
(a)

warm and cold atmospheric currents meet

(b) rivers drain out large amounts of freshwater into
the sea

4.

Consider the following factors:

2. The gravitational force of the Moon
Select the correct option using the code given below:

3.

1 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

Tides occur in the oceans and seas due to which
among the following?
1. The gravitational force of the Sun

1, 2 and 3 only

1 and 2 only

(b) 1, 2 and 3 only
6.

(c) 1 and 4 only
(d) 2, 3 and 4 only

Consider the following statements:
1. On the planet Earth, the freshwater available for
use amounts to about less than 1% of the total
water found.
2. Of the total freshwater found on the planet Earth
95 % is bound up in polar ice caps and glaciers.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

Only 1

(b) Only 2

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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CLIMATOLOGY
1.

Why are dewdrops not formed on a cloudy night?
(a)

6.

Clouds absorb the radiation released from the
Earth’s surface.

(a)

(b) Clouds reflect back the Earth’s radiation.
(c)

2.

With reference to ‘Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD)’,
sometimes mentioned in the news while forecasting
Indian monsoon, which of the following statements
is/are correct?

(c)

7.

(b) Only 2
3.

3. Presence of numerous varieties of epiphytes
Select the correct option using the code given below:
(a)

8.

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Sea surface temperatures are low

Only 1

(b) Only 2
5.

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

“Each day is more or less the same, the morning
is clear and bright with a sea breeze; as the Sun
climbs high in the sky, heat mounts up, dark clouds
form, then rain comes with thunder and lightning.
But rain is soon over.”
Which of the following regions is described in the
above passage?
(a)

Savannah

(b) Equatorial

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
9.

the

upper

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Which one of the following is the characteristic
climate of the Tropical Savannah Region?
(a)

Rainfall throughout the year

(b) Rainfall in winter only

2. The moist air masses that cause winter rains in
the North-Western region of India are part of
westerlies.
(a)

in

Select the correct option using the codes given below:
(a)

1. The winds which blow between 30°N and 60°S
latitudes throughout the year are known as
westerlies.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

moisture

3. The air is less dense in the upper atmosphere

Coriolis force is too weak

Consider the following statements:

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Normally the temp decreases with the increase in
height from the earth’s surface, because

2. There is more
atmosphere

(d) Absence of land in those regions
4.

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. The atmosphere can be heated upwards only
from the Earth’s surface

(b) Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone seldom occurs
(c)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

In the South Atlantic and South-Eastern Pacific
regions in tropical latitudes, cyclone does not
originate. What is the reason?
(a)

is/are
unique
of
equatorial

2. Coexistence of a large number of species

Select the correct Option using the code given below:
(c) Both 1 and 2

Which
of
the
following
characteristics/characteristics
forests?

1. Presence of tall, closely set trees with crowns
forming a continuous canopy.

2. An IOD phenomenon can influence an El Nino’s
impact on the monsoon.
Only 1

Monsoon climate

(d) All of the above climates

1. IOD phenomenon is characterized by a difference
in sea surface temperature between tropical
Western Indian Ocean and tropical Eastern
Pacific Ocean.

(a)

Equatorial climate

(b) Mediterranean climate

The Earth’s surface would have low temperature
on cloudy nights.

(d) Clouds deflect the blowing wind to ground level.

The seasonal reversal of winds is the typical
characteristic of

(c)

An extremely short dry season

(d) A definite dry and wet season
10.

La Nina is suspected to have caused recent floods in
Australia. How is La Nina different from El Nino?
1. La Nina is characterized by unusually cold ocean
temperature in equatorial Indian Ocean whereas
El Nino is characterized by unusually warm ocean
temperature in the equatorial Pacific Ocean.
2. El Nino has an adverse effect on south-west
monsoon of India, but La Nina has no effect on
monsoon climate.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
Only 1

(c) Monsoon

(a)

(d) Mediterranean

(b) Only 2

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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11.

Westerlies in the southern hemisphere are stronger
and persistent than in northern hemisphere. Why?

15.

1. The southern hemisphere has less landmass as
compared to the northern hemisphere.

1. Normal El Nino forms in the Central Pacific ocean
whereas El-Nino Modoki forms in the Eastern
Pacific ocean.

2. Coriolis force is higher in the southern hemisphere
as compared to the northern hemisphere

2. Normal EI Nino results in diminished hurricanes
in the Atlantic ocean but El Nino Modoki results
in a greater number of hurricanes with greater
frequency.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

Only 1

(c) Both 1 and 2

(b) Only 2
12.

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

If a tropical rain forest is removed, it does not
regenerate quickly as compared to a tropical
deciduous forest. This is because?
(a)

The soil of rain forest is deficient in nutrients.

(b) Propagules of the trees in a rain forest have poor
viability.
(c)

(a)

16.

(c)

17.

14.

J

F

M

Average 31 31 31
Maximum

3. Evergreen oak trees
The above features are the distinct characteristics of
which one of the following regions?
(a)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) Eastern China

M

J

J

A

S

O

N

D

31

30

30

29

28

29

29

30

21

(c)

51 85 188
Temp.
°C
Rainfall
(mm)

158 139

21

21

20

20

20

20

20

(d) Atlantic coast of North America
18.

Consider the following which can be found in the
ambient atmosphere:
1. Soot
3. Water vapour

20

Which of the above contribute to the warming up of
the atmosphere?
121 134 168

Moist temperate coniferous forest

(b) Montane subtropical forest
Temperate forest

(d) Tropical rain forest

(a)

185 221 198 86

If this geographic area were to have a natural forest,
which one of the following would it most likely be?

4

Central Asia

2. Sulphur hexafluoride
21

(c)

Mediterranean

(c) Both 1 and 2

A

Temp.
21 21 21
°C
Average
Minimum

(a)

A geographic region has the following distinct
characteristics:
2. Mild and wet winter

A geographic area with an altitude of 400 meters
has following characteristics:

Month

Land covered with fresh snow

1. The warm and dry climate

Which of the statements given above is/are correct in
this context?
(b) Only 2

Sand desert

(d) Prairie land

2. It is under the influence of warm ocean
currents.

Only 1

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) Paddy crop land

1. It is located in the subtropical high-pressure
cells.

(a)

(c) Both 1 and 2

Which one of the following reflects back more
sunlight as compared to other three?
(a)

The rain forest species are slow-growing.

What could be the main reason/reasons for the
formation of African and Eurasian desert belt?

Only 1

(b) Only 2

(d) Exotic species invade the fertile soil of rain
forest.
13.

A new type of El Nino called El Nino Modoki
appeared in the news. In this context, consider the
following statements:

1 and 2

(b) 3 only
19.

(c) 2 and 3
(d) 1, 2 and 3

A layer in the earth’s atmosphere called ionosphere
facilitates radio communication. Why?
1. The presence of ozone causes the reflection of
radio waves to earth.
2. Radio waves have a very long wavelength.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

Only 1

(b) Only 2

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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The jet aircraft fly very easily and smoothly in the
lower stratosphere. What could be the appropriate
explanation?
1. There are no clouds or water vapor in the lower
stratosphere.

(a)

(b) Magnetic field
22.

2. There are no vertical winds in the lower
stratosphere.

Only 1

(b) Only 2
21.

(c) Rotation of the earth
(d) Pressure

During a thunderstorm, the thunder in the skies is
produced by the
1. meeting of cumulonimbus clouds in the sky
2. lightning that separates the nimbus clouds

Which of the statements given above is/are correct in
this context?
(a)

Temperature

3. violent upward movement of air and water
particles

(c) Both 1 and 2

Select the correct Option using the codes given below:

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

What causes the wind to deflect toward the left in
the Southern hemisphere?

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) None of the above

BIOGEOGRAPHY
1.

Contour bunding is a method of soil conservation
used in
(a)

(a)

(b) It makes some soils impermeable

desert margins, liable to strong wind action

(c)

(b) low flat plains, close to stream courses, liable to
flooding
(c)

scrublands, liable to spread of weed growth

5.

“Climate is extreme, rainfall is scanty and the
people used to be nomadic herders.” The above
statement best describes which of the following
regions?
(a)

2. Coffee is propagated by seeds but tea is
propagated by stem cuttings only.

African Savannah

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

North American Prairie

(a)

(d) Siberian Tundra
3.

1. Fertilizer/nutrient loss can be reduced.
2. It is the only means of irrigation in dryland
farming.
3. In some areas of farming, the receding of the
groundwater table can be checked.
Select the correct option using the codes given below:
1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
4.

Only 1

(b) Only 2

With reference to micro-irrigation, which of the
following statements is/are correct?

(a)

Though coffee and tea both are cultivated on
hill slopes, there is some difference between
them regarding their cultivation. In this context,
consider the following statements:
1. The coffee plant requires a hot and humid climate
of tropical areas whereas tea can be cultivated in
both tropical and subtropical areas.

(b) Central Asian Steppe
(c)

It raises the water table

(d) It fills the air spaces in the soil with water

(d) None of the above
2.

It greatly increases the crop production

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Salinization occurs when the irrigation water
accumulated in the soil evaporates, leaving
behind salts and minerals. What are the effects of
salinization on the irrigated land?

6.

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Recently there has been a concern over the short
supply of a group of elements called rare earth
metals. Why?
1. China, which is the largest producer of these
elements, has imposed some restrictions on their
export.
2. Other than china, Australia, Canada, Chile, these
elements are not found in any country.
3. Rare earth metals are essential for the
manufacture of various kinds of electronic
items and there is growing demand for these
elements.
Select the correct option using the codes given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
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INDIAN GEOGRAPHY
1.

What is common to the places known as Aliyar,
Isapur and Kangsabati?
(a)

2. State Governments have the power to grant
mining leases of minor minerals, but the powers
regarding the formation of rules related to the
grant of minor minerals lie with the Central
Government.
3. State Governments have the power to frame rules
to prevent illegal mining of minor minerals.

Recently discovered uranium deposits

(b) Tropical rain forests
(c)

Underground cave systems

(d) Water reservoirs
2.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Consider the following pairs :
Glacier

(a)

River

1. Bandarpunch

:

Yamuna

2. Bara Shigri

:

Chenab

3. Milam

:

Mandakini

4. Siachen

:

Nubra

5. Zemu

:

Manas

(b) 2 and 3 only
6.

1, 2 and 4

(c) 2 and 5

(b) 1, 3 and 4

(d) 3 and 5

3.

(a)

River

(c) 3 only
(d) 1 and 3 only

:

Chandrabhaga

2. Tiruchirappalli

:

Cauvery

(a)

3. Hampi

:

Malaprabha

(b) Kolleru (Andhra Pradesh)

1 and 2 only

7.

(c) 1 and 3 only

Which one of the following is an artificial lake?

(c)

Kodaikanal (TamilNadu)
Nainital (Uttarakhand)

(d) Renuka (Himachal Pradesh)

1. Area under rice cultivation is the highest.

Consider the following statements:
1. In India, State Governments do not have the
power to auction non-coal mines.
2. Andhra Pradesh and Jharkhand do not have
goldmines.
3. Rajasthan has iron ore mines.

2. Area under the cultivation of jowar is more than
that of oilseeds.

(a)

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

8.

With reference to the cultivation of Kharif crop in
India in the last five years, consider the following
statements:

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

3. Area of cotton cultivation is more than that of
sugarcane.
4. Area under sugarcane cultivation has steadily
decreased.
Which of the statements given above are correct?
(a)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only

(c) 2 and 4 only
(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

With reference to the management of minor
minerals in India consider the following
statements:
1. Sand is a ‘minor mineral’ according to the
prevailing law in country.

6

1 only

1. Pandharpur

(a)

5.

The last time the Barren Island volcano erupted
was in 1991 and it has remained inactive since
then.

(b) 2 and 3 only

Which of the pairs given above are correctly
matched?

4.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Consider the following pairs:
Famous place

(c) 3 only

Consider the following statements:
1. The Barren Island volcano is an active volcano
located in the Indian Territory.
2. Barren Island lies about 140 km east of Great
Nicobar.
3.

Which of the pairs given above are correctly
matched?
(a)

1 and 3 only

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only
9.

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 3 only

With reference to river Teesta, consider the
following statements:
1. The source of river Teesta is the same as that of
Brahmaputra but it flows through Sikkim.
2. River Rangeet originates in Sikkim and it is a
tributary of river Teesta.
3. River Teesta flows into the Bay of Bengal on the
border of India and Bangladesh.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 only

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
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Select the correct option using the code given below:

Consider the following statements:
1. In India, the Himalayas are spread over five
States only.

(a)

2. Western Ghats are spread over five States only.
3. Pulicat Lake is spread over two States only.

17.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
11.

(a)

(b) Chambal River
12.

6

(c) 8
(d) 9

18.

(b) Borneo

(b) Chhattisgarh
19.

15.

2. Kameng
3. Lohit
Select the correct option using the code given below:
(a)

(b) 2 and 3 only
20.

(c)

16.

21.

Assam and Rajasthan
Assam and Gujarat

Consider the following rivers:
1. Vamsadhara
2. Indravati
3. Pranahita
4. Pennar
Which of the above are tributaries of Godavari?
(a)

1, 2 and 3

(b) 2, 3 and 4

(c) Chandipur
(d) Nagapattinam

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(d) Arunachal Pradesh and Gujarat

Nagarhole National Park

(b) Bheemunipatnam

(c) 1 and 3 only

(b) Arunachal Pradesh and Rajasthan

Sathyamangalam Tiger Reserve

Bhavnagar

1 only

Which one of the following pairs of States of India
indicates the easternmost and westernmost State?
(a)

At one of the places in India, if you stand on the
seashore and watch the sea, you will find that
the seawater recedes from the shoreline a few
kilometers and comes back to the shore, twice
a day, and you can actually walk on the seafloor
when the water recedes. This unique phenomenon
is seen at
(a)

(d) Rajasthan

Which of the following is/are tributary/tributaries
of Brahmaputra?

(d) Sri Lanka

(d) Seshachalam Biosphere Reserve

(c) Karnataka

1. Dibang

(b) Nallamala Forest
(c)

Andhra Pradesh

(c) Java

From the ecological point of view, which one of
the following assumes importance in being a good
link between the Eastern Ghats and the Western
Ghats?
(a)

Recently, which of the following States has
explored the possibility of constructing an artificial
inland port to be connected to the sea by a long
navigational channel?
(a)

Which of the following is geographically closest to
Great Nicobar?
Sumatra

Mahanadi and Son

(d) Narmada and Tapti

(d) DeeporBeel

(b) 7

(a)

14.

(c)

Pulicat Lake

If you travel by road from Kohima to Kottayam,
what is the minimum number of States within
India through which you can travel, including the
origin and the destination?
(a)

13.

(c)

Cauvery and Tungabhadra

(b) Godavari and Krishna

(d) 1 and 3 only

Bhitarkanika Mangroves

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Recently, linking of which of the following rivers
was undertaking?
(a)

(c) 2 and 3 only

If you want to see gharials in their natural habitat,
which one of the following is the best place to
visit?

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only

(d) 2 and 3 only

1. Cambay Basin

In a particular region in India, the local people
train the roots of living trees into robust bridges
across the streams. As time passes, these bridges
become stronger. These unique ‘living root bridges’
are found in

2. Cauvery basin

(a)

3. Krishna-Godavari Basin

(b) Himachal Pradesh

In which of the following regions of India are shale
gas resources found?

22.

(c) 1, 2 and 4

Meghalaya

(c) Jharkhand
(d) Tamil Nadu

7
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23.

Consider the following States:
1. Arunachal Pradesh
2. Himachal Pradesh
3. Mizoram
In which of the above States do ‘Tropical Wet Evergreen
Forests’ occur?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
24.

Which of the above pairs are correctly matched?

29.

Cities connected
Chennai and Hyderabad

(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. NH 6:

Mumbai and Kolkata

3. NH 15:

Ahmedabad and Jodhpur

Which of the above pairs is/are correctly matched?

Tropical moist deciduous forest
Tropical thorn scrub forest

If you travel through the Himalayas, you are likely
to see which of the following plants naturally
growing there?
1. Oak
2. Rhododendron
3. Sandalwood
Select the correct option using the code given below:

26.

(a)

1 and 2 only

(c) 1 and 3 only

(b)

3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

30.

1 only

27.

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

1. Harike Wetlands

(d) Sumatra and Java
31.

1. They live mainly in the State of Uttarakhand.
2. They rear the Pashmina goats that yield fine
wool.
3. They are kept in the category of Scheduled
Tribes.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
32.

(c) 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Consider the following pairs
National Park

The river flowing
through the Park

2.

Kaziranga National Park

Manas

3.

Silent Valley National Park

Kaveri

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Consider the following pairs :
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With reference to ‘Changpa’ community of India,
consider the following statement:

Confluence of Beas and Sutluj/
Sutlej

Confluence Musi and Krishna

Hills
1. Cardamom Hills
2. Kaimur Hills
3. Mahadeo Hills
4. Mikir Hills

Maldives and Lakshadweep

Ganga

Which of the above pairs is/are correctly matched?

28.

Andaman and Nicobar

Corbett National Park

3. Kolleru Lake

(b) 2 and 3 only

Which one of the following pairs of islands is
separated from each other by the ‘Ten Degree
Channel’?

1.

Confluence of Beas and
Chambal

1 only

(d) None

Confiuence of rivers

2. Keoladeo Ghana
National Park

(a)

(c) 1, 2 and 3

3 only

(c)

Consider the following pairs :
Wetlands

1 and 2 only

(b)

(b) Nicobar and Sumatra

Which of the above flows / flow through Arunachal
Pradesh?
(b) 2 and 3 only

(a)

(a)

Consider the following rivers:
1. Barak
2. Lohit
3. Subansiri

(a)

Consider the following pairs:
1. NH 4:

(d) Temperate forest with grasslands
25.

(d) 2 and 4

National Highway

(b) Tropical rain forest
(c)

(c) 3 and 4

(c) 1 and 3 only

In India, in which one of the following types of
forests is teak a dominant tree species?
(a)

1 and 2

(b) 2 and 3

(a)

Region
Coromandel Coast
Konkan Coast
Central India
North-East India

Which of the above pairs is/are correctly matched?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
33.

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) None

The Narmada river flows to the west, while most
other large peninsular rivers flow to the east.
Why?
1. It occupies a linear rift valley.
2. It flows between the Vindhyas and the Satpuras.
3. The land slopes to the west from Central India.
Select the correct option using the codes given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) None
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40.

Consider the following pairs:
1. Nokrek Biosphere Reserve:

1. Limboo (Limbu):

Sikkim

2. Logtak (Loktak) Lake:

Barail Range

2. Karbi:

Himachal Pradesh

3. Namdapha National Park:

Dafla Hills

3. Dongaria Kondh:

Odisha

4. Bonda:

Tamil Nadu

Which of the above pairs is/are correctly matched?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
35.

(c) 1, 2 and 3

Which of the above pairs are correctly matched?

(d) None

(a)

Which one among the following industries is the
maximum consumer of water in India?
(a)

Engineering

(b) Paper and pulp
36.

(c) Textiles

41.

Which one among the following States has all the
above characteristics?

Select the correct option using the codes given below:

(a)

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

42.

Which of the above is/are used as pulse, fodder and
green manure?

4. Tapioca and cashew nuts grow well on these
soils.

(a)

43.

3. Pearl millet

3. Dharwars are famous for petroleum.

(a)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

39.

Consider the following crops

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) None

Consider the following crops of India:

Which of the above is/are predominantly rainfed crop/
crops?

2. Mica occurs in abundance in Kodarma.

(b) 2 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. Sesamum

1. Natural gas occurs in the Gondwana beds.

1 and 2 only

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. Groundnut

(d) 2 and 3 only

Consider the following statements:

(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only

Select the correct Option using the codes given below:

38.

Consider the following crops of India :

3. Pigeon pea

3. They are well-developed in Rajasthan and UP.

(b) 2, 3 and 4

(d) Uttarakhand

2. Green gram

2. They are rich in nitrogen and potash.

(c) 1 and 4

(c) Himachal Pradesh

1. Cowpea

1. They are generally red in colour.

1, 2 and 3

Arunachal Pradesh

(b) Assam

Which of the following statements regarding
laterite soils of India are correct?

(a)

A particular State in India has the following
characteristics:

3. Over 12% of the forest cover constitutes Protected
Area Network in this State.

3. Low ash fusion temperature

(b) 2 only

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

2. It has over 80% of its area under forest cover.

2. Low sulphur content

1 and 2 only

(c) 1, 3 and 4 only

1. It is located on the same latitude which passes
through northern Rajasthan.

(d) Thermal power

Which of the following is/are the characteristics/
characteristics of Indian coal?

(a)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 4 only

1. High ash content

37.

Consider the following pairs :

Garo Hills

44.

(c) 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

When you travel in the Himalayas, you will see the
following:
1. Deep gorges

1. Cotton

2. U-turn river courses

2. Groundnut

3. Parallel mountain ranges

3. Rice

4. Steep gradients causing land-sliding

4. Wheat
Which of these are Kharif crops?

Which of the above can be said to be the evidences for
the Himalayas being young fold mountains?
1 and 2 only

1 and 4

(c) 1, 2 and 3

(a)

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d) 2, 3 and 4

(b) 1, 2 and 4 only

(a)

(c) 3 and 4 only
(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
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45.

Consider the following statements:

51.

1. The duration of the monsoon decreases from
southern India to northern India.
2. The amount of annual rainfall in the northern
plains of India decreases from east to west.

(a)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
46.

(a)

Andhra Pradesh

(b) Arunachal Pradesh
47.

(a)

Bhitarkanika

(b) Chandipur-on-sea
48.

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

52.

49.

53.

50.

(a)

10

(c) Karnataka
(d) Tamil Nadu

With reference to soil conservation, consider the
following practices:

4. Windbreaks
Which of the above are considered appropriate
methods for soil conservation in India?
(a)

1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 4 only
54.

(c) 1, 3 and 4 only
(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

Following are the characteristics of an area in
India:
1. Hot and humid climate
2. Annual rainfall 200 cm
3. Hill slopes up to an altitude of 1100 meters

It has a high rainfall that supports luxuriant
vegetative growth.

4. Annual range of temperature 15°C to 30°C
Which one among the following crops are you most
likely to find in the area described above?

Exotic and invasive species have not been invasive
species have not been introduced in this region.

Paddy and cotton

Andhra Pradesh

3. Terracing

Its high population in the age group above 65
years

(b) Wheat and jute

A state in India has the following characteristics:

2. Sand fences

Its high population in the age group below 15 years

The lower Gangetic plain is characterized by
humid climate with high temperatures throughout
the year. Which one among the following pairs of
crops is most suitable for this region?

Both (a) and (b) above

1. Crop rotation

(d) Simlipal

(d) It has less human interference.

(d)

(b) Gujarat

(b) It is a confluence of different bio-geographical
zones.
(c)

Geo-tectonic disturbance in the tertiary folded
mountain chains.

(a)

The Himalayan Range is very rich in species
diversity. Which one among the following is the
most appropriate reason for this phenomenon?
(a)

(c)

Which one of the following states has all of the above
characteristics?

(c) Gopalpur-on-sea

(d) Its high total population

young

3. Cultivation of cash crops is predominant over
food crops.

(b) Its high population in the age group of 15-64
years
(c)

geologically

2. Its central part produces cotton.

(d) Uttar Pradesh

India is regarded as a country with ‘Demographic
Dividend’. This is due to
(a)

of

1. Its northern part is arid and semi-arid.

(c) Madhya Pradesh

Two important rivers - one with its source in
Jharkhand (and known by a different name in
Odisha), and another, with its source in Odisha
- merge at a place only a short distance from the
coast of Bay of Bengal before flowing into the sea.
This is an important site of wildlife and biodiversity
and a protected area. Which one of the following
could be this?

Uplift of folded Himalayan series.’

(b) Syntaxial bending
Himalayas.

(c) Both 1 and 2

Among the following States, which one has the most
suitable climatic conditions for the cultivation of
a large variety of orchids with a minimum cost of
production, and can develop an export-oriented
industry in this field?

The Brahmaputra, Irrawaddy and Mekong rivers
originate in Tibet narrow and parallel mountain
ranges in their upper reaches. Of these rivers,
Brahmaputra makes a “U” turn in its course to flow
into India. This “U” turn is due to?

(a)

Mustard

(b) Cotton
55.

(c) Pepper
(d) Virginia tobacco

In India, which type of forest among the following
occupies the largest area?
(a)

Montane Wet Temperate Forest

(b) Sub-tropical Dry Evergreen Forest
Tropical Moist Deciduous Forest

(c) Paddy and jute

(c)

(d) Wheat and cotton

(d) Tropical Wet Evergreen Forest
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What are the possible limitations of India in
mitigating global warming at present and in the
immediate future?

(b) Punjab
62.

1. Appropriate alternate technologies are not
suﬃciently available

3. Many developed countries have already set up
their polluting industries in India.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only
57.

Beas and Chenab only

63.

Chenab, Ravi, and Satluj only

1 and 2 only

Which of the above is/are the correct reasons?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
64.

(a)

(b) Accumulated humus

Satluj

(c)

Ukai Reservoir:

(d) Wular Lake:

Krishna
65.

If there were no Himalayan ranges, what would
have been the most likely geographical impact on
India?

(c)

3. The pattern of monsoon would be different from
what it is at present.
(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

The latitudes that pass through Sikkim also passthrough:
(a)

Rajasthan

(c) Himachal Pradesh

More than 90% of limestone reserves of India are
found in them

More than 90% of fertile black cotton soils are
spread over them

(d) None of the reasons given above is appropriate in
this context

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(b) 1 and 3 only

Presence of ferric oxides

(b) More than 90% of India’s coal reserves are found
in them

2. Indo-Gangetic plain would be devoid of such
extensive alluvial soils.

1 only

Abundance of magnesium

Which one of the following is the appropriate
reason for considering the Gondwana rocks as the
most important rock systems of India?
(a)

1. Much of the country would experience the cold
waves from Siberia.

(a)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(d) Abundance of phosphates

Tapi
Jhelum

(c) Both 1 and 2

When you travel in certain parts of India, you will
notice red soil. What is the main reason for this
color?

River

(c)

(d) 1, 2 and 3 only

Tamil Nadu is a leading producer of mill-made
cotton yarn in the country. What could be the
reason?

Dam/Lake
Govind Sagar:

(c) 1 and 3 only

2. Rich pool of skilled labour is available

It flows into Pakistan and merges with a tributary
of Indus

(b) Kolleru Lake:

61.

Kerala

Which one of the following pairs is not correctly
matched?
(a)

60.

3. Tungsten

1. Black cotton soil is the predominant type of soil
in the state.

It flows into Gulf of Khambhat

(d) It is lost in the marshy land of the Rann of
Kuchchh
59.

Orissa

(b) 2 only

(b) It flows into Gulf of Kuchchh
(c)

2. Nickel

(a)

With reference to the river Luni, which one of the
following statements is correct?
(a)

Jharkhand

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(d) Beas, Chenab, Ravi, Satluj, and Yamuna
58.

1. Copper

Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly
matched?

(b) Beas and Ravi only
(c)

Natural sources in

(c) 1 and 3 only

Rivers that pass through Himachal Pradesh are
(a)

With reference to the mineral resources of India,
consider the following pairs:
Mineral

2. India cannot invest huge funds in research and
development

(a)

(d) Jammu & Kashmir

66.

Among the following cities, which one lies on a
longitude closest to that of Delhi?
(a)

Bengaluru

(b) Hyderabad

(c) Nagpur
(d) Pune
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WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
1.

Consider the following pairs:
Sea
1. Adriatic Sea

:

Albania

2. Black Sea

:

Croatia

5.

:

Kazakhstan

4. Mediterranean Sea

:

Morocco

5. Red Sea

:

Syria

(a)

1, 2 and 4 only

(b) 1, 3 and 4 only

(c)

6.

Country

2. Crimea

Hungary

3. Mindanao

Philippines

4. Oromia

Nigeria

1, 2 and 3

(c) 1 and 3 only

(b) 3 and 4 only

(d) 2 and 4 only

7.

4. Syria
Select the correct option using the code given below:
(a)

8.

Central Asia

(b) Middle East
9.

(a)

Towns sometimes
mentioned in news

(b) Jordan

1. Aleppo

Syria

2. Kirkuk

Yemen

3. Mosul

Palestine

4. Mazarisharif

Afghanistan

Which of the pairs given above are correctly
matched?

12

10.

(d) 1, 3 and 4 only

(c) South-East Asia
(d) Central Africa

Which one of the following countries of South-West
Asia does not open out to the Mediterranean Sea?

Consider the following pairs:
Country

(c) 3 and 4 only

The area is known as ‘Golan Heights’ sometimes
appears in the news in the context of the events
related to
(a)

(c) 2 only
(d) 1 and 3 only

1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

Select the correct option using the code given below:

(b) 2 and 3 only

The Mediterranean Sea is a border of which of the
following countries?

3. Lebanon

3. Lake Baikal

1 only

(d) Yemen

2. Iraq

2. Black Sea

(a)

(c) Iraq

1. Jordan

Which of the following has/have shrunk immensely/
dried up in the recent past due to human
activities?
1. Aral Sea

China

(b) Israel

Which of the pairs given above are correctly
matched?
(a)

The term “two-state solution” is sometimes
mentioned in the news in the context of the affairs
of
(a)

Spain

Venezuela and Colombia

(d) Yemen and South Sudan

(d) 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

1. Catalonia

Angola and Zambia

(b) Morocco and Tunisia

(c) 2 and 5 only

Consider the following pairs:
Region sometimes
mentioned in news

4.

(d) 3 and 4 only

3. Caspian Sea

(a)

3.

(c) 2 and 3 only

Very recently, in which of the following countries
have lakhs of people either suffered from severe
famine/acute malnutrition or died due to starvation
caused by war/ethnic conflicts?

Which of the pairs given above are correctly
matched?

2.

1 and 2 only

(b) 1 and 4 only

(a)

Bordering country

Syria

(c) Lebanon
(d) Israel

The Substitution of steel for wooden ploughs in
agricultural production is an example of
(a)

Labor-augmenting technological progress

(b) Capital-augmenting technological progress
(c)

Capital-reducing technological progress

(d) None of the above
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Turkey is located between
(a)

(c)

The Black Sea and Caspian Sea

(d) None of the above.

(b) The Black Sea and Mediterranean Sea
(c)

Gulf of Suez and the Mediterranean Sea

16.

(d) Gulf of Aqaba and the Dead Sea
12.

What is the correct sequence of occurrence of the
following cities in South-East Asia as one proceeds
from south to north?

Between India and East Asia, the navigation time
and distance can be greatly reduced by which of
the following?
1. Deepening the Malacca straits between Malaysia
and Indonesia.
2. Opening a new canal across the kra isthmus
between the Gulf of Siam and Andaman sea.

1. Bangkok
2. Hanoi
3. Jakarta

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

4. Singapore

(a)

Select the correct option using the code given below:

13.

(a)

4-2-1-3

(c) 3-4-1-2

(b)

3-2-4-1

(d) 4-3-2-1

(a)

Abyssinian Plateau:

(b) Atlas Mountains:
(c)

Guiana Highlands:

(d) Okavango Basin:

17.

Featur
North - Western Africa
Patagonia

(c)

18.

3. Molasses can be used for the production of
ethanol.

15.

Asia

(b) Europe

(c) 1 and 3 only

(c)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Latin America and Caribbean

(d) North America

Which of the following is the chief characteristic of
‘mixed farming’?
(a)

It was the arena of superpower confrontation
during the cold war period.

As per UN-Habitat’s Global Report on Human
Settlements 2009, which one among the following
regions has shown the fastest growth rate of
urbanization in the last three decades?
(a)

Select the correct option using the codes given below:
(b) 2 and 3 only

It was the hot theatre during the second world
war.

(d) Its location between the Pacific and Indian oceans
and its pre-eminent maritime character.

2. Molasses can be used as one of the feedstocks for
the production of synthetic chemical fertilizers.

1 only

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) Its location between the Asian powers of China
and India.

South - Western Africa

With reference to the usefulness of the by-products
of sugar industry, which of the following statements
is/are correct?

(a)

(c) Both 1 and 2

Southeast Asia has captivated the attention of
the global community over space and time as a
geostrategic-ally significant region. Which among
the following is the most convincing explanation
for this global perspective?
(a)

Arabia

1. Bagasse can be used as biomass fuel for the
generation of energy.

1 only

(b) 2 only

Which one of the following pairs is correctly
matched?
Geographical Region

14.

Rearing of animals and cultivation of crops
together

Cultivation of both cash crops and food crops

(b) Cultivation of two or more crops in the same
field

19.

Which one of the following can one come across if
one travels through the Strait of Malacca?
(a)

Bali

(b) Brunei

(c) Java
(d) Singapore

*********
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GEOGRAPHY

PREVIOUS YEAR ANSWERS

GEOMORPHOLOGY
1.



2.

which led to formation of different traits among
them. This led to evolution of organisms.

Exp. (a)
The Sun is directly overhead at “high-noon” on the
equator twice per year, at the two equinoxes. On
the Arctic Circle, the Sun does not set at all on the
Summer Solstice which occurs on 21st June. On
that one day, the Sun traces a complete circle just
above the horizon as the Earth rotates.

4.

Exp. (d)
Variation in the length on day time and night


The Earth revolves around the sun on an axis
always remains inclined to 25 degrees and tilted to
one side. Because of this inclination, the Northern
Hemisphere remains inclined towards the sun or
faces the sun during half of the year.



Therefore, a large part of this hemisphere receives
sunlight. During this part of the year, the days are
longer. While in the Southern Hemisphere which
is away from the sun, has shorter days and longer
nights during this period.



During the other half of the year, the Southern
Hemisphere has longer days and shorter nights
and vice-versa.

Exp. (d)
Sixth Mass Extinction


Scientists have warned that the 6th mass extinction
of life on earth is unfolding more quickly than
feared.



The main drivers of wildlife decline are habitat
loss, overconsumption, pollution, invasive species,
disease, as well as poaching in the case of tigers,
elephants, rhinos and other large animals prized
for their body parts.



3.

The ultimate cause of all these factors is human
over population and continued population growth
& over consumption.

5.

Exp. (c)
Distribution of water on the Earth’s surface


The distribution of water on the Earth’s surface is
extremely uneven.



Only 3% of water on the surface is fresh, the
remaining 97% resides in the ocean.



Of freshwater, 69% reside in glaciers, 30%
underground, and less than 1% is located in lakes,
rivers, and swamps.



Only one percent of the water on the Earth’s
surface is usable by humans, and 99% of the usable
quantity is situated underground.

Exp. (c)
Impact of Continental Drift on Evolution




According to continental drift theory of Wegener,
all the continents formed a single continental
mass and mega ocean surrounded the same. The
supercontinent was named Pangaea, which meant
all earth. The mega-ocean was called Panthalassa,
meaning all water.
According to it, organisms of single landmass were
redistributed around the world and adapted to
their respective climatic conditions and developed
specific traits, which led to evolution of different
species over thousands of years of evolution.

6.

Exp. (d)
Dynamic changes on Earth surface


Metamorphism of rocks occurs due to temperature
change caused by electromagnetic radiation, which
is essentially a dynamic change.



The energy emanating from within the earth is
the main force behind endogenic geomorphic
processes. This energy is mostly generated by
radioactivity, rotational and tidal friction and
primordial heat from the origin of the earth. The
process of cycle of erosion occurs due to it.

Role of glacial cycle in evolution of organisms


The Pleistocene glacial periods have been regarded
as major factors influencing the geographical
distribution, demographic dynamics, and patterns
of genetic diversity of species.



During different periods of the glacial cycle,
organisms adapted to changing climatic conditions

14
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Gravity being a directional force activates all
downslope movements of matter also causes
stresses on the earth’s materials.

hydrogen and helium, is supposed to have been

Plate movement results into continent building.
This energy due to geothermal gradients and
heat flow from within induces diastrophism and
volcanism in the lithosphere.

all the terrestrial planets, which were supposed to

stripped off as a result of the solar winds. This
happened not only in case of the earth but also in
have lost their primordial atmosphere through the
impact of solar winds.


Rotation of the Earth induces Coriolis force in
the mantle of the earth which leads to mantle
convection. Hence, it induces a Coriolis force in it.

vapor were released from the interior solid
earth. This started the evolution of the present
atmosphere.

Revolution of the earth causes changes in seasons
which leads to changes on the earth’s surface such
as landslides, earth flow, mudflow e.t.c causing
dynamic changes.



The early atmosphere largely contained water
vapor,

nitrogen,

carbon

dioxide,

methane,

ammonia and very little of free oxygen. The process
through which the gases were outpoured from the

Exp. (b)

interior is called degassing. Continuous volcanic

Evolution of Atmosphere and Hydrosphere


During the cooling of the earth, gases and water

The present composition of earth’s atmosphere is
chiefly contributed by nitrogen and oxygen. There
are three stages in the evolution of the present
atmosphere.



The first stage is marked by the loss of primordial
atmosphere.



In the second stage, the hot interior of the earth
contributed to the evolution of the atmosphere.



Finally, the composition of the atmosphere was
modified by the living world through the process
of photosynthesis. The early atmosphere, with

eruptions contributed water vapor and gases
8.

Exp. (c)


Polestar, is also called (Northern Hemisphere)
North Star, the brightest star that appears nearest
to either celestial pole at any particular time.



Polestar always points to the north, Then 5 km is
just sidetrack

9.

Exp. (b)


Shark – Tortoise – Otter

OCEANOGRAPHY
1.

Exp. (b)

2.

The Ocean’s Tide

The Equatorial Countercurrents




The equatorial countercurrents are driven by a
distinct surface wind pattern in the tropics. Strong
westward trade winds result in westward surface
flow in most of the tropical Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. However, several hundred mi. (km.) north
of the equator the winds are much weaker, in
comparison.
The stronger winds to the south pile up water
where the winds are weak. As a result, the surface
of the ocean can be up to 6 in. (15 cm.) higher and
the thermocline (region of strongest decrease of
temperature with increasing depth) as much as
328 ft. (100 m.) deeper than it is directly to the
north. The excess water flows eastward under the
influence of the Earth’s rotation, giving rise to the
equatorial countercurrents.

Exp. (d)

3.



The periodical rise and fall of the water level in
oceans and sea, once or twice a day, due to the
gravitational pull of the sun and the moon, is
called a tide.



There are three major forces causing an occurrence
of tides they are


Moon s gravitational pull



Sun s gravitational pull.



The centrifugal force which acts opposite to
gravitational pull of the earth.

Exp. (c)
Ocean currents


The mixing of warm and cold currents help to
replenish the oxygen and favour the growth
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of planktons which is the regions are rich in
microscopic marine plants and animals.


These are crucial for the survival of marine
ecosystems.



Hence these regions form excellent fishing grounds
as phytoplankton is the primary source of food for
the fish.



4.



floor or bed. If the ocean bottom “drops out,” like
in a valley or trench, the moving water will move
downward.


upward. The sudden upward or downward change
of direction causes water displacement, creating a
current.


Impact of ocean acidification

When a rotating object collides with another
moving or stationery force, it creates a new

Many marine organisms rely on equilibrated
chemical conditions and pH levels in the ocean
to build their calcium-based shells and other
structures. These are badly affected due to change
in PH of ocean water.

motion.


The Earth’s rotation creates two currents: one,
a clockwise movement of water in the Northern



Coral reefs also contain calcium carbonate which
gets dissolved in acidified water more quickly. This
makes them vulnerable to acidification.

Hemisphere;



Reduction in the surface cover of newly
recruited reef-building crustose coralline algae
under acidified conditions affects recruitment
of coral larvae, which impacts the growth of
phytoplankton.

they create huge ocean currents called gyres.



5.

If there is a rise in the ocean bottom, like a ridge or
mountain, the water moving along it will be forced

For example, the Great Banks near Newfoundland
is formed by the mixing of cold Labrador current
with the warm Gulf Stream.

Exp. (d)


Water contours to the topography of the ocean

other,

a

counter-clockwise

When these currents are deflected by land masses,

6.

Exp. (a)
Distribution of water on the Earth’s surface

Another important consideration is the possible
interactive effects of climate change and
acidification such as the warming of surface waters
and reduced nutrient availability.



Only 3% of the water on the surface is fresh, the
remaining 97% resides in the ocean.



Of freshwater, 69% reside in glaciers, 30%
underground, and less than 1% is located in

Exp. (b)

lakes, rivers, and swamps.

Factors which influence the ocean currents:


the

movement of water in the Southern hemisphere.

Another major factor in the creation of currents is
water density, caused by the amount of salt in a
body of water, and its temperature.



Only 1% of the water on the Earth’s surface is
usable by humans, and 99% of the usable quantity
is situated underground.

CLIMATOLOGY
1.

Exp. (b)

Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD)

Dew



The Indian Ocean Dipole is an irregular oscillation
of sea - surface temperatures in which the western
Indian Ocean becomes alternately warmer and
then colder than the eastern part of the ocean.



An IOD can either aggravate or weaken the impact
of El Nino on Indian monsoon. If there is a positive
IOD, it can bring good rains to India despite of an
El Nino year.





2.

Dew is the water droplets formed by condensation
of water vapor on a relatively cold surface of an
object. It forms when the temperature of an object
drops below the dew point temperature.
When there is cloudy weather condition, terrestrial
radiation is radiated back to the earth’s surface
after reflection from clouds. This leads to formation
of hothouse (Greenhouse) condition due to which
temperature on earth’s surface is relatively higher.
Hence, condition becomes unfavorable for the
formation of dew.

Exp. (b)
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3.

Exp. (a)
Conditions Favourable for Tropical Cyclone Formation


Large sea surface with temperature higher than
27° C,

www.iasscore.in



Presence of the Coriolis force enough to create a
cyclonic vortex,



Small variations in the vertical wind speed,



A pre-existing weak low-pressure area or lowlevel-cyclonic circulation,



Upper divergence above the sea level system,
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The monsoons travel from the sea to the land in
summers and from land to the sea during winters,
hence, they are a double system of seasonal
winds.



India gets southwest monsoon winds in the
summers and northeast monsoons during the
winters. The former arise because of the formation
of intense low-pressure system over the Tibetan
Plateau. The latter arise due to the high pressure
cells that are formed over the Siberian and Tibetan
plateaus.

In the South Atlantic and South-Eastern Pacific regions

4.



For cyclone formation, a sea temperature of at
least 26 degree Celsius is needed.



In the South-eastern pacific and South Atlantic
region, cold currents are found. This leads to lower
sea temperatures. Hence, cyclones don’t form
there.

7.

Characteristics of equatorial forests

Exp. (b)
Westerlies




Westerlies are prevailing winds from the west
toward the east in the middle latitudes between 30
and 60 degrees latitude.

8.

They blow between 30º N and 60º N and 60º S
and 30º S, not 30º N and 60º S.


5.



Tall, closely grown and dense canopy is found the
equatorial rain forest.



The equatorial rain forest has huge species
diversity.



Species diversification of epiphytes is also very
high in equatorial rain forests.

Exp. (c)
Atmospheric Temperature, Density & Moisture

Western Disturbance


Exp. (d)

Western Disturbance occurs in India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh and Nepal to describe an extra-tropical
storm originating in the Mediterranean that brings
sudden winter rain and snow to the north-western
parts of the Indian subcontinent.
This is a non-monsoonal precipitation pattern
driven by the Westerlies.



The atmosphere allows long wave incoming solar
radiation and do not let go outgoing shortwave
terrestrial radiation which heats up the atmosphere
upwards from earth’s surface.



Moisture decreases as we go up from the earth’s
surface constantly. After the tropopause, water
vapor doesn’t exist in the atmosphere.



The density of air decreases as we go up from the
earth’s surface. There are two reasons:

Exp. (b)
Equatorial Climate




6.

Regions with this climate experience high
temperatures all year round. The average monthly
temperatures are about 26 – 28 degrees Celsius.
The annual temperature range is very small. The
annual temperature range may be as low as 3
degrees Celsius. The diurnal or daily temperature
range is usually greater. Humidity is usually very
high.

9.

Another major characteristic of this climate is the
high rainfall. These regions usually experience 2000
mm of rainfall or more in a year. Rainfall is high
for most of the year. Many equatorial regions are
affected by the ITCZ. As the ITCZ passes over these
areas it brings heavy rainfall and thunderstorms.
In some areas, the ITCZ causes two periods of very
heavy rainfall every year.

Monsoon climate
Monsoons are basically seasonal winds that
reverse their direction according to the change in
season. They are hence, periodic winds.

At higher altitudes, there is less air pushing
down from above,



Gravity is weaker farther from Earth’s center.
So at higher altitudes, air molecules can spread
out more, and air density decreases.

Exp. (d)
Savanna climate

Exp. (c)





10.



Savanna climate is a transitional type of climate
found between the equatorial forests & trade wind
hot deserts.



It is confined within the tropics (Tropic of Cancer &
Tropic of Capricorn) & is best developed in Sudan,
where dry & wet climate are most distinct, hence
named Sudan climate.



It covers much of Africa (Keya, Nigeria, Gambia)
as well as large areas of Australia, South America
(Brazilian highlands), and India.



Tropical savanna climates are relatively hot since
they lie within the tropical latitudes.



The dry season in savanna grasslands is cooler
than the wet season by a few degrees. It has well
defined wet and dry season.

Exp. (d)
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La Nina




11.

15.

La Nina is characterized by unusually cold ocean
temperatures in eastern Pacific ocean or western
coast of South America, not the equatorial
Indian Ocean whereas El Nino is characterized
by unusually warm ocean temperatures in the
equatorial Pacific Ocean.

Exp. (b)
El Nino

El Nino has adverse effect on south-west monsoon
of India and La Nina has positive effect on monsoon
climate.



Normal El Nino forms in the eastern pacific
ocean not the Central Pacific ocean whereas
El-Nino Modoki is associated with strong
anomalous warming in the central tropical
Pacific and cooling in the eastern and western
tropical Pacific not in Eastern Pacific ocean.



Normal EI Nino results in diminished hurricanes
in the Atlantic ocean but El Nino Modoki results
in a greater number of hurricanes with greater
frequency. It is due to shift in walker cells of
different oceans due to El-Nino effect.

Exp. (a)
Westerlies




12.

The westerlies are strongest in the Western
Hemisphere and at lines when the pressure is
lower over the poles, while they are weakest in
the Southern Hemisphere & when pressures are
higher over the poles.

Exp. (a)







Tropical soils rapidly become inhospitable to
growth due to swift leaching of nutrients caused
by heavy rains and intense sunlight once they are
cut. Hence their re-growth is not possible after
their cutting down.

17.

18.

Albedo is the portion of solar energy reflected
from the surface of the Earth back into space. It
is a reflection coeﬃcient and has a value of less
than one.



Land covered with fresh snow reflects maximum
sunlight as compared to rest three because it has
maximum albedo.

Exp. (a)


Mediterranean climate is characterized by mild
and wet winter season. Citrus fruits and grapes
are grown in these regions. Evergreen oak trees
are one of the important features of this type of
climate.



Mediterranean climate is found between the 30ºN
and 45º N latitudes. This climate is often found on
the western sides of continents. The mediterranean
climate gets its name from the climate found
around the Mediterranean Sea.



The climate is known for warm to hot, dry summers
and mild to cool, wet winters.

Exp. (d)
Contributors to the warming up of the atmosphere

Exp. (a)
Formation of African and Eurasian desert belt

14.



Mediterranean climate

In addition, many tropical hardwood trees are
dependent on certain animal species for pollination,
seed dispersal, and seed processing. The seeds of
many tropical rainforest species are large (since
they germinate in the shade of the canopy and must
have enough food reserves to grow in the low light
conditions of the forest floor) and require animal
dispersers (wind or other mechanical means often
are not suﬃcient for dispersing seeds of this size).
The loss of these dispersal species when forest
is leveled, means tree seeds are unlikely to be
dispersed into cleared areas. Therefore these
important forest tree species will not return.

Exp. (c)
Albedo

The westerlies in the Southern Hemisphere are
stronger and more persistent because they mostly
blow over open sea rather than land.

Tropical Rainforest and Tropical Deciduous Forest

13.

16.



Soot contains carbon black as a particulate matter
which absorbs maximum amount of insolation.



Subtropical high-pressure cells facilitate the
development of deserts due to formation of anticyclonic conditions.





Tropical deserts are influenced by cold currents,
not hot currents.

It heats up any surface on which it lies by absorbing
carbon-di-oxide and hence contributes in global
warming.



Sulfur hexafluoride is a greenhouse gas that has
one of the highest global warming potentials.



Water Vapor is the most abundant greenhouse gas
in the atmosphere.



As a greenhouse gas, the higher concentration
of water vapor is able to absorb more thermal
IR energy radiated from the Earth, thus further
warming the atmosphere.

Exp. (d)
Tropical Rainforest


Tropical Rain forests have an annual rainfall of
1,750 millimeters to 2,000 millimeters. According
to above data it is 1734 mm.



Mean monthly temperature of the rainforest is also
close to the above data which is around 18ºC.

18

19.

Exp. (d)
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Ionosphere and how it impacts radio signal


20.

21.

The ionosphere is a region of the upper atmosphere
where there are large concentrations of free ions
and electrons. While the ions give the ionosphere
its name, but it is the free electrons that affect
the radio waves and radio communications. In
particular the ionosphere is widely known for
affecting signals on the short wave radio bands
where it “reflects” signals enabling these radio
communications signals to be heard over vast
distances.

Exp. (c)
The stratosphere is preferred by commercial airliners because:


The stratosphere is free from the violent weather
changes which occur below in the Troposphere.



There are no clouds and the air is dry with little
water vapour.



There are no
stratosphere.

vertical

convection

in

Exp. (c)
Coriolis Force

22.



Due to the Coriolis effect all winds/objects move
towards their right in the northern hemisphere and
towards their left in the southern hemisphere with
respect to the rotating earth. Thus, in the northern
hemisphere winds blow counter-clockwise along
the centers of low pressure while clockwise in the
southern hemisphere.



The Coriolis effect has a zero value at the equator
while it increases progressively towards the poles.

Exp. (d)
Thunderstorm

the



Thunder is the sound caused by a lightning
discharge.



Lightning heats the air in its path and causes a
large over-pressure of the air within its channel.



The channel expands supersonically into the
surrounding air as a shock wave and creates an
acoustic signal that is heard as thunder.

BIOGEOGRAPHY
1.

Exp. (d)



Water applies in such irrigation wets a part of the
soil so it is also called localized irrigation.



This irrigation technique checks waterlogging and
thus reduces soil salinity.Fertilizer and nutrient
loss is also checked effectively besides checking
weed growth.



Slow and steady irrigation helps in replenishing
groundwater table hence building up deficient
underground water.

Contour bunding

2.



It is done in order to improve the farming ability of
the soil on hills and slopes of mountains.



It creates stair-like areas which is developed for
planting different plants, herbs, and crops.

Exp. (b)
Central Asian Steppe


“The Great Steppe”, is found in Eastern Europe and
Central Asia, it is the world’s largest steppe region.



It is found in Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan, and Mongolia. The climate found here
is harsh with dust storms.The rainfall is negligible
and the temperatures range from – 4 to 50 degree
Celsius.



The mid-latitude (Central Asian) grassland was
once home to pastoral nomads like Kirgiz, Kazakh,
and Kalmuks.

4.

Exp. (b)
Salinization

5.



Soil salinity makes the soil impermeable due to
which more and more water is accumulated on
the surface causing increase in salinity to a greater
extent.



It can be reduced by adding gypsum to the soil.

Exp. (a)


Tea requires a temperature ranging from 21°C to
29°C. Tea grows well in the regions which receive
rainfall in between 150-200 cm. The soil should be
well-drained. However, stagnant water damages
the tea crops.



Coffee plantations require a temperature ranging
between 25°C to 30°C. Rainfall should range
between 150-200 cm. Coffee plants should be
protected from direct sunlight. Hence many trees


3.

Exp. (c)
Microirrigation


Microirrigation refers to the slow application of
water on localized volume of soil by surface drip,
subsurface drip, bubbler, and micro-sprinkler
systems.
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are planted in between the coffee crop to provide
shade to the plant.

6.

earth metal in the world with 90%of its production
while it holds around 97% of its reserve.

Tea is also propagated from seeds and leaf
cuttings, in addition to stem cuttings.

Exp. (c)



India is the third-largest producer of rare earth
metal.



Rare earth metals and alloys that contain them are
used in many devices that people use every day such
as computer memory, DVDs, rechargeable batteries,
cell phones, catalytic converters, magnets, fluorescent
lighting, and other electronic equipment.

Rare earth metals


A rare-earth element (REE) or rare-earth metal
(REM) is one of a set of seventeen chemical
elements. China is the largest producer of rare

INDIAN GEOGRAPHY
1.

Exp. (d)

present the irrigation water is provided for Boro
cultivation also to an area of 27,944 ha.

Water reservoirs of National Importance
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Aliyar Dam: Aliyar Dam is a charming location
surrounded by Annamali Hills with wonderful
natural views. It is located between Pollachi and
Valparai.At a distance of 64 Kms from Coimbatore,
24 Kms from Pollachi & 545 Kms from Chennai.
Built across Aliyar River between 1959 and 1969,
the primary purpose of the dam is to support
irrigation for Pollachi and nearby places for
Agriculture purpose. The height of the dam is
81 meters. There is a well-maintained park built
at bottom of the Dam. The view of the Anamalai
range around the reservoir is a feast for the eyes
and the view of the coconut groves from top of the
dam is amazing. Boating is available here.
Isapur Dam: Isapur Dam is one of the biggest
dam in the state of Maharashtra, build over the
Painganga River that divides Maharashtra into
two regions namely; Marathwada and Vidarbha
regions. It is an earth fill dam, with a height of
57 m, and the length is 4,120.1 m. The motive
behind the construction of the Dam was mainly
irrigation. Lush with water, Isapur Dam is a
prominent tourist attraction cradled in the lap of
mother nature. Blessed with pristine scenery, it
is an incredible place for the keen bird watchers
to stay around and get mesmerized by the sweet
calls of the colorful birds around, especially during
winters. While the immense greenery around the
dam makes it a perfect background for the picnic
or sightseeing.
Kangsabati Reservoir Project: Kangsabati
Reservoir Project was started in the year 195657. Till date an irrigation potential of 3,48,477
ha. has been created in the districts of Bankura,
Midnapore and Hooghly through this Project.
With bank assistance and under Accelerated
Irrigation Benefit Programme, the Government
has undertaken large extension and improvement
programme of the main canals. The project though
originally planned for Kharif and limited Rabi, at

2.

Exp. (a)
Origin Glacier
1. Bandarpunch

3.

2. Bara Shigri

Chenab

3. Milam

Gori Ganga

4. Siachen

Nubra

5. Zemu

Teesta

Exp. (a)


4.

Rivers
Yamuna

Pandharpur is a well known pilgrimage town on
the banks of Chandrabhaga River in Solpur district,
Maharashtra, India. Tiruchirapalli is located along
the Kaveri River in Tamil Nadu, India. Hampi, also
referred to as the Group of Monuments at Hampi,
is a UNESCO World Heritage Site situated on the
banks of the Tungabhadra River in the eastern part
of central Karnataka near the state border with
Andhra Pradesh. Thus only 1 and 2 are correct.

Exp. (a)
Kharif Crop in India


Area under rice cultivation is the highest.



Area under the cultivation of jowar is not more
than that of oilseeds.



Area of cotton cultivation is more than that of
sugarcane.



Area under sugarcane cultivation has not
decreased. The normal area (average of latest five
years) under sugarcane cultivation in the country
is 48.84 lakh hectares. During 2015-16 area under
sugarcane was estimated above the normal area
coverage at 49.27 lakh hectares. The area under
sugarcane declined to 44.36 lakh hectares during
2016-17 due to lesser area coverage in Maharashtra
and then increased to 47.32 lakh hectares during
2017-18.
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5.

Exp. (a)


Sand is a minor mineral, as defined under section
3(e) of the Mines and Minerals (Development and
Regulation) Act, 1957 (MMDR Act).



Section 15 of the MMDR Act empowers state
governments to make rules for regulating the
grant of mineral concessions in respect of minor
minerals and for purposes connected therewith.
The regulation of grant of mineral concessions
for minor minerals is, therefore, within the
legislative and administrative domain of the state
governments.



6.
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Further, section 23C of the MMDR Act, 1957
empowers state governments to frame rules to
prevent illegal mining, transportation and storage
of minerals and for purposes connected therewith.
Control of illegal mining is, therefore, under the
legislative and administrative jurisdiction of state
governments.

10.



Rangeet river is main tributary of Teesta river.



River Teesta does not flow directly into Bay of
Bengal but meets Brahmaputra river which later
along with the Ganga merges into Bay of Bengal.

Exp. (b)
Physiography of India

11.



The Himalayas in India are spread over Himachal
Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Sikkim, Assam, West Bengal,
Arunachal Pradesh. Some extensions of Shiwaliks
are also present in Punjab and Haryana.



Western Ghats are spread over six states, namely
- Gujarat, Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka, Kerala,
Tamil Nadu.



Pulicat lake is located on the border of Andhra
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.

Exp. (b)
National Chambal Sanctuary

Exp. (a)



National Chambal Sanctuary, also called the
National Chambal Gharial Wildlife Sanctuary, is a
tri-state protected area in northern India for the
protection of the Critically Endangered gharial,
the red-crowned roof turtle, and the Endangered
Ganges river dolphin.



It is located on the Chambal River near the tripoint
of Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, and Uttar Pradesh.

Barren Island

7.



Barren Island is possession of India in the Andaman
Sea about 135 km NE of Port Blair in the Andaman
Islands. It hosts India’s only active volcano.



It erupted last time in 2017, not 1991.

Exp. (a)
Kodaikanal Lake


8.

Kodaikanal Lake, also known as Kodai Lake is a
manmade lake located in the Kodaikanal city in
Dindigul district in Tamil Nadu, India.

Exp. (b)


Exp. (d)
Mines in India





9.

12.

As per the Mines and Minerals (Development
and Regulation) Amendment Act, 2015 ,non-coal
mines have to be auctioned by the respective state
governments.
There are 3 gold mines that are in operational
condition in India. They are Hutti and Uti in
Karnataka and the Hirabuddini mines in Jharkhand
,. East Singhbhum, Jharkhand has one operational
gold mine located in Kendrugocha, which is of
medium quality.

13.

Exp. (a)
Great Nicobar


14.

Exp. (a)



Sathyamangalam forest range is a significant
wildlife corridor in the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve.
It is located in the Erode district of Tamil Nadu.



The reserve also adjoins four other protected areas
Billigiriranga Swamy Temple Wildlife Sanctuary,
Sigur Plateau, Mudumalai National Park, and
Bandipur National Park.

Exp. (b)



The Teesta River originates from the Pahunri
(or Teesta Kangse ) glacier and flows southward
through the
Sikkim Himalaya while the
Brahmaputra River originates on the Angsi Glacier
located on the northern side of the Himalayas in
Burang County of Tibet.

Great Nicobar is nearest from Sumatra and is
located at a distance of 180 Km from it.

Sathyamangalam Tiger Reserve

Bhilwara Iron Ore Mine in Rajasthan is an
operational mine.

Teesta

The shortest route having minimum states from
Kohima (Nagaland) to Kottayam (Kerala) passes
through the following states: Nagaland - Assam
- West Bengal - Odisha - Andhra Pradesh - Tamil
Nadu or Karnataka - Kerala

15.

Exp. (c)
Chandipur beach


Chandipur beach is unique in the whole world
where the seawater retreats inside the sea from
1km to 5 Km every day and it again comes back to
the shore slowly during high tide.
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16.

This happens twice every day. It is also known as
Hide and Seek Beach.

the basin and the right bank tributaries Pravara,
Manjira, Manair together contributing 11% of the
basin.

Exp. (d)



Shale gas resources


17.

There are 11 exploratory wells that were recently
provided to ONGC for drilling for shale oil and
shale gas. They are Cambay basin at Mehsana,
Ahmedabad and Bharuch districts of Gujarat, one
well in Cauvery basin at Nagapattinam in Tamil
Nadu and five wells in Krishna-Godavari Basin
at East and West Godavari districts of Andhra
Pradesh.

22.

Living Root Bridges

Linking of rivers

18.

Successive Andhra Pradesh governments have
been trying to harness at least 10 percent of this
water and divert some of it into the Krishna,
whose delta faces an acute shortage of water for
irrigation.



23.

The government of Rajasthan had planned to
develop Inland Shipping Port at Jalore which would
be connected to the Arabian Sea by developing a
channel along the Kutch Creek.



The root bridges provide a stable alternative to
wooden bridges, which decay and get destroyed
during the lengthy monsoon seasons.



Meghalaya’s most famous root bridge, the “doubledecker” root bridge, can be found in the vicinity
of one of the wettest places on earth - Cherrapunji
(also known as Sohra).

Exp. (c)



The tropical wet evergreen forest in India are
usually found in areas receiving more than 200
cm of rainfall and having a temperature of 15-30
degrees Celsius.



Evergreen forests are found on the eastern and
western slopes of the Western Ghats in such
states like Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala, and
Maharashtra.



And also found in Assam, Arunachal Pradesh,
Meghalaya, Nagaland, Tripura, West Bengal, and
Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

Exp. (d)



Left Bank: Dibang River, Lohit River, Dhansiri
River, Kolong River



Right Bank: Kameng River, Manas River, Beki
River, Raidak River, Jaldhaka River, Teesta River,
Subansiri River

Exp. (d)

24.

Easternmost and Westernmost States of India

21.

Deep in the dense tropical forest of Meghalaya,
and shrouded in cloud and rain for much of the
year, are some astonishing man-made natural
wonders. Known as living root bridges, inventive
members of the Khasi tribe have trained them to
grow from the roots of ancient rubber trees, native
to the northeast region.

Tropical Wet Evergreen Forests in India

Tributaries at Brahmaputra

20.



Exp. (d)
Artificial inland port

19.

Exp. (a)

Exp. (b)





The mainland of India extends from Kashmir
in the north to Kanniyakumari in the south and
Arunachal Pradesh in the east to Gujarat in the
west.



The tiny town of Kibithu in Arunachal Pradesh is
the easternmost point of India. The Lohit River
enters India from Kibithu.



The westernmost point of India is the small
inhabited village of Ghuar Moti, located in the
Kutch District of Gujarat.

Exp. (d)
Tributaries of Godavari
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The major tributaries of the river can be classified
as the left bank tributaries which include the
Purna, Pranhita, Indravati and Sabari River
covering nearly 57% of the total catchment area of

Pranhita is the largest tributary covering about
34% of its drainage basin.

Exp. (a)
Species of trees in tropical moist deciduous forest

25.



The moist deciduous forests are more found in
the regions which record annual average rainfall
between 100-200 cm.



These forests are found in the northeastern states
along the foothills of the Himalayas, eastern slopes
of the Western Ghats and Odisha.



Teak, sal, shisham, hurra, mahua, amla, semul,
kusum, and sandalwood etc. are the main species
of these forests.

Exp. (a)
Himalayas naturally growing plants


Trees largely predominate the temperate belt of
the Great Himalayan National Park. The conifer
species are widely distributed at various altitudes
(e.g., blue pine, cedar, spruce, and fir) in the
successive low to high altitudinal zones.
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Each of the upper coniferous belts has its
characteristic oak which provides a corns for birds
and rodents. The white-oak is associated with
Pinus roxburghii and blue pine; green-oak with fir
and spruce.
Rhododendron arboreum dominates between
1500-3000 m with a tendency of preference for the
lower elevation on the north side. Four species of
Maple occur with a wide range of altitudes from
1500-3500 m. Aesculus, alder, poplar, birch, and
willows are common near the streams.

Ten Degree Channel

31.

Barak

27.

Barak does not flow in Arunachal Pradesh.



The Barak is a 900 km (560 miles) long river
flowing through the states of Manipur, Nagaland,
Mizoram, and Assam in India and into the Bay of
Bengal via Bangladesh.

Wetlands and Rivers
Harike wetland is located downstream of the
confluence of the Beas and Sutlej rivers.

Exp. (b)



The Changpa or Champa are a semi-nomadic
Tibetan people found mainly in the Changtang in
Ladakh and in Jammu and Kashmir.



The Changpas rear the highly pedigreed and prized
Changra goats (Capra Hircus) that yield the rare
Pashmina fiber (Cashmere wool). The Cashmere
goats (Changra goats) are not raised for their meat
but for their fiber (pashm). The pashmina fiber
(Pashm in Persian) is the finest fiber of all goat
hair.



They are kept in the category of Scheduled Tribes.

32.

Exp. (d)

Keoladeo Ghana National Park is a man-made and
man-managed wetland and one of the national
parks of India.

1. Corbett National Park

Ramganga



The bund was created at the confluence of two
rivers, the Gambhir and Banganga not beas and
Chambal.

2. Kaziranga
National Park

Four rivers: Brahmaputra,
Diphlu, Mora Diphlu and
Mora Dhansiri



Kolleru is one of the largest freshwater lakes in
India located in state of Andhra Pradesh and forms
the largest shallow freshwater lake in Asia.

3. Silent Valley
National Park

Kunthi or Kunthi Puzha



Kolleru is located between Krishna and Godavari
deltas.

33.

Malabar Coast

2. Kaimur Hills

Central India

3. Mahadeo Hills

Central India

4. Mikir Hills

North-East India

34.

Exp. (d)


NH 4: This road running from the capital city of
Port Blair to Diglipur connecting all major towns
of Ferrargunj, Baratang, Kadamtala, Rangat, Billy
Ground, Nimbudera, Mayabunder and Diglipur.



NH 6: The highway passes through the Indian
states of Meghalaya, Assam, and Mizoram.



NH 15: This highway starts from Baihata in Assam
and terminates at Wakro in Arunachal Pradesh.

Exp. (a)

Exp. (a)



Narmada and Tapi flow through rift valley due to
which it flows along the direction of the valley not
in the south-east direction which along the slope of
the peninsular block.



It flows between the Vindhyas and Satpura but it is
not the reason behind its westward flow.



The slope of the land is towards east, not the west.

Region

1. Cardamom Hills

River flowing through the
Park

Narmada

Exp. (c)
Hills

30.

This channel is 150 kilometers (93 mi) wide from
north to south, and approximately 10 kilometers
(2 mi) long from east to west. It is so named as it
lies on the 10-degree line of latitude, north of the
equator.

National Park



29.



Exp. (a)



28.

The Ten Degree Channel is a channel that separates
the Andaman Islands and Nicobar Islands from
each other in the Bay of Bengal.

Changpa Community of Ladakh

Exp. (b)





35.

Exp. (a)


Nokrek Biosphere Reserve:

Garo Hills



Logtak (Loktak) Lake:

Manipur



Namdapha National Park:

Arunachal Pradesh

Exp. (d)


If the total water use by the industry is accounted,
thermal power plants are used maximum water
which accounts for 88% of the total industrial
water use.



They are followed by engineering (05%) pulp &
paper (26%) and textiles (07%) industries.
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36.

Exp. (a)



Limboo (Limbu):

Sikkim

Characteristics of Indian coal



Karbi:

Meghalaya



Dongaria Kondh:

Odisha



Bonda:

Odisha





37.

Indian coals contain less trace elements but at the
same time, a greater fraction of inorganic impurities
compared to coals from other countries.
Indian coals have a high ash content and a
high ash fusion temperature, poor washability
characteristics, generally low alkali content, and
from a slag viscosity perspective, a favorable silicaalumina ratio. Indian coal also has low Sulphur
content.

41.

Arunachal Pradesh



Nearly all laterites are rusty-red because of iron
oxides. They develop by intensive and long-lasting
weathering of the underlying parent rock.



Laterites are soil types rich in iron and
aluminum but are deficient in nitrogen and
potash. They are formed in hot and wet tropical
areas. Thick laterite layers are porous and slightly
permeable, so the layers can function as aquifers
in rural areas.



As these soil are found in areas having high rainfall,
these are found in western ghats in Karnataka,
Maharashtra, in north-east India in Meghalaya
Plateau and in some parts of Odisha.



When manured and irrigated, some laterites are
suitable for growing plantation crops like tea,
coffee, rubber, cinchona, coconut, areca nut, etc.

42.

Arunachal Pradesh is located on the same latitude
which passes through northern Rajasthan.



It has over 80% of its area under forest cover
according to forest Survey Of India’s State of Forest
Report, 201



Over 12% of the forest cover constitutes Protected
Area Network in this State.

43.

Gondwana beds are main source of coal, iron ore,
Manganese, limestone e.t.c but natural gas is not
found there.



Mica occurs in abundance in Kodarma and this
region is one of the highest producers of Mica in
India.



Dharwad region is in Karnataka. The minerals
found in the Dharwad region are Bauxite, Kaolin
and Red ochre. Petroleum is not found in this
region.



Cowpea may be used green or as dry fodder. It also
is used as a green manure crop, a nitrogen-fixing
crop, or for erosion control.



Green Gram has high nutritional value and is used
as food, fodder, and manure.



Edible parts of pigeon pea are the seeds, seedpods,
leaves, and young shoots. Pigeon pea is as well
known for its medicinal uses. Pigeon pea has
numerous uses in animal feeding. The leaves
and pods are valuable and palatable protein-rich
fodder.

Exp. (d)
Crops of India

Exp. (b)



Exp. (d)
Crops of India

Minerals in India

39.



Exp. (c)
Laterite soils

38.

Exp. (a)

44.



All are rained crops in India.



Sesamum and Pearl millet are prominent dryland
crops while Groundnut is cultivated in areas of
medium rainfall such as Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh,
Rajasthan e.t.c

Exp. (d)
Properties of Himalayan Mountain Ranges


The most characteristic features of the Himalayas
are their soaring heights, steep-sided jagged peaks,
valley and alpine glaciers often of stupendous
size, topography deeply cut by erosion, seemingly
unfathomable river gorges, complex geologic
structure, and series of elevational belts (or zones)
that display different ecological associations of
flora, fauna, and climate.



Viewed from the south, the Himalayas appear
as a gigantic crescent with the main axis rising
above the snow line, where snowfields, alpine
glaciers, and avalanches all feed lower-valley
glaciers that in turn constitute the sources of most
of the Himalayan rivers. The greater part of the
Himalayas, however, lies below the snow line.



The mountain-building process that created
the range is still active. As the bedrock is lifted,
considerable stream erosion and gigantic
landslides occur.

Exp. (c)
Kharif crops

40.



Kharif crops, which are also known as monsoon
crops, are the crops which are grown during the
monsoon or rainy season (June to October). Their
seeds are sown at the beginning of the monsoon
season and the crops are harvested at the end of
the monsoon season.



The main Kharif crops grown in India include
paddy, maize, jowar, bajra, cotton, sugarcane,
groundnut, pulses, etc.

Exp. (a)
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Demographic dividend

Ranges of Himalayas are parallel to each other
and have unique topography. Rivers have U-turn
topography.

The demographic dividend is said to be occurring
when the ratio of the working-age population
is high and the dependency ratio in terms of the
proportion of children and elderly people low.



As India has a high working group of age between
16-64 years of age which is called working
group, India is said to possess high demographic
dividend.

Exp. (c)
The Indian Monsoon






46.



The Indian monsoon has two branches i.e. Bay
of Bengal Branch and Arabian Sea branch. Both
Branches proceed northward from southern
parts of India. When monsoon is established both
branches withdraw from northern parts towards
south. Hence, duration is maximum in southern
India.

49.

Exp. (b)
The Himalayan Range species diversity

Bay of Bengal branch of monsoon enters through
eastern coast and proceeds towards west. Arabian
sea branch strikes windward side of western ghat
and marches parallel to Aravallis thus area around
Aravallis does not get much rainfall from it.



The flora and fauna of the Himalayas vary with
climate, rainfall, altitude, and soils. The climate
ranges from tropical at the base of the mountains to
permanent ice and snow at the highest elevations.



The amount of yearly rainfall increases from west
to east along the southern front of the range. This
diversity of altitude, rainfall and soil conditions
combined with the very high snow line supports a
variety of distinct plant and animal communities.



The extremes of high altitude (low atmospheric
pressure) combined with extreme cold favour
extremophile organisms.

But areas of eastern India get suﬃcient rainfall
from Bay of Bengal branch. Thus, rainfall decreases
from east towards west.

Exp. (b)
Climatic conditions and vegetation of Arunachal
Pradesh


50.

Exp. (c)
Lower Gangetic plain


Lower Ganga plain lies in the eastern part of
India comprises of most part of West Bengal and
Bangladesh which is characterized by high rainfall
and humid climatic conditions.



The average temperature in this region in winter
ranges from 15° to 21 °C while that during the
monsoon season remains between 22° and 30 °C.





Owing to its location amid the foothills of the
Himalayas, Arunachal Pradesh is one of the richest
states in the region in terms of biodiversity.

This fertile geographic region is shared by both
Bangladesh and India (mainly West Bengal). China
also has a dominating place in jute cultivation.





The state’s climatic conditions facilitate the growth
of a vast variety of plants and trees in the territory,
thereby providing a rich store of fauna to the
region.

Lower Gangetic plain has a huge population that
aids the cultivation of labor-intensive crops such
as Jute and paddy.



47.

The climate in Arunachal Pradesh ranges from
sub-tropical to temperate depending upon the
altitude. The regions in the lower belts of the
state experience hot and humid climates, with
maximum temperature in the foothills reaching
up to 40 °C (during the summer).

51.

Exp. (b)
Syntaxial bending

Orchids, fern, bamboo, cane, rhododendrons, oak,
hedychiums, and various medicinal plants form a
diverse range of the state’s green cover.

Exp. (a)



Himalayas has sytaxial bend due to which it
provides a slope near Garo gap which leads to
diversion of major rivers such as Brhamputra.



There are two syntaxial bends in Himalayas which
causes this type of topography. One is at Namcha
Barwa and other is at Nanga Parbat.



Due to these bends the geological structure of
Himalayas becomes northward to southward.

Bhitarkanika Mangrove

48.



Bhitarkanika Mangroves is a mangrove wetland in
Odisha, India, covering an area of 650 km in the
Brahmani and Baitarani river deltas.



It is also a wildlife sanctuary and a national park.



The national park and wildlife sanctuary is
inundated by the rivers Brahmani, Baitarani,
Dhamra, Pathsala.



Baitarini originates in Odisha while the Brahmani
is formed by the confluence of the rivers South Koel
and Sankh. South Koelhas origin in Jharkhand.

Exp. (b)

52.

Exp. (b)
Gujarat


The northern part of Gujarat which borders with
Rajasthan is semi-arid and arid.



The central part is covered with Black soil due to
which cotton is produced.



Cash crops such as cotton are predominant in
these regions supported by high demands from the
cotton industry.
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53.

Exp. (d)



Soil conservation practices


Rivers through Himachal Pradesh


Beas flows through Mandi, Hamirpur district of
Himachal Pradesh.
Chenab flows
districts.



Ravi flows through Chamba district of Himachal
Pradesh.





Terracing is a soil conservation practice applied
to prevent rainfall-runoff on sloping land from
accumulating and causing serious erosion.

Satluj flows through Kalpa, Bilaspur etc districts of
Himachal Pradesh.





Windbreaks can reduce soil erosion, increase crop
yields and protect livestock from heat and cold.
They reduce the speed of wind due to which it can
not blow away nutrients.

Yamuna makes boundary between Himachal
Pradesh & Uttarakhand. It flows through Nahan
district and enters Himachal Pradesh in Sirmur
district.

58.

through

Keylang,

Manali

etc

Exp. (d)
Luni river

Exp. (c)



Luni river has an Inland drainage system.

The climatic condition required for growth of pepper



It originates in the Pushkar valley of the Aravalli
Range, near Ajmer, passes through the southeastern
portion of the Thar Desert, and ends in the marshy
lands of Rann of Kutch in Gujarat, after traveling a
distance of 495 km.



The crop tolerates temperatures between 10° and
40°C. The ideal temperature is 23 -32°C with an
average of 28°C.



Optimum soil temperature for root growth is 2628°C.

59.

Exp. (b)
Kolleru Lake

A well distributed annual rainfall of 125-200 cm is
considered ideal for black pepper.



Kolleru Lake is the largest freshwater lake and is
located in Andhra Pradesh.



Kolleru is located between Krishna and Godavari
delta and covers an area of 308 km².



The lake serves as a natural flood-balancing
reservoir for these two rivers.

Exp. (c)
Tropical Deciduous Forests


These are the most widespread forests in India.
They are also called the monsoon forests.



They spread over regions that receive rainfall
between 70-200 cm.



56.

Exp. (d)




55.

57.

Sand fences can be used in windy regions adjacent
to sandy soils. They help in reducing the wind
speeds over the soil and also trap the sand blowing
from adjoining places. Dams are constructed
across the river channels to prevent soil erosion in
downstream areas.



54.

Crop rotation is the practice of growing a series of
dissimilar or different types of crops in the same
area in sequenced seasons. It helps in reducing soil
erosion and increases soil fertility and crop yield.

Setting up of industries is regulated in India hence,
it is not possible to set up polluting industries.

60.

Exp. (d)
Role of Himalayan ranges


Himalayan ranges block the cold and dry Siberian
wind from entering Indian sub-continent. If there
would not have been the Himalayas, India would
have been a cold desert.



Indo-Gangetic plains are made up of fine silt and
clay which are brought by Himalayan rivers and
their tributaries from the Himalayas. Northern
Plain would have been devoid of fertile alluvium
without them.



Orographic rainfall which is caused due to striking
of Monsoon winds with Himalayas would not have
been possible. Hence, pattern of monsoon would
be different.

On the basis of the availability of water, these
forests are further divided into moist and dry
deciduous.

Exp. (a)
Limitations of India in mitigating global warming
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Appropriate alternate technologies are not
suﬃciently
available
in
developing
and
underdeveloped countries to mitigate climate
change-related issues. As India is developing
country is partially or fully dependent upon
developed countries on technology.
For developing countries, poverty reduction and
development are a major concerns. Hence, there
is paucity of funds for research and development
of alternate technology as compared to developed
countries.

61.

Exp. (a)
Latitude


Latitude is the angular distance of a point on the
earth’s surface, measured in degrees from the
center of the earth.

www.iasscore.in


62.

Orissa boasts of 95 percent of the country’s
chromite deposit, 92 percent of nickel ore, 55
percent of bauxite and 33 percent of iron ore.
Besides, the state has substantial quantity of other
minerals and ores like coal, manganese, dolomite,
graphite, and limestone.



Only 15 % of India’s copper is found in Jharkhand.



Deposits of wolfram, the chief ore of tungsten, are
found in Degana (near Rawat Hills) in Rajasthan
and Chendpathar in the Bankura district of West
Bengal.



65.



Black cotton soil is not found predominantly in
Tamil Nadu. Cotton as a raw material is fulfilled
from neighboring states such as Maharashtra and
Gujarat.
Traditionally, cotton yarn is weaved in Tamil Nadu
due to which cheap and skilled labour is available.
This has enabled the cotton industry to grow with
rapid pace.

66.

Their color is mainly due to ferric oxides occurring
as thin coatings on the soil particles while the iron
oxide occurs as haematite or as hydrous ferric
oxide, the color is red and when it occurs in the
hydrate form as limonite the soil gets a yellow
color.

Exp. (b)


Gondwana rocks contain nearly 98 percent of
India’s coal reserves. Gondwana coal is much
younger than the Carboniferous coal and hence it’s
carbon content is low.



They have rich deposits of iron ore, copper,
uranium and antimony also. Sandstones, slates,
and conglomerates are used as building materials.

Exp. (b)


64.

28 degree N latitude passes through both Sikkim
and Rajasthan.

Exp. (b)


63.
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Exp.(a)
Longitude


Longitude is an angular distance, measured in
degrees along the equator east or west of the Prime
(or First) Meridian.

Exp. (c)



Both Delhi and Bangaluru fall on same longitude.

Red soil



Delhi lies on 77°13’429”E while Bengaluru lies on



77°35’328”E. Both are located close to each other in

Red soil is mainly found in areas of high
temperature and rainfall.

terms of longitude.

WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
1.

to the north and east; and Turkey to the south.
Additionally, it is impacted by another 10 nations
through the five major rivers that empty into
the Black Sea, the largest of which is the Danube
River.

Exp. (b)




Countries bordering Adriatic sea: The Adriatic
Sea is a part of the Mediterranean Sea positioned
between the eastern coastline of Italy, and countries
of the Balkan Peninsula, from Slovenia, south
through Croatia. Montenegro, and to Albania. The
southern boundary of the sea ends in the Strait
of Otranto between Albania and Italy’s Salento
Peninsula. Immediately south of that strait the
Ionian Sea begins.
Countries bordering Black sea: The Black Sea
lies between southeastern Europe and Asia Minor.
Excluding its northern arm, the Sea of Azov, the
Black Sea occupies about 168,500 square miles
(436,400 square kilometers). It is connected to
the Aegean Sea through the Bosporus, the Sea
of Marmara, and the Dardanelles, and has been
of critical importance to regional commerce
throughout the ages. This major inland sea
is bordered by six countries — Romania and
Bulgaria to the west; Ukraine, Russia, and Georgia



Countries bordering Caspian sea: The five
countries
Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan,
Russia,
Turkmenistan and Iran share their boundary with
the Caspian Sea



Countries bordering Mediterranean Sea:
The countries surrounding the Mediterranean
in clockwise order are Spain, France, Monaco,
Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Albania, Greece, Turkey, Syria,
Lebanon, Israel, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, and
Morocco; Malta and Cyprus are island countries in
the sea.



Countries bordering Red sea: There are six
countries (Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Egypt, Sudan,
Eritrea, and Djibouti) bordering the Red Sea.
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2.

Region sometimes
mentioned in news

3.

4.

1. Catalonia

Spain

2. Crimea

Russia (annexed from
Ukraine)

3. Mindanao

Philippines

4. Oromia

Ethopia



The Aral Sea has shrunk by about 75% of its
original size mainly because of water diversion for
agricultural usages in surrounding areas. From a
depth of 68 meters in the 1960s, today it has less
than 10 meters depth.



In Lake Baikal, the water level has gone below the
critical mark of 456m eleven times. Thus, while
the Aral Sea has dried up immensely, Lake Baikal
shows a fluctuating nature.

7.

Exp. (c)
Mediterranean Sea

8.



The Mediterranean Sea is a large body of water
with Europe to the north, northern Africa to the
south, and southwestern Asia to the east



The countries surrounding the Mediterranean
in clockwise order are Spain, France, Monaco,
Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Albania, Greece, Turkey, Syria,
Lebanon, Israel, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, and
Morocco; Malta and Cyprus are island countries in
the sea.

Following Are Correctly Matched Pairs

Towns sometimes
mentioned in news

Country

1. Aleppo

Syria

2.

Kirkuk

Iraq

3.

Mosul

Iraq

4.

Mazarisharif

Afghanistan

Exp. (d)



According to the United Nations Yemen faced one
of “the world’s largest famine”. 17 million people
were dependent on external aid for food and
medicine, while the country is fighting a massive
cholera outbreak and civil war.The breakdown of
government services, lack of drinking water and
a crumbling health sector, besides the miseries
of civil war and aerial bombardment, are fast
turning Yemen into a failed state, and a breeding
ground for extremist groups such as al-Qaeda in
the Arabian Peninsula.

Exp. (b)
Golan Heights

Exp. (b)



6.

Country

Exp. (a)



5.

Arab leadership insisting on the “1967 borders”,
which is not accepted by Israel. The territory of the
former Mandate Palestine (including Jerusalem)
which did not form part of the Palestinian State
would continue to be part of Israel.

Exp. (c)

9.



The Golan is a region in the Levant, spanning about
1,800 square kilometers (690 sq mi).



The region defined as the Golan Heights
differs between disciplines: as a geological and
biogeographical region, the Golan Heights is a
basaltic plateau bordered by the Yarmouk River in
the south, the Sea of Galilee and Hula Valley in the
west, the Anti-Lebanon with Mount Hermon in the
north and Wadi Raqqad in the east.

Exp. (b)
Mediterranean Sea

10.



The Mediterranean Sea is a large body of water
with Europe to the north, northern Africa to the
south, and southwestern Asia to the east.



The narrow Strait of Gibraltar to the west is the
only outlet to the Atlantic Ocean. Its total area is
970,000 square miles, and its greatest depth is off
the coast of Greece, where it is 16,800 feet deep.

Exp. (b)
Capital augmenting technology

South Sudan declared a famine and more than
half of the people in the world’s youngest nation
faced extreme hunger amid civil war. A report by
the United Nations and South Sudan’s government
said more than six million people were at threat
without aid, up about 40 % then.



Capital augmenting technology increases the
productivity of existing capital goods. In this case,
replacement of wooden by steel increases the
productivity of plough.



While labor augmenting is technology that
increases the skills and productivity of existing
labor force.

Exp. (b)
The two-state solution
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The two-state solution to the Israeli–Palestinian
conflict envisages an independent State of
Palestine alongside the State of Israel, west of the
Jordan River.
The boundary between the two states is still subject
to dispute and negotiation, with Palestinian and

11.

Exp. (b)
Turkey


Turkey is a transcontinental Eurasian country.
Asian Turkey, which includes 97 percent of the
country, is separated from European Turkey
by the Bosphorus, the Sea of Marmara, and the
Dardanelles.
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12.

Correct Sequence from south to north is JakartaSingapore-Bankok-Hanoi.

Exp. (b)
Geographical Region
(a)

Abyssinian Plateau :

(b) Atlas Mountains:
(c)

Guiana Highlands:

(d) Okavango Basin:
14.

construction of the canal in the Isthmus of Kra
in southern Thailand will herald a new chapter
in Asia, especially Southeast Asian economic
relations, very much like what the Suez Canal did
for Europe and Asia.

European Turkey comprises 3 percent of the
country’s territory.

Exp. (c)


13.
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The canal does not need the complicated and
expensive locks system of the Panama Canal as
the South China Sea and the Bay of Bengal are at
the same level, thereby reducing construction and
operation costs.

Feature
North - Western Africa
North - Western South
America
South-Western Africa

Exp. (c)

17.

Exp. (d)
Southeast Asia



Bagasse is often used as a primary fuel source for
sugar mills. When burned in quantity, it produces
suﬃcient heat energy to supply all the needs of a
typical sugar mill, with energy to spare.



Molasses is used to produce organic fertilizer, not
chemical fertilizer.



Because of its high sucrose content, a substantial
portion of the molasses is used worldwide for
producing ethyl alcohol through fermentation. It
has been estimated that around 80 percent of the
world’s molasses is used for alcohol production.



18.

Asia showed the fastest growth rate of urbanization
in the last three decades with 70% growth from
1975 level of urbanization followed by Latin
America with 28 % growth.

Exp. (d)
Strait of Malacca



Mixed farming is a type of farming which involves
both the growing of crops and the raising of
livestock.



This type of farming is practiced across Asia and
in countries such as India, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Afghanistan, South Africa, China, and Russia.



Strait of Malacca, a waterway connecting the
Andaman Sea (Indian Ocean) and the South China
Sea (Pacific Ocean).



It runs between the Indonesian island of Sumatra
to the west and peninsular (West) Malaysia and
extreme southern Thailand to the east and has an
area of about 25,000 square miles (65,000 square
km).



Singapore comes across if one travels through the
Strait of Malacca.

Exp. (b)
kra isthmus


Southeast Asia occupies a strategic position as
it links the Paci-fic and the Indian Oceans and
contains Straits of Malacca, the South China Sea,
and is an important region for Japan.

Exp. (a)


19.

Exp. (c)
Mixed farming

16.

The canal will shorten sea routes between East
Asia and South Asia, increase trade among littoral
states, and boost the fishing industry, tourism and
cruise liner business.

Ethiopia

By-products of the sugar industry

15.



The Kra Canal can open vast opportunities for
maritime trade in Asian nations. The prospective

**********
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ENVIRONMENT

PREVIOUS YEAR QUESTIONS

ECOLOGY & ENVIRONMENT
1.

Which of the following leaf modifications occur(s)
in the desert are as to inhibit water loss?

5.

1. Hard and waxy leaves
2. Tiny leaves
3. Thorns instead of leaves
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

2 and 3 only

(b) 2 only

(c)

3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

With reference to food chains in ecosystems, consider the following statements:
1. A food chain illustrates the order in which a
chain of organisms feed upon each other.
2. Food chains are found within the populations of
a species.
3. A food chain illustrates the numbers of each organism which are eaten by others.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)

2.

Which one of the following is the best description
of the term ‘ecosystem’?
(a)

A community of organisms interacting with one
another

(b) 1 and 2 only
6.

(b) That part of the Earth which is inhabited by living
organisms
(c)

3.

Which one of the following is the correct sequence
of a food chain?
(a)

(d) Crustaceans-Herrings-Diatoms
4.

(c)

8.

(b) 2 only
(c)

1, 2 and 3

(d) Hibernation cannot be observed in any of the
above

30

(c)

Habitat

(d)

Home range

Insects and fungi
Water limits and fire

Which one of the following is the correct sequence
of ecosystems in the order of decreasing productivity?
(a)

Oceans, lakes, grasslands, mangroves

(b) Mangroves, oceans, grasslands, lakes
(c)

The phenomenon of hibernation can be observed in
which of the above kinds of animals?
1 and 2 only

None

(d) None of the above

Consider the following:
1. Bats
2. Bears
3. Rodents

(a)

(d)

(b) Limited sunlight and paucity of nutrients

Diatoms-Crustaceans-Herrings
Diatoms-Herrings-Crustaceans

1, 2 and 3

In the grasslands, trees do not replace the grasses
as a part of an ecological succession because of:
(a)

(b) Crustaceans-Diatoms-Herrings
(c)

Ecotone

(b) Ecological niche
7.

(c)

Which one of the following terms describes not
only the physical space occupied by an organism,
but also its functional role in the community of organisms?
(a)

A community of organisms together with the
environment in which they live

(d) The flora and fauna of a geographical area

1 only

Mangroves, grasslands, lakes, oceans

(d) Oceans, mangroves, lakes, grasslands
9.

Which of the following leaf modifications occurs/
occur in desert areas to inhibit water loss?
1. Hard and waxy leaves
2. Tiny leaves or no leaves
3. Thorns instead of leaves
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(c)

1 and 3 only

Which of the above add carbon dioxide to the carbon
cycle on earth?

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(a)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only
10.

With reference to the food chains in ecosystems,
which of the following kinds of organism is/are
known as decomposer organism/organisms?

14.

1. Virus
2. Fungi

(b) 2 and 3 only
11.

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

15.

3. Death of vegetation
(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2, and 3

(c)

2. In India, the total geographical area of coastal
wetlands is larger than that of inland wetlands
Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

13.

2 and 3 only

(d)

3 only

The mangrove swamps separate the human
settlements from the sea by a wide zone in which
people neither live nor venture out

The mangrove trees are tall with dense canopies
and serve as art excellent shelter during a cyclone
or tsunami

(d) The mangrove trees do not get uprooted by storms
and tides because of their extensive roots

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(c)

(c)

(b) The mangroves provide both food and medicines
which people are in need of after any natural
disaster

1. The country’s total geographical area under the
category of wetlands is recorded more in Gujrat
as compared to other states

1 only

1 and 2 only

The 2004 Tsunami made people realize that
mangroves can serve as a reliable safety hedge
against coastal calamities. How do mangroves
function as a safety hedge?
(a)

With reference to the wetlands of India, consider
the following statements:

(a)

In the context of ecosystem productivity, marine
upwelling zones are important as they increase the
marine productivity by bringing the:

(b) 2 only

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

12.

1, 2, 3 and 4

Which of the above statements is/are correct?

2. Burning of coal by man

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

(a)

1. Excretion of Urea by animals

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

3. Bottom-dwelling organisms to- the surface.

Which of the following adds/add nitrogen to the soil?

(a)

2, 3 and 4 only

2. Nutrients to the surface.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
1 only

(c)

1. Decomposer microorganisms to the surface.

3. Bacteria
(a)

1 and 4 only

16.

2. Respiration.

A pesticide which is a chlorinated hydrocarbon is
sprayed on a food crop. The food chain is: Food crop
– Rat – Snake – Hawk. In this food chain, the highest
concentration of the pesticide would accumulate
in which one of the following?

3. Decay of organic matter.

(a)

4. Volcanic action.

(b) Rat

Consider the following:
1. Photosynthesis.

Food crop

(c)

Snake

(d)

Hawk

BIODIVERSITY
1.

Which one of the following National Parks lies
completely in the temperate alpine zone?
(a)

Manas National Park

(b) Namdapha National Park
(c)

2.

Neora Valley National Park

2. Double-humped camel is naturally found in
India only.
3. One-horned rhinoceros is naturally found in
India only.

(d) Valley of Flowers National Park

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Consider the following statements:

(a)

1. Asiatic lion is naturally found in India only.

1 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3
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3.

Which of the following are in Agasthyamala
Biosphere Reserve?
(a)

4.

(c)

8.

9.

mammals

(c)

are

Which of the statements given above are correct?

5.

10.

1 and 3 only
2 and 4 only

Corbett National Park
Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary

Due to some reasons, if there is a huge fall in the
population of species of butterflies, what could be
its likely consequence/consequences?

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

2. There could be a drastic increase in the fungal
infections of some cultivated plants.

Consider the following pairs:

3. It could lead to a fall in the population of some
species of wasps, spiders and birds.

Naturally found in

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

1. Blue-finned Mahseer

: Cauvery River

2. Irrawaddy Dolphin

:

Chambal River

(a)

3. Rusty-spotted Cat

:

Eastern Ghats

(b) 2 and 3 only

Which of the pairs given above are correctly
matched?

11.

1 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

With reference to ‘Red Sanders’, sometimes seen in
the news, consider the following statements:

1 and 2 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

1. It is a tree species found in a part of South India.

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

2. It is one of the most important trees in the
tropical rain forest areas of South India.

(a)

Consider the following statements:

Which of the above statements is/are correct?

1. Most of the world’s coral reefs are in tropical
waters.
2. More than one third of the world’s coral reefs are
located in the territories of Australia, Indonesia
and Philippines.
3. Coral reefs host far more number of animal phyla
than those hosted by tropical rainforests.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
7.

Nagaland

1. Pollination of some plants could be adversely
affected.

Wildlife

6.

(d)

(d) Sariska National Park

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only
(c)

Meghalaya

(b) Kuno Palpur Wildlife Sanctuary

4. Some species of snakes are viviparous.

(a)

(c)

Recently there was a proposal to translocate some
of the lions from their natural habitat in Gujarat to
which one of the following sites?
(a)

2. Some species of fish are herbivores.
marine

Arunachal Pradesh

(b) Manipur

1. Some species of turtles are herbivores.
of

In which one of the following State Pakhui Wildlife
Sanctuary is located?
(a)

Consider the following statements:

3. Some species
herbivores.

Its extract is used in the synthesis of pesticides.

(d) None of the above

Kaundinya,
Gundla
Brahmeswaram
and
Papikonda Wildlife Sanctuaries; and Mukurthi
National Park

(d) Kawal and Sri Venkateswara Wildlife Sanctuaries;
and Nagarjunasagar-Srisailam Tiger Reserve

Its extract is widely used in cosmetics.

(b) It tends to reduce the biodiversity in the area in
which it grows.

Neyyar, Peppara and Shendurney Wildlife
Sanctuaries; and Kalakad Mundanthurai Tiger
Reserve

(b) Mudumalai, Sathyamangalam and Wayanad
Wildlife Sanctuaries; and Silent Valley National
Park
(c)

(a)

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

12.

What is/are unique about ‘Kharai camel’, a breed
found in India?
1. It is capable of swimming up to three kilometers
in seawater.
2. It survives by grazing on mangroves.

(c)

1 and 3 only

3. It lives in the wild and cannot be domesticated.

(d)

1 and 3 only

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

Why is a plant called Prosopis juliflora often
mentioned in news?

32

1 only

(a)

(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3
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Recently, our scientists have discovered a new and
distinct species of banana plant which attains a
height of about 11 metres and has orange-coloured
fruit pulp. In which part of India has it been
discovered?
(a)

19.

(a)

Anadaman Islands

(c)

Maikala Hills

20.

In which of the following regions of India are
you most likely to come across the ‘Great Indian
Hornbill’ in its natural habitat?
(a)

2. Increase in the population of crocodiles in rivers
3. Getting trapped in fishing nets accidentally

Sand deserts of northwest India

4. Use of synthetic fertilizers and other agricultural
chemicals in crop-fields in the vicinity of rivers

Salt marshes of western Gujarat

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

(d) Western Ghats
15.

21.

Bhitarkanika National Park

(b) Keibul Lamjao National Park
(c)

Keoladeo Ghana National Park

3. It is given legal protection under Schedule I of
the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1974.
(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

3 only

Saltwater crocodile

22.

(c)

(a)

North Coastal Andhra Pradesh

(b) South-West Bengal
(c)

Southern Saurashtra

(d) Andaman and Nicobar Islands

2 and 3 only
3 only

Biosphere reserves
National parks

(d) Wildlife sanctuaries
23.

Gangetic dolphin

Which one of the following regions of India has a
combination of mangrove forest, evergreen forest
and deciduous forest?

(c)
(d)

(b) Botanical gardens

Lichens, which are capable of initiating ecological
succession even on a bare rock, are actually a
symbiotic association of:
(a)

(d) Gharial
18.

1 and 2 only

The most important strategy for the conservation
of biodiversity together with traditional human
life is the establishment of
(a)

(b) Olive ridley turtle
(c)

If you walk through countryside, you are likely to
see some birds stalking alongside the cattle to seize
the insects, disturbed by their movement through
grasses.Which of the following is/are such bird/
birds?

(b) 2 only

Which one of the following is the national aquatic
animal of India?
(a)

1, 2, 3 and 4

(a)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

17.

(d)

3. Black-necked Crane

2. It is found along the entire coast of India.

(b) 2 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

1. It is a herbivorous marine animal.

1 and 2 only

1, 3 and 4 only

2. Common Myna

With reference to ‘dugong’, a mammal found in
India, which of the following statements is/are
correct?

(a)

(c)

1. Painted Stork

(d) Sultanpur National Park
16.

1 and 2 only

(a)

Which of the following National Parks is unique
in being a swamp with floating vegetation that
supports a rich biodiversity?
(a)

Other than poaching, what are the possible reasons
for the decline in the population of Ganges River
Dolphins?
1. Construction of dams and barrages on rivers

(b) Higher Himalayas of Jammu and Kashmir
(c)

Neora Valley National Park

(d) Namdapha National Park

(d) Tropical rain forests of northeast
14.

Khangchendzonga National Park

(b) Nandadevi National Park

(b) Anamalai Forests
(c)

Which one of the following National Parks has a
climate that varies from tropical to subtropical,
temperate and arctic?

Algae and bacteria

(b) Algae and fungi
24.

(c) Bacteria and fungi
(d) Fungi and mosses

With reference to ‘Eco-Sensitive Zones’, which of
the following statements is/are correct?
1. Eco-Sensitive Zones are the areas that are
declared under the Wildlife (Protection) Act,
1972
2. The purpose of the declaration of Eco-Sensitive
Zones is to prohibit all kinds of human activities,
in those zones except agriculture.
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Select the correct answer using the code given below:
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

25.

30.

1. It helps in controlling soil erosion and in
preventing desertification.

Which of the following have coral reefs?

2. It is a rich source of biodiesel.

1. Andaman and Nicobar Islands
2. Gulf of Kachchh

3. It has nutritional value and is well-adapted to
live in cold areas of high altitudes.

3. Gulf of Mannar

4. Its timber is of great commercial value.

4. Sunderbans

Which of the above statements is/ are correct?

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 4 only
26.

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

(a)

31.

Consider the following animals:

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Select the correct answer using the code given below
1 and 2 only

(c)

1, 2 and 4 only

(b) 3 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

(a)

32.

Consider the following protected areas:

2. Kerala

1. Bandipur

3. Karnataka

2. Bhitarkanika

4. Andhra Pradesh

3. Manas
4. Sunderbans

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

Which of the above are declared Tiger Reserves?

(a)

1, 2 and 3 only

(c)

1, 3 and 4 only

(a)

(b)

2 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

(b) 1, 3 and 4 only
33.

Consider the following :
1. Star tortoise
2. Monitor lizard

(c)

Which of the above found in India?
1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

Consider the following fauna of India:

3. Swamp deer
Which of the above is/are endangered?
1 and 2 only

34

1, 2, 3 and 4

Biosphere reserves
Wetlands declared under Ramsar convention

34.

Which one of the following groups of animals
belongs to the category of endangered species?
(a)

Great Indian Bustard, Musk Deer, Red Panda,
Asiatic Wild Ass

(b) Kashmir Stag, Cheetah, Blue Bull, Great Indian
Bustard.

2. Leatherback turtle

(b) 3 only

2, 3 and 4 only

(d)

(d) Wildlife sanctuaries

1. Gharial

(a)

(c)

(b) National parks

4. Spider monkey

(a)

1 and 2 only

In which one among the following categories
of protected areas in India are local people not
allowed to collect and use the biomass?
(a)

3. Pygmy hog

29.

Other than resistance to pests, what are the
prospects for which genetically engineered plants
have been created?

4. To increase their shelf life

In which of the following States is lion-tailed
macaque found in its natural habitat?
1. Tamil Nadu

28.

1, 2, 3 and 4

3. To enable them to grow and do photosynthesis in
spaceships and space stations

Which of the above is/are mammal/ mammals?
(b) 1 and 3 only

1 and 3 only

(d)

2. To increase the nutritive value of the produce

3. Sea lion
1 only

(c)

1. To enable them to withstand drought

2. Sea horse

(a)

1 only

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only

1. Sea cow

27.

Government of India encourages the cultivation
of ‘sea buckthorn’. What is the importance of this
plant?

(c)

1, 2 and 3

(d)

None

(c)

Snow Leopard, Swamp Deer, Rhesus Monkey,
Saras (Crane)

(d) Lion Tailed Macaque, Blue Bull, Hanuman Langur,
Cheetah
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Which of the following can be threats to the
biodiversity of a geographical area?

Which of the above is/are pollinating agent/agents?
(a)

1. Global warming

(b) 2 only

2. Fragmentation of habitat
3. Invasion of alien species

40.

4. Promotion of vegetarianism
1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
36.

(c)

1 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

1, 2 and 3

Biodiversity forms the basis for human existence
in the following ways:

3. Recycling of waste
4. Pollination of crops

1. Black necked crane

(a)

1, 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 4 only

2. Cheetah

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

41.

Which of the above are naturally found in India?
1, 2 and 3 only

(c)

2 and 4 only

(b) 1, 3 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

(a)

A sandy and saline area is the natural habitat of an
Indian animal species. The animal has no predators
in that area but its existence is threatened due to
the destruction of its habitat. Which one of the
following could be that animal?
(a)

What would happen if phytoplankton of an ocean
is completely destroyed for some reason?

2. The food chains in the ocean would be adversely
affected.

(c)

42.

(b) 2 only

2. Vegetation density

(c)

3 only

3. Endemism

(d)

1, 2 and 3

4. Ethno-botanical importance
5. Threat perception

What is the difference between the antelopes Oryx
and Chiru?
(a)

6. Adaptation of flora and fauna to warm and
humid conditions

Oryx is adapted to live in hot and arid areas like
Africa and Arabia whereas Chiru is adapted to
live in steppes and semi-desert areas of cold high
mountains of Tibetan Plateau.

(b) Oryx is poached for its antlers whereas Chiru is
poached for its musk
(c)

Three of the following criteria have contributed
to the recognition of Western Ghats-Sri Lanka and
Indo-Burma regions as hotspots of biodiversity:
1. Species richness

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
1 and 2 only

Indian Wild Boar

(d) Indian Gazelle

3. The density of ocean water would drastically
decrease.

(a)

Indian Wild Buffalo

(b) Indian Wild Ass

1. The ocean as a carbon sink would be adversely
affected.

Oryx exists in western India only whereas Chiru
exists in north east India only.

(d) None of the statements (a), (b) and (c) given above
is correct.
39.

(d)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

4. Snow leopard

38.

1 and 3 only

2. Prevention of soil erosion

Consider the following:

3. Flying squirrel

37.

(c)

1. Soil formation

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

Consider the following kinds of organisms:

Which three of the above are correct criteria in this
context?
1, 2 and 6

(c)

1, 3 and 5

(b) 2, 4 and 6

(d)

3, 4 and 6

(a)

43.

Consider the following statements:
1. Biodiversity is normally greater in the lower
latitudes as compared to the higher latitudes.
2. Along the mountain gradients, biodiversity
is normally greater in the lower altitudes as
compared to the higher altitudes.

1. Bat

Which of the above statements is/are correct?

2. Bee

(a)

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

3. Bird

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2
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44.

Some species of plants are insectivorous. Why?
(a)

47.

1. Biodiversity hotspots are located only in tropical
regions.

Their growth in shady and dark places does not
allow them to undertake suﬃcient photosynthesis
and thus they depend on insects for nutrition

2. India has four biodiversity hotspots i.e., Eastern
Himalayas, Western Himalayas, Western Ghats
and Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

(b) They are adapted to grow in nitrogen deficient
soils and thus depend on insects for suﬃcient
nitrogenous nutrition
(c)

45.

Which of the above statements is/ are correct?

They cannot synthesize certain vitamins
themselves and depend on the insects digested by
them

(d) They have remained in that particular stage
of evolution as living fossils, a link between
autotrophs and heterotrophs

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

48.

Consider the following statements:
1. The boundaries of a National Park are defined
by legislation.

Consider the following statements:
1. The Taxus tree is naturally found in the
Himalayas

2. A Biosphere Reserve is declared to conserve a
few specific species of flora and fauna.

2. The Taxus tree is listed in the Red Data Book ?

3. In a Wildlife Sanctuary, limited biotic interference
is permitted.

3. A drug called “taxol” is obtained from Taxus tree
is effective against Parkinson’s disease

Which of the above statements is/are correct?

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 1 and 2 only
46.

Consider the following statements:

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

3 only

King Cobra is the only snake that makes its own
nest. Why does it make its nest?
(a)

(a)

(b) 2 and 3 only
49.

It is a snake-eater and the nest helps attract other
snakes

(b) It is a viviparous snake and needs a nest to give
birth to its offspring
(c)

1 only

It is an oviparous snake and lays its eggs in the
nest and guards the nest until they are hatched

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Consider the following pairs:
Protected area

Well-known for

1. Bhiterkanika, Orissa

Salt Water Crocodile

2. Desert National Park

Great Indian Bustard,
Rajasthan

3. Eravikulam, Kerala

Hoolak Gibbon

Which of the above pairs is/are correctly matched?
(a)

(d) It is a large, cold blooded animal and needs a nest
to hibernate in the cold season

1 only

(b) 1 and 2 only

(c)

2 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

RESOURCE DEGRADATION & MANAGEMENT
1.

Consider the following States:
1. Chhattisgarh
2. Madhya Pradesh
3. Maharashtra
4. Odisha
With reference to the States mentioned above, in
terms of percentage of forest cover to the total area

2-3-1-4

(c)

3-2-4-1

(b) 2-3-4-1

(d)

3-2-1-4

(a)

2.

In the context of which one of the following are
the terms ‘pyrolysis and plasma gasification’
mentioned?
(a)

Extraction of rare earth elements

(b) Natural gas extraction technologies
Hydrogen fuel-based automobiles

of State, which one of the following is the correct

(c)

ascending order?

(d) Waste-to-energy technologies
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As per the Solid Waste Management Rules, 2016
in India, which one of the following statements is
correct?

(b) Granting licenses to foreign T.V. channels in our
country.

(a)

Waste generator has to segregate waste into five
categories.

(d) Permitting foreign educational institutions to set
up their campuses in our country.

(b)

The Rules are applicable to notified urban local
bodies, notified towns and all industrial townships
only.

(c)

The Rules provide for exact and elaborate criteria
for the identification of sites for landfills and
waste processing facilities.

(c)

8.

2. Setting up and engineering the algae based
biofuel production requires high level of
expertise/technology until the construction is
completed.

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
5.

3. Economically viable production necessitates
the setting up of large scale facilities which may
raise ecological and social concerns.

With reference to agricultural soils, consider the
following statements:
1. A high content of organic matter in soil drastically
reduces its water holding capacity.
2. Soil does not play any role in the sulphur cycle.
3. Irrigation over a period of time can contribute to
the salinization of some agricultural lands.
(a)

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

9.

1, 3 and 4 only

(b) 2, 3, 4 and 5 only
6.

(c)

2, 4 and 5 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 5 only

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
7.

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

The term ‘Domestic Content Requirement’ is
sometimes seen in the news with reference to
(a)

Developing solar power production in our
country.

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Which of the following is/are the advantage/
advantages of practicing drip irrigation?

3. Reduction in soil erosion
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
(c)

1 and 3 only

(d) None of the above is an advantage of practicing
drip irrigation
10.

‘Net metering’ is sometimes seen in the news in the
context of promoting the
(a)

production and use of solar energy by the
households/consumers

(b) use of piped natural gas in the kitchens of
households
(c)

installation of CNG kits in motor- cars

(d) installation of water meters in urban households

1. Reduced or zero tillage of the land
3. Allowing crop residue to remain in the field

3 only

2. Reduction in soil salinity

Which of the following practices can help in water
conservation in agriculture?
2. Applying gypsum before irrigating the field

(c)

1. Reduction in weed

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(a)

With reference to the circumstances in India
agriculture, the concept of “Conservation
Agriculture”
assumes
significance.
Which
of the following fall under the Conservation
Agriculture?
1. Avoiding the monoculture practices.
2. Adopting minimum tillage
3. Avoiding the cultivation of plantation crops
4. Using crop residues to cover soil surface
5. Adopting spatial and temporal crop sequencing/
crop rotations

It is possible to produce algae based biofuels, but
what is/are the likely limitation(s) of developing
countries in promoting this industry?
1. Production of algae based biofuels is possible in
seas only and not on continents.

(d) It is mandatory on the part of waste generator
that the waste generated in one district cannot be
moved to another district.
4.

Exporting our food products to other countries.

11.

Why does the Government of India promote the
use of ‘Neem-coated Urea’ in agriculture?
(a)

Release of Neem oil in the soil increases nitrogen
fixation by the soil microorganisms

(b) Neem coating slows down the rate of dissolution
of urea in the soil
(c)

Nitrous oxide, which is a greenhouse gas, is not at
all released into atmosphere by crop fields

(d) It is a combination of a weedicide and a fertilizer
for particular crops
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12.

Which of the above statements is/are correct?

What can be the impact of excessive/inappropriate
use of nitrogenous fertilizers in agriculture?

(a)

1. Proliferation of nitrogen-fixing microorganisms
in soil can occur.
2. Increase in the acidity of soil can take place.
3. Leaching of nitrate to the ground-water can
occur.

17.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 only
13.

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(c)

2. Deforestation
3. Tropical climate

14.

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

18.

1. Coalbed methane is the pure methane gas
extracted from coal seams, while shale gas is a
mixture of propane and butane only that can be
extracted from fine-grained sedimentary rocks.
2. In India abundant coalbed methane sources
exist, but so far no shale gas sources have been
found.
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

Which of the above is/are used as biofertiliser/
biofertilisers?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only
19.

In the context of global climate change, which of the
above helps/help in carbon sequestration/storage in
the soil?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
20.

(c)

1, 2 and 3

(d)

None

Consider the following kinds of organisms:

3. Flowering plants

2. Fungi
Some species of which of the above kinds of organisms
are employed as bio-pesticides?

(c)

1 and 3 only

(a)

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(b) 2 and 3 only

Consider the following statements:

3 only

3. Zero tillage

3. Neem oil has applications in pharmaceutical
industry.

(b) 3 only

(d)

2. Relay cropping

1. Bacteria

1 and 2 only

2 and 3 only

Consider the following agricultural practices:

2. Neem seeds are used in the manufacture of
biofuels and hospital detergents.

(a)

(c)

1. Contour bunding

Which of the above statements is/are correct?

21.

1 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

2. Oil extracted from maize can be a feedstock for
biodiesel.

Biomass gasification is considered to be one of the
sustainable solutions to the power crisis in India.
In this context, which of the following statements
is/are correct?

3. Alcoholic beverages can be produced by using
maize.

1. Coconut shells, groundnut shells and rice husk
can be used in biomass gasification.

1. Maize can be used for the production of starch.
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Consider the following organisms:

3. Spirogyra

With reference to Neem tree, consider the following
statements:
1. Neem oil can be used as a pesticide to control
the proliferation of some species of insects and
mites.

16.

The leaf extract of this plant has the properties of
anti-histamines

2. Nostoc

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

15.

The oil extracted from seeds is used in the
manufacture of biodegradable plastics

1. Agaricus

With reference to two non-conventional energy
sources called ‘coalbed methane’ and ‘shale gas’,
consider the following ‘statements:

(a)

1, 2 and 3

(d) It is a source of high quality biodiesel

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(b) 2 only

2 and 3 only

(d)

(b) The gum made from its seeds is used in the
extraction of shale gas

1. Terrace cultivation

1 and 2 only

(c)

In India, cluster bean (Guar) is traditionally used
as a vegetable or animal feed, but recently the
cultivation of this has assumed significance. Which
one of the following statements is correct in this
context?
(a)

In India, the problem of soil erosion is associated
with which of the following?

(a)

1 only

(b) 1 and 2 only
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2. The combustible gases generated from biomass
gasification consist of hydrogen and carbon
dioxide only.

(b) They induce the crop plants to produce the
enzymes which help convert atmospheric
nitrogen to nitrates

3. The combustible gases generated from biomass
gasification can be used for direct heat generation
but not in internal combustion engines.

(c)

Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
22.

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(d) They induce the roots of the crop plants to absorb
the soil nitrates in larger quantities
24.

Given below are the names of four energy crops.
Which one of them can be cultivated for ethanol?
(a)

Jatropha

(b) Maize
23.

(c)

(c)

Pongamia

(d)

Sunflower

Other than Jatropha curcas, why is Pongamia
pinnata also considered a good option for the
production of bio-diesel in India?
1. Pongamia pinnata grows naturally in most of the
arid regions of India
2. The seeds of Pongamia pinnata are rich in lipid
content of which nearly half is oleic acid

Which feature of some species of blue-green algae
helps promote them as bio-fertilizers?
(a)

They have the mechanism to convert atmospheric
nitrogen into a form that the crop plants can
absorb readily

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2\

(a)

They convert atmospheric methane into ammonia
which the crop plants can absorb readily

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION
1.

Consider the following statements:

1. Global warming might trigger the release of
methane gas from these deposits.

1. Agricultural soils release nitrogen oxides into
environment.

2. Large deposits of ‘methane hydrate’ arc found in
Arctic Tundra and under the seafloor.

2. Cattle release ammonia into environment.

3. Methane in atmosphere oxidizes to carbon dioxide after a decade or two.

3. Poultry industry releases reactive nitrogen
compounds into environment.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
(c)

2 only

4.

(d) 1, 2 and 3
2.

3. Hydrogen up to one-fifth by volume can be
blended with CNG as fuel for buses.
4. H-CNG makes the fuel less expensive than CNG.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

3.

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Consider the following:

3. Ozone
4. Sulphur dioxide
Which of the above are released into atmosphere due
to the burning of crop/biomass residue?

2. H-CNG as fuel reduces carbon dioxide and
hydrocarbon emissions.

(b) 2 and 3 only

1 and 3 only

2. Methane

1. The main advantage of the use of H-CNG is the
elimination of carbon monoxide emissions.

1 only

(c)

1. Carbon monoxide

In the context of proposals to the use of hydrogenenriched CNG (H-CNG) as fuel for buses in public
transport, consider the following statements:

(a)

1 and 2 only

(a)

(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only
5.

(c)

1 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

In India, the use of carbofuran, methyl parathion,
phorate and triazophos is viewed with apprehension. These chemicals are used as

(c)

4 only

(a)

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

(b) Preservatives in processed foods

Which of the following statements are correct
about the deposits of ‘methane hydrate’?

(c)

Pesticides in agriculture
Fruit-ripening agents

(d) Moisturizing agents in cosmetics
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6.

Why is there a great concern about the ‘microbeads’
that are released into environment?
(a)

They are considered
ecosystems.

harmful

to

11.

marine

1. Fly ash can be used in the production of bricks
for building construction.

(b) They are considered to cause skin cancer in
children.
(c)

2. Fly ash can be used as a replacement for some of
the Portland cement contents of concrete.

They are small enough to be absorbed by crop
plants in irrigated fields.

3. Fly ash is made up of silicon dioxide and calcium
oxide only, and does not contain any toxic
elements.

(d) They are often found to be used as food
adulterants.
7.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

Which of the following is/are the possible
consequence/s of heavy sand mining in riverbeds?

(a)

12.

3. Lowering of the water table
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 1 and 3 only
8.

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

13.

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

Which of the following adds/add carbon dioxide to
the carbon cycle on the planet Earth?
1. Volcanic action

Consider the following pairs:

2. Respiration

Commonly used
or materials

Unwanted
controversial
chemicals likely to be
found in them:

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

1. Lipstick

Lead

(a)

2. Soft drinks

Brominated vegetable oils

(b) 2 only

3. Chinese fast food

Monosodium glutamate

Which of the above pairs is/are correctly matched?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
10.

3 only

Brominated flame retardants are used in many
household products like mattresses and upholstery.
Why is there some concern about their use?

(a)

(d) Assessing oxygen levels in high altitude regions
9.

(d)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

Measuring oxygen levels in blood
Pollution assay in aquatic ecosystems

1 and 3 only

2. They are able to accumulate in humans and
animals.

(b) Computing oxygen levels in forest ecosystems
(c)

(c)

1. They are highly resistant to degradation in the
environment.

Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) is a standard
criterion for:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only

1. Decreased salinity in the river.
2. Pollution of groundwater

With reference to ‘fly ash’ produced by the power
plants using coal as fuel, which of the following
statements is/are correct?

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

3. Photosynthesis
4. Decay of organic matter

14.

1 and 3 only

1, 2 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

Which of the following are some important
pollutants released by steel industry in India?
1. Oxides of sulphur
2. Oxides of nitrogen
3. Carbon monoxide

In the cities of our country, which among the
following atmospheric gases are normally
considered in calculating the value of Air Quality
Index?

4. Carbon dioxide
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1. Carbon dioxide

1, 3 and 4 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

2. Carbon monoxide
3. Nitrogen dioxide

(c)

15.

(c)

1 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

4. Sulphur Dioxide

Acid rain is caused by the pollution of environment
by:

5. Methane

(a)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

Carbon dioxide and nitrogen

(b) Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide
Ozone and carbon dioxide

1, 2 and 3 only

(c)

1, 4 and 5 only

(c)

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

(d) Nitrous oxide and Sulphur dioxide

(a)
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Photochemical smog is a resultant of the reaction
among:
(a)

(a)

NO2, O3 and peroxyacetyl nitrate in the presence
of sunlight

(b) CO, O2 and peroxyacetyl nitrate in the presence
of sunlight
(c)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

21.

CO, CO2 and NO2 at low temperature

(c)

3. Fluoride
4. Formaldehyde

(b) 2, 4 and 5 only
18.

(c)

1, 3 and 5 only

(d)

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

3. Chromium
4. Heptachlor
5. Mercury
6. Lead
7. Plutonium

Consider the following:
1. Carbon dioxide.

Select the correct answer using the codes given below:

2. Oxides of nitrogen.

(a)

3. Oxides of Sulphur

(b) 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 only

Which of the above is/are the emission/emissions from
coal combustion at thermal power plants?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
19.

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2, and 3

(c)

23.

Lead, ingested or inhaled, is a health hazard. After
the addition of lead to petrol has been banned,
what still are the sources of lead poisoning?

3. Upwelling in the seas.
Select the correct answer from the codes given below:
(a)

4. Hair oils and cosmetics
Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
(b) 1 and 3 only

There is a concern over the increase in harmful
algal blooms in the sea waters of India. What could
be the causative factors for this phenomenon?
2. Run-off from the land during the monsoon.

3. Paints

1, 2 and 3 only

2, 4, 5 and 7 only

1. Discharge of nutrients from the estuaries.

2. Pens pencils

(a)

1, 3, 4, 6 and 7 only

(d) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

1. Smelting units

20.

Due to improper / indiscriminate disposal of old
and used computers or their parts, which of the
following are released into the environment as
e-waste?
2. Cadmium

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
1 and 3 only

All the solar radiations

1. Beryllium

5. Uranium

(a)

The water vapour of the air and retains its heat

(d) The infrared part of the solar radiation
22.

2. Sorbitol

1, 3 and 4 only
1, 2, 3 and 4

(b) The UV part of the solar radiation

Which of the following can be found as pollutants
in the drinking water in some parts of India?
1. Arsenic

(c)
(d)

The increasing amount of carbon dioxide in
the air is slowly raising the temperature of the
atmosphere, because it absorbs
(a)

(d) High concentration of NO2, O3 and CO in the
evening
17.

1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 4 only

(c)

2 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

Consider
the
following
statements:
Chlorofluorocarbons, known as ozone depleting
substances are used:
1. In the production of plastic foams

1 only

(b) 1 and 2 only
24.

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Human activities in the recent past have caused
the increased concentration of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere, but a lot of it does not remain in
the lower atmosphere because of:
1. Its escape into the outer stratosphere.
2. The photosynthesis by phyto-plankton in the
oceans.
3. The trapping of air in the polar ice caps.

2. In the production of tubeless tyres

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

3. In cleaning certain electronic components

(a)

4. As pressurizing agents in aerosol cans

(b) 2 only

1 and 2 only

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

3 only
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25.

Recently, “oil zapper’’ was in the news. What is it?
(a)

27.

It is an eco-friendly technology for the remediation
of oily sludge and oil spills.

(b) It is the latest technology developed for under-sea
oil exploration.
(c)

(a)

It is a genetically engineered high biofuel-yielding
maize variety.

(c)

1. Oxides of Hydrogen
2. Oxides of Nitrogen

28.

3. Oxides of Sulphur
Which of the above causes/cause acid rain?
1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only

The inhaled CO destroys the chemical structure of
hemoglobin

(d) The inhaled CO adversely affects the respiratory
center in the brain

Consider the following:

(a)

When inhaled into the human body, CO is
converted into CO2

(b) The inhaled CO has much higher aﬃnity for
haemoglobin as compared to oxygen

(d) It is the latest technology to control the accidentally
caused flames from oil wells.
26.

Excessive release of the pollutant carbon monoxide
(CO) into the air may produce a condition in which
oxygen supply in the human body decrease. What
causes this condition?

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles produce one of the
following as “exhaust”:
NH3

(c)

H2O

(b) CH4

(d)

H2O2

(a)

CLIMATE CHANGE
1.

In the context of mitigating the impending global
warming due to anthropogenic emission of carbon
dioxide, which of the following can be the potential
sites for carbon sequestration?

2.

(a)

1. Abandoned and Uneconomic coal seams
3. Subterranean deep saline formations
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
1 and 2 only

(c)

3 only

(b) 1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Presence of prominent tropospheric turbulence;
and inflow of chlorofluorocarbons

(b) Presence of
prominent polar front
stratospheric’
clouds;
and
inflow
chlorofluorocarbons

2. Depleted oil and gas reservoirs

(a)

The formation of ozone hole in the Antarctic region
has been a cause of concern. What could be the
reason for the formation of this hole?

(c)

and
of

Absence of polar front and stratospheric clouds;
and inflow of methane and chlorofluorocarbons

(d) Increased temperature at polar region due to
global warming

ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE
1.

Consider the following statements :
1. Under Ramsar Convention, it is mandatory on
the part of the Government of India to protect
and conserve all the wetlands in the territory of
India.
2. The Wetlands (Conservation and Management)
Rules, 2010 were framed by the Government of
India based on the recommendations of Ramsar
Convention.
3. The Wetlands (Conservation and Management)
Rules, 2010 also encompass the drainage area
or catchment regions of the wetlands as determined by the authority.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
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1 and 2 only

(c)

3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(a)

2.

In the context of which of the following do some
scientists suggest the use of cirrus cloud thinning
technique and the injection of sulphate aerosol
into stratosphere?
(a)

Creating the artificial rains in some regions

(b) Reducing the frequency and intensity of tropical
cyclones
(c)

Reducing the adverse effects of solar wind on the
Earth

(d) Reducing the global warming
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7.

Consider the following statements:
1. As per law, the Compensatory Afforestation Fund
Management and Planning Authority exists at
both National and State levels.
2. People’s participation is mandatory in the
compensatory afforestation programmes carried
out under the Compensatory Afforestation Fund
Act, 2016.

(a)

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

4.

(c)

1. As per recent amendment to the Indian Forest
Act, 1927, forest dwellers have the right to fell
the bamboos grown on forest areas.

8.

2. For the first time in India, Baigas have been given
Habitat Rights.
3. Union Ministry of Environment, Forest and
Climate Change oﬃcially decides and declares
Habitat Rights for Primitive and Vulnerable
Tribal Groups in any part of India.

3. The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional
Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights)
Act, 2006 allows ownership of minor forest
produce to forest dwellers.

Which of the above statements is/are correct?

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(c)

3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

5.

1and 2 only

(c)

3 only

(b) 2and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(a)

9.

Consider the following

Consider the following statements :

1. Birds

The Environment Protection Act, 1986 empowers
the Government of India to

2. Dustblowing
3. Rain

1. state the requirement of public participation in
the process of environmental protection, and the
Procedure and manner in which it sought
2. lay down the standards for emission or discharge
of environmental pollutants from various
sources
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

6.

Consider the following statements:
1. The definition of “Critical Wildlife Habitat” is
incorporated in the Forest Rights Act, 2006.

2. As per the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional
Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights)
Act, 2006, bamboo is a minor forest produce.

1 and 2 only

The United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change 2015,Paris

(d) The World Sustainable Development Summit
2016, New Delhi

Consider the following statements:

(a)

The Earth Summit on Sustainable Development
2002,Johannesburg

(b) The United Nations Conference on Sustainable
Development 2012, Rio deJaneiro

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

The Partnership for Action on Green Economy
(PAGE), a UN mechanism to assist countries
transition towards greener and more inclusive
economies, emerged at:

In India, ‘extended producer responsibility’ was
introduced as an important feature in which of the
following?
(a)

The Bio-medical Waste
Handling) Rules, 1998

(Management

and

(b) The Recycled Plastic (Manufacturing and Usage)
Rules, 1999
(c)

The e-Waste (Management and Handling) Rules,
2011

(d) The Food Safety and Standard Regulations, 2011

4. Windblowing
Which of the above spread plant diseases?
1 and 3 only

(c)

1, 2 and 4 only

(b) 3 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

(a)

10.

With reference to organic farming in India,
consider the following statements:
1. ‘The National Programme for Organic Production’
(NPOP) is operated under the guidelines and
directions of the Union Ministry of Rural
Development.
2. ‘The Agricultural and Processed Food Products
Export Development Authority’ (APEDA) functions
as the Secretariat for the implementation of
NPOP.
3. Sikkim has become India’s first fully organic
State.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
1 and 2 only

(c)

3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(a)
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11.

2. It provides technical and financial support
to targeted developing countries to integrate
climate change into their development policies
and budgets.

How is the National Green Tribunal (NGT) different
from the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB)?
1. The NGT has been established by an Act whereas
the CPCB has been created by an executive order
of the Government.

3. It is coordinated by World Resources Institute
(WRI) and World Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD).

2. The NGT provides environmental justice and
helps reduce the burden of litigation in the
higher courts whereas the CPCB promotes
cleanliness of streams and wells, and aims to
improve the quality of air in the country.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

12.

(b) 3 only
16.

Which of the following statement best describes
“carbonfertilization?
(a)

Increased plant growth due to
concentration
of
carbondioxide
atmosphere

13.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 only
14.

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

17.

(c)

It is endemic to a particular region of India.

(d) Both (b) and (c) stated above are correct in this
context.
15.

With, reference to ‘Global Climate Change Alliance’
which of the following statements is/are correct?
1. It is an initiative of the European Union.

44

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Consider the following statements:

2. The CCAC focuses on methane, black carbon and
hydrofluorocarbons.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

18.

Consider the following statements in respect of
Trade Related Analysis of Fauna and Flora in
Commerce (TRAFFIC):
1. TRAFFIC is a bureau under United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP).
2. The Mission of TRAFFIC is to ensure that trade
in wild plants and animals is not a threat to the
conservation of nature.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?

It enjoys the same level of protection as the tiger.

(b) It no longer exists in the wild, a few individuals
are under captive protection; and how it is
impossible to prevent its extinction.

(c)

1. Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) to Reduce
Short Lived Climate Pollutants is a unique
initiative of G20 group of countries;

In India, if a species of tortoise is declared protected
under Schedule I of the Wildlife (Protection) Act,
1972, what does it imply?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1, 2 and 3

According to the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972,
which of the following animals cannot be hunted
by any person except under some provisions provided
by law?

(a)

1. GACSA is an outcome of the Climate Summit held
in Paris in 2015

3. India was instrumental in the creation of GACSA

(d)

3. Wild buffalo

With reference to the ‘Global Alliance for Climate
Smart Agriculture (GACSA)’, which of the following
statements is/are correct?

2. Membership of GACSA does not create any
binding obligations.

2 and 3 only

2. Indian wild ass

Increased acidity of oceans as the result of
increased concentration of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere

(d) Adaptation of all living beings on Earth to
the climate change brought about by the
increased concentration of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere

(c)

1. Gharial

increased
in
the

(b) Increased temperature of Earth due to increased
concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
(c)

1 and 2 only

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

19.

The term ‘M-STrIPES’ is sometimes seen in the news
in the context of:
(a)

Captive breeding of Wild Fauna

(b) Maintenance of Tiger Reserves
(c)

Indigenous Satellite Navigation System

(d) Security of National Highways
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2. The Agreement aims to limit the greenhouse
gas emissions so that the rise in average global
temperature by the end of this century does not
exceed 2 degree Centigrade or even 5 degree
Centigrade above pre-industrial levels.

On which of the following can you find the Bureau
of Energy Eﬃciency Star Label?
1. Ceiling fans
2. Electric geysers
3. Tubular fluorescent lamps

3. Developed countries acknowledged their
historical responsibility in global warming and
committed to donate dollar 1000 billion a year
from 2020 to help developing countries to cope
with climate change.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
21.

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Consider the following statements:

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

1. The International Solar Alliance was launched at
the United Nations Climate Change Conference
in 2015.
2. The Alliance includes all the member countries of
the United Nations.

(a)

(b) 2 only
25.

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

22.

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

23.

26.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
24.

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

With reference to the Agreement at the UNFCCC
Meeting in Paris in 2015, which of the following
statements is/are correct?
1. The Agreement was signed by all the member
countries of the UN and it will go into effect in
2017.

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

What is ‘Greenhouse Gas Protocol?
(a)

It is an international accounting tool for
government and business leaders to understand,
quantify and manage greenhouse gas emissions.

(b) It is an initiative of the United Nations to offer
financial incentives to developing countries to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to adopt
eco-friendly technologies.
(c)

1. It aims to promote effective action through
innovative national programmes and supportive
inter-national partnerships.

3. It is committed to bottom-up approach,
encouraging the participation of local people in
combating the desertification.

1, 2 and 3

With reference to ‘Agenda 21’, sometimes seen in
the news, consider the following statements:

(a)

What is/are the importance/importances of
the ‘United Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification?

2. It has a special/particular focus on South Asia and
North Africa regions, and its secretariat facilitates
the allocation of major portion of financial
resources to these regions.

(d)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
1 only

2 and 3 only

2. It originated in the World Summit on Sustainable
Development held in Johannesburg in 2002

1. The Sustainable Development Goals were first
proposed in 1972 by a global think tank called
the ‘Club of Rome’.

(a)

(c)

1. It is a global action plan for sustainable
development.

Consider the following statements:

2. The Sustainable Development Goals have to be
achieved by 2030.

1 and 3 only

It is an inter-governments agreement ratified by
all the member countries of the United Nations
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to specified
levels by the year 202

(d) It is one of the multilateral REDD-initiatives
hosted by the World Bank.
27.

The term Intended Nationally Determined
Contribution is sometimes seen in the news in the
context of:
(a)

Pledge made by the European countries to
rehabilitate refuges from the war-affected Middle
East.

(b) Plan of nation outlined by the countries of the
world to combat climate changes.
(c)

Capital contributed by the member countries
in the establishment of Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank.

(d) Plain of action outlined by the countries of the
regarding Sustainable Developments Goals.
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28.

Which of following statements is/are correct?
Proper design and effective implementation of UNREDD+ Programme can significantly contribute to

32.

1. Protection of biodiversity
2. Resilience of forest ecosystems

1. To provide modern technology, training in
modern farming methods and financial support
to local communities of identified GIAHS so as to
greatly enhance their agricultural productivity.

3. Poverty reduction
Select the correct answer using the code given below
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
29.

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

2. To identify and safeguard eco-friendly traditional
farm practices and their associated landscapes,
agricultural biodiversity and knowledge systems
of the local communities

With reference to an initiative called ‘The
Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB)’,
which of the following statements is/are correct?

3. To provide Geographical Indication status to
all the varieties of agricultural produce in such
identified GIAHS

1. It is initiative hosted by UNEP, IMF and World
Economic Forum.
2. It is a global initiative that focuses on
drawing attention to the economic benefits of
biodiversity.
3. It presents an approach that can help decisionmakers recognize, demonstrate and capture the
value of ecosystems and biodiversity.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
30.

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

33.

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
31.

(c)

3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Consider the following pairs:
Terms sometimes

Their origin

seen in the news
1. Annex-I Countries

Cartagena Protocol

2. Certified Emissions
Reductions

Nagoya Protocol

3. Clean Development
Mechanism

Kyoto Protocol

Which of the above pairs is/are correctly matched?

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
1 and 2 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(a)

34.

With reference to the International Union for
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources
(IUCN) and the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES), which of the following statements is/are
correct?
1. IUCN is an organ of the United Nations and
CITES is an international agreement between
governments.
2. IUCN runs thousands of field projects around the
world to better manage natural environments.
3. CITES is legally binding on the States that have
joined it, but this Convention does not take the
place of national laws.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
1 only

(c)

3 only

(a)

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(b) 2 and 3 only
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1, 2 and 3

Which of the following are the key features of
‘National Ganga River Basin Authority (NGRBA)’?

1 and 2 only

(a)

(d)

3. One of the Chief Ministers of the State through
which the Ganga flows becomes the Chairman of
NGRBA on rotation basis.

2. Launching the second green revolution to
enhance agriculture output so as to ensure food
security to one and all in the future.

(a)

2 and 3 only

2. It spearheads the river conservation efforts at
the national level.

1. Incorporating environment benefits and costs
into the Union and State Budgets thereby
implementing the ‘green accounting’.

Select the correct answer using the code given below

(c)

1. River basin is the unit of planning and
management.

Which of the following best describe the aim of
‘Green India Mission’ of the Government of India?

3. Restoring and enhancing forest cover and
responding to climate change by a combination
of adaptation and mitigation measures.

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 only

Select the correct answer using the code given below
(a)

The FAO accords the status of ‘Globally Important
Agricultural Heritage Systems (GIAHS)’ to
traditional agricultural systems. What is the
overall goal of this initiative?

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3
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Which one the following is associated with the
issue of control and phasing out of the use of ozone
depleting substances?
(a)

(a)

40.

Kyoto Protocol

(d) Nagoya Protocol
36.

It is the United Nations Conference on Sustainable
Development

37.

41.

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

38.

Asian Development Bank

(c)

42.

(c)

(c)

It is a global partnership of governments,
businesses, civil society and indigenous peoples.

(b) It provides financial aid to universities, individual
scientists and institutions involved in scientific
forestry research to develop eco-friendly and
climate adaptation technologies for sustainable
forest management.
It assists the countries in their ‘REDD+ (Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation and Forest
Degradation+)’ efforts by providing them with
financial and technical assistance.

Earmarking some villages exclusively for the
production of certified seeds

An indigenously developed radar system inducted
into Indian Defence

(b) India’s satellite to provide services to the countries
of Indian Ocean Rim

With reference to ‘Forest Carbon Partnership
Facility’, which of the following statements is/are
correct?
(a)

Encouraging the farmers to use their own farm
seeds and discouraging them to buy the seeds
from others

The term ‘IndARC’, sometimes seen in the news, is
the name of:
(a)

United Nations Environment Programme

(d) World Bank
39.

1, 2 and 3

(d) Identifying the entrepreneurs in villages and
providing them technology and finance to set up
seed companies

(b) International Monetary Fund
(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

(b) Involving the farmers for training in quality seed
production and thereby to make available quality
seeds to others at appropriate time and affordable
cost

‘Bio-Carbon Fund Initiative for Sustainable Forest
Landscapes’ is managed by the:
(a)

(c)

Which one of the following best describes the main
objective of ‘Seed Village Concept’?
(a)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
Both 1 and 2

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

2. It is founded under the aegis of UNEP, OECD,
Asian Development Bank and World Bank.
(c)

With reference to an organization known as
‘Bird Life International’, which of the following
statements is/are correct?

(a)

1. It is intended to assist the developing countries
in adaption and mitigation practices to counter
climate change.

1 only

1, 2 and 3

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

Which of the statements regarding ‘Green Climate
Fund’ is/are correct?

(a)

(d)

3. It identifies the sites known/referred to as
‘Important Bird and Biodiversity Areas’.

It is a Conference of the Inter-governmental Panel
on Climate Change

(d) It is a Conference of the Member Countries of the
Convention on Biological Diversity

1 and 3 only

2. The concept of ‘biodiversity hotspots’ originated
from this organization.

(b) It is a Ministerial Meeting of the World Trade
Organization
(c)

(c)

1. It is a Global Partnership of Conservation
Organizations.

What is Rio+20 Conference, often mentioned in the
news?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

Bretton Woods Conference

(b) Montreal Protocol
(c)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

A scientific establishment set up by India in
Antarctic region

(d) India’s underwater observatory to scientifically
study the Arctic region
43.

The Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee is
constituted under the:
(a)

Food Safety and Standards Act, 2006

(b) Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration
and Protection) Act, 1999
(c)

Environment (Protection) Act, 1986

(d) Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972
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44.

With reference to Bombay Natural History Society
(BNHS), consider the following statements:

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)

1. It is an autonomous organization under the
Ministry of Environment and Forests.
2. It strives to conserve nature through action-based
research, education and public awareness.

49.

3. It organizes and conducts nature trails and
camps for the general public.
1 and 3 only

(b) 2 only
45.

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(a)

(c)

1. The International Treaty on Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture.
2. The United Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification.
Which of the above has/have a bearing on the
biodiversity?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
46.

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

50.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

(b) 2 and 3 only
47.

2 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

51.

With reference to ‘Global Environment Facility’,
which of the following statements is/are correct?
(a)

(d) Both (a) and (b)
48.

Consider the following statements regarding ‘Earth
Hour’:
1. It is an initiative of UNEP and UNESCO.
2. It is a movement in which the participants switch
off the lights for one hour on a certain day every
year.
3. It is a movement to raise the awareness about the
climate change and the need to save the planet.
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Both 1 and 2

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

Under the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional
Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act,
2006, who shall be the authority to initiate the
process for determining the nature and extent of
individual or community forest rights or both?
State Forest Department

(b) District Collector/Deputy Commissioner

It serves as financial mechanism for ‘Convention
on Biological Diversity’ and ‘United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change’

It is an agency under OECD to facilitate the transfer
of technology and funds to underdeveloped
countries with specific aim to protect their
environment.

(c)

(a)
(c)

(b) It undertakes scientific research on environmental
issues at global level
(c)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(a)

3. National Ganga River Basin Authority is chaired
by the Prime Minister.
(c)

With reference to conservation organization called
Wetlands International, which of the following
statements is/are correct?

2. It works at the field level to develop and mobilize
knowledge, and use the practical experience to
advocate for better policies.

2. National Tiger Conservation Authority is a
statutory body.

1 only

The survival of the wetland depends on the cultural
practices and traditions of certain communities
living in its vicinity and therefore the cultural
diversity therein should not be destroyed

1. It is an intergovernmental organization formed
by the countries which are signatories to Ramsar
Convention.

1. Animal Welfare Board of India is established
under the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986.

Which of the above statements is/ are correct?

Changes in ecological character have occurred,
are occurring or are likely to occur in the wetland
as a result of human interference.

(d) It is given the status of ‘World Heritage Site’

Consider the following statements:

(a)

2 and 3 only
1, 2 and 3

(b) The country in which the wetland is located should
enact a law to prohibit any human activity within
five kilo metres from the edge of the wetland

Consider the following international agreements:

3. The World Heritage Convention.

(c)
(d)

If a wetland of international importance is brought
under the ‘Montreux Record’, what does it imply?

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 only

Tahsildar/Block
Revenue Oﬃcer

Development

Oﬃcer/Mandal

(d) Gram Sabha
52.

How does National Biodiversity Authority (NBA)
help in protecting the Indian agriculture?
1. NBA checks the bio piracy and protects the
indigenous and traditional genetic resources.
2. NBA directly monitors and supervises the
scientific research on genetic modification of
crop plants.
3. Application for Intellectual Property Rights
related to genetic/biological resources cannot be
made without the approval of NBA.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3
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If national water mission is properly and completely
implemented how will it impact the country?
1. Part of the water needs of urban areas will be
met through recycling of waste water.

(a)

(b) 2 only
57.

2. The water requirements of coastal cities with
inadequate alternative sources of water will be
met by adopting appropriate technologies that
allow for the use of ocean water.

(b) 1 and 2 only
54.

3 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

4. Indian Forest Act, 1927
Which of the above acts have relevance to/bearing on
the biodiversity conservation in the country?
(a)

58.

(a)

Production of food and water

(c)

Nutrient Cycling and crop pollinator

59.

The goal of the carbon credit system is to limit the
increase of carbon dioxide emission

(d) Carbon credits are- traded at a price fixed from
time to time by the United Nations Environment
Programme
56.

None of the above

Keep all the sites completely inaccessible to man
so that they will not be exploited

2. Threatened plant and animal species.
3. Protected sites for conservation of nature and
natural resources in various countries.
Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

Sustainable development is described as the
development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. In this
perspective, inherently the concept of sustainable
development is intertwined with which of the
following concepts?
(a)

Social justice and empowerment

(b) Inclusive Growth

The “Red Data Books” published by the International
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources (IUCN) contain lists of:
1. Endemic plant and animal species present in the
biodiversity hotspots,

Conserve all the sites through ecosystem
approach for a period without any exploitation,
with specific criteria and specific period for each
site, and then allow sustainable use of them by
future generations

(d) Conserve all the sites through ecosystem approach
and allow their simultaneous sustainable use

The carbon credit system was ratified in
conjunction with the Kyoto Protocol

(b) Carbon credits are awarded to countries or groups
that have reduced greenhouse gases below their
emission quota
(c)

1, 2, 3 and 4

(c)

(b) Conserve all the sites through ecosystem approach
and permit tourism and recreation only

Regarding “carbon credits”, which one of the
following statements is not correct?
(a)

(b)

India is a party to the Ramsar Convention and has
declared many areas as Ramsar Sites. Which of the
following statements best describes as to how we
should maintain these sites in the context of this
Convention?

(d) Maintenance of diversity
55.

1 and 3 only

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only

(b) Control of climate and disease
(c)

3 only

3. Customs Act, 1962

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment describes
the following major categories of ecosystem
services-provisioning,
supporting,
regulating,
preserving and cultural. Which one of the following
is supporting service?
(a)

(d)

2. Mining and Mineral Development (Regulation)
Act, 1957

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(c)

2 and 3

1. Import and Export (Control) Act, 1947

4. The expenses incurred by farmers for digging
bore wells and for installing motors and pump
sets to draw groundwater will be completely
reimbursed by the Government.
1 only

(c)

With reference to India, consider the following
Central Acts:

3. All the rivers of Himalayan origin will be linked
to the rivers of peninsular India

(a)

1 and 3

(c)

Globalization

(d) Carrying capacity
60.

“Momentum for change: climate neutral now” is an
initiative launched by :
(a)

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(b) The UNEP Secretariat
(c)

The UNFCCC Secretariat

(d) The World Meteorological Organization

**********
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ENVIRONMENT

PREVIOUS YEAR ANSWERS

ECOLOGY & ENVIRONMENT
1.

Exp. (d)



Adaptations in Desert Areas


2.

To survive, desert plants have adapted to the
extremes of heat and aridity by using both physical
and behavioral mechanisms, much like desert
animals. Plants that have adapted by altering
their physical structure are called xerophytes.
They have long roots, thick barks, hard and
waxy leaves, thorns and little leaves.


6.

3.



An ecotone is a transition area between two
biomes. It is where two communities meet and
integrate.



Ecological niche is a term for the position
or the physical space of a species within
an ecosystem, describing both the range of
conditions necessary for persistence of the
species, and its ecological and functional role
in the ecosystem.



A habitat is an ecological or environmental area
that is inhabited by a particular species of animal,
plant or other type of organism.



A home range is the area in which an animal lives
and moves on a periodic basis.

Exp. (c)
An ecosystem is a community of organisms
together with the environment in which they
live. An ecosystem thus includes all of the living
things (plants, animals and organisms) in a given
area, interacting with each other, and also with
their non-living environments (weather, earth,
sun, soil, climate, and atmosphere).

Exp. (a)
Food Chain


4.

Exp. (b)
Ecological Niche

Ecosystem


Considering the feeding relationship of organisms
in a food chain it is found that the Herrings feed
on Crustaceans(consumers/heterotrophs) and the
crustaceans feed on diatoms (primary producers
/ autotrophs). Thus the correct sequence of a food
chain is Diatoms-Crustaceans-Herrings in the
increasing order of food level.

7.

Exp. (c)
Grasslands


Exp. (c)
Hibernation




5.

Hibernation, a state of greatly reduced metabolic
activity and lowered body temperature adopted
by certain mammals as an adaptation to adverse
winter conditions.
Few animals that hibernate are: Bats, Gila
Monsters, Wood frogs, Snails, Bears, snakes,
Bees, Rodents etc.

Exp. (a)
Food Chain


50

Food chain is the sequence of transfers of
matter and energy in the form of food from
organism to organism.

Food chains are not found within the populations
of a species, rather among populations of different
species.
It gives no information about the numbers of
each organism which are eaten by others.

8.

In the grasslands, trees do not replace the
grasses as a part of an ecological succession
because of water limits and fire. Grass
ecosystems are an early stage of succession in
regions where the mature ecosystems are forests.
However, grass ecosystems are climax ecosystems
in grassland regions, where there is not enough
rainfall to support a forest. Extreme continental
climate leading to limited supply of water and
human activities mainly burning of vegetation
thus limits the succession of grasses by trees.

Exp. (c)
Productivity


Productivity is the rate of organic matter or biomass
production. The productivity of an ecosystem is of
two types: primary and secondary.



Mangroves< grasslands< lakes< oceans
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Exp. (d)

typically with the intake of oxygen and the release
of carbon dioxide from the oxidation of complex
organic substances.

Adaptations in Desert Areas


10.

To survive, desert plants have adapted to the
extremes of heat and aridity by using both physical
and behavioral mechanisms, much like desert
animals. Plants that have adapted by altering their
physical structure are called xerophytes. They
have long roots, thick barks, hard and waxy leaves,
thorns and little leaves.

Exp. (b)



In the decomposition process, different products
released are carbon dioxide (CO2), energy, water,
plant nutrients and resynthesized organic
carbon compounds. This release process is called
mineralization. The waste products produced by
micro-organisms are also soil organic matter.



Volcanic activity ranges from emission of gases,
non-explosive lava emissions to extremely violent
explosive bursts that may last many hours.
Volcanoes have occasionally contributed to global
warming by producing significant amounts of
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases.

Decomposers


11.

Decomposers are organisms that break down
dead plants or animals into water, carbon dioxide,
minerals and other simple chemicals that plants
need for growth. These are namely bacteria and
fungi. Viruses aren’t decomposers. A virus is
a small infectious agent that replicates only
inside the living cells of other organisms.
Viruses can infect all types of life forms, from
animals and plants to microorganisms, including
bacteria and archaea.

14.

Exp. (b)
Marine Upwelling Zones


These are regions experiencing ocean ographic
phenomenon of upwelling that involves winddriven motion of dense, cooler, and usually
nutrient-rich water towards the ocean surface,
replacing the warmer, usually nutrient-depleted
surface water. They are important as they increase
the marine productivity.



The marine productivity is not impacted
by the presence or absence of decomposer
microorganisms
and
the
bottom-dwelling
organisms on the surface.

Exp. (c)
Source of Nitrogen in Soil

12.



Nitrogenous waste products of living organisms
such as urea and uric acid and dead remains
of organisms are converted back to inorganic
ammonia by the bacteria. In this way nitrogen is
added to the soil.



Burning of coal by man leads to release of carbon
dioxide majorly. Although some coal-burning
power stations are responsible for emissions of
millions of tons of sulfur and nitrous oxide, but
this adds nitrogen into the “atmosphere” and not
“soil” as such.

15.

Mangroves

Exp. (a)
Wetlands

13.



The country’s total geographical area under
the category of wetlands is recorded more in
Gujrat as compared to other states.



In India, the total geographical area of inland
wetlands is larger than that of coastals wetlands.

Exp. (c)
Source of Carbon Dioxide




Photosynthesis is a process by virtue of which
the green plants and some other organisms use
sunlight to synthesize nutrients from carbon
dioxide and water. Photosynthesis in plants
generally involves the green pigment chlorophyll
and generates oxygen as a by-product.
Respiration is a process by virtue of which living
organisms involving the production of energy,

Exp. (d)

16.



Mangroves are trees found in coastal areas near
the equator that can easily adapt to live in harsh
conditions. They can survive in both saltwater and
fresh water conditions, unlike most other species.



These mangroves can serve as a reliable safety
hedge against coastal calamities as they do not
get uprooted by storms and tides because of their
extensive root system thus providing a natural
line of defence against tsunamis.

Exp. (d)
Biomagnification


Biomagnification refers to the tendency of
pollutants to concentrate as they move from one
trophic level to another. Thus in biomagnification
there is an increase in the concentration of
a pollutant from one link in a food chain to
another.



Since the hawk occupies the highest position in the
food chain (Food crop-Rat-Snake-Hawk) the highest
concentration of the pesticide accumulates within
the hawk.
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BIODIVERSITY
1.

Exp. (d)


Manas National Park: About Grasslands of Terai
and Bhabar type cover the half of the Park, the
riparian areas have colonizing grasslands and
woodlands of several species. The thick woodlands
are called Eastern Moist Deciduous Forests of
various types. The undergrowths are very thick.
There are more than 650 species of Angiosperms
alone. The commonly seen trees are the Simul,
Oxi, Sissoo, Khaie, Gamari, etc.



Manas is the only landscape in the world where
pristine Terai Grasslands are seen merging with
the Bhabar grasslands interspersed with diverse
habitats ascending to Semi-Evergreen forests and
then to Bhutan Himalayas. The Biodiversity is
very rich here. The last population of the Pygmy
Hog survives in the wilds of Manas and nowhere
else in the world.
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Namdapha National Park: Namdapha National
Park is the largest protected area in the Eastern
Himalaya biodiversity hotspot and is located in
Arunachal Pradesh in Northeast India. It is also
the third largest national park in India in terms
of area. It is located in the Eastern Himalayan
sub-region and is recognized as one of the richest
areas in biodiversity in India. The park harbours
the northernmost lowland evergreen rainforests
in the world at 27°N latitude. The area is also
known for extensive Dipterocarp forests.
Neora Valley National Park: Neora Valley
National Park was established in the year of 1986.
This park falls in the catchment area of the Neora
River. Neora Valley National Park is distinct for its
pristine scenic beauty and rich bio-diversity. Due
to wide range of altitude variation, the climate
condition of the park varies from tropical to
temperate or even Sub-alpine in Rachilla Danda
area. Its floral diversity is noteworthy with mixed
species of rhododendrons, bamboo, sal etc. along
with several species of orchids.
Valley of flowers National park: Valley of Flowers
is a vibrant and splendid national park reposing
in West Himalayas. Nestled in Uttarakhand, this
alluring place is famous for its charming meadows
of alpine flowers. Endowed with a diverse range
of endemic flora, it is picturesque in its beauty.
This lush region is also home to some rare and
endangered animal species. You may spot animals
like Asiatic black deer, snow leopard, musk deer,
red fox, brown bear and blue sheep. High in the
lofty Himalayas of the Garhwal region sprawls
this enchanting valley. Legends believe it to be
the place from where Hanuman had collected the
Sanjeevani buti for curing Lakshmana. This place
has floral pastures, running streams and beautiful
backdrop of the mountains.

2.

Exp. (a)


3.

Exp. (a)


4.

The Great one horned rhino is commonly found
in Nepal, Bhutan, Pakistan and in Assam, India. It
is confined to the tall grasslands and forests in the
foothills of the Himalayas. Double humped camel
also known as Bactrian camel is a native to the
steppes of Central Asia, though it is also found in
Numbra valley in India. However Asiatic Lion is
naturally found in India only.
ABR in situated at the southern-most end of the
Western Ghats and spread over two southern
states Kerala and Tamil Nadu. It covers Peppara
and Shendurney wildlife sanctuaries and parts of
the Neyyar sanctuary in Kerala and the Kalakad
Mundanthurai Tiger Reserve of Tamil Nadu. Thus
option a is correct

Exp. (d)


Marine herbivores are found within four groups
of species in the animal kingdom -- invertebrates,
fish, reptiles and mammals -- and include
zooplankton, mollusks, the green sea turtle, the
marine iguana and some fish species. Manatees
and dugongs are the only herbivores among
marine mammals.



Viviparous: This is when there is no egg at
all. Snakes that are viviparous nourish their
developing young through a placenta and yolk
sac, something that is highly unusual among
reptiles. Boa constrictors and green anacondas
are two examples of viviparous snakes, meaning
they give birth to live young with no eggs involved
at any stage of development.

5.

Exp. (c)


6.

Irrawaddy Dolphin is found in coastal areas in
South and Southeast Asia, and Irrawaddy River,
it is also found in India’s Ganges, and Southeast
Asia’s Mekong River. They are also found in Chilika
lake in Orissa. They are not found in Chambal.

Exp. (d)
Coral Reefs


Coral reefs are found in circumtropical shallow
tropical waters along the shores of islands and
continents. The reef substrate is mainly composed
of calcium carbonate from living and dead corals.
Many other invertebrates, vertebrates, and plants
live in close association to the corals, with tight
resource coupling and recycling, allowing coral
reefs to have extremely high productivity and
biodiversity, such that they are referred to as ‘the
Tropical Rainforests of the Oceans’. Coral reefs are
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believed by many to have the highest biodiversity
of any ecosystem on the planet—even more than
a tropical rainforest.




Globally, three major regions of coral reef
development are generally recognized, each with
a somewhat distinctive biota. These are:
!

!

!
7.

in the South Eastern portion of Indian peninsula
to which it is endemic.

The Indo Pacific includes most of the Indian
Ocean (excluding the Red Sea), and the western Pacific. As per United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) coral reefs in Indonesia 18%, Australia: 17% and Philippines: 9%
so collectively that’ll be more than 33%. Thus
Australia, Indonesia and Philippines cover
one third area.

12.

Exp. (a)
Kharai camel

The Wider Caribbean (tropical western Atlantic) includes Florida, The Bahamas, Caribbean
Sea proper, and coastal waters off northeastern S. America.



Gujarat is the only home to Kharai camel who
have adapted to the extreme climate of Rann and
shallow seas and high salinity.



The breed is identified as endangered. The life of
maaldhari community is dependent highly on the
livelihood of the animal.



One of its main characteristics is, it can swim
through deep sea waters. During low tide, adult
camels walk through the sea water, while the
young ones swim through. During high tide, both
adult and young camels swim in deep-sea waters
Ponds, wells and village cattle troughs are the
main sources of water for the camels.



The breed feeds on mangroves and other saline
plants, and is also the main source of livelihood
of Jat and Rabari communities in several of the
villages.



Nearly 72 cattle breeders or maldharis from 10
villages — rear this camel breed by refusing to
interfere in the typical feeding habit of the breed.

The Red Sea

Exp. (b)
Prosopis Juliflora


8.

Prosopis juliflora (P juliflora), an exotic tree, is
one of the top invaders in India. A native of South
and Central America, it was introduced in India to
meet the fuel wood requirement of the rural poor
and to restore degraded lands. It tends to reduce
the biodiversity in the area in which it grows.

Exp. (a)
Pakhui Wildlife Sanctuary


9.

13.

Exp. (a)
Musa Indandamanensis (species of banana)

Option (a) is correct: Pakhui Wildlife Sanctuary
(862 km2, 92°36’ – 93°09’E and 26°54 – 27°16’N)
lies in the foothills of the Eastern Himalaya in the
East Kameng District of Arunachal Pradesh.



Scientists at the Botanical Survey of India
(BSI) discovered a new species of banana
from a remote tropical rain forest on the
Little Andaman islands. The species, Musa
indandamanensis,
was
located
about
16 km inside the Krishna Nalah forest in the
island.



It is a distinct global species with unique green
flowers and fruit bunch lux (axis) thrice the size
of a regular banana species.



The new species is about 11 metres high, whereas
as the usual banana species is about three to four
metres high. The fruit lux of the new species
is about one metres, which is thrice the size of
regular species.



The species is edible and very sweet. The fruit pulp
is orange in colour, distinctive from the white and
yellow colour of regular bananas.



Unlike the other banana species whose flowers
are conical, its flowers are cylindrical.

Exp. (b)
Kuno Palpur Wildlife Sanctuary


10.

An environment ministry’s expert committee has
approved Kuno Palpur in Madhya Pradesh as the
second home for Asiatic lions found only in Gir
national park.

Exp. (c)
Impact of huge fall in the population of species of
butterflies

11.



Butterflies are one of the very effective pollinators
thus pollination will be affected adversely.



It does not have any impact on fungal infection of
cultivated plants.



The predators (some species of wasps, spiders and
birds) of butterflies are also affected since their
prey quantity diminishes.

Exp. (a)
Red Sanders


It is a tree species found in a part of south India.
Red Sanders has a highly restrictive distribution

The red sanders tree grows in tropical dry
deciduous region and falls in the eco-terrestrial
regions of Deccan Thorn Scrub Forests as well as
Central Deccan Plateau Dry Deciduous Forests.

14.

Exp. (d)
Great Indian Hornbill


The great hornbill has a wide distribution and
can be found in China, India, Nepal, Bhutan,
Bangladesh Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, Vietnam,
Cambodia, Malaysia and Indonesia. The large
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majority of the population is found in India
with a significant proportion of them being
found in the Western Ghats and the Nilgiris.
The nesting grounds of the birds in the Nilgiris
North Eastern Range are also believed to support
some of the highest densities of

15.

16.

Status IUCN: Vulnerable

Southern hilltop tropical evergreen forest

!

Cane brakes

!

Wet bamboo brakes

!

Andamans semi-evergreen forest

!

Andamans moist deciduous forest

!

Andamans secondary moist deciduous forest

The Keibul Lamjao National Park

!

Littoral forest

!

Mangrove forest

!

Brackish water mixed forest

!

Submontane hill valley swamp forest.



The Keibul Lamjao National Park is a national park
in the Bishnupur district of the state of Manipur.



Keibul Lamjao National Park is the world’s only
floating national park. The park is a swamp with
floating mass of vegetation (called phumdis), at
the south-eastern side of the Loktak Lake, which
has been declared a Ramsar site. It was initially
declared as a Sanctuary in 1966, but subsequently
declared as National Park in 1977.

19.

Exp. (d)
National Park


Exp. (c)


The dugong (Dugong dugong) is a herbivorous
marine mammal, often called the “sea cow”for its
habit ofgrazing on seagrass meadows.



The habitats of Dugong in India include major reef
regions of Gulf of Mannar, Palk Bay, Andaman
and Nicobar Islands and Gulf of Kachchh (not the
entire coast).



It has been protected underSchedule I (Rare and
endangered species which are totally protected)
of Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972

20.

Exp. (c)



Ganges River Dolphin was declared India’s
National Aquatic Animal in 2009.



As per World Wildlife Fund (WWF) the Ganges
River dolphin or Susu, lives in one of the most
densely populated regions of the world. It
inhabits the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna and
Karnaphuli-Sangu river systems of Nepal, India,
and Bangladesh. This vast area has been altered
by the construction of more than 50 dams and
other irrigation-related projects. One of the
main threats to the species is loss of habitat
due in large part to the creation of dams and
irrigation projects.



Activities like construction of dams and barrages,
embankments
etc
besides
unsustainable
obstruction of river water, accidental caughtup in fishnets, use of synthetic fertilizers and
other agricultural chemicals in crop-fields in the
vicinity of rivers and sand mining among others
are mainly responsible for shrinking of habitat
and decline of Ganga river dolphins.



Increase in the population of crocodiles in rivers
has no impact on the decline in population of the
Ganges River dolphin.



The mammal is listed in the schedule I of the Indian
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972, and categorized
as “endangered” by the World Conservation
Union and enjoys high level of legal protection,
nationally and internationally.

Exp. (c)


The Gangetic Dolphin has been included in the
Schedule I of the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 197



In 1982, the dolphin population in the Ganga was
estimated to be between 5,000 and 6,000. But, by
2010, it had dwindled to less than 2,000. In 2009,
the government notified the Gangetic Dolphin as
the national aquatic animal to channel attention
and resources towards conserving the species.



The dolphins are an indicator species for the river
ecosystem and are considered the mascot of a
healthy aquatic environment.

Exp. (d)
Forests


The South Andaman forests have a profuse
growth of epiphytic vegetation, mostly ferns
and orchids. The Middle Andaman sharbors
mostly moist deciduous forests. North Andaman
is characterised by the wet evergreen type, with
plenty of woody climbers. Typical forest coverage
of Andaman & Nicobar is made-up of twelve types
namely:
!
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Giant evergreen forest

The climate of Khangchendzonga and Nandadevi
National Parks varies from temperate to arctic and
that of Neora National Park is subtropical. Only
Namdapha National Park has a climate that
varies from tropical to subtropical, temperate
and arctic. It is tropical and subtropical in the
southern region while it is of arctic type in the
northern part of the park.

Decline in the population of Ganges River Dolphin

National aquatic animal of India

18.

Andamans tropical evergreen forest

!

Exp. (b)

Dugong

17.

!

www.iasscore.in

21.

its thallus shape to its fruiting bodies. The alga
can be either a green alga or a blue-green alga,
otherwise known as cyanobacteria. Many lichens
will have both types of algae.

Exp. (c)


22.
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Painted Stork is a fish eating bird. They forage
in flocks in shallow waters along rivers or lakes.
They immerse their half open beaks in water and
sweep them from side to side and snap up their
prey of small fish that are sensed by touch. As they
wade along they also stir the water with their feet
to flush hiding fish. They nest colonially in trees,
often along with other water birds.

24.

Exp. (d)
Eco-Sensitive Zones (ESAs)


ESAs are defined as those areas that are ecologically
and economically important, but vulnerable
even to mild disturbances, and hence demand
careful management. Therefore ‘ecologically and
economically important’ areas are those areas that
are biologically and ecologically ‘rich’, ‘valuable’
and or ‘unique’, and are largely irreplaceable if
destroyed.



The Common Myna is closely associated with
human habitation and thus easily found in
country sides.It is an opportunistic feeder on
insects, disturbed by grazing cattle. They are
accomplished scavengers, feeding on almost
anything, including insects, fruits and vegetables,
scraps, pets’ food and even fledgling sparrows.





As the world’s only alpine crane species, the blacknecked crane is unique among the cranes in that it
resides almost exclusively at high altitudes on the
Tibetan Plateau and in the Himalaya, where for
centuries it has been protected by local religious
beliefs that discourage killing. The black-necked
crane is tolerant of humans and their livestock,
wintering in farming communities where it has
grown dependent on grain stubble fields for its
very survival. The continued existence of the blacknecked crane in its present numbers is directly
dependent on human agricultural practices, and
the fate of the crane is directly intertwined with
that of humans.

Section 3 of the Environment (Protection)
Act 1986 (EPA) gives power to the Central
Government i.e. the Union Ministry of
Environment and Forests to take all measures
that it feels are necessary for protecting and
improving the quality of the environment and to
prevent and control environmental pollution. To
meet this objective, the Central Government can
restrict areas in which any industries, operations
or processes or class of industries, operations
or processes shall not be carried out or shall be
carried out subject to certain safeguards. Thus
the government came up with the concept of Eco
Sensitive Zones.



The purpose of declaring Eco-sensitive Zones
around National Parks and Sanctuaries is to create
some kind of “Shock Absorber” for the Protected
Areas. They would also act as a transition zone
from areas of high protection to areas involving
lesser protection. It does not imply prohibition of
all kinds of human activities.

Exp. (a)
Biosphere reserves




23.

Biosphere Reserve is an international designation
by UNESCO for representation parts of natural
and cultural landscapes extending over large
area of terrestrial or coastal/marine ecosystems
or a combination thereof. They are special
environments for both people and the nature and
are living examples of how human beings and
nature can co-exist while respecting each other’s
need.

Exp. (b)



A lichen looks like a single organism, but it is
actually a symbiotic relationship between
different organisms. It is composed of a
fungal partner (mycobiont) and one or more
photosynthetic partners (photobiont). The
photosynthetic partner is generally green algae or
cyanobacteria.
The dominant partner is the fungus, which gives
the lichen the majority of its characteristics, from

Exp. (a)
Coral Reefs

Human activity is totally prohibited in National
Parks while it is partially allowed in wildlife
sanctuaries. No person can enter or reside
here except under and in accordance with the
conditions of a permit granted.

Lichens


25.

26.



The major reef formations in India are
restricted to the Gulf of Mannar, Palk bay, Gulf
of Kutch, Andaman and Nicobar Islands and the
Lakshadweep islands. While the Lakshadweep
reefs are atolls, the others are all fringing reefs.
Patchy coral is present in the inter-tidal areas of
the central west coast of the country.



Availability of coral reefs in Sundarbans has not
been reported in India.

Exp. (b)
Mammals


Mammals are a warm-blooded vertebrate animal
of a class that is distinguished by the possession
of hair or fur, females that secrete milk for the
nourishment of the young, and (typically) the
birth of live young. E.g. Sea cow and sea lion.



Sea horses are classified as fishes, in the genus
Hippocampus. They are a type of small fish that has
plates armored throughout the body (no scales).
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There are around 50 different species of seahorses
in the world.
27.

role in preventing soil erosion and help nitrogen
fixation in cold and desert areas.

Exp. (a)



It was studied as a good option for the manufacture
of biodiesel, however as of now, it has not been
established that Seabuckthorn oil is a “Rich” source
of Biodiesel. The major use of seabuckthorn oil is
in medicinal and food use.



Since it is a shrub, it cannot provide timber for
commercial value.

Lion-tailed macaque


28.

The lion-tailed macaque or the wanderoo, is an
Old World monkey endemic to the Western Ghats
of South India from the Kalakkadu Hills (8°25’N)
north to Anshi Ghat (14°55’N) (Fooden 1975), in
the states of Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu.
Although some sightings of the macaque have
been made in Andhra Pradesh, naturally, they
are not found in Andhra Pradesh.

31.

Exp. (d)
Genetically Engineered Plants


Exp. (a)
Animal Species


The Indian star tortoise (Geochelone elegans) is a
threatened species of tortoise found in dry areas
and scrub forest in India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.



The monitor lizards are large lizards in the genus
Varanus. They are native to Africa, Asia and
Oceania, but are now found also in the Americas
as an invasive species. A total of 79 species are
currently recognized.





29.

32.

The pygmy hog (Porcula salvania) is a critically
endangered suid, previously spread across
Bhutan, India and Nepal, but now only found in
India (Assam).

30.

The IUCN status for all the species mentioned
above as of 2013 was endangered.



However, the current status is as follows:
!

Gharial: Critically Endangered

!

Leatherback turtle: Vulnerable

!

Swamp deer: Vulnerable

Exp. (c)
Sea buckthorn
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Sea buckthorn is a medicinal plant found in the
Himalayan region. The fruit grows in the cold
deserts of Ladakh region of Jammu and Kashmir,
Lahul-Spiti in Himachal Pradesh and some
parts of Arunachal Pradesh.They have healthpromoting properties and can play a crucial

!

To increase the nutritive value of the produce

!

To increase their shelf life



Tiger reserves in India are governed by Project
Tiger which is administrated by the National Tiger
Conservation Authority (NTCA). India is home to
70 percent of tigers in the world.



Bandipur National Park established in 1974 as a
tiger reserve under Project Tiger, is a national park
located in the south Indian state of Karnataka,
which is the state with the highest tiger population
in India.



Bhitarkanika National Park is the core area of
Bhitarkanika Wildlife Sanctuary located in the
north-east region of Kendrapara district in the
state of Odisha in eastern India. It was designated
as national park on 16 September 1998 and as a
Ramsar site by UNESCO Gahirmatha Beach and
Marine Sanctuary lies to the east, and separates
swamp region cover with canopy of mangroves
from the Bay of Bengal. It is not a tiger reserve.



Manas National Park or Manas Wildlife Sanctuary
is a national park, UNESCO Natural World Heritage
site, a Project Tiger reserve, an elephant reserve
and a biosphere reserve in Assam.



Sunderbans national park is located at the South
Eastern tip of the 24 Paraganas district in the
state of West Bengal. The Sundarbans are a part
of the world’s largest delta formed by the rivers
Ganges,Brahmaputra and Meghna. Sundarban
is a vast area covering 4262 square kms in India
alone, with a larger portion in Bangladesh. 2585
sq. kms of the Indian Sundarban forms the largest
Tiger Reserve and National Park in India.

Endangered Animals



To enable them to withstand drought

Exp. (b)

Exp. (c)
The endangered species are the species which
faces a high risk of extinction in the near future.

!

Tiger Reserves

Spider monkeys are New World monkeys
belonging to the genus Ateles, part of the subfamily
Atelinrae, family Atelidae. Like other atelines,
they are found in tropical forests of Central
and South America, from southern Mexico to
Brazil. The genus contains seven species, all of
which are under threat; the black-headed spider
monkey and brown spider monkey are critically
endangered.



Genetically modified crops (GM crops or biotech
crops) are plants used in agriculture, the DNA of
which has been modified using genetic engineering
methods. In most cases, the aim is to introduce
a new trait to the plant which does not occur
naturally in the species. It helps:

33.

Exp. (b)
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Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam. It inhabits
dry deciduous and evergreen forests, usually at
higher elevations from 500m-2000m, and has
been recorded on plantations.

National parks


34.

Indian subcontinents are not only well known
for its Cultural diversity, but also have a diverse
range of flora and fauna. Human activities are
permitted in a wildlife sanctuary whereas
these are completely restricted in a national
park. Hunting is prohibited without permission
in a sanctuary; however, grazing and movement
of cattle is permitted. Therefore, India houses a
number of wildlife sanctuaries and national parks
that help in preserving the wildlife in its natural
form. Hunting and grazing are totally prohibited
in a national park.



37.

Endangered species

35.

The IUCN status for all the species mentioned in
Option (a) as of 2012 was endangered. However,
the current status is as follows:
!

Great Indian bustard: Critically Endangered

!

Musk Deer: Endangered

!

Red Panda: Endangered

!

Asiatic Wild Ass: Near threatened

Exp. (a)
Phytoplankton

Exp. (a)




Phytoplankton are microscopic marine algae.
If phytoplankton of an ocean is completely
destroyed:



As plankton die, they suck up less carbon dioxide,
thus warming the earth further. Which causes
more plankton to die. Thus the ocean as a carbon
sink would be adversely affected.



Phytoplankton is the base of several aquatic food
webs. In a balanced ecosystem, they provide
food for a wide range of sea creatures including
whales, shrimp, snails, and jellyfish. Thus if
phytoplanktons die the food chains in the ocean
would be adversely affected.



There is no impact on the density of the ocean
water due to the death of the phytoplanktons.

Exp. (a)
Biodiversity



36.

Biodiversity is the sum total of all life forms on
the planet Earth. In the past it has been affected
due to changes in abiotic factors such as mass
extinction, changes in oxygen level and sea levels,
etc. Current threats include natural extinction,
pollution, global warming, fragmentation of
habitat, invasion of alien species, etc.

38.

Promotion of vegetarianism does not affect the
survival or threat to a species in general.

Animal Species





The black-necked crane (Grus nigricollis) is a
medium-sized crane in Asia that breeds on the
Tibetan Plateau and remote parts of India and
Bhutan.
The cheetah is a large cat that occurs in
Southern, North and East Africa, and a few
localities in Iran. The species is IUCN Red Listed
as vulnerable, as it suffered a substantial decline in
its historic range in the 20th century due to habitat
loss, poaching, illegal pet trade, and conflict with
humans.
The Indian giant flying squirrel, also called the
large brown flying squirrel or the common giant
flying squirrel, is a species of rodent. It is capable
of gliding flight using a skin membrane stretched
between front and hind legs. Eleven species of
flying squirrels are found in India and mainly
concentrated in the Himalayan and Northeast
regions, while the Western Ghats remain
depauperate with only two species. The species
is native to China, India, Laos, Myanmar, Sri

Exp. (a)
Antelopes

Exp. (b)


The snow leopard or ounce is a large cat native
to the mountain ranges of Central and South Asia.
In India, their geographical range encompasses a
large part of the western Himalayas including the
states of Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand and Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh
in the eastern Himalayas.

39.



Oryx is adapted to live in hot and arid areas
whereas Chiru is adapted to live in steppes and
semi-desert areas of cold high mountains



Oryx has horns and not antelers whereas Chiru is
poached for its underwool.



The Chiru or Tibetan Antelope is an endangered
animal found in the Ladakh region of Jammu and
Kashmir India.

Exp. (d)
Pollinating Agents


Bats feed on the insects in the flowers as well as
on the nectar and flower parts Over 300 species of
fruit depend on bats for pollination. These fruits
include: mangoes.



Insect pollinators include bees, (honey bees,
solitary species, bumblebees); pollen wasps
(Masarinae); ants; flies including bee flies,
hoverflies and mosquitoes; lepidopterans, both
butterflies and moths; and flower beetles.



Ornithophily or bird pollination is the pollination
of flowering plants by birds. This coevolutionary
association is derived from insect pollination
(entomophily) and is particularly well developed
in some parts of the world, especially in the tropics
and on some island chains.
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40.

Exp. (d)



Biodiversity


41.

Biodiversity is the sum total of all life forms on
the planet Earth. It forms the basis for human
existence in the following ways:
!

Soil formation

!

Prevention of soil erosion

!

Recycling of waste

!

Pollination of crops

Exp. (b)
Indian Wild Ass




42.

The Indian Wild Ass, also called Ghor Khar or Ghud
Khur is found predominantly in the Little Rann
of Kutch and its surrounding areas in Gujarat. It
is also found in southern Pakistan, Afghanistan,
and south-eastern Iran. Saline deserts (Rann),
arid grasslands and shrub lands are its preferred
environment. A sandy and saline area is the
natural habitat of an Indian wild ass.

45.

The IUCN Red List has moved the Indian wild ass
from the ‘vulnerable’ to ‘endangered’ category,
indicating the need for heightened protection
measures. The animal has no predators in that
area but its existence is threatened due to the
destruction of its habitat.

Biodiversity hotspots

43.

!

Species richness and endemism: Contain at
least 1,500 species of vascular plants as endemics (> 0.5 percent of the world’s total)

!

Threat perception: Loss of at least 70 percent of
its original habitat.

!

Vegetation density, ethno-botanical importance
and adaptation of flora and fauna to warm and
humid conditions are not the criteria for designation of hotspots.

Biodiversity

44.

Biodiversity is normally greater in the lower
latitudes as compared to the higher latitudes
and along the mountain gradients, biodiversity
is normally greater in the lower altitudes as
compared to the higher altitudes owing to higher
temperature and humid conditions which are
conducive for species survival.

Exp. (b)
Insectivorous
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Taxus is a small genus of coniferous trees or
shrubs known as yews in the family Taxaceae.
They are relatively slow-growing and can be very
long-lived, and reach heights of 5–20 metres with
trunk girth averaging 5 metres.



Taxus wallichiana Zucc. known as Himalayan
yew, is a medium-sized, temperate, Himalayan
forest tree of medicinal importance. In India, this
evergreen tree naturally occurs in the Himalayas
and is found at altitudes between 1800 and 3300
m above mean sea level (MSL).



Its legal status is that it has been included in the
Red Data Book as endangered by the IUCN.



The Taxol molecule, however, is very complex, and
therefore almost impossible to reproduce in the
laboratory. One would have to rely on extractions
of the Taxol compound from the taxus tree. Taxol
is used to treat breast cancer, lung cancer, and
ovarian cancer. It is also used to treat AIDS-related
Kaposi’s sarcoma.

Criteria for the recognition of Western Ghats-Sri
Lanka and Indo-Burma regions as hotspots are as
follows:

Exp. (c)


Exp. (b)
Taxus tree

Exp. (c)


An insectivore is a carnivorous plant or animal
that eats insects.

The insectivores plants are adapted to grow
in nitrogen deficient soils and thus depend on
insects for suﬃcient nitrogenous nutrition. They
derive some of their nutrients from trapping and
consuming animals or protozoan. The benefit
they derive from their catch varies considerably;
in some species it might include a small part of
their nutrient intake and in others it might be
an indispensable source of nutrients. As a rule,
however, such animal food, however valuable it
might be as a source of certain critically important
minerals, is not the plants’ major source of
energy, which they generally derive mainly from
photosynthesis.

46.

Exp. (b)
King Cobra


47.

King Cobra is the only snake that makes its own
nest as it is a viviparous snake and needs a nest
to give birth to its offspring. They give birth to
live young with no eggs involved at any stage of
development.

Exp. (d)
Biodiversity hotspots

48.



Biodiversity hotspots are located both in tropical
and temperate regions.



India has four biodiversity hotspots i.e., Eastern
Himalayas, Indo-Burma, Western Ghats and
Sundaland.

Exp. (c)
Protected Areas


Under the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972,
National Parks are defined by state government
via notification. Whenever it appears to the
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State Government that an area, whether within
a sanctuary or not, is, by reason of its ecological,
faunal, floral, geomorphological, or zoological
association or importance, needed to be
constituted as a National Park for the purpose of
protecting & propagating or developing wildlife
therein or its environment, it may, by notification,
declare its intention to constitute such area as a
National Park. The notification shall specify, as
nearly as possible, the situation and limits of such
area.




The difference between a national park and a
sanctuary is that no human activity is allowed
inside a national park, while limited activities are
permitted within the sanctuary. Certain activities
which are regulated in sanctuaries, such as grazing
of livestock, are prohibited in National parks.

49.

Exp. (b)
Protected area

Biosphere reserves are areas comprising
terrestrial, marine and coastal ecosystems.
Each reserve promotes solutions reconciling the
conservation of biodiversity with its sustainable
use including all species of flora and fauna.A
wildlife sanctuary can be declared to conserve a
few specific species of flora and fauna.

Well-known for

1. Bhitarkanika, Orissa

Salt Water Crocodile

2. Desert National Park

Great Indian Bustard,

Rajasthan
3. Eravikulam, Kerala

Nilgiri tahr

RESOURCE DEGRADATION & MANAGEMENT
1.

the control of Indian Railways, airports, airbase,
port and harbour, defence establishments, special
economic zones, State and Central government
organizations, places of pilgrims, religious &
historical importance.

Exp. (c)
Following are the percentage of forest area of the
four states, according to Indian state of forest report, 2017:
State

Percentage
of forest area

1. Chhattisgarh

2.

3.

Waste processing facilities will have to be set up
by all local bodies having a population of 1 million
or more within two years. The landfill site shall
be 100 meters away from a river, 200 meters
from a pond, 500 meters away from highways,
habitations, public parks and water supply wells
and 20 km away from airports/airbase.



The construction of landfills on hills shall be
avoided. Land for construction of sanitary landfills
in hilly areas will be identified in the plain areas,
within 25 kilometers.



The bio-degradable waste should be processed,
treated and disposed of through composting or
bio-methanation within the premises as far as
possible. The residual waste shall be given to the
waste collectors or agency as directed by the local
authority.

41.09%

2. Madhya Pradesh

25.11 %

3. Maharashtra

16.47%

4. Odisha

32.98%

Exp. (d)




Like incineration, pyrolysis, gasification and
plasma technologies are thermal processes that
use high temperatures to break down waste. The
main difference is that they use less oxygen than
traditional mass-burn incineration. Thus these
belong to waste to energy technologies.

Exp. (c)
Solid Waste Management Rules, 2016






The new rules have mandated the source
segregation of waste in order to channelize the
waste to wealth by recovery, reuse and recycle.
Waste generators would now have to now
segregate waste into three streams (not five) Biodegradables, Dry (Plastic, Paper, metal, Wood,
etc.) and Domestic Hazardous waste (diapers,
napkins, mosquito repellants, cleaning agents
etc.) before handing it over to the collector.
The Rules are applicable beyond municipal areas
and will extend to urban agglomerations, census
towns, notified industrial townships, areas under

4.

Exp. (b)
Agricultural Soils


Each 1 percent increase in soil organic matter helps
soil hold 20,000 gallons more water peracre.



Sulphur Cycle is the circulation of sulphur in
various forms through nature. Sulphur is key to
protein structure and is released to the atmosphere
by the burning of fossil fuels. Sulphur occurs in
all living matter as a component of certain amino
acids. It is abundant in the soil in proteins and,
through a series of microbial transformations,
ends up as sulphates usable by plants.
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5.

Sulphur Cycle in Soils: Sulphur enters the trophic
cycle in terrestrial plants via root adsorption in the
form of inorganic sulphates (e.g., calcium sulphate,
sodium sulphate) or by direct assimilation of
amino acids released in the decomposition of dead
or excreted organic matter. Bacterial and fungal
(Aspergillus and Neurospora) mineralization of
the organic sulphhydryl in amino acids followed
by oxidation results in sulphate; this adds to the
sulphate pool for rootadsorption.
Sulphur in Sediments: The sedimentary aspect
of the cycle involves the precipitation of sulphur
in the presence of such cations as iron (Fe) and
calcium (Ca) as highly insoluble ferrous sulphide
(FeS) and ferric sulphide (Fe2S3, pyrite) or relatively
insoluble calcium sulphate(CaSO4).
Salinity is also caused due to excessive irrigation
over a period of time in dry conditions owing to
capillary action.

7.

8.



6.

!

Minimum Soil disturbance through tillage (just
enough to get the seed into the ground);

!

regular crop rotations to help combat the various biotic constraints;

Conservation Agriculture also uses or promotes
where possible or needed various management
practices listed below:
!

utilization of green manures/cover crops (GMCC’s)to produce the residue cover;

!

no burning of crop residues;

!

integrated disease and pest management;

!

Controlled/limited human and mechanical
traﬃc over agricultural soils.

Exp. (d)
Water conservation in agriculture
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Since water is essential to grow food, a
drought situation can pose major problems for
agriculture. Hence, farmers often face extreme
poverty in drought-prone areas. Eﬃcient water
use techniques are very important in the face of
climate change. These include:
Reduced or zero tillage of the land: it can reduce
or eliminate soil erosion due to wind and water.

Allowing crop residue to remain in the field:
It leads to improved water infiltration, reduced
labor cost, reduced soil erosion.

Exp. (a)
The policy of Domestic Content Requirement is
with intent of developing solar power production
in our country. It tends to promote the local
manufacturing of the components of solar
generation equipment which includes the cells
and modules.

Exp. (b)
Algae based biofuels

Conservation Agriculture is a set of soil
management practices that minimize the
disruption of the soil’s structure, composition and
natural biodiversity. Despite high variability in the
types of crops grown and specific management
regimes, all forms of conservation agriculture
share three core principles. These include:
Maintenance of permanent or semi-permanent
soil cover (using either a previous crop residue
or specifically growing a cover crop for this
purpose);





Conservation Agriculture

!

Applying gypsum before irrigating the field:
It is a source of calcium and sulphur for plant
nutrition and helps improve soil structure, acid
soils and treats aluminum toxicity. It further
improves water infiltration.

Domestic Content Requirement

Exp. (c)




9.



Algae can be grown in land and water not suitable
for plant and food production.



The algal biofuel technology includes selection of
specific species for production and extraction of
valuable co-products. The algae are bioengineered
for achieving advanced photosynthetic eﬃciencies
through continued development of production
system.To make the industry commercially
viable, researchers have pursued biotech
varieties, which could be particularly dangerous
if released into nature. Some algae biodiesel
proposals involve aquaculture-style operations
in open ocean waters, which could have harmful
ecological effects, especially if biotech algae is
used. Thus setting up and engineering the algae
based biofuel production requires high level of
expertise/technology until the construction is
completed. This may not always be possible in
developing countries.



Water and nutrient use would also be extreme,
making any serious scaling up of algae biofuels
quite unsustainable. Therefore, economically
viable production necessitates the setting up of
large scale facilities which may raise ecological
and social concerns.

Exp. (c)


The advantages of drip irrigation :
!

Possibility of using soluble fertilizers and
chemicals.

!

Fertilizer and nutrient loss is minimized due to
localized application and reduced leaching.

!

Water application eﬃciency is high.

!

Field levelling is not necessary. Fields with irregular shapes are easily accommodated.

!

Recycled non-potable water can be safely
used.

www.iasscore.in

10.

!

Soil type plays less important role in frequency
of irrigation.

!

Soil erosion is lessened.

!

Weed growth is lessened.

!

Water distribution is highly uniform, controlled by output of each nozzle.

!

Labour cost is less than other irrigation methods.

!

Variation in supply can be regulated by regulating the valves and drippers.

!

Plants remains dry, reducing the risk of disease.

!

Usually operated at lower pressure than other
types of pressurised irrigation, reducing energy costs.

!

It has no role in reduction in soil salinity.

GS PRELIMS PAPER - 1 | WORKBOOK

it is water-soluble and can remain in groundwater
for decades, the addition of more nitrogen over
the years has an accumulative effect.
13.

Exp. (b)
Soil erosion


The top layer of the soil is very light which is easily
carried away by wind and water. This removal
of topsoil by the natural forces is known as soil
erosion due to which the soil becomes less fertile.



Various agents, like wind, water, deforestation,
overgrazing by cattle, etc., cause soil erosion. The
various factors of soil erosion are:
!

Terrace cultivation: helps in conservation of
soil and water.

!

Deforestation: Humans have taken land from
the forest to cultivate in order to feed the everincreasing population and to build houses, industries, etc. Cutting down of trees on a large
scale for these purposes is deforestation. The
roots of trees hold the soil together, thus preventing the soil from getting uprooted. When
large areas of the forest are cleared, the topsoil
gets eroded by wind and flowing water.

!

Tropical climate: Soil erosion due to intense
rainfall in the tropics is a prominent factor.
However, in the current scheme of question,
since there is no option for 2 and 3 only to be
correct together, the appropriate answer will
be option (b)- 2 only.

Exp. (a)
Net metering
Net metering is a billing mechanism that credits
solar energy system owners for the electricity
they add to the grid. It helps in promoting
the production and use of solar energy by the
households/consumers.



11.

Exp. (b)
Neem-coated Urea


12.

When ordinary urea is applied, it gets
converted to ammonium carbamate. Some of
this gets converted to ammonia gas in what is
called ammonia volatilization. The rest of the
ammonium carbamate undergoes chemical
transformation and nitrates are formed. Some
of these are absorbed by the plants. The rest are
either leached into the underground water or are
denitrified to gaseous nitrogen and nitrous oxide
under anaerobic conditions (absence of oxygen).
Neem has properties that check nitrogen loss at
each stage. It slows down the process of nitrate
formation and hence excess nitrate is not available
for denitrification.

14.

Exp. (d)
Coalbed methane and Shale gas


Coalbed methane is a form of natural gas extracted
from coal seams while Shale gas contains methane
along with propane and butane that can be
extracted from fine-grained sedimentary rocks.



The Gondwana sediments of eastern India host
the bulk of India’s coal reserves and all the current
CBM producing blocks. The vast majority of the
best prospective areas for CBM development
are in eastern India, situated in Damodar Koel
valley and Son valley. Also India has identified six
basins as areas for shale gas exploration: Cambay
(Gujarat), Assam-Arakan (North East), Gondwana
(Central India), Krishna Godavari onshore (East
Coast), Cauvery onshore, and Indo-Gangetic
basins.

Exp. (c)
Nitrogenous fertilizers


Excess nitrogen leads to proliferation of nitrogen
fixing bacteria on entering the water bodies (not
in soil), thus causing eutrophication.



As ammonium builds up in the soil due to
excessive application of Nitrogen, it is increasingly
converted to nitrate by bacterial action, a process
that releases hydrogen ions and helps acidify the
soil. The buildup of nitrate enhances emissions of
nitrous oxides from the soil and also encourages
leaching of highly water-soluble nitrate into
streams or groundwater as a result of agricultural
run-off. Nitorgen fertilizers break down into
nitrates and travel easily through the soil. Because

15.

Exp. (d)
Neem tree


It is one of two species in the genus Azadirachta,
and is native to the Indian subcontinent, i.e.
India, Nepal, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka,
and Maldives. It is typically grown in tropical
and semi-tropical regions. Neem trees also grow
in islands located in the southern part of Iran. Its
fruits and seeds are the source of neem oil.
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16.

Neem oil can be used as a pesticide to control the
proliferation of some species of insects and mites.
It reduces insect feeding and acts as a repellent.
It also interferes with insect hormone systems,
making it harder for insects to grow and lay eggs.
Azadirachtin can also repel and reduce the feeding
of nematodes. Other components of neem oil kill
insects by hindering their ability to feed.



Neem seeds are used in the manufacture of
biofuels and hospital detergents.



Neem oil has applications in pharmaceutical
industry especially in Ayurvedic medicine
system.

19.



20.

Maize
Maize can be used for the production of starch.
The starch is obtained from the endosperm of the
kernel.



Oil extracted from maize can be a feedstock for
biodiesel. Biofuels can be produced from many
plants, including maize.



17.

18.

Exp. (d)


Biopesticides are certain types of pesticides derived
from such natural materials as animals, plants,
bacteria, and certain minerals. Plant-incorporatedprotectants or biopesticides also derive from
genetic material that has been incorporated into
plants. Such plants manufacture the biopesticide
for protection from specific pests.



Bacterial biopesticides must infect insects or their
larvae to kill them. They are usually ingested and
then parasitize their host. Bacillus thuringiensis,
or Bt, is one of the most widely used bacterial
biopesticides. The bacterium kills insect larva by
producing a toxin that binds to the larval stomach
cells.



Fungal biopesticides don’t have to be ingested to
inhibit or kill their target pests–physical contact
is suﬃcient. Fungal biopesticides usually consist
of fungal spores and are easy to apply with spray
equipment.

Alcoholic beverages can be produced by using
maize. Eg: Corn beer, beer made from corn (maize),
is a traditional beverage in various cuisines.

Exp. (b)
Cluster bean (Guar)


The gum made from its seeds is used in the
extraction of shale gas. Guar grows well in
semiarid areas, but frequent rainfall is necessary.
This legume is a valuable plant in a crop rotation
cycle, as it lives in symbiosis with nitrogen-fixing
bacteria. Agriculturists in semi-arid regions of
Rajasthan follow crop-rotation and use guar to
replenish the soil with essential fertilizers and
nitrogen fixation, before the next crop.

Exp. (b)

21.

Exp. (a)
Biomass gasification


Biomass gasification is a process of converting
solid biomass fuel into a gaseous combustible
gas (called producer gas) through a sequence of
thermo-chemical reactions.



Coconut shells, groundnut shells and rice husk
can be used in biomass gasification.



Biomass gasification involves burning of biomass
in a limited supply of air to give a combustible gas
consisting of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
hydrogen, methane, water, nitrogen, along
with contaminants like small char particles,
ash and tars.



Syngas, or synthesis gas, is a fuel gas mixture
consisting primarily of hydrogen, carbon
monoxide, and very often some carbon dioxide.
The name comes from its use as intermediates
in creating synthetic natural gas (SNG) and for
producing ammonia or methanol. Syngas is usually
a product of gasification and the main application
is electricity generation. Syngas is combustible
and often used as a fuel of internal combustion
engines. It has less than half the energy density
of natural gas.

Biofertilisers


There has been found no reference of Agaricus as
a biofertilizer.



Bio-fertilizers are defined as preparations
containing living cells or latent cells of eﬃcient
strains of microorganisms that help crop plants’
in uptake of nutrients by their interactions in the
rhizosphere when applied through seed or soil.
E.g.: Nostoc is a species of blue-green algae used
as biofertilizer to fix atmospheric nitrogen and is
used as inoculations for paddy crop grown both
under upland and low-land conditions.
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Although, the algae grow on their own in the rice
fields, but all of them are not beneficial to crop.
The green algae like Spirogyra compete with the
crop for nutrient and reduce tilering in the crop.

Carbon sequestration is the process involved
in carbon capture and the long-term storage
of atmospheric carbon dioxide and may refer
specifically to the process of removing carbon
from the atmosphere and depositing it in
a reservoir. Some proven sustainable land
management practices for marginal, sloping, and
hilly land where the soil productivity is very low
are Contour bunding, Relay cropping and Zero
tillage.

Bio-pesticides

Exp. (d)



Exp. (c)
Carbon sequestration
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24.

Exp. (b)

Pongamia pinnata

Ethanol

23.

Exp. (c)



Ethanol is a renewable fuel made from various
plant materials collectively known as “biomass.”



Energy crops that can be cultivated for ethanol is
maize. It can be produced by ethanol fermentation
and distillation. Maize ethanol results in lower
greenhouse gas emissions than gasoline and is
fully biodegradable.



Pongamia pinnata grows naturally in most of
the arid regions of India. It is often used for
landscaping purposes as a windbreak or for
shade due to the large canopy and showy fragrant
flowers.



The oil and residue of the plant are toxic and
induce nausea and vomiting if ingested, the fruits
and sprouts, along with the seeds, are used in
many traditional remedies. Juices from the plant,
as well as the oil, are antiseptic and resistant to
pests. In addition M. pinnata has the rare property
of producing seeds of 25–40% lipid content of
which nearly half is oleic acid.Oil made from the
seeds, known as pongamia oil, is an important
asset of this tree and has been used as lamp oil,
in soap making, and as a lubricant for thousands
of years.

Exp. (c)
Blue-green algae


Blue–green algae or cyanobacteria occur in an
enormous diversity of habitats, freshwater and
marine, as plankton (free floating), mats and
periphyton. They have the mechanism to convert
atmospheric nitrogen into a form that the crop
plants can absorb readily.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION
1.

also contributes to some extent to climate change
through the emissions of nitrous oxide, fine
particulate matters, and methane.

Exp. (d)








Nitrous oxide is emitted into the atmosphere
as a result of biomass burning, and biological
processes in soils. Biomass burning is not only
an instantaneous source of nitrous oxide, but
it results in a longer term enhancement of the
biogenic production of this gas.
The current belief is that 90% of the emissions
come from soils. Nitrous oxide is formed in
soils during the microbiological processes
nitrification and denitrification. Because nitrous
oxide is a gas it can escape from soil during
these transformations. Nitrous oxide production
is controlled by temperature, pH, water holding
capacity of the soil, irrigation practices,
fertilizer rate, tillage practice, soil type, oxygen
concentration, availability of carbon, vegetation,
land use practices and use of chemicals. Nitrous
oxide emissions from agricultural soils are
increased by the addition of fertilizer.
Cattle release both ammonia and methane into the
atmosphere. Ruminant animals do not eﬃciently
utilize dietary nitrogen. Excess nitrogen fed in the
form of feed proteins is excreted in manure (urine
+ feces). Dairy cows on average secrete in milk 25
to 35 percent of the nitrogen they consume and
almost all the remaining nitrogen is excreted in
urine and feces with about half of the nitrogen
excreted in urine.
Nitrogen emissions in chicken production occur in
several forms but mainly ammonia can contribute
directly or indirectly to several environmental
and public health hazards. Chicken production

2.

Exp. (b)


H-CNG reduces the emission of Carbon Monoxide
up to 70% but does not eliminate it.



H-CNG as a fuel reduces the emission of carbondi-oxide and hydrocarbon as compared to other
fuels. Compared with natural gas, HCNG has
many advantages when it comes to performance.
Research has shown that the brake effective
thermal eﬃciency increases with an increased
percentage of hydrogen. Another effect of the
addition of hydrogen is that the brake specific
fuel consumption is reduced, the cycle by cycle
variations are also reduced, and the thermal
eﬃciency is increased.



Emissions can also be improved with the addition
of hydrogen. Compared to pure natural gas, HCNG
reduces the HC emissions, which is in part due to
the increased combustion stability that comes
with the addition of hydrogen. However, due
to the increased temperature and combustion
duration that accompanies the hydrogen addition,
an increase in NOx emissions is observed.



Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) is methane (CH4)
stored at high pressure. CNG as a fuel can be
used in place of gasoline, diesel fuel and propane
(C3H8) / LPG and its combustion produces fewer
undesirable gases then the other mentioned fuels.
Combustion is a high temperature exothermic
chemical reaction between a fuel and an oxidant
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that produces oxidized products. When 18-20% of
hydrogen as fuel is mixed into the CNG it becomes
pollution free as it reduces the emission of carbonmonoxide up to 20%.


3.

Current cost of H2 is more than the cost of Natural
Gas. Therefore, HCNG’s cost is more than CNG.
Current price of HCNG is higher than CNG and will
cost 72 paisa per kilometer more if implemented
in DTC buses.

plants, meaning that tiny plastics slip easily into
waterways. Fish and other marine animals often
eat them, introducing potentially toxic substances
into the food chain. Thus they are harmful to
marine ecosystem.
7.

Exp. (b)
Sand Mining and impact on environment

Exp. (d)



Sand Mining is an activity referring to the process
of the actual removal of sand from the foreshore
including rivers, streams and lakes. Sand is mined
from beaches and inland dunes and dredged from
ocean beds and river beds.



Excessive in stream sand and gravel mining
causes the degradation of rivers. In stream mining
lowers the stream bottom, which may lead to
bank erosion. Depletion of sand in the streambed
and along coastal areas causes the deepening
of rivers and estuaries, and the enlargement of
river mouths and coastal inlets. It may also lead
to saline water intrusion from the nearby sea.
The effect of mining is compounded by the effect
of sea level rise. Any volume of sand exported
from streambeds and coastal areas is a loss to the
system. It is also a threat to bridges, river banks
and nearby structures. Sand mining also affects
the adjoining groundwater system and the uses of
the local people that they make of the river.



Sand mining transforms the riverbeds into large
and deep pits; as a result, the groundwater table
drops and becomes polluted leaving the drinking
water wells on the embankments of these rivers
dry. Bed degradation from in stream mining
lowers the elevation of stream flow and the flood
plain water table which in turn can eliminate
water table dependent woody vegetation in
riparian areas, and decrease wetted periods in
riparian wetlands. For locations close to the sea,
saline water may intrude into the fresh water
body.

Methane Hydrate





4.

!

Sediment and sedimentary rock units below
Arctic permafrost

!

Sedimentary deposits along continental margins

!

Deep-water sediments of inland lakes and seas,
and

!

Under the Antarctic ice.

Methane in atmosphere oxidizes to carbon dioxide
after a decade or two.
From- Review Paper Emissions from Crop/Biomass
Residue Burning Risk to Atmospheric Quality:
it may be safely concluded that crop residue/
biomass residue burning not only emits poisonous
gases such as SO2, CH4, CO2, CO, N2O, NOx, NO, NO2,
OC, BC, TC, NMHCs, SVOCs, VOCs, O3 etc; but also
influences the quality of environment at large.

8.

In India, the use of carbofuran, methyl
parathion, phorate and triazophos is viewed
with apprehension. These chemicals are used as
Pesticides in Agriculture.

Exp. (a)
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Microbeads are itty-bitty plastic orbs that can
be found in exfoliating facial scrubs, cosmetics,
shower gels and toothpaste, among other products.
They are part of a larger class of microplastics, or
pieces of plastic less than five millimeters, or 0.2
inch, long.
Microbeads that wash down drains cannot be
filtered out by many wastewater treatment

Exp. (c)
Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD)

Exp. (a)


6.

Vast amounts of methane hydrate are buried in
sediments on the continental shelves and slopes.
Four different kinds of geological settings have the
temperature and pressure conditions suitable for
the formation and stability of methane hydrates:

Exp. (d)


5.

Scientists concerned that global warming may
release huge stores of methane from reservoirs
beneath Arctic tundra and deposits of marine
hydrates -- a theory known as the “clathrate gun”
hypothesis -- have turned to geologic history to
search for evidence of significant methane release
during past warming events.

9.



Biochemical Oxygen Demand is an important
water quality parameter which provides an
index to assess the effect discharged wastewater
will have on the receiving environment (aquatic
ecosystems).



The higher the BOD value, the greater the amount
of organic matter or “food” available for oxygen
consuming bacteria.

Exp. (c)


Lead is a natural by-product occurring in cosmetics
and food because it is absorbed from the earth
and pollution into the raw materials used by both
industries.

www.iasscore.in

10.



Brominated vegetable oils are not used in soft
drink manufacturing.



Monosodium glutamate. Monosodium glutamate
(MSG) is a flavour enhancer commonly added
to Chinese food, canned vegetables, soups
and processed meats. The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has classified MSG as a food
ingredient that’s “generally recognized as safe,”
but its use remains controversial.
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13.

Air Quality Index


11.

Exp. (c)
Carbon Dioxide

Exp. (b)




The Air quality index in India was developed
by the IIT Kanpur. The Index considers eight
pollutants —
!

PM10 (particulate matter 10),

!

PM5(particulate matter 5),

!

NO2 (Nitrogen dioxide),

!

SO2 (Sulphur dioxide),

!

CO (Carbon monoxide),

!

O3 (Ozone),

!

NH3 (Ammonia) and

!

Pb (Lead).

Some brominated flame retardants, such as
hexabromocyclododecane
(HBCD),
persist
and are highly resistant to degradation in the
environment. These bioaccumulate in the
environment, potentially having toxic effects on
living organisms. As a result, some international
regulatory bodies have banned HBCD, which is
commonly used in polystyrene foam insulation.

Carbon dioxide and Methane are not part of Air
Quality Index.

Carbon dioxide is a colorless gas with a density
about 60% higher than that of dry air. Some of the
processes adding carbon dioxide gas to the earth
are:
!

Photosynthesis is a process by virtue of which
the green plants and some other organisms use
sunlight to synthesize nutrients from carbon
dioxide and water. Photosynthesis in plants
generally involves the green pigment chlorophyll and generates oxygen as a by-product.

!

Respiration is a process by virtue of which living organisms involving the production of energy, typically with the intake of oxygen and
the release of carbon dioxide from the oxidation of complex organic substances.

!

In the decomposition process, different products released are carbon dioxide (CO2), energy,
water, plant nutrients and resynthesized organic carbon compounds. This release process
is called mineralization. The waste products
produced by micro-organisms are also soil organic matter.

!

Volcanic activity ranges from emission of gases, non-explosive lava emissions to extremely
violent explosive bursts that may last many
hours. Volcanoes have occasionally contributed to global warming by producing significant
amounts of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases.

Exp. (a)
Fly ash






12.

Fly ash can be used in the production of bricks
for building construction. Fly ash brick (FAB) is
a building material, specifically masonry units,
containing class C or class F fly ash and water.
Owing to the high concentration of calcium oxide
in class C fly ash, the brick is described as “selfcementing”.
Fly ash can be used as a replacement for some of
the Portland cement contents of concrete, owing
to its pozzolanic properties. Fly Ash has very small
particles which makes the concrete highly dense
and reduces the permeability of concrete. It can
add greater strength to the building. The concrete
mixture generates a very low heat of hydration
which prevents thermal cracking.
Fly ash may contain (apart from silicon dioxide
and calcium oxide) some toxic elements such as
arsenic, load, mercury etc.

Exp. (c)
Brominated flame retardants


Brominated flame retardants (BFRs) are mixtures
of man-made chemicals that are added to a wide
variety of products, including for industrial use,
to make them less flammable. They are used
commonly in plastics, textiles and electrical/
electronic equipment.

14.

Exp. (d)
Steel industry Pollutants


15.

In steel furnace, coke reacts with iron ore,
releasing iron and generating carbon monoxide
and carbon dioxide gases. Thus due to use of coal,
pollutants such as oxides of sulphur and oxides of
nitrogen are released.

Exp. (d)
Acid rain


Acid rain, or acid deposition, is a broad term that
includes any form of precipitation with acidic
components, such as sulphuric or nitric acid
caused by the pollution of environment by nitrous
oxide and sulphur dioxide that fall to the ground
from the atmosphere in wet or dry forms. This
can include rain, snow, fog, hail or even dust that
is acidic.
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16.

Exp. (a)

!

Smelting units

Photochemical smog

!

Pens pencils: lead pencils are graphite pencils.
Though inks of some pens cause lead pollution.
But it does not really pose a health hazard.

!

Hair oils and cosmetics: In cosmetics, there have
been some concerns about lead acetate in Lipsticks in US. However there are varied options
of the trace amount causing health hazards.



17.

Photochemical smog, often referred to as summer
smog, is the chemical reaction of sunlight, nitrogen
oxides, ozone and volatile organic compounds in
the atmosphere, which leaves airborne particles
and ground-level ozone. Also Peroxyacetyl nitrate
is a peroxyacyl nitrate. It is a secondary pollutant
present in photochemical smog. It is thermally
unstable and decomposes into peroxyethanoyl
radicals and nitrogen dioxide gas. The acidic
nature of the smog can also cause environmental
damage and structural decay in dwellings.

20.

Exp. (c)
Chlorofluorocarbons


Exp. (c)
Drinking water contaminants

18.



Contaminant refers to any physical, chemical,
biological, or radiological substance or matter in
water.



Examples of physical contaminants are sediment
or organic material suspended in the water of
lakes, rivers and streams from soil erosion.



Examples of chemical contaminants include
nitrogen, bleach, salts, pesticides, metals (toxins
produced by bacteria, and human or animal
drugs. Eg: arsenic and fluoride.



Examples of biological or microbial contaminants
include bacteria, viruses, protozoan, and parasites.



Examples of radiological contaminants include
cesium, plutonium and uranium.

21.

22.

19.

Coal fired thermal power plants are one of the
main contributors for atmospheric pollution and
greenhouse gases. Emissions that come from these
plants could be categorized into three different
categories:
Gaseous emissions: Carbon Dioxide, Carbon
Monoxide, Sulphur Dioxide and Nitrogen Dioxide
which lead to global warming and acid rain.



Particulate emissions: The fine dust that is
emanated from the stacks of power plants is a
health hazard.



Trace elements like Mercury, Cadmium and Lead
which are also health hazards.

Exp. (b)
Lead Poisoning


Lead is a highly toxic metal and a very strong
poison.



Lead is found in lead-based paints, including
paint on the walls of old houses and toys. It is also
found in:
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!

art supplies

!

contaminated dust

!

gasoline products sold outside of the United
States and Canada



The increasing amount of carbon dioxide in
the air is slowly raising the temperature of the
atmosphere, because it absorbs the infrared part
of the solar radiation



Among GHGs, only water vapor has the ability to
absorb both incoming (UV) and outgoing (infrared)
radiation.

Exp. (b)
E-wastes

Exp. (c)



Exp. (d)
Carbon dioxide

Coal combustion at thermal power plants


Chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs)
are
nontoxic,
nonflammable chemicals containing atoms of
carbon, chlorine, and fluorine. They are used
in the manufacture of aerosol sprays, blowing
agents for foams, packing materials, as solvents,
as refrigerants, degreasing agents and cleaning
agents for electronic components.

23.



Electronic waste, or e-waste, is a term for
electronic products that have become unwanted,
non-working or obsolete, and have essentially
reached the end of their useful life.



Most electronics that are improperly thrown away
contain some form of harmful materials such as
beryllium, cadmium, chromium, mercury and lead.
These materials might be trace elements, but when
added up in volume, the threat to the environment
is significant. Besides adding harmful elements to
the environment, improper disposal of e-waste is
a recycling opportunity lost. Almost all electronic
waste contains some form of recyclable material,
including plastic, glass and metals.



Heptachlor is a synthetic chemical that was used
in the past for killing insects in homes, buildings,
and on food crops.



Plutonium is a radioactive waste.

Exp. (d)
Algal blooms


There are two major causes of algal blooms,
these are high temperatures (attributed to Global
Warming) and nutrients runoff. Blooming algae
are a result of excess of nutrients, predominantly
phosphorus and nitrogen, in the waters. This
includes Discharge of nutrients from the estuaries,
run-off from the land during the monsoon and
upwelling in the seas.
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26.

Exp. (c)
Carbon dioxide in lower atmosphere


25.

Exp. (d)
Acid rain

Human activities in the recent past have caused
the increased concentration of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere, but a lot of it does not remain in
the lower atmosphere because:
!

The photosynthesis by phyto-plankton in the
oceans: involves use of carbon dioxide and release of oxygen.

!

Unlike carbon dioxide and other gases, calcium
carbonate is not able to move freely and so remains in the sea ice and polar ice caps. During
the warmer summer, when the sea ice melts,
the calcium carbonate reacts with CO2 from the
atmosphere and is dissolved. So in this way,
CO2 is removed from the atmosphere



27.

Exp. (b)
Carbon monoxide (CO) as pollutant


Exp. (a)
Oil zapper


It is an eco-friendly technology for the remediation
of oily sludge and oil spills using bacteria.



There are five different bacterial strains that are
immobilized and mixed with a carrier material
such as powdered corncob. This mixture of five
bacteria is called Oil Zapper. Oilzapper feeds on
hydrocarbon compounds present in crude oil and
the hazardous hydrocarbon waste generated by
oil refineries, known as Oil Sludge and converts
them into harmless CO2 and water.

All the statements are correct: The acid rain
is a result of reactions of Oxides of Hydrogen,
Nitrogen and Sulphur. Some of the air pollutants
(especially nitrogen oxides and sulphur dioxide)
react with the tiny droplets of water in clouds to
form sulphuric and nitric acids. The rain from
these clouds then falls as very weak acid - which
is why it is known as “acid rain”.

28.

Excessive release of the pollutant carbon monoxide
(CO) into the air may produce a condition in which
oxygen supply in the human body decrease.
This is because the inhaled CO has much higher
aﬃnity for haemoglobin as compared to oxygen.
It displaces oxygen and quickly binds, so very little
oxygen is transported through the body cells.

Exp. (c)
Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles


The energy is created in the fuel cell by reacting
the hydrogen in the tanks with oxygen from
the air over what is called a “proton exchange
membrane” and the end result is electricity and
water. No other toxic gas is produced.

CLIMATE CHANGE
1.

exist there. The very low winter temperatures
in the Antarctic stratosphere cause polar
stratospheric clouds (PSCs) to form. These high
altitude clouds form only at very low temperatures
help destroy ozone in two ways: They provide a
surface which converts benign forms of chlorine
into reactive, ozone-destroying forms, and they
remove nitrogen compounds that moderate the
destructive impact of chlorine.

Exp. (d)
Carbon sequestration


2.

Geological storage of CO2 can be undertaken in
a variety of geological settings in sedimentary
basins. These include:
!

Depleted oil and gas reservoirs

!

Deep unmineable coal seams/enhanced coalbed methane (ECBM) recovery

!

Oceans

!

Deep unused saline water-saturated formations

!

Other geological media are basalts, shales, and
cavities

!

Subterranean deep saline formations

Exp. (b)
Ozone hole in the Antarctic


The severe depletion of the Antarctic ozone layer
known as the “ozone hole” occurs because of the
special atmospheric and chemical conditions that



The ozone hole is caused by chemicals called CFCs,
short for chlorofluorocarbons. CFCs escape into
the atmosphere from refrigeration and propellant
devices and processes. In the lower atmosphere,
they are so stable that they persist for years, even
decades. This long lifetime allows some of the
CFCs to eventually reach the stratosphere. In the
stratosphere, ultraviolet light breaks the bond
holding chlorine atoms (Cl) to the CFC molecule. A
free chlorine atom goes on to participate in a series
of chemical reactions that both destroy ozone and
return the free chlorine atom to the atmosphere
unchanged, where it can destroy more and more
ozone molecules.
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ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE
1.

Exp. (c)




2.

It has to designate at least one of its wetlands into
the List of Wetlands of International Importance
called “Ramsar List”. Once that is done, it can later
designate more such wetlands.



The above designation has to be based upon
criteria that take into account the ecology, botany,
zoology, limnology (freshwater science) or
Hydrology. Thus, not every wetland becomes a
Ramsar site but only those which have significant
values related to these fields.



The Wetlands (Conservation and Management)
Rules, 2010 also encompass the drainage area or
catchment regions of the wetlands as determined
by the authority.

4.

The Bill also establishes the National and State
Compensatory Afforestation Fund Management
and Planning Authorities to manage the National
and State Funds.



People’s participation is not mandatory in
compensatory in the compensatory afforestation
programmes carried out under the compensatory
fund act, 2016.

Exp. (d)


Parliament passed an amendment to the Indian
Forest Act, 1927 removing ‘bamboo’ plant growing
on non-forest lands from the definition of ‘tree’.
The government claimed this would benefit
tribals and other dwellers living around forests.
The amendment converted into law what had
been passed as an ordinance before that. As they
enjoy right to fell bamboos in forest areas.



Section 2(i) of the the scheduled Tribes and other
Traditional forest dweller Act defines a Minor
Forest Produce (MFP) as all non-timber forest
produce of plant origin and includes bamboo,
brushwood, stumps, canes, Tusser, cocoon, honey,
waxes, Lac, tendu/kendu leaves, medicinal plants
and herbs, roots, tuber and the like.



The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest
Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006,
popularly known as the Forests Rights Act (FRA),
was enacted in 2007. The Act recognizes and vests
individual forest-dwellers with forest rights to
live in and cultivate forest land that was occupied
before 13 December 2005 and grants community
forest rights to manage, protect and regenerate
the forest under section 3(1)(i), and to own and
dispose minor forest products from forests where
they had traditional access. Section 3(1)(c) of the
Forest Rights Act 2006 defines forest rights as
inclusive of ‘Right of ownership, access to collect,
use and dispose of minor forest produce which
have traditionally been collected within or outside
village boundaries’. Individuals, communities and
gram sabhas having rights under this particular
section of the Act will not only have the rights to
use but also rights of ownership over MFPs. This
goes beyond the Provisions of the Panchayats
(Extension To The Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996
(PESA Act) which had authorised states to entrust
panchayats and gramasabhas as the owners of
MFP.

Exp. (d)




3.

When a country joins the Ramsar Convention, it
gets itself listed into the international effort for
the conservation and wise use of wetlands. Once a
country has joined, there are commitments which
it has to fulfil as obligations.



Cirrus clouds do not reflect a lot of solar radiation
back into space, but because they form at high
altitudes and cold temperatures, they trap longwave radiation and have a climate impact similar
to greenhouse gases. Thus Thinning cirrus clouds
would reduce the absorption of infrared radiation
and proposed form of climate engineering to
reduce global warming.
Another proposed Geo-engineering technique
involves injecting reflective sulfate aerosol
particles into Earth’s lower stratosphere to cast
a small proportion of the inbound sunlight back
into space and cool the planet off. Thus both are
climate engineering/ Geo-engineering techniques
to reduce global warming.

Exp. (a)



The Bill establishes the National Compensatory
Afforestation Fund under the Public Account of
India, and a State Compensatory Afforestation
Fund under the Public Account of each state.



These Funds will receive payments for: (i)
compensatory afforestation, (ii) net present value
of forest (NPV), and (iii) other project specific
payments. The National Fund will receive 10% of
these funds, and the State Funds will receive the
remaining 90%.
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These Funds will be primarily spent on
afforestation to compensate for loss of forest
cover, regeneration of forest ecosystem, wildlife
protection and infrastructure development.

5.

Exp. (b)


Environment Protection Act, 1986: The Act
empowers the Central Government to take all
appropriate measures to prevent and control
pollution and to establish effective machinery
for the purpose of protecting and improving
the quality of the environment and preventing,
abating and controlling environmental pollution.

www.iasscore.in

6.



The Act empowers the center to “take all such
measures as it deems necessary”.



By virtue of this Act, Central Government has
armed itself with considerable powers which
include,
!

coordination of action by state,

!

planning and execution of nationwide programmes,

!

laying down environmental quality standards,
especially those governing emission or discharge of environmental pollutants,

!

placing restriction on the location of industries
and so on.

!

authority to issue direct orders, included orders
to close, prohibit or regulate any industry.

!

power of entry for examination, testing of
equipment and other purposes and power to
analyze the sample of air, water, soil or any
other substance from any place.



The Act explicitly prohibits discharges of
environmental pollutants in excess of prescribed
regulatory standards.



There is also a specific prohibition against handling
hazardous substances except those in compliance
with regulatory procedures and standards.



The Act provides provision for penalties. For each
failure or contravention the punishment included
a prison term up to five years or fine up to Rs. 1
lakh, or both.



The Act imposed an additional fine of up to Rs.
5,000 for every day of continuing violation.



If a failure or contravention occurs for more
than one year, offender may be punished with
imprisonment which may be extended to seven
years.



Section 19 provides that any person, in addition
to authorized government oﬃcials, may file a
complaint with a court alleging an offence under
the Act.



This “Citizens’ Suit” provision requires that the
person has to give notice of not less than 60 days
of the alleged offence of pollution to the Central
Government.
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7.



He pointed out that the E-waste rules will now
include Compact Fluorescent Lamp (CFL) and
other mercury containing lamps, as well as other
such equipment.



The Minister said that for the first time, the Rules
will bring the producers under Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR), along with targets. He added
that producers have been made responsible for
collection of E-waste and for its exchange.

Exp. (b)
The Partnership for Action on Green Economy
(PAGE)

8.



It was launched in 2013 as a response to the call at
Rio+20 in 2012 in Rio de Janeiro to support those
countries wishing to embark on greener and
more inclusive growth trajectories and to assist
interested countries in developing, adopting and
implementing inclusive green economy (IGE)
policies and strategies.



PAGE deploys the expertise and broad convening
power of five UN agencies – International Labour
Organization (ILO), United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), United Nations Industrial
Development Organization (UNIDO), United
Nations Institute for Training and Research
(UNITAR) and United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) – whose mandates, expertise
and networks combined can offer integrated and
holistic support to countries on greener and more
inclusive growth trajectories, ensuring coherence
and avoiding duplication.

Exp. (a)


The Critical Wildlife Habitats have been envisaged
in Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest
Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006.



Baigas are considered as a particularly vulnerable
tribal group (PVTG) in the Indian Constitution and
rely mostly on shifting cultivation, forest produce
and fishing for sustenance, spread over forested
areas of Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh. In
2016, they became India’s first community to get
habitat rights.



Grampanchayats oﬃcially decides and declares
Habitat Rights for Primitive and Vulnerable Tribal
Groups in any part of India.

Exp. (c)
E-Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 2011




The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate
Change had notified the E-Waste Management
Rules, 2016 in supersession of the e-waste
(Management & Handling) Rules, 2011.
Announcing the notification of the rules, Minister
of State (Independent Charge) of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change, Shri Prakash
Javadekar, said that norms had been made
more stringent and reflected the government’s
commitment to environmental governance.

9.

Exp. (a)
Plant diseases


Most disease-causing viruses are carried and
transmitted naturally by insects and mites, which
are called vectors of the virus.



Slugs, snails, birds, rabbits, and dogs also transmit
a few viruses, but this is not common. Birds
moving through crops can carry pathogens from
the infected plant to other plans. Woodpeckers
carry spores of tree pathogens.
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10.

Exp. (b)

14.

Schedule I Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972

Organic Farming

11.



Ministry of Commerce has implemented the
National Programme for Organic Production
(NPOP) .



Sikkim has become India’s first fully organic state
by implementing organic practices on around
75,000 hectares of agricultural land.





The NGT has been established under the National
Green Tribunal Act, 2010 while the Central
Pollution Control Board (CPCB) is a statutory
organisation under the Ministry of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change (MoE,FCC)and was
constituted in September, 1974 under the Water
(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974.
CPCB is also entrusted with the powers and
functions under the Air (Prevention and Control
of Pollution) Act.

15.

There are six schedules which give varying
degrees of protection.



Out of the six schedules,Schedule I and part II
of Schedule II provide absolute protection and
offences under these are prescribed the highest
penalties. A species of tortoise declared protected
under Schedule I enjoys the same level of
protection as the tiger.



The penalties for Schedule III and Schedule IV are
less and these animals are protected.



Schedule V includes the animals which may be
hunted. These are Common crow, Fruit bats, Mice
& Rats only.



Schedule VI contains the plants, which are
prohibited from cultivation and planting.

Exp. (a)
Global Climate Change Alliance

The NGT provides environmental justice and
helps reduce the burden of litigation in the higher
courts whereas the CPCB promotes cleanliness
of streams and wells, and aims to improve the
quality of air in the country.



The Global Climate Change Alliance (GCCA) is
an initiative of the European Union. Its overall
objective is to build a new alliance on climate
change between the European Union and the poor
developing countries that are most affected and
that have the least capacity to deal with climate
change.



The GCCA+ aim is to boost the eﬃciency of its
response to the needs of vulnerable countries
and groups. Using ambitious and innovative
approaches, it will achieve its goals by building
on its two mutually reinforcing pillars:

Exp. (a)
Carbon fertilization


13.



Exp. (b)
Environmental Organisations

12.

Exp. (a)

The CO2 fertilization effect or carbon fertilization
effect suggests that the increase of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere increases the rate of
photosynthesis and eventually plant growth in
plants. The effect varies depending on the plant
species, the temperature, and the availability of
water and nutrients.

!

Under the first pillar, the GCCA+ serves as a
platform for dialogue and exchange of experience between the EU and developing countries, focusing on climate policy and bringing
renewed attention to the issue of international
climate finance. The results feed into negotiations for a new climate deal under the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC).

!

Under the second pillar, the GCCA+ acts as a
source of technical and financial support for
the world’s most climate-vulnerable countries,
whose populations need climate finance the
most. Extra efforts will be made to strengthen
the strategically important issues of ecosystems-based adaptation, migration and gender
equality.

!

GCCA is a EU initiative and funded and administered by European Union and European commission.

Exp. (b)


The Global Alliance for Climate Smart Agriculture
(GACSA)



The Global Alliance for ClimateSmart Agriculture
(GACSA), was launched on 23 September 2014 at
the UN Climate Summit.



GACSA is an inclusive, voluntary and actionoriented multi-stakeholder platform alliance of
partners with no binding obligations on ClimateSmart Agriculture (CSA).



GACSA works towards three aspirational outcomes
to:
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!

Improve farmers’ agricultural productivity
and incomes in a sustainable way;

!

Build farmers’ resilience to extreme weather
and changing climate;

!

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated
with agriculture, when possible.

!

India has not been instrumental in the creation
of GACSA.

16.

Exp. (d)
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972


Animals listed in schedule 1 and part II of schedule
2 have absolute protection-offences under these
are prescribed the highest penalties.
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17.

Gharialis given legal protection under the
Schedule 1 (Part II Amphibians and Reptiles) of
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972



Indian Wild Ass is given legal protection under
the Schedule 1 (Part I Mammals) of Wildlife
(Protection) Act, 1972



Wild Buffalo is given legal protection under
the Schedule 1 (Part I Mammals) of Wildlife
(Protection) Act, 1972
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20.

Exp. (d)
Bureau of Energy Eﬃciency Star Label


The Objectives of Standards & Labeling Program
is to provide the consumer an informed choice
about the energy saving and thereby the cost
saving potential of the marketed household and
other equipment.



The scheme is currently invoked for equipments/
appliances Room Air Conditioner (Fixed Speed),
Ceiling Fan, Colour Television, Computer, Direct
Cool Refrigerator, Distribution Transformer,
Domestic Gas Stove, Frost Free Refrigerator,
General Purpose Industrial Motor, Monoset
Pump, Openwell Submersible Pump Set,
Stationary Type Water Heater, Electric geysers
, Submersible Pump Set, Tfl, Washing Machine,
Ballast, Solid State Inverter, Oﬃce Automation
Products, Diesel Engine Driven Monosetpumps
For Agricultural Purposes, Diesel Generator Set,
Tubular fluorescent lamps, Room Air Conditioner
(Variable Speed), Chillers, Agricultural Pumpset.

Exp. (b)
Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC)



18.

21.

Exp. (a)
International Solar Alliance

It focuses on ozone, methane, Black Carbon, and
hydrofluorocarbons.



India and France launched an International
Solar Alliance to boost solar energy in developing
countries. The initiative was launched at the
UN Climate Change Conference in Paris on 30
November, 2015



The alliance includes around 120 countries that
support the “Declaration on the occasion to launch
the international solar alliance of countries
dedicated to the promotion of solar energy.”

Exp. (b)




19.

The Climate and Clean Air Coalition to Reduce
Short-Lived
Climate
Pollutants
(CCAC)was
launched by the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) and six countries—
Bangladesh, Canada, Ghana, Mexico, Sweden, and
the United States. It is a voluntary partnership of
governments, intergovernmental organizations,
businesses, scientific institutions and civil society
organizations committed to protecting the climate
and improving air quality through actions to
reduce short-lived climate pollutants.

TRAFFIC is governed by the TRAFFIC Committee, a
steering group composed of members of TRAFFIC’s
partner organizations, WWF and IUCN.
It has an enviable reputation as a reliable and
impartial organization, a leader in the field of
conservation as it relates to wildlife trade, the
wildlife trade monitoring network, works to
ensure that trade in wild plants and animals is not
a threat to the conservation of nature.



TRAFFIC was established in 1976 and has
developed into a global network, research-driven
and action-oriented, committed to delivering
innovative and practical conservation solutions
based on the latest information.



TRAFFIC also works in close co-operation with
the Secretariat of the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES).

22.

Exp. (b)
The Sustainable Development Goals


The first report of the Club of Rome was the
famous ‘The limits to growth’, brought out in
197 It highlighted the need for sustainable use
of resources through a computer simulation of
exponential economic and population growth
with a finite supply of resources. There was no
such mention of The Sustainable Development
Goals then.



At the United Nations Sustainable Development
Summit on 25 September 2015, world leaders
adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, which includes a set of 17 SDGs
with 169 targets. .

Exp. (b)
M-STrIPES


The full form of M-STrIPES is Monitoring System
for Tigers’-Intensive Protection and Ecological
Status. It’s a software monitoring system launched
by the Indian Government in 2010 in some tiger
reserves. The aim is to reduce vulnerability of
tigers and ensure maintenance of tiger reserves.
The system would enable field managers to assist
intensity and spatial coverage of patrols in a
geographic information system (GIS) domain.

23.

Exp. (c)
United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification


Established in 1994, the United Nations Convention
to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) is the sole
legally binding international agreement linking
environment and development to sustainable
land management.
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24.



The convention aims to promote effective
action through innovative national programmes
and supportive international partnerships,
committed to a bottom-up approach, encouraging
the participation of local people in combating
desertification and land degradation.



The implementation of the UNCCD is geared
around five regional implementation annexes:
!

Annex 1 for Africa,

!

Annex 2 for Asia,

!

Annex 3 for Latin America and the Caribbean,

!

Annex 4 for Northern Mediterranean and

!

Annex 5 for Central and Eastern Europe.

work for measuring and managing greenhouse
gas emissions from private and public sector
operations, value chains, products, cities, and
policies.
27.



Countries across the globe adopted a historic
international climate agreement at the U.N.
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) Conference of the Parties (COP21) in
Paris in December 2015. In anticipation of this
moment, countries publicly outlined what post2020 climate actions they intended to take under
the new international agreement, known as their
Intended Nationally Determined Contributions
(INDCs).



INDCs are the primary means for governments
to communicate internationallythe steps they
will take to address climate change in their
own countries. INDCs will reflect each country’s
ambition for reducing emissions, taking into
account its domestic circumstances and capabilities
for achieving sustainable development goals.

Exp. (b)
Paris Agreement is an international agreement to
combat climate change.

25.

Exp. (b)
Intended Nationally Determined Contribution



The Paris Agreement came out of the COP21, the
21st Conference of Parties of the UNFCCC (United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change), held in Paris from November 30th to
December 12th, 2015. The agreement was adopted
on December 12th, 2015.



IThe Agreement has not been signed by all the
member countries of the UN.



The Paris Agreement sets an over-arching target
of keeping the emissions in control so that either
the rise in global temperature remains below 2°C
by the turn of 21st century or as low as 5°C. To
achieve this goal, the countries will need to peak
their emissions and then bring them down.



Similar to Kyoto Protocol, the developed countries
will need to provide finance to the developing
countries for emission reduction actions as well
as adaptation. The amount set by Paris Agreement
is at least USD 100 billion per year from 2020
onward.

28.

Exp. (d)
UN-REDD+ Programme

Exp. (a)



REDD is set of steps designed in order to reduce
emissions of greenhouse gases from deforestation
and forest degradation. It is collaborative
programme of Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) and United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP).



The UN-REDD Programme has identified the
following three topics for supporting national
REDD+ governance structures, with an overarching
principle of stakeholder participation



Country-led
multi-stakeholder
governance
assessments that contribute to the development
and implementation of national REDD+ strategies
(for tackling forest degradation and biodiversity
loss)
and
nationally
owned
monitoring
frameworks



Social standards, including poverty and gender



Land and/or carbon tenure and the role of REDD+
within national land use strategies

Agenda 21




26.

Agenda 21 is a global action plan for sustainable
development into the 21st century. Sustainable
development is a process that aims to meets the
needs of the present generation without harming
the ability of future generations to meet their
needs.
It was initiated in Earth Summit (UN Conference
on Environment and Development) held in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, in 199

Exp. (a)
Greenhouse Gas Protocol
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The Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHGP) provides
international accounting and reporting standards,
sector guidance, calculation tools, and trainings
for business and government. It establishes a
comprehensive, global, standardized frame

29.

Exp. (c)
The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity
(TEEB)


The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity
(TEEB) is a global initiative focused on “making
nature’s values visible”. Its principal objective
is to mainstream the values of biodiversity and
ecosystem services into decision-making at all
levels. It aims to achieve this goal by following
a structured approachto valuation that helps
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their associated landscapes, agricultural
biodieversity and knowldege systems of the
local communities.

decision-makers recognize the wide range of
benefits provided by ecosystems and biodiversity,
demonstrate their values in economic terms
and, where appropriate, capture those values in
decision-making.


30.

Based in Geneva, Switzerland at the International
Environment House, the TEEB oﬃce is hosted
by the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) under the Economics and Trade Branch
(ETB) of the Division of Technology, Industry and
Economics (DTIE).



33.

Exp. (a)
National Ganga River Basin Authority (NGRBA)

Exp. (c



‘National Ganga River Basin Authority’ (NGRBA)
as an empowered planning, financing, monitoring
and coordinating authority for the Ganga River,
in exercise of the powers conferred under the
Environment (Protection) Act,1986.



The Prime Minister is ex-oﬃcio Chairperson of
the Authority.

Green India Mission Objectives





31.

To increase forest/tree cover to the extent of 5
million hectares (mha) and restore and improve
quality of forest/tree cover on another 5 mha of
forest/non-forest lands;



To improve/enhance eco-system services like
carbon sequestration and storage (in forests and
other ecosystems), hydrological services and
biodiversity; along with provisioning services like
fuel, fodder, and timber and non-timber forest
produces (NTFPs); and

Key Features of the New Approach of NGRBA
!

River Basin will be the unit of planning and
management. This is an internationally accepted strategy for integrated management of
rivers. Accordingly, a new institutional mechanism in the form of National Ganga River Basin Authority (NGRBA) will spearhead river
conservation efforts at the national level. Implementation will be by the State Agencies and
Urban Local Bodies.

!

The minimum ecological flows for the entire
Ganga will be determined through modeling
exercises. NGRBA will take appropriate measures in cooperation with the States to regulate
water abstraction for marinating minimum
ecological flows in the river.

!

Attention would also be paid to the restoration of living parts of the river ecosystem for
its holistic treatment to enable conservation of
species like dolphin, turtles, fishes and other
native and endangered species in their river.

To increase forest based livelihood income of
about 3 million households.

Exp. (c)
Environmental Governance






32.

To provide Geographical Indication status to
all the varieties of agricultural produce in such
identified GIAHS is not under the FAO or the
GIAHS authority.

Annex I parties are industrialized countries
belonging to the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and
countries designated as Economies in Transition
under the Framework Convention on Climate
Change (FCCC), that pledged to reduce their
greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by the
year 2000.
Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) are a type
of emissions unit (or carbon credits) issued by the
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) Executive
Board for emission reductions achieved by
CDM projects and verified by a DOE (Designated
Operational Entity) under the rules of the Kyoto
Protocol. Each CER unit is equal to one tonne of
CO
The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
allows a country with an emission-reduction
commitment under the Kyoto Protocol (Annex
B Party) to implement an emission-reduction
project in developing countries.

Exp. (b)
Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems
(GIAHS)


GIAHS aims to protect traditional agricultural
system. it will not provide any modern
technology and training.



GIAHS aims to identify and safeguard
ecofriendlty traditional farm pratices and

34.

Exp. (b)
IUCN and CITES


IUCN is not an organ of the United Nations but
has observer and consultative status at the United
Nations. CITES (the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora) is an international agreement between
governments.



IUCN, the International Union for Conservation
of Nature, helps the world find pragmatic
solutions to our most pressing environment and
development challenges. It supports scientific
research, manages field projects all over the
world and brings governments, non-government
organizations, United Nations agencies, companies
and local communities together to develop and
implement policy, laws and best practice. Its work
agenda includes running through thousands of
field projects around the world to better manage
natural environments.
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35.

CITES aims is to ensure that international trade
in specimens of wild animals and plants does
not threaten their survival. It is an international
agreement to which States and regional economic
integration organizations adhere voluntarily.
States that have agreed to be bound by the
Convention (‘joined’ CITES) are known as Parties.
Although CITES is legally binding on the Parties
– in other words they have to implement the
Convention – it does not take the place of national
laws. Rather it provides a framework to be
respected by each Party, which has to adopt its
own domestic legislation to ensure that CITES is
implemented at the national level.

38.





The Montreal Protocol is widely considered as
the most successful environment protection
agreement. The Protocol sets out a mandatory
timetable for the control and phase out of
ozone depleting substances. This timetable
has been reviewed regularly, with phase out
dates accelerated in accordance with scientific
understanding and technological advances.

Bio Carbon Fund Initiative for Sustainable Forest
Landscapes


39.

Forest Carbon Partnership Facility

The Montreal Protocol sets binding progressive
phase out obligations for developed and
developing countries for all the major ozone
depleting substances, including CFCs, halons and
less damaging transitional chemicals such as
HCFCs.



The Forest Carbon Partnership Facility is a
global partnership of governments, businesses,
civil society, and indigenous people focused on
reducing emissions from deforestation and forest
degradation, forest carbon stock conservation,
the sustainable management of forests, and the
enhancement of forest carbon stocks in developing
countries (activities commonly referred to as
REDD+).



The World Bank assumes the functions of trustee
and secretariat.



One of the four strategic objectives of the
FCPF is to assist countries in their REDD+ efforts
by providing them with financial and technical
assistance in building their capacity to benefit
from possible future systems of positive incentives
for REDD+.



It provide financial incentives to countries
in their REDD+ efforts. However, there is no
mention of assistance to universities, scientists
and institutions.

Rio+20 Conference



37.

Rio+20 refers to the United Nations Conference
on Sustainable Development which took place in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in June 2012 – twenty years
after the landmark 1992 Earth Summit in Rio.
At the Rio+20 Conference, world leaders, along
with thousands of participants from the private
sector, NGOs and other groups, came together to
shape how we can reduce poverty, advance social
equity and ensure environmental protection on
an ever more crowded planet.

40.

Exp. (c)
BirdLife International


BirdLife international is a global partnership of
conservation organisations that strives to conserve
birds, their habitats and global biodiversity,
working with people towards sustainability in
the use of natural resources. It is the World’s
largest partnership of conservation organisations,
with over 120 partner organisations 120 partner
organisations.



An Important Bird and Biodiversity Area (IBA) is
an area recognized as being globally important
habitat for the conservation of birds populations.



The British biologist Norman Myers coined the
term “biodiversity hotspot” in 1988 through the
article “The Environmentalist” as a biogeographic
region characterized both by exceptional levels of
plant endemism and by serious levels of habitat
loss.

Exp. (a)
Green Climate Fund


The Green Climate Fund (GCF) is a fund within the
framework of the UNFCCC created to support the
efforts of developing countries to respond to the
challenge of climate change.



GCF was founded as a mechanismto redistribute
money from the developed to the developing
world, in order to assist the developing countries
in adaptation and mitigation practices to counter
climate change.
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It was set up by the 194 countries who are parties
to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 2010, as part of the
Convention’s financial mechanism.

The Bio Carbon Fund Initiative for Sustainable
Forest Landscapes (ISFL) is a multilateral fund,
supported by donor governments and managed
by the World Bank. It promotes reducing
greenhouse gas emissions from the land sector,
from deforestation and forest degradation
in developing countries (REDD+), and from
sustainable agriculture, as well as smarter landuse planning, policies and practices.

Exp. (c)

Exp. (a)


GCF is headquartered in Songdo, Republic of
Korea.

‘Exp. (d)

Exp. (b)
Montreal Protocol

36.
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agreement to address problem of desertification
and other land issues. The Convention addresses
desertification and land issues specifically arid,
semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas, known as dry
lands.

Exp. (b)
Seed Village Concept


42.

A village, wherein trained group of farmers are
involved in production ‘of seeds of various crops
and cater to the needs of themselves, fellow
farmers of the village and farmers of neighbouring
villages in appropriate time and at affordable cost
is called “a seed village”.

Exp. (d)
IndARC

43.





IndARC is India’s first underwater moored
observatory anchored in the Kongs fjorden fjord,
half way between Norway (1100 km away from
Norway) and the North Pole at a depth of 192
metre. The data provided by IndARC helps:



to understand the Arctic processes and their
influence on the Indian monsoon system through
climate modelling studies; and



the response of the Arctic to climatic variability.

46.

Exp. (b)


Animal Welfare Board of India is a statutory
advisory body advising the Government of India’s
Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate
Change. It was established in 1962 under Section
4 of The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act,
1960. Well-known humanitarian Rukmini Devi
Arundale was instrumental in setting up the
board and was its first chair.



The National Tiger Conservation Authority
(NTCA) is a statutory body of the Ministry, with
an overarching supervisory / coordination role,
performing functions as provided in the Wildlife
(Protection) Act, 197



National Ganga River Basin Authority’ (NGRBA) is
an empowered planning, financing, monitoring
and coordinating authority for the Ganga River,
in exercise of the powers conferred under the
Environment (Protection) Act,1986. It is chaired
by the Prime Minister.

Exp. (c)
Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee


44.

The Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee
(GEAC) is the apex body constituted in the
Ministry of Environment and Forests under
‘Rules for Manufacture, Use, Import, Export and
Storage of Hazardous Microorganisms/Genetically
Engineered Organisms or Cells 1989’, under the
Environment Protection Act, 1986.

Exp. (c)

47.




45.

BNHS Mission: Conservation of Nature, primarily
Biological Diversity through action based on
Research, Education and Public Awareness.
It also organizes and conducts nature trails and
camps for the general public.

International agreements on Biodiversity





Bombay Natural History Society (BNHS) is one of
India’s biggest Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGO) that was founded in 188 The sole aim of this
organization is to conduct research activities and
observations on natural history and displaying
rare specimens.

Exp. (d)


Exp. (a)
Global Environment Facility

Bombay Natural History Society (BNHS)


The International Treaty on Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture: It overlooks
the conservation and sustainable use of all plant
genetic resources for food and agriculture and the
fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising
out of their use, in harmony with the Convention
on Biological Diversity, for sustainable agriculture
and food security.
The United Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification is only legally binding international

The World Heritage Convention: The most
significant feature of the 1972 World Heritage
Convention is that it links together in a single
document the concepts of nature conservation
and the preservation of cultural properties.

48.

The GEF also serves as financial mechanism for
the following conventions:
!

Convention on Biological Diversity(CBD)

!

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)

!

UN Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD)

!

Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic
Pollutants (POPs)

!

Minamata Convention on Mercury

Exp. (c)
Earth Hour


Earth Hour is people’s movement inspiring
individuals to take stand against climate change.
It is organized by the World Wide Fund for
Nature (WWF) with an aim to enable harmonious
existence of human and wildlife.



Starting as a symbolic lights out event in Sydney
in 2007, Earth Hour is now the world’s largest
grassroots movement for the environment, to
raise the awareness about the climate change and
the need to save the planet and inspire millions of
people to take action for our planet and nature.
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49.

implement India’s Biological Diversity Act (2002).
The NBA is a statutory Body and it performs
facilitative, regulatory and advisory functions for
the Government of India on issues of conservation,
sustainable use of biological resources and fair
and equitable sharing of benefits arising out of
the use of biological resources. Thus NBA checks
the bio piracy and protects the indigenous and
traditional genetic resources.

Exp. (a)
Montreux Record

50.



The Montreux Record is a register of wetland
sites on the List of Wetlands of International
Importance where changes in ecological character
have occurred, are occurring, or are likely to
occur as a result of technological developments,
pollution or other human interference.



It is maintained as part of the Ramsar List.



Indian sites include Keoladeo National Park,
Rajasthan and Loktak Lake, Manipur.

Exp. (b)



53.





51.

Wetlands International is the only global not-forprofit organization dedicated to the conservation
and restoration of wetlands, deeply concerned
about the loss and deterioration of wetlands such
as lakes, marshes and rivers.
This organization is in partnership but not formed
under the Ramsar convention. It was founded in
1937 as the International Wildfowl Inquiry and
the organization was focused on the protection of
waterbirds. Later, the name became International
Waterfowl & Wetlands Research Bureau (IWRB).
Wetlands International’s work ranges from
research and community-based field projects to
advocacy and engagement with governments,
corporate and international policy fora and
conventions. Wetlands International works
through partnerships and is supported by
contributions from an extensive specialist expert
network and tens of thousands of volunteers.

Exp. (b)
Impact of National Water mission

Wetlands International


54.



Part of the water needs of urban areas will be met
through recycling of waste water



The water requirements of coastal cities with
inadequate alternative sources of water will be
met by adopting appropriate technologies that
allow for the use of ocean water.



There is no such provision of interlinking of rivers
of Himalayan origin with the rivers of peninsular
India and complete reimbursement by the
Government of expenses incurred by farmers for
digging bore wells and for installing motors and
pump sets to draw groundwater .

Exp. (b)


As per The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, the
supporting services are those that are necessary for
the production of all other ecosystem services.



Examples of supporting services are primary
production, production of atmospheric oxygen,
soil formation and retention, crop pollination,
nutrient cycling, water cycling, and provisioning
of habitat.

Exp. (d)
The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest
Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006

52.



It extends to the whole of India except the State of
Jammu and Kashmir.



Under the act, the Gram Sabha shall be the
authority to initiate the process for determining
the nature and extent of individual or community
forest rights or both that may be given to the forest
dwelling Scheduled Tribes and other traditional
forest dwellers within the local limits of its
jurisdiction under this Act by receiving claims,
consolidating and verifying them and preparing
a map delineating the area of each recommended
claim in such manner as may be prescribed for
exercise of such rights and the Gram Sabha shall,
then, pass a resolution to that effect and thereafter
forward a copy of the same to the Sub-Divisional
Level Committee.

HExp. (c)
National Biodiversity Authority (NBA)
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The National Biodiversity Authority (NBA) was
established by the Central Government in 2003 to

NBAs approval is required before seeking any
IPR based on biological material and associated
knowledge obtained from India.

55.

Exp. (d)
Carbon credits

56.



A carbon credit is a permit or certificate allowing
the holder to emit carbon dioxide or other
greenhouse gases. It is awarded to countries or
groups that have reduced greenhouse gases below
their emission quota



Carbon credit prices are traded on an exchange.
So their prices are never fixed.

Exp. (b)
Red Data Books (IUCN)


The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species is the
world’s most comprehensive inventory of the
global conservation status of threatenedplant and
animal species. It uses a set of quantitative criteria
to evaluate the extinction risk of thousands of
species. These criteria are relevant to most species
and all regions of the world. With its strong
scientific base, The IUCN Red List is recognized
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as the most authoritative guide to the status of
biological diversity.


57.

59.

Sustainable development

Acts regarding biodiversity conservation in the
country:
!

Import and Export (Control) Act, 1947

!

Mining and Mineral Development (Regulation)
Act, 1957

!

Customs Act, 1962

!

Indian Forest Act, 1927

Exp. (d)

60.



It is described as the development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own
needs.



Inherently the concept of sustainable development
is intertwined with the concept of carrying
capacity wherein, every ecosystem has a defined
maximum population size of the species that
the environment can sustain indefinitely, given
the food, habitat, water, and other necessities
available in the environment

Exp. (c)
Momentum for Change: Climate Neutral now

Ramsar Convention


It overlooks conservation of all the sites through
ecosystem approach and allow their simultaneous
sustainable use.

Exp. (d)

Exp. (c)


58.

Endemic plant and animal species present in
the biodiversity hotspots and protected sites for
conservation of nature and natural resources in
various countries are not a part of the Red Data
Book.



The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands is an
international treaty for the conservation and
sustainable use of wetlands. It is named after the
city of Ramsar in Iran, where the Convention was
signed in 197



It has been launched by the (UNFCCC) United
Nations Climate Change Secretariat that will
showcase efforts by individuals, companies and
governments that are achieving real results in
transitioning to climate neutrality.

**********
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HISTORY

PREVIOUS YEAR ANSWERS

ANCIENT INDIA
1.

2.

Exp. (c)


Sohgaura is not a Harappan site and is situated in
Uttar Pradesh. It is famous for it copper inscription
written in prakrit in the Brahmi script.



All the other three are Harappan sites. Chanhudaro
in Sindh, Pakistan, Kot Diji in Sindh, Pakistan ,
Desalpur in Gujarat, India

Exp. (a)


3.

The discoveries of the site included a broken relief
sculpture showing a king and queen flanked by
female attendants two of whom held up a parasol
and fly whisk – symbols of sovereignty – in their
hands.



An Inscription in Brahmi read “Ranyo Ashoka”
(King Ashoka) leaving no doubt who the central
figure was supposed to represent.

6.

In central and western India the villagers were
also subjected to forced labour called vishti for
serving the royal army and oﬃcials. Thus it was a
source of income for the kingdom.

Exp. (b)



Sthanakvasi is a sect of svetambara Jainism
founded by a merchant named Lavaji in 1653
AD. It believes that idol worship is not essential
in the path of soul purification and attainment of
Nirvana or Moksha.



Sautrantika were an early Buddhist school
generally believed to be descended from the
Sthavira nikāya by way of their immediate
parent school, the Sarvāstivādins. While they are
identified as a unique doctrinal tendency, they
were part of the Sarvāstivāda Vinaya lineage of
monastic ordination



The Sammitiya sect was an offshoot of the
Vatsiputriya sect, and was one of the eighteen
or twenty early Buddhist schools in India.
Like its predecessor, it claims the person as a
carrier of skandhas endures, and as such was a
representative (perhaps the most prominent one)
of the Pudgalavada schools.



Sarvastivadin sect of Buddhism believes that all
things exist, and exist continuously, in the past and
the future as well as in the present

Exp. (c)

The Sthanakwasi arose not directly from the
Shwetambars but as reformers of an older
reforming sect, viz., the Lonka sect of Jainism.
This Lonka sect was founded in about 1474 A.D.
by Lonkashah, a rich and well-read merchant of
Ahmedabad.

Exp. (c)
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Maitreya Sanskrit, Metteyya (Pali), is regarded
as a future Buddha of this world in Buddhist
eschatology. In some Buddhist literature, such
as the Amitabha Sutra and the Lotus Sutra, he is
referred to as Ajita.

According to Buddhist tradition, Maitreya is a
bodhisattva who will appear on Earth in the
future, achieve complete enlightenment, and
teach the pure dharma. According to scriptures,
Maitreya will be a successor to the present Buddha,
Gautama Buddha. The prophecy of the arrival of
Maitreya refers to a time in the future when the
dharma will have been forgotten by most on the
terrestrial world.

Exp. (b)

Exp. (a)



5.

This site is situated on the left bank of the Bhima
river ,2km east of chandrala Parameshwari temple
at sannati, Karnataka.





4.



7.



The Ramayana mentions chariots covered with
leather. The Rig Vedic charioteers used varma
(coats of mail) and sipra/sironastra (helmets).



Equipped with asi (swords), hanas (arrows) and
ilhianus (bows), the Kshatriyas on the chariots
went to combat



The Indus valley people knew the use of copper,
bronze, silver, gold but not iron.



Some scholars claim that the horse was widely
domesticated and used in India in the area covered
by the Indus-Sarasvati (or Harappan) Civilisation,
but this evidence remains unsubstantiated.

Exp. (b)

www.iasscore.in

8.



The Malavikagnimitra is a Sanskrit play by Kalidas.
The play tells the love story of Agnimitra, the
Shunga Emperor. He falls in love with the picture
of an exiled servant girl named Malavika.



The hero of Kalidasa’s play, Malavikagnimitra,
was a King of the Suṅga dynasty and the son of
Puṣyamitra( founder of sunga dynasty ).



The inscriptions found in the central and eastern
part of India were written in Magadhi Prakrit
using the Brahmi script, while Prakrit using the
Kharoshthi script, Greek and Aramaic were used
in the northwest. These edicts were deciphered by
British archaeologist and historian James Prinsep.



Avanti was not directly related to life of Buddha.



Gandhara is not directly associated with the life
of Buddha. It was expansion of Maurya empire
that Gandhara received much Buddhist influence,
notably during the reign of Asoka.

Exp. (b)


Hiuen-Tsang (or Yuan Chwang), a Chinese Pilgrim,
visited India during the reign of Harsha. His object
was to secure authentic Buddhist scriptures and
visit places of Buddhist interest. Tsang himself was
robbed various number of times.



The punishment for social offences according to
the traveller’s account, were to cut off the nose, or
an ear or a hand. Minor offences were dealt with
fines. And to determine guilt or innocence, ordeals
by fire, water and poison were the instruments
which were used.



Hiuen-Tsang reported that taxes were light during
that time and tradesmen go to and from bartering
their produce and merchandise after paying light
duties at ferries and barrier stations.

13.

Pasenadi (Prasenajit), king of Kosala, was the
Buddha’s contemporary and is frequently
mentioned in Pali texts. Kosala and Magadha
were linked through matrimonial ties. Buddha
wandered through the towns and villages in the
kingdoms of Kosala and Magadha teaching his
philosophy.

Exp. (c)


Different kinds of specialized surgical instruments
were in common use by 1st century AD.



Transplant of internal organs in the human body
was not developed ancient india.



In Indian astronomy, the study of trigonometric
functions flourished in the Gupta period,
especially due to Aryabhata (fifth century AD),
who discovered the sine function.



Brahmagupta,
an
Indian
mathematician
of the seventh century a.d., authored two
treatises of astronomy in SCorrect Option
:krit, Brhmasphuṭasiddhnta (BSS, 628 a.d. and
Khaṇḍakhdyaka (665 a.d.)



Observing that a cyclic quadrilateral is split
by a diagonal into two triangles with the same
circumcenter and the same circumradius, the result
follows, using the tools available to Brahmagupta.

Exp. (a)


Tyagaraja also known as Tyagayya, was a
renowned composer of Carnatic music, a form
of Indian classical music and sant of the Bhakti
movement.



Tukaram was a 17th-century Hindu poet and sant
of the Bhakti movement in Maharashtra, India.



Vallabhacharya also known as Vallabha, was
an Indian Telugu philosopher who founded the
Krishna-centered Pushti sect of Vaishnavism
in the Braj region of India. He became one of
the important leaders of the devotional Bhakti
movement.



11.

12.

In 1837, British archeologist and historian James
Prinsep decoded the edicts of emperor Ashoka.
Prinsep’s inscription proved to be a series of edicts
issued by a king calling himself “Beloved-of-theGods, King Piyadasi.”

Exp. (d)



10.

it is also conceived as an extremely subtle matter
which infiltrates the soul, obscuring its natural,
transparent, pure qualities.

Exp. (b)


9.
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Nāgārjuna) is widely considered one of the most
important Buddhist philosophers. Along with
his disciple Āryadeva, he is considered to be the
founder of the Madhyamaka school of Mahāyāna
Buddhism.

Exp. (d)


The surest way of annihilating Karma is to practice
penance. Karma is the bane of the soul and must
be ended.



Karma is the bane of the soul. Karma not only
encompasses the causality of transmigration but

14.

15.

Exp. (b)


Buddhism advocated middle path that is avoidance
of extremities of penance and enjoyment. On the
other hand Jainism advocated extreme penance
and asceticism.



Both denied the authenticity of the Vedas as an
infallible authority.



Both were the products of intellectual, spiritual and
social forces of their age and therefore, both stood
up as revolts against the prevalent Brahmanical
religion. and denial of eﬃcacy of rituals

Exp. (c)


Buddha’s calling of the Earth to witness his purity
and chastity despite the temptations of Mara
Among Buddhist symbols, Gautama Buddha used
the Bhumisparsha gesture to summon the earth
goddess, Sthavara , as witness to his attainment of
Buddhahood
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16.

17.

18.

purchased boat from India, there is document
named
“YUKTIKALPATARU”
which
gives
information of ship building in India is highly
advanced.

This gesture signifies the state of enlightenment
after meditating under the bodhi tree for four
weeks and withstanding all the temptations put
before him by Mara, the god of evil.

Exp. (c)


The early Vedic Aryans indulged in Nature Worship
and Yajnas.



The mode of worship was the performance of
sacrifices (Yajna) which included the chanting of
Rigvedic verses (Vedic chant), singing of Samans
and ‘mumbling’ of sacrificial mantras (Yajus).

Exp. (b)


Brahmo Samajists denounce polytheism and
idol-worship.



Brahmo Samaj denied the need for a priestly
class for interpreting the religious texts.



The doctrine of infallibility of vedas, was not
popularized by Brahmo Samaj



Brahmo samaj originated as a reformist
movement on the ancient foundations of
Vedic religion, yet the infallibility of vedas was
questioned by many of its members.

With reference to the guilds (Shreni) of ancient
India that played a very important role in the
country’s economy, which of the following
statements is /are correct?

21.

22.

1. Every guild was registered with the central
authority of the State and the king was the chief
administrative authority on them.
2. The wages, rules of work, standards and prices
were fixed by the guild.



Encouragement of trade due to monsoon was
much correct about the Africa and Arabia rather
than Southeast Asia.



The rulers of southern India always patronized
traders, Brahmin priests and Buddhist monks to
maintain its early cultural contacts and trade links
with southeast Asia across the bay of Bengal.

Exp. (a)


Jainism does not support belief in a creator deity.
According to Jain doctrine, the universe and
its constituents—soul, matter, space, time, and
principles of motion—have always existed. All the
constituents and actions are governed by universal
natural laws.



It is not possible to create matter out of nothing
and hence the sum total of matter in the universe
remains the same (similar to law of conservation
of mass).

Exp. (c)


The Indus Valley religion is polytheistic and
predominantly a secular civilization



There are many seals to support the evidence of
the Indus Valley Gods. Some seals show animals
which resemble the two gods, Shiva and Rudra.
Other seals depict a tree which the Indus Valley
believed to be the tree of life.



Farmers in the Indus valley were the first to
spin and weave cotton. In 1929 archaeologists
recovered fragments of cotton textiles at MohenjoDaro, in what is now Pakistan, dating to between
3250 and 2750 BCE.

3. The guild had judicial powers over its own
members.
19.

Exp. (d)


Kautilya given in Arthashstra about the registration
of Guilds. He had devised the method of regulation
of guilds by


Registration of the Guilds



Laying down the checks and balances on
the activities of the artisCorrect Option (a)
nd forming the penal laws to prevent their
trCorrect Option :gression


20.

23.

Exp. (c)


Dharma refer to our duties that we have to
perform.



Dharma is so called, because it holds the people.
Etymologically, Dharma is derived from the root
Dhr—to hold—and its meaning is ‘that that which
holds’ this world.



Rita is predecessor to Dharma and is the Original
Rig Vedic concept which refers to the principle of
natural order which regulates and coordinates the
operation of the universe and everything within
it.



Rita refer to the moral rules that are levied on us
by society. It’s our prerogative whether we follow
them or not.

Appointment of special tribunals to administer
the laws.

Exp. (d)


80

India had better ship building technology. India
exported ships and boats on regular basis and
shipping was major industry. Arab sailors also
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Exp. (a)


25.

The paintings in the cave of Ajanta in the state

Exp. (a)


Buddha was considered 9th incarnation of Vishnu
thus became a part of Vaishnavism this one of the
reason to Buddhism start declining in India in the
early medieval times.



No tribe from Central Asia persecuted Buddhists
and even few invaders from central Asia till the
time of last Gupta king adopted Buddhist religion.



Gupta dynasty did not oppose Buddhism. However,
they did not give them patronage

of Maharashtra and the paintings in the cave of
Bagh in the state of Madhya Pradesh symbolize the
Gupta style painting.


The cave paintings of the Gupta period commonly
showcased the life of Buddha and various stories
from the Jataka tales. As such, there was some
religious aspect attached to the painting style of
the Gupta period

MEDIEVAL HISOTRY
1.

Exp. (a)


2.

3.

Iqta system: Iqta’ is an Arabic word meaning
an administrative regional unit. It is usually
considered equivalent to a province. It was
initiated by Iltutmish in India.



It had started outside India in Persia (Iran) region
and in western Asia. Thus not indigenous.



Oﬃce of Mir Bakshi started under Mughal
administration. He looked after all matters
pertaining to the military administration. The
orders of appointment of mansabdars and their
salary papers were endorsed and passed by him.



The amalguzar or amil was the revenue collector
during Delhi Sultanate. His duty was to assess and
supervise the revenue collection. He was expected
to increase the land under cultivation and induce
the peasants to pay revenue willingly. He used to
maintain all accounts and send the daily receipt
and expenditure report to the provincial Diwan.

Exp. (d)


Saint nimbarka is believed to have been alive
during 11th century. While Akbar 16th century.



Saint Kabir was born in 1440 while Shaikh Ahmad
Sirhindi was an Islamic scholar lived later between
(1564-1624).

4.



He composed many dhrupads on Ganesha, Shiva,
Parvati and Rama.



He also composed songs on his patrons, eulogizing
kings and Akbar

Exp. (c)


5.

Exp. (a)
Jagirdar and Zamindar


The Jagirdars were the king’s oﬃcials who enjoyed
the land gifted from the King. They were the
rank (mansab) holder given by the king called
mansabdar.



They were allotted non-inheritable land area
equivalent to their fee amount called Jagir. These
Jagirs are temporary in character and the Jagirdars
only have the right to claim and enjoy the revenue
collected from the land.



The holder of land is termed as the Zamindar.
They had the hereditary right over the land to
claim share in the peasant’s output other than land
revenues.



They also have the right to detain the peasants. In
most of the Mughal period the Zamindar collected
land revenue from the actual tillers of land and for
this they were allowed one tenth of the collections
either in cash or an equivalent amount of tax free
land.



Jagirdars were holders of land assignments
in lieu of judicial and police duties, whereas
Zamindars were holders of revenue rights without
obligation to perform any duty other than revenue
collection.

Exp. (a)


Tansen was the title given to him by Raja Vikramjit
of Gwalior. Akbar made Tansen as one of the
Navaratnas in his court and gave him the title of
‘Mian’.



Kalpadruma is a compliation of 300 of his dhrupads
that were in Gauhar Bani. Tansen composed in his
favourite ragas — Multani, Bhairavi and Todi .



He invented the night raga Darbari Kanhra,
morning raga Mian Ki Todi, mid-day raga, Mian
ki Sarang, seasonal raga Mian ki Malhar. His
descendants and disciples are called Seniyas.

Jahangir took keen interest in painting. He was a
bird and animal lover and patronized paintings
of flowers, animals, birds etc. Apart from painting
of hunting scenes, court scenes, under him
specialized individual portraits were painted in a
realistic manner.
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6.

Exp. (b)


7.

Tallapaka Annamacarya (or Annamayya) was
a 15th-century Hindu saint and is the earliest
known Indian musician to compose songs called
sankirtanas in praise of the god Venkateswara,
a form of Vishnu.



Tyagaraja took music training from Sonti
Venkataramayya. But that didn’t stop him
from taking musical inspirations from various
earlier poets.



He was an ardent devotee of lord Rama. In his
praise and honour he wrote numerous musical
operas, and about twenty four thousand songs,
a claim that has been speculated among music
historians.



11.

Exp. (d)


A special category of land Eripatti or tank land,
was known only in south India, This was land
donated by individuals, the revenue from which
was set apart for the maintenance of’ the village
tank, which indicates the dependence of the village
on the tank for irrigation.



Taniyurs were distinct revenue units under
Cholas.



In South India centres of higher learning were
known as Ghatikas. There was a famous Ghatika
at Kanchi, drawing students from far and near.
These Ghatikas were run in temples.

Exp. (b)




8.

The Kakatiya dynasty was a South Indian dynasty
whose capital was Orugallu, now known as
Warangal. It was eventually conquered by the
Delhi Sultanate.
Motupalli was a famous sea port during Kakatiya
Period. Marcopolo, a Portuguese navigator, visited
this place and wrote about the prosperity and
power of Andhra Pradesh during the reign of
Kakatiya kings in his travelogue.

12.

13.

Exp. (c)


9.

In reign of Krishna Deva, land revenue was the
main source of income of the government. To assess
the proper revenue entire land was classified into
four parts: the wet land, the dry land, the orchards
and the woods.



Usually shareof tax was the one sixth of produce.
Land revenue paid in cash or kind.



Thegovernment also levied other taxes like the
grazing tax, the customs duty, tax on gardening
and industries taxes on manufacture of various
articles.

Exp. (b)


Champaka (Chamba)



Durgara (Jammu)



Trigarta (Jalandhar)



Kuluta (Kulu)

Exp. (b)


In the fourteenth and fifteenth century, gun powder
was used for military purpose in India and even
artillery in its rudimentary form was known. The
Babur’s first real expedition took place in India in
1519 when he captured Bhera.



The Delhi Sultanate’s greatest contribution to
Indian fine arts was the introduction of Islamic
architectural features, including true domes and
arches, and the integration of Indian and Islamic
styles of architecture.



The Timurid dynasty was a Sunni Muslim dynasty.
Members of the Timurid dynasty were strongly
influenced by the Persian culture and had
established two well-known empires in history,
namely the Timurid Empire (1370-1507) in Persia
and Central Asia and the Mughal Empire (15261857) in the Indian subcontinent

Exp. (c)


10.

The Persian wheel is a mechanical water lifting
for irrigation of land, device operated usually by
draught animals like bullocks, buffaloes or camels.
It is used to lift water from water sources typically
open wells



With its use in Iran, the then Persia, and perhaps
its discovery there, it came to be called the Persian
wheel.



This device made its entry into India with the
establishment of Delhi Sultanate. “Baburnama”
gives a pictorial representation and a clear
description of Persian Wheel in use in the Punjab
province.

Exp. (d)
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The Magadha and the suttas were associated with
memorizing of chronicles, dynastic histories and
Epic tales.

14.

15.

Magadha is supposed to be a courtier with these
roles to perform .The memorising of chromicals,
dynastic histories or epic tales was the different
work group of people,the Suttas and Maghadas.

Exp. (c)


Vijayanagara or “city of victory” was the name of
both a city and an empire. The empire was founded
in the fourteenth century.



In its heyday it stretched from the river Krishna
in the north to the extreme south of the peninsula,
(Krishna-Tungabhadra doab).



It was founded by Harihara 1 and Bukka, in 1336.

Exp. (b)


Broadly defined, Feudalism was a way of
structuring society around relationships derived
from the holding of land in exchange for service
or labour (lord-vassal relationship).
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16.



Feudalism, in its various forms, usually emerged
as a result of the decentralization of an empire.



Feudalism not shows characteristic of very strong
centralized political authority and a very weak
provincial or local political authority.



The original Sufi were mystics - people who
followed a pious form of Islam and who believed
that a direct, personal experience of God could be
achieved through meditation and self-discipline.



Sufi mysticism endeavoured to produce a personal
experience of the divine through mystic and
ascetic discipline.

Exp. (c)




17.
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The Ibadat Khana (House of Worship) was a
meeting house built in 1575 by the Mughal Emperor
Akbar at Fatehpur Sikri to gather spiritual leaders
of different religious grounds so as to conduct
a discussion on the teachings of the respective
religious leaders.
Akbar built the Ibadat Khana as a debating
house. He encouraged Hindus, Roman Catholics,
Zoroastrians, Jains, Buddhists, Sikhs and even
atheists to participate.




18.

Sufi music is recitation of holy songs to arouse a
state of ecstasy in their audience. Therefore Sufi
songs are the songs of the ‘soul’ by the ‘soul’ and
for the ‘soul’.

Exp. (a)


Exp. (d)

To avenge their expulsion of Timur Shah, Ahmad
Shah Abdali invaded India for the fifth time in Oct.
1759, and finally conquered Punjab.

MODERN HISTORY
1.

Exp. (b)






2.

3.

Lord Chelmsford, the then Viceroy of India, invited
Gandhi to Delhi at a War Conference. In order to
gain the trust of the empire, Gandhi agreed to
move people to enlist in the army for World War I.
However, he wrote to the Viceroy and said that he
“personally will not kill or injure anybody, friend
or foe”.
The first agitation that Mahatma Gandhi launched
during his days in South Africa was against the
system of indentured labour. In India, Gokhale,
Tilak and others agitated against the practice of
sending Indians abroad to labour on sugarcane
farms.
Congress was declared illegal during Salt
Satyagraha and Gandhiji signed Gandhi-Irwin pact
and agreed to attend second RTC.

4.



Company’s rule and trade monopoly in India was
extended to another 20 years. Monopoly was ended
except for the trade in tea and with China



The Act gave more powers for the courts in India
over European British subjects.



Another important feature of this act was to grant
permission to the missionaries to come to India
and engage in religious proselytization



The missionaries were successful in getting the
appointment of a Bishop for British India with his
headquarters at Calcutta in the provisions of the
Act.



It allotted Rs 100,000 to promote education in
Indian masses and allowed them to open anywhere
anytime.

Exp. (c)

Exp. (d)


Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru: He was an important
leader of All India liberal federation and served as
its President.



KC Neogy: He was a member of constituent
Assembly from West Bengal



PC Joshi: He was the first president of Communist
Party of India and remained so for 12 years till
1947.

Exp. (a)


This Act asserted the Crown’s sovereignty over
British possessions in India.

5.



The National Council of Education (or NCE) was
an organization founded by Indian nationalists in
Bengal in 1906 to promote science and technology
as part of a swadeshi industrialization movement



The Swadeshi had a great impact on handloom
industry. There was a revival in handloom, silk
weaving, and some other tradition artisan crafts.
Cotton mills were set up at this time.

Exp. (d)


All India Anti Utouchability League: It was formed
by Mahatma Gandhi then later renamed as Harijan
Sewak Sangh.
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6.



All India Kisan Sabha: It was formed by Sahajanand
Saraswati in Lucknow Session of 1936.



Self Respect Movement: EV Ramaswamy Naicker
was an important leader of self respect movement
in 1925. It was an anti caste movement against
Brahmanism.



8.

Old World refers to Africa, Asia, and Europe while
New World refers to the Americas, including North
America, Central America, and South America.
On the other hand, the New World refers to the
Americas and it is inclusive of North America,
South America, and Central America. The Old
World contrasts with the New World.
Tobacco, one of the most important cash crops
in American farming, is native to the North and
South American continents. It was first introduced
in Eurape and later to India.



Portuguese merchants first brought tobacco to
India 400 years ago. Although there were already
some strains of locally-grown tobacco in India
these were outclassed by the new imported
varieties from Brazil.



Theobroma cacao, also called the cacao tree and
the cocoa tree, is a small (4–8 m (13–26 ft) tall)
evergreen tree in the family Malvaceae, native to
the deep tropical regions of the Americas. Its seeds,
cocoa beans, are used to make chocolate liquor,
cocoa solids, cocoa butter and chocolate.



Ficus elastica, the rubber fig, rubber bush, rubber
tree, rubber plant, or Indian rubber bush, Indian
rubber tree, is a species of plant in the fig genus,
native to eastern parts of South Asia and Southeast
Asia.



The medium of instruction at the primary level
was to be vernacular while at the higher levels it
would be English

10.

Exp. (c)

11.

Exp. (b)


12.

13.



Jean-Baptiste Tavernier (1605 – 1689) was a 17thcentury French gem merchant and traveler.



Tavernier is best known for his 1666 discovery/
purchase of the 116-carat Tavernier Blue diamond
that he subsequently sold to Louis XIV of France in
1668 for 120,000 livres, the equivalent of 172,000
ounces of pure gold, and a letter of ennoblement.
(Five years later, Louis had his court jeweler Jean
Pitau recut the stone into the 68 carat French Blue
and had it set as a hatpin. The gem was reset by
his great-grandson Louis XV in The Medal of The
Order of the Golden Fleece, stolen in 1792, and was
recut and re-emerged in London 30 years later as
the Hope Diamond).

14.

Exp. (a)
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Aﬃliated private and government schools should
be given grant-in-aid.

15.

The HMS was founded in Howrah in West Bengal
on 29 December 1948, by socialists, Forward
Bloc followers and independent unionists. Its
founders included Basawon Singh, Ashok Mehta,
R.S. Ruikar, Maniben Kara, Shibnath Banerjee,
R.A. Khedgikar, T.S. Ramanujam, V.S. Mathur,
G.G. Mehta. R.S. Ruikar was elected president and
Ashok Mehta general secretary. HMS absorbed the
Royist Indian Federation of Labour and the Hind
MazdoorPanchayat, which was formed in 1948
by socialists leaving the increasingly communist
dominated AITUC

Exp. (c)


It was India’s first civil disobedience movement,
it was launched by Mahatma Gandhi to protest
against the injustice meted out to tenant farmers
in Champaran district of Bihar.



It is widely regarded as the place where Gandhi
made his first experiments in satyagraha and then
replicated them elsewhere.

Exp. (d)


The East India Company was originally formed in
Britain for pursuing trade with the East Indies in
Southeast Asia.



In fact, it ended up trading mainly with the Indian
subcontinent and China, where the main items of
trade were cotton, silk, tea, opium, and saltpetre
(potassium nitrate)



British Indian territory was developed as a source
of food stuff and raw material for Britain, which
fuelled rapid growth in its manufacturing sector,
crucial to the emergence of a powerful capitalist
economy. (Indian exports consisted of raw cotton,
jute, silk, oilseeds, wheat, indigo and tea.)

Exp. (b)
The residuary power were reserved to be allocated
by the Governor General in his discretion to the
Federation or to the Provinces..

The Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms which became
the Government of India Act in 1919 clearly defined
the jurisdiction of the central and provincial
governments.

Exp. (d)


Exp. (b)



9.

In accordance with the Wood’s dispatch, Education
Departments were established in every province
and universities were opened at Calcutta, Bombay
and Madras in 1857 A.D. and in Punjab in 1882
A.D. and at Allahabad in 1887 A.D..

Exp. (a)


7.



Exp. (d)


The Charter Act of 1813 adopted a provision to
spend one lakh rupees per annum for the spread
of education in India.
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16.

20.

Five members including the Chairman of the
committee Lord Macaulay were in favour of
adopting English as medium of public instruction
whereas the other five were in favour of oriental
languages.

“All India Home Rule League” is the name which
was changed to “Swarajya Sabha” at the year
1920.
The “Swarajya Sabha” was under a leadership of
the “Freedom Fighters” like “Annie Besant” and
“Bal Gangadhar Tilak”.



At the year of 1920, “Mahatma Gandhi” was elected
as the president at “All India Home Rule League”.
At that time the body was merged into the “Indian
National Congress

Exp. (b)



19.

In 1829, after assuming the oﬃce of the Governor
General of India, Lord William Bentinck,
emphasized on the medium of English language in
Indian education.





18.

The contemporary British scholars were divided
into two groups on the issue of development
of education in India. One group, called the
Orientalists, advocated the promotion of oriental
subjects through Indian languages. The other
group, called the Anglicists, argued the cause of
western sciences and literature in the medium of
English language.



The British knew it well that if they want to rule in
the area they have to agree to the main demands
of the Santhals and accord them the dignity due
to them.



Santhal Pargana District was created in 1885 after
partition of Bhagalpur and Birbhum. An important
reason behind the creation of Santhal Pargana was
Santhal Mutiny in 1854 and It became illegal for a
santhal to transfer land to a nonsanthal

Exp. (c)


The British manufacturers looked upon the East
India Company, its monopoly of eastern trade, and
its methods of exploitation of India through control
of India’s revenues and export trade, to be the chief
obstacles in the fulfilment of their dreams.



Between 1793 and 1813, they launched a powerful
campaign against the Company and its commercial
privileges and finally succeeded in 1813 in
abolishing its monopoly of Indian trade.



With this event, a new phase in Britain’s economic
relations with India began. Agricultural India
was to be made an economic colony of industrial
England. The Government of India now followed a
policy of free trade or unrestricted entry of British
goods.



Commercialization of Indian agriculture started
post 1813 when the industrial revolution in
England gained pace.

Exp. (a)


17.
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Arya Samaj is an Indian Hindu reform movement
that promotes values and practices based on the
belief in the infallible authority of the Vedas.The
samaj was founded by the sannyasi Dayananda
Saraswati on 7 April 1875

21.

Nil Darpan is a Bengali play written by Dinabandhu
Mitra in 1858–1859. The play was published from
Dhaka in 1860



Anandamath is a Bengali fiction, written by Bankim
Chandra Chattopadhyay and published in 1882.



Satyendranath Tagore (first to clear ICS) was
selected for the Indian Civil Servicein June, 1863.

Exp. (b)
Sanskrit college:

Jonathan Duncan

Calcutta Madarsa:

Warren Hastings

Fort William College:

Richard Wellesley

22.

Exp. (b)


In 1953 Air India was nationalized



The Government of India took control of the
Imperial Bank of India in 1955, with Reserve Bank
of India (India’s central bank) taking a 60% stake,
renaming it the State Bank of India



The Kerala Legislative Assembly election of 1957
was the first assembly election in the Indian
state of Kerala. The Communist Party of India
won the election with 60 seats. The election led
to the formation of first democratically elected
communist government in India



On December 19, 1961, Goa oﬃcially became part
of India

Exp. (c)


Lala Lajpat Rai was the most prolific writer among
his contemporary nationalist leaders of India. His
literary activity started when he was still in his
teens and he continued to write almost to the last
day of his life.



To rouse the Punjabis from slumber and inspire
them with patriotic zeal, he wrote the biographies
of Mazzini, Garibaldi, Shivaji, Dayanand and Shri
Krishna, besides other important works in English,
Hindi and Urdu.

Exp. (c)


In 1855-56 the Santhal Revolt took place. Santhals
are a group of tribals concentrated in the state of
Jharkhand. This was the first peasant movement
which took place in India. The revolt has reference
to the establishment of the permanent land
settlement of 1793.
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23.



26.

Dyarchy, also spelled diarchy, system of double
government introduced by the Government of
India Act (1919) for the provinces of British India.
It marked the first introduction of the democratic
principle into the executive branch of the British
administration of India.
Under this Act, the provincial subjects were divided
into two categories named as the transferred and
reserved. The main purpose of the introduction of
diarchy in India was a separation of the executive
department of each provincial council into
authoritarian and commonly responsible sections

28.

Exp. (c)


The Ryotwari system was devised by Capt.
Alexander Read and Thomas Munro at the end
of the 18th century. It was later introduced by
Thomas Munro when he was governor (1820–27)
of Madras.



He is associated with the Cornwallis Code 1793 and
could not have been the answer since his tenure
preceded the ryotwari settlement regime.



The principle behind Ryotwari was the direct
collection of the land revenue from each individual
cultivator by government agents.

Exp. (d)


The Trade Disputes Act, 1929 used to settle
industrial disputes.



The main object of the 1929 Act was to make
provisions for establishment of Courts of Inquiry
and Boards of Conciliation with a view to
investigate and settle trade disputes.



The Act prohibited strikes or lock-outs without
notice in public utility services; it also made any
strike or lock-out illegal which had any object other
than the furtherance of a trade dispute within the
trade or industry.

Exp. (d)


25.

27.

Exp. (d)


24.

He visited USA and Japan where he kept in touch
with the Indian revolutionaries. In England, he also
became a member of the British Labour party. In
recognition of his outstanding role in the freedom
movement, he was elected President of the Indian
National Congress at the Calcutta session (1920).

The Indian states committee appointed a
committee under the Chairmanship of Sir
Harcourt Butler which was popularly known as
‘the Butler Committee’ to investigate and clarify
the relationship between the paramount power
and the Princes of Princely States in AD 1927.
The committee visited16 States and submitted its
report in 1929.

29.

Exp. (b)


Surat split occurred because extremists were
dissatisfied with Moderates’ capacity to negotiate
with the British



The Congress split in 1907. The Moderates were
opposed to the use of boycott. They felt that it
involved the use of force. Extremists and moderates
both seemed to be locking horns. The Extremists
thought that the people had been encouraged and
the battle for freedom had begun. They felt the time
had come for the big push to drive the British out
and considered the Moderates to be a stumbling
block to the movement.

Exp. (c)


Second Round Conference happened in 1931.



Quit India Movement in 1942.



Mutiny in Royal Indian Navy in 1946.

Exp. (b)


British Indian Association was the first political
organization that brought the Indian Together. The
President of the first committee of this organization
was Raja Radhakanta Deb, while Debendranath
Tagore was its secretary.



The Madras Native Association was started in
July 1852. Lakshminarasu Chetty and Srinivasa
Pillai were the founders of this organization. The
Madras Native Association was sharply critical of
the policies of the East India Company’s rule.



In 1884, the Madras Mahajana Sabha was
established by P. Anandacharlu and P. Rangaiya
Naidu. The Madras Native Association was
ultimately merged with this organization.
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The Indian association was founded in Bengal in
1876 by Surendranath Banerjea and Ananda Mohan
Bose; it soon displaced the Indian League, which
had been founded the year before, and rivalled the
long-standing British Indian Association, which it
regarded as a reactionary body of landlords and
industrialists.

30.

Exp. (d)


31.

The main proposals of the plan of Sir Stafford
Cripps was that an Indian Union with a dominion
status would be set up; it would be free to decide
its relations with the Commonwealth and free
to participate in the United Nations and other
international bodies. Cripps proposed to give
dominion status to India after WW2

Exp. (b)


Keshab Chandra Sen was an Indian Bengali social
reformer. He became a member of the Brahmo
Samaj in 1856.



In 1881, Keshab Chandra Sen established New
Dispensation (NabaBidhan), which means
universal religion. He was also part of Indian
reform association to legalize Brahmo marriage
and to fix minimum age of marriage.
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32.



34.

Exp. (d)


The Government of India Act, 1919 was passed to
expand participation of Indians in the government
of India. The Act embodied the reforms
recommended by Edwin Montagu, and the Viceroy,
Lord Chelmsford (Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms).
The Act covered ten years from 1919 to 1929
It relaxed the central control over the provinces
by demarcating and separating the central and
provincial subjects. The central and provincial
legislatures were authorised to make laws on their
respective list of subjects. However, the structure
of government continued to be centralised and
unitary.

37.



38.



Satyashodhak Samaj was a social reform society
founded by Jyoti Rao Phule in Pune, Maharashtra,
on 24 September 1873.



Espoused a mission of education and increased
social rights and political access for underprivileged
groups, focused especially on women, Shudras,
and Dalits, in Maharashtra

Exp. (a)



39.

The Swadeshi and Boycott Movement was an
effort by Indian people to oppose British rule. It
began when British oﬃcials separated the Bengal
province, dividing it by Bengali, Hindi and Oriya
languages and Muslim and Hindu religions.
Indians responded by boycotting British products
and using only Indian-made goods.



The Congress Socialist Party (CSP) advocated
decentralized socialism in which co-operatives,
trade unions, independent farmers, and local
authorities would hold a substantial share of the
economic power.



As secularists, they hoped to transcend communal
divisions through class solidarity.



Some, such as Narendra Deva or Basawon
Singh (Sinha), advocated a democratic socialism
distinct from both Marxism and reformist social
democracy.

Exp. (b)


A March on the Tanjore coast was also known as
the Vedaranyam March.



C. Rajagopalachari organized a March on the
Tanjore coast to break the salt Law in April 1930.



It began at Tiruchirappalli on thirteen Gregorian
calendar month 1930 and proceeded for regarding
one hundred fifty miles towards the east before
culminating at Vedaranyam, alittle coastal city
within the then Tanjore District. By assembling
salt directly from the ocean the marchers stonebroke the salt law

Swadeshi and Boycott started against Partition of
Bengal in 1905.
The Rowlatt committee was a Sedition Committee
appointed in 1918 by the British Indian Government
with Mr Justice Rowlatt, an English judge, as its
president.



The purpose of the committee was to evaluate
political terrorism in India, especially Bengal and
Punjab.



In organizing his satyagraha Gandhi tried to
utilize three types of political networks - The
Home Rule Leagues, Certain pan Islamist groups
and a satyagraha sabha which he himself started
in Bombay on 24 February.





In 1919 Gandhiji gave a call for a Satyagraha
against the Rowlatt Act, passed by the British
and the Indian Statutory Commission, commonly
referred to as the Simon Commission, was a group
of seven British Members of Parliament under the
chairmanship of Sir John Simon.
The commission arrived in British India in 1928 to
study constitutional reform in Britain’s largest and
most important possession.

40.

Lord Wellesley initiated the policy of Subsidiary
Alliance under which the British had to maintain
a contingent of British troops in territory of Indian
ruler.

Exp. (d)

Exp. (b)


Dadabhai Naoroji, R. C. Dutt, Ranade, Gokhale, G.
Subramania Iyer, were among those who grounded
Indian nationalism firmly on the foundation of
anti-imperialism by fashioning the world’s first
economic critique of colonialism, before Hobson
and Lenin

Exp. (b)

Exp. (c)



35.

36.

Exp. (d)


33.

Calcutta Unitarian Committee was formed by Raja
Rammohan Roy, Dwarkanath Tagore and William
Adam, hence irrelevant to the question.
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Exp. (a)


According to the proposals of the Cabinet Mission
announced, the country could have a Federal
government consisting of the Indian provinces
and princely states.



Members of the mission: Lord Pethick-Lawrence;
Sir Stafford Cripps,and A V Alexander.

Objectives:-

41.



To obtain an agreement with the Indian leaders as
to the framing of a constitution for India.



To formulate a constitution-making body (the
Constituent Assembly of India).



To establish an Executive Council with the support
of the major Indian parties.

Exp. (a)


Surat split is an important event in the modern
history of India. It took place in 1907 when the
moderates parted company with the Extremists.
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42.

43.

46.

This was the time of Swadeshi Movement. This was
a comprehensive movement that lasted 5 years.



Annie Besant was first woman President of the
Indian National Congress in 1917 at Calcutta
session.



The first Muslim President of the Indian
National Congress was BadruddinTyabji in
1887 at Madras

Exp. (c)


The Radcliffe Line was published as a boundary
demarcation line between India and Pakistan
upon the Partition of India



Boundary Commission, consultative committee
created in July 1947 to recommend how the Punjab
and Bengal regions of the Indian subcontinent
were to be divided between India and Pakistan
shortly before each was to become independent
from Britain.

Exp. (a)


The Ghadar Party was an organization founded by
Punjabi Indians, in the United States and Canada
with the aim to gaining India’s independence from
British rule.



The party was built around the weekly paper
The Ghadar, which carried the caption on the
masthead(a)ngrezi Raj Ka Dushman (an enemy of
the British rule).



Key members of the party included Lala Har Dayal,
Sohan Singh Bhakna,Kartar Singh Sarabha, and
Rash behari Bose.

The commission appointed by Lord Mountbatten,
the final viceroy of British India consisted of four
members from the Indian National Congress and
four from the Muslim League and was chaired by
Sir Cyril Radcliffe named as Radcliffe Committee

47.

48.

Exp. (a)


The object/objects of Queen Victoria’s Proclamation
(1858) were to disclaim any intention to annex
Indian States as the announcement reversed Lord
Dalhousie’s pre-war policy of political unification
through princely state annexation. It was also to
place the Indian administration under the British
Crown



Charter acts of 1813,1833,1853 framed to regulate
East India Company’s trade with India

Exp. (c)


Exp. (b)


45.

to determine the time, place and issue on which
movement was to be launched. Gandhi decided to
launch the movement by violating the salt laws at
the coast of Dandi, Gujarat.

Exp. (b)



44.

The split in the congress was due to many reasons.
The Moderates had controlled the congress from
its very beginning and had their own ways of
thinking and doing which were not acceptable to
the younger generations who were impatient with
the speed at which the moderates were moving
and leading the nation.

Durbar was held to commemorate the coronation
of King George V and Queen Mary as Emperor and
Empress of India. The Congress passed a resolution
condemning the pomp and show of this Durbar at
the cost of the poor IndiCorrecti Option :



In this Durbar, the King declared that Capital of
India will be transferred from Calcutta to Delhi.



In the same Durbar it was also declared the
Partition of Bengal is cancelled.

49.

Exp. (b)


The British government sent a delegation to
India under Stafford Cripps (Cripps mission). The
purpose of the mission was to negotiate with the
Indian National Congress a deal to obtain total cooperation during the World War II, in return for
progressive devolution and distribution of power
from the crown and the Viceroy to an elected
Indian legislature.



It was in 1942 when the world was going through
the havoc caused by World War II. India too was
facing the heat and after the Cripps Mission had
failed, and on 8 August 1942, Mahatma Gandhi
made a Do or Die call through the Quit India
movement.

Exp. (b)


The 1929 Lahore session under the presidency
of Jawaharlal Nehru holds special significance
as in this session “Purna Swaraj” (complete
independence) was declared as the goal of the INC.
26 January, 1930 was declared as “Purna Swaraj
Diwas”.



All future elections were to be boycotted.



Round Table Conference decided to be held in
London would be boycotted.



Civil Disobedience was to be launched. The
Congress Working Committee allowed Gandhi
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50.

The Simon Commission was a group of seven
British Members of Parliament of United Kingdom
that came to India in 1928 to study constitutional
reform. The people of India were outraged, as the
Simon Commission, which was to determine the
future of India, did not include a single Indian
member in it.

Exp. (c)


The members of the Constituent assembly were
indirectly elected by the members of the provincial
assemblies by method of single transferable vote
system of proportional representations.
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51.









The Tebhaga movement was a movement of the
share croppers of Bengal demanding two-thirds
instead of half as their produce. Basically from this
principle demand the name ‘Tebhaga’ movement
comes.
At that time share-cropping peasants (essentially,
tenants) had to give half of their harvest to the
owners of the land. The demand of the Tebhaga
(sharing by thirds) movement was to reduce the
share given to landlords to one third.
Annie Besant had formed and led the Home Rule
Movement as she was influenced by the Irish
Home Rule League. She also became the President
of Indian National Congress in 1917.

57.

Annie Besant was not the founder of the
Theosophical Society; rather she was the second
President of the society. The founder was Henry
Steel Olcott.
The Bill sought to abolish at once and completely
every judicial disqualification based merely on
race distinctions. Till that time (1881) the provision
was that Indian judges could not try Europeans in
criminal cases.

58.



Provincial Diarchy (Dual Rule) – The Act
provided a dual form of government (a
‘diarchy’) for the major provinces. It relaxed
control over provinces by demarcating subjects
as ‘central subjects’ and ‘provincial subjects’.

59.

Separate Electoral provision of Morley Minto
was retained and extended to the Sikh’s Indian
Christians etc.



Devolution of legislative authority by the centre
to the provinces in each such province, control
of some areas of government, (transferred
list), were given to a Government of ministers
answerable to the Provincial Council.
The transferred list included Agriculture,
supervision of local government, Health and
Education.



Indian (National) Social Conference was
founded by M.G. Ranade and Raghunath Rao. It
was virtually the social reform cell of the Indian
National congress. Its first session was held in
Madras in December 1887.



The Conference met annually as a subsidiary
convention of the Indian National Congress, at
the same venue, and focused attention on social
reform



The Conference advocated inter-caste marriages
and opposed kulinism and polygamy. It launched
the famous “Pledge Movement” to inspire people
to take an oath to prohibit child marriage.

Exp. (d)


The Peasants and Workers Party of India
was founded in 1947. The party was founded in
Maharashtra by Tulsidas Jadhav, Keshavrao
Jedhe and others.



All India Scheduled Castes Federation (AISCF)
was founded by Dr. Ambedkar in 1942 to fight for
the rights of the Dalit community.



Scheduled Castes Federation was the successor
organization of the Independent Labour Party led
by Ambedkar.

Exp. (c)


In September 1932, Mahatma Gandhi began a fast
unto death to protest British support of a new
Indian Constitution that would separate the Indian
electorate by caste. After just six days, the British
accepted an alternate proposal and he was able to
break the fast.



The Communal Award was made by the British
prime minister Ramsay MacDonald on 16 August
1932 granting separate electorates in India for
the Forward Caste, Scheduled Caste, Muslims,
Buddhists, Sikhs, Indian Christians, Anglo-Indians,
Europeans and Depressed Classes (now known as
the Scheduled Caste) etc.

The Congress ministries resigned in October
and November 1939, in protest against Viceroy
Lord Linlithgow’s action of declaring India to be
a belligerent in the Second World War without
consulting the Indian people

Exp. (b)



Exp. (b)

Ilbert Bill sought to give the Indian judges the same
powers and rights as their European colleagues
enjoyed. The Bill raised a storm of agitation among
the members of the European community and
Ripon had to modify it.

Exp. (d)


55.

56.

Exp. (c)


54.

The Tebhaga movement is probably the greatest
peasant movement in the history of India. It was
initiated in Bengal by the Kisan Sabha (peasants
front of Communist Party of India) in 1946-1947.

Exp. (c)


53.

The members of the Constituent Assembly were
elected by the Provincial assemblies by means of
a single transferable vote system of proportional
representation. The total membership of the
Constituent Assembly was 389, of which 292
were representatives of the states, 93 were
representatives of princely states, and 4 were from
the chief commissioner provinces of Delhi, AjmerMewar, Coorg and British Baluchistan.

Exp. (a)


52.
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Exp. (b)


The Rowlatt Act, passed in 1919, indefinitely
extended emergency measures of the Defence of
India Regulations Act. It was enacted during the
First World War in order to control public unrest
and root out conspiracy in India.
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60.



This act was passed on the recommendations of
Sedition Committee chaired by Sir Sidney Rowlatt.



This act authorized the government to imprison
any person for up to two years without a trial, and
gave the imperial authorities power to deal with
all revolutionary activities.











In 1895, Wedderburn represented India on the
Welby Commission (i.e. Royal Commission) on
Indian Expenditure. He also began participating
in the activities of the Indian Famine Union set up
in June 1901, for investigation into famines and
proposing preventive measures.

The 1929 Lahore session under the presidency
of Jawaharlal Nehru holds special significance
as in this session “Purna Swaraj” (complete
independence) was declared as the goal of the INC.
26 January, 1930 was declared as “Purna Swaraj
Diwas”.

64.

The unity between the two factions of the congress
(i.e. Moderates & Extremists), and between
Congress & Muslim League during the Lucknow
Session 1916 of Congress, aroused great political
enthusiasm in the country
In Lahore Session, 1940 Fazlul Haq, the premier
of Bengal, who along with Muslim League had
formed the government of Bengal Province,
moved a resolution ,which was passed by Muslim
League.
In this session ,Jinnah in his presidential address
gave the famous Two Nation Theory as fellows:
“India cannot be assumed today to be Unitarian
and homogeneous nation, but on the contrary
,there are two nations in the main- the Hindus and
Muslims”.

65.

Exp. (b)


From Ruskin’s writing Gandhi derived the message
that “the job of a lawyer is equal to a job of a barber,
and both have right to earn their livelihood”.



Gandhi clearly mentioned in one of his writing
that the good of individual is contained in the
good of all, this is something which inspired him
to translate the book into “Sarvodaya”.



Gandhi derived from this book was of a “life
of labour” and not life of celibacy. Celibacy or
Brahamcharya was something which actually
came out of his own guilt beginning as early as the
days of death of his father”.

Exp. (a)


Usha Mehta (March 25, 1920 – August 11, 2000)
was a renowned Gandhian and freedom fighter of
India. She is also remembered for operationalizing
the Congress Radio, also called the Secret Congress
Radio, an underground radio station, which
functioned for few months during the Quit India
Movement of 1942

In 1881, Keshab Chandra Sen established Naba
Bidhan (New Dispensation) meaning new
universalist religion after having differences
within Brahmo Samaj. He was also part of Indian
reform association to legalize Brahmo marriage
and to fix minimum age of marriage.



In 1998, the Government of India conferred on her
Padma Vibhushan, the second highest civilian
award of Republic of India

Calcutta Unitarian Committee was formed by
Raja Ram mohan Roy, Dwarka Nath Tagore and
William Adam, hence irrelevant to the question.

66.

Sen formed Indian Reform Association (1870)
to persuaded the British government to enact
the Native Marriage Act of 1872 ( Civil marriage
act) legalizing Brahmo marriages and fixing
minimum marriageable age for boys and girls

Exp. (d)


Dominion status for India (like Canada, Australia,
etc.) within the British Commonwealth. (This
point was a bone of contention with the younger
set of leaders including Jawaharlal Nehru and
Subhas Chandra Bose who favoured complete
independence.)



No separate electorates for any community. It
did provide for reservation of minority seats. It
provided for reservation for seats for Muslims at
the centre and in provinces where they were in a
minority and not in Bengal and Punjab. Similarly,
it provided for reservation for non-Muslims in the
NWFP



Nineteen fundamental rights including the right to
vote for men and women above 21 years of age,
unless disqualified.

Exp. (c)




63.



Exp. (b)


62.

William Wedderburn entered British Parliament
in 1893 as a Liberal member and sought to voice
India’s grievances in the House. He formed the
Indian Parliamentary Committee with which he
was associated as Chairman from 1893 to 1900.

Exp. (a)


61.



The provisions of the Government of India Act
1935, though never implemented fully, had a
great impact on the Constitution of India. Many
key features of the constitution are directly taken
from this Act. The act had provision of division of
powers into three lists - Federal, Provincial and
Concurrent.
This Act divided powers between the centre and
the provinces. There were three lists which gave
the subjects under each government.

Exp. (a)
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67.

Exp. (b)


The Permanent Settlement was an agreement
between the East India Company and Bengali
landlords to fix revenues to be raised from
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68.

69.

70.

land. It was concluded in 1793, by the Company
administration headed by Charles Earl Cornwallis.



This was basically an agreement between the
company and the Zamindars to fix the land
revenue.

As per law, the farmers were entitled to remission
if the produce was less than a quarter of the
normal output.



But the government refused any remission from
paying land revenue.



Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, under Gandhi’s guidance,
led the farmers in protest against the collection of
taxes in the wake of the famine.



Finally, the authorities gave in and gave some
concessions to the farmers

Cornwallis thought of this system inspired by the
prevailing system of land revenue in England
where the landlords were the permanent masters
of their holdings and they collected revenue from
the peasants and looked after their interests.
He envisaged the creation of a hereditary class of
landlords in India. This system was also called the
Zamindari System.

72.

Exp. (d)


In the dialectical materialism of Marx, development
within environment help or hinder but neither
originating the evolutionary process nor capable
of preventing it from reaching its unavoidable
goal. Matter is active and not passive, and moves
by an inner necessity of its nature.



We may put it ln another way, Dialectical
Materialism of Marx is more interested in motion
than matter, in the vital energy within matter
inevitably driving it towards perfect human
society. Engels signified that the dialectical method
grasps things and their images, ideas essentially in
their sequence, their movement, their birth and
death.



According to Marx, every state of history which
falls short of perfection carries within itself the
seeds of its own annihilation. Each stage reached
in the march to the classless society.

Exp. (a)


The Quit India Movement was a civil disobedience
movement launched in India in August 1942 in
response to Gandhi’s call for satyagraha



In line with the Congress ideology, it was supposed
to be a peaceful non-violent movement aimed at
urging the British to grant India independence.
But, it turned into a Violent movement

Exp. (d)


The complete disruption of the old agrarian order
of the tribal com-munities.



The tribal mainstay were shifting agriculture,
hunting, fishing and the use of forest produce.



With the influx of non-tribal into the traditional
regions of the tribal, the practice of settled
agriculture was introduced. This led to loss of land
for the tribal population.



The tribal were reduced to being landless
agricultural labourers.



Tribal society was traditionally egalitarian
compared to mainstream society which was
marked by caste and class distinctions. With
the coming of the non-tribal or outsiders (called
dikus), the tribal came to be classified under the
lowest rungs of society.

(a)
73.

Exp. (a)


Portuguese were first European to set up a factory
in the region during 16th century. They were
followed by Danes and Dutch.



In 1674 French East India Company set up trading
centre at Pondicherry



British captured Pondicherry on 16th January
1761 from French but by the Treaty of Paris(1763)
Pondicherry was returned to French and remained
under them until 1954.

Exp. (d)


71.
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These charges would be probably found to be the
dividends on East India Stock, interest in Home
debt, the salaries of the oﬃcers, establishments
of the and building connected with the Home
Department of Indian Government, furlough and
retired pay to members of the Indian Military
and Civil Services when at Home, Charges of all
descriptions paid in this country connected with
the British troops serving in India and portion of
the cost of transporting the British troops to and
from India”

74.

75.

1918 was a year of failed crops in the Kheda district
of Gujarat due to droughts.



Lord Cornwallis (1786-93) was the first to bring
into existence and organize the civil services



Under his guidance, the Cornwallis Code was
developed which contained provisions for
governing the civil, policing and judiciary
administration in British India.

Exp. (c)


Exp. (a)


Exp. (c)

76.

Lord Cornwallis was alarmed at the extent of
power concentrated in the District Collector and
felt that such absolute power was undesirable in
one person.

Exp. (a)
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77.



Provincial Dyarchy should be abolished and
responsibilities of ministers to the provincial
legislatures should be enlarged.



The special power for the safeguarding of province
and the protection of minorities comes under the
Governor powers.



The representation of provinces and other areas
constituted on the basis of population at the
Federal Assembly ( at the Centre).



Recommended Dominion Status for Burma and
should be provided its own Constitution.



Recommended the representation of Council
of State could not be chosen on the basis of
Direct Election but by Indirect Election through
Provincial Council which is more or less just like
Modern day election procedure as Proportional
Representation.



There was a great deal of public debate and
disagreement among Moderates and Extremists
in the years 1905-1907, even when they were
working together against the partition of Bengal,
the Extremists wanted to extend the Swadeshi and
the Boycott Movement from Bengal to the rest of
the country.



Matters nearly came to head at the Calcutta
Congress session in 1906 over the question of its
Presidentship. A split was avoided by choosing
Dababhai Naoroji, who was respected by all the
nationalists as a great patriot.

In the last years of the war, Rajagopalachari was
instrumental in negotiations between Gandhi
and Jinnah. In 1944, he proposed a solution to
the Indian Constitutional tangle. He prepared a
formula for Congress-League cooperation.



It was a tacit acceptance of the League’s demand
for Pakistan. Gandhi supported the formula. But
Jinnah was in favour of two-nation theory only.



The objectives of Rajagopalachari Formula were
to bridge differences between the Muslim League
and Indian National Congress arisen due to the
difference of opinion on two nation theory and
independence of India from British.

Exp. (a)
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81.

Four compromise resolutions on the Swadeshi,
Boycott,
National
Education
and
SelfGovernment demands were passed. Throughout
1907, the two sides fought over differing
interpretations of the four resolutions.

Exp. (d)


79.

80.

The Swadeshi movement started with the partition
of Bengal by the Viceroy of India Lord Curzon in
1905 and continued up to 1911. It was the most
successful of the pre-Gandhian movement.

82.

83.

Its
chief
architects
were
Aurobindo
Ghosh, Lokmanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Bipin
Chandra Pal and Lala Lajpat Rai, V.O.Chiddambaram
Pillai, Babu Genu.

Exp. (b)


The story of Champaran begins in the early
nineteenth century when European planters had
involved the cultivators in agreements that forced
them to cultivate indigo on 3/20th of their holdings
(known as the tinkathia system).



Resistance had surfaced in 1908 as well, but the
exactions of the planters continued till Raj Kumar
Shukla, a local man, decided to follow Gandhiji
all over the country to persuade him to come to
Champaran to investigate the problem.



Gandhiji and his collegues, who now included
Brij Kishore, Rajendra Prasad and other members
of the Bihar intelligentsia, Mahadev Desai and
Narhari Parikh, two young men from Gujarat
who had thrown in their lot with Gandhiji and
J.B. Kripalani, toured the villages and from dawn
to dusk recorded the statements of peasants,
interrogating them to make sure that they were
giving correct information.

Exp. (a)



78.



Exp. (a)


The “Bombay Manifesto” signed in 1936 by twentyone Bombay businessmen, contained an open
indictment of Nehru’s preaching of socialist ideals,
which were deemed prejudicial to private property
and to the peace and prosperity of the country.



Although it did not evoke support from any other
section of the business community, it strengthened
the hands of the moderates within the Congress like
Bhulabhai Desai and G.B. Pant who put pressure
on Nehru to tone down his socialist utterances.

Exp. (b)


Nehru drafted the resolution on Fundamental
Rights. The Karachi Session was presided over by
Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel.



In the Karachi Session 1931, Indian National
Congress adopted two resolutions one on
fundamental rights and other on the national
economic programme which made the Karachi
resolution memorable.

Exp. (b)


Acharya J. B. Kripalani and C. Rajagopalachari
were oﬃcial Congress negotiators with Cripps
Mission.



Cripps was sent to negotiate an agreement
with the nationalist Congress leaders, who
spoke for the majority Indians and Jinnah and
the Muslim League, who spoke for the minority
Muslim population comprising 35% of the total
population.
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Exp. (c)

86.

Exp. (b)



The Ramayana mentions chariots covered with
leather. The Rig Vedic charioteers used varma
(coats of mail) and sipra/sironastra (helmets).



The rock-cut edicts of Ashoka in north-central
India, dated to 250–232 BCE and the script was
deciphered in 1837 by James Prinsep



The metals which the Indo-Aryans used in the
time of the Rigveda are gold and copper or bronze;
but a little late, at the time of the Yajurveda and
Atharvaveda, these metals are supplemented by
silver and iron. Among the Indus people, silver is
commoner than gold, and utensils and vessels are
sometimes made of stone – a relic of the Neolithic
Age – as well as of copper and bronze. Of iron,
there is no vestige.



The inscriptions found in the central and eastern
part of India were written in Magadhi Prakrit
using the Brahmi script, while Prakrit using the
Kharoshthi script, Greek and Aramaic were used
in the northwest. These edicts were deciphered by
British archaeologist and historian James Prinsep



The Rig Veda mentions horse-drawn chariots with
spoked wheels.



But in Indus valley civilization there is very little
archaeological evidence of horses during the
Harappan era and none at all earlier

87.

Exp. (d)


Vanti was not directly related to life of Buddha.



We have read that Pasenadi (Prasenajit), king of
Kosala, was the Buddha’s contemporary and is
frequently mentioned in Pali texts. Kosala and
Magadha were linked through matrimonial ties.
Buddha wandered through the towns and villages
in the kingdoms of Kosala and Magadha teaching
his philosophy.



Gandhara is not directly associated with the life
of Buddha. It was expansion of Maurya empire
that Gandhara received much Buddhist influence,
notably during the reign of Asoka.

Exp. (b)


The Malavikagnimitra is a Sanskrit play by Kalidas.
The play tells the love story of Agnimitra, the
Shunga Emperor. He falls in love with the picture
of an exiled servant girl named Malavika.

RELIGION, LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
1.

Exp. (d)



Features of Mahayana Buddhism






2.

Khongjom Parba ballad

Central to Mahayana ideology is the idea of the
bodhisattva, one who seeks to become a Buddha.
In contrast to the dominant thinking in nonMahayana Buddhism, which limits the designation
of bodhisattva to the Buddha before his awakening
(bodhi), or enlightenment, Mahayana teaches that
anyone can aspire to achieve awakening and
thereby become a bodhisattva.
The movement is characterized by a grandiose
cosmology, often complex ritualism, paradoxical
metaphysics, and universal ethics.

Chapchar Kut


It is the most important traditional festival of the
Mizos is celebrated across Mizoram and Mizoinhabited areas in the neighbouring states.



There are three Kuts celebrated in the stateChapchar Kut, Mim Kut and Pawl Kut.



Khongjom Parba is a style of ballad singing from
Manipur using Dholak (drum) which depicts
stories of heroic battle fought by Manipuris against
the mighty British Empire in 1891.



It is one of the most popular musical art forms
of Manipur inciting the spirit of patriotism and
nationalism among the people at one time.

Thang Ta

Mahayana or “great vehicle” believes in the
heavenliness of Buddha and Idol worship of
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas embodying Buddha
Nature

Exp. (b)

The festivals are celebrated to mark the arrival of
spring with feasts and traditional dances.

3.



It is an ancient Manipuri Martial Art developed
from the war environment of Manipur created by
the Meitei.



Thang Ta was also known as HuyenLallong which
means the art of sword and the spear.

Exp. (b)


The concept of Bodhisattva is developed under the
Mahayana sect of Buddhism not,Hinayana.



Bodhisattvas
were
perceived
as
deeply
compassionate beings who accumulated merit
through their efforts but used this not to attain
nirbana and thereby abandon the world, but to
help others. The worship of images of the Buddha
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and Bodhisattvas became an important part of
this tradition. This new way of thinking was called
Mahayana – literally, the “great vehicle”.
4.

5.

Exp. (d)



The Banjaras were the most important tradernomads. Their caravan was called tanda.



Sultan Alauddin Khalji used the Banjaras to
transport grain to the city markets.



They brought food grains from villages to towns.
Banjaras specialized in Caravan Trading.



They are special nomadic traders who travel along
with bullocks with them.

9.

Bijak is the best known of the compilations of
the compositions of Kabir, and as such is the
holy scripture for followers of the Kabirpanthi
religion.



Pushti marg (“the Path of Grace”) is a
Vaishnav sect of the Hinduism, founded by
Vallabhacharya (also known as Mahaprabhu)
around 1500 AD.

Exp. (d)


“Satyameva Jayate (“Truth alone triumphs.”) is
a mantra from the ancient scripture Mundaka
Upanishad.



It is inscribed in script at the base of the national
emblem.



The emblem and the words “Satyameva Jayate”
are inscribed on one side of all Indian currency.



The emblem is an adaptation of the Lion Capital
of Ashoka which was erected around 250 BCE at
Sarnath.

Exp. (c)






Siddhas believe in oneness of the transcendental
being in the world as well as charity towards
men.
They believed there is only one God, i.e.
monotheism.
The Siddhas tradition has also been contrasted
with the Bhakti tradition. Their attitude against
idol worship and their stress on yoga, knowledge
right conduct distinguished them from Bhakti
cults.
Lingayats continue to be an important community
in the region to date. They challenged the idea of
caste and the pollution attributed to certain groups
by Brahmanas. They also questioned the theory of
rebirth. They believe that on death, the devotee
will be united with Shiva and will not return to
this world.

10.

Exp. (c)


11.

Recently Odia classified as a classical language to
give impetus to scholarships in the language. It is
the sixth Indian language to get such prestigious
tag after Sanskrit, Telugu, Tamil, Kannada and
Malayalam.



Nirvana is the earliest and most common term
used to describe the goal of the Buddhist path.



The literal meaning is “blowing out” or
“quenching.”It is the ultimate spiritual goal in
Buddhism and marks the soteriological release
from rebirths in saṃsara. Nirvana is part of the
Third Truth on “cessation of dukkha” in the Four
Noble Truth.



In time, with the development of Buddhist
doctrine, other interpretations were given, such as
the absence of the weaving (vana) of activity of the
mind, the elimination of desire, and escape from
the woods.

Classical Languages


In 2004, Government of India declared Tamil as
the Classical Language of India.



In 2005, right after Tamil, the government declared
Sanskrit as Classical Language of India. These two
languages are undeniably parental sources for
several languages belonging to the Indo-European
family and the Dravidian family of language
groups.



The government gave the classical language status
to Kannada and Telugu in 2008.



Malayalam was declared as a classical language in
2013 and in 2014, Odiya was also given the status
of the Classical language.

12.

Exp. (b)


No temples or religious places have been discovered
from Harappan cities.



Figurines resembling a female deity have been
found. They suggest worship of Mother Goddess.



A seal with male figure sitting in a logic posture
with a trident-like headgear, surrounded by
animals, has been found.



This has a lot of similarities with Shiva. From
this it is figured that the Harappans might be
worshipping Shiva.



On the basis of the Indus seals, it can be said
that a large number of animals including goats,
buffaloes, oxen, elephants, dogs and camels were
domesticated.

Exp. (c)


94

Six orthodox school of Hindu philosophy are
Nyaya, Vaisheshika, Sankhya, Yoga, Mimansa and
Vedanta.So Lokayata and Kapalika are not form
part of the six systems of Indian Philosophy

There are six classical Indian languages. They are
Sanskrit, Telugu, Tamil, Kannada,Malayalam and
Odia.

Exp. (a)

Exp. (a)


7.



Exp. (d)



6.

8.
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13.

for Yoga. It emphasizes the attainment of knowledge
of self through meditation and concentration.

But the Harappans seem not to have been familiar
with the horse.

Exp. (b)



14.
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Guru Nanak Dev was born in 1469. Babur defeated
Ibrahim Lodi in 1526. When Babur took over
and established the Mughal dynasty, Nanak was
travelling to different parts of India and preaching
Sikhism.

15.

Babur once met Guru Nanak during one of his
travel.

Exp. (b)


The earliest source that mentions a musical
genre called Dhrupad is Ain-i-Akbari of Abu Fazl
. Dhrupad had mainly thrived under patronage of
Rajput and Mughal Period till 17th century. So it is
wrong as it says Dhrupad ‘originated’ under them.



Dhrupad is the Indian classic music that traces its
origin to the chanting of vedic hymns and mantras.
It is also primarily a form of worship, in which
offerings are made to the divine through sound.



Dhrupad is performed in two parts- Alap and
Bandish. In the Alap, the singer uses syllables from
Sanskrit Mantras.

Exp. (c)


Sankhya is the oldest of all philosophies put forth
by the sage Kapila. It is a dualistic philosophy with
Purusha (soul) and Prakriti (nature) in it. It accept
the theory of rebirth or transmigration of soul.
Though it accept rebirth but doesn’t accept god.



Advaita Vedanta derives its base from Sankhya
School. Sankhya also devolves philosophical basis

Sankhya holds that it is the self-knowledge that
leads to liberation and not any exterior influence
or agent. Samkhya forms the philosophical basis
for Yoga.

MISCELLANEOUS
1.



During period of Vijaynagara empire certain
new features were evident in terms of temple
architecture. These were Mandapas and
Gopurams.




2.

Puthukkuli shawls :

Exp. (d)

Mandapas: It meant pavilions and long,
pillared corridors that often ran around the
shrines within the temple complex. A Kalyana
Mandapa, meant to celebrate divine weddings

3.

Today, Sujani embroidery is also practiced in the
southern part of Rajasthan for making patterns
on Sarees, dupattas and other clothing and home
furnishing.

Uppada Jamdani Saris:


Uppada Jamdani Sari is a silk saree style woven
in Uppada of East Godavari district in Andhra
Pradesh.

Locally called Pugur, meaning flower, the fine
and intricate Toda embroidery is done by tribal
men and women on shawls.

Exp. (a)
Sindhi festival regarding Jhulelal.It is the festival
of the Sindhis which involves devotees fasting for
days.

Nanda Raj Jaat Yatra:


The Nanda Devi Jat is celebrated every year in the
Nanda Devi temples spread across Garhwal and
Kumaon.

Wari-Warkari:

Sujni Embroidery:







Exp. (a)
Sujani (also known as Sujini) is a form of
embroidery originating from the Bhusura village
of Bihar in India.

Puthukkuli shawls are made by Todas of Nilgiris
hills in Tamil Nadu.

Chaliha sahib

Gopurams: or royal gateways that often
dwarfed the towers on the central shrines, and
signalled the presence of the temple from a
great distance. They were also probably meant
as reminders of the power of kings, able to
command the resources, techniques and skills
needed to construct these towering gateways.





4.



Wari is a pilgrimage for the Warkari sect related to
Pandharpur god Vithoba in Maharashtra, and it is
part of Bhakti movement rather than festival of a
particular tribal group.



Besides, Santhals are not native to this state

Exp. (c)


Baghelkhand is in Central India, whereas Bodhgaya
is in Bihar.



The Chandela Rajputs ruled central part of India. It
was Bundelkhand’s most glorious era, when they
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built the temples at Khajuraho, forts and palaces
– and massive talabs (tanks, some of which are as
big as lakes).


Shirdi is located in western Maharashtra whereas
Vidarbha is eastern part of Maharashtra.



Nashik is an ancient holy city in Maharashtra, a
state in western India. Malwa Plateau, plateau
region in north-central India.



5.

Rayalaseema is a geographic region in Andhra
Pradesh. It comprises four southern districts of
the state namely, Anantapur, Chittoor, Kadapa and
Kurnool. Tirupati is a city in Chittoor district of the
Indian state of Andhra Pradesh.

The town of Srisailam is reputed for the shrine
of Lord Mallikarjuna on the flat top of Nallamala
Hills.



Omkareshwar is one of the Dwadasa jyotirlingas
situated on the Mandhata hills in Vindhya
Mountains of Madhya Pradesh.



Pushkar is located along Ratnagiri Hills in
Rajasthan.

9.

Exp. (b)


The Changpa or Champa are a semi-nomadic
Tibetan people found mainly in the Changtang in
Ladakh and in Jammu and Kashmir.



The Changpas rear the highly pedigreed and
prized Changra goats (Capra Hircus) that yield the
rare Pashmina (Cashmere) fibre.



The Changra goats are not raised for their meat but
for their fibre (pashm). The pashmina fibre (Pashm
in Persian) is the finest fibre of all goat hair.



In 1989 the Changpas were granted oﬃcial status
in India as a Scheduled Tribe

Exp. (a)


Exp. (c)


Banarasi brocade : It is in existence since Mughal
era and can be identified with a narrow fringe like
pattern, called Jhhalar, found along the inner and
and outer border. As per the GI registry, brocade
sarees made only in the districts of Varanasi,
Chandauli, Mirzapur, Jaunpur, Bhadohi and
Azamgarh in Uttar Pradesh can be authentically
identified as Banarasi saree or brocade.

Rajasthani Daal-Bati-Churma:

7.

8.

Exp. (a)


6.

of fruit-bearing trees.



10.

The national calendar based on the Saka Era, with
Chaitra as its first month and a normal year of 365
days was adopted from 22 March 1957 along with
the Gregorian calendar for the following oﬃcial
purposes:


Gazette of India.



News broadcast by All India Radio.



Calendars issued by the Government of India.



Government communications addressed to the
members of the public.

Dates of the national calendar have a permanent
correspondence with dates of the Gregorian
calendar, 1 Chaitra falling on 22 March normally
and on 21 March in leap year.

Exp. (b)



At present, Rajasthani Daal-Bati-Churma does not
havethe Geographical Indigation tag.





Tirupathi
Laddu:
India’s
richest
temple
Venkateshwara temple in Tirupati also famous for
its Laddu.Laddu is unique in taste and quality. So It
comes under the GI tag under food stuff category.

Bhadrachalam: Disputed village during separation
of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh. It is not famous
for saree.



Chanderi: “Chanderi is a tehsil of Ashoknagar
district main occupation of the people of Chanderi
is handicraft. Chanderi sarees are famous all over
the world”



Kanchipuram is temple towns in Tamilnadu.The
town is renowned for their magnificent heavy silk
sarees of bright colours with silver or gold zari
works.

Exp. (b)


Every monsoon, the Gond and Korku tribes of
Madhya Pradesh’s Betul and Harda districts
celebrate Hari Jiroti. It is a month-long festival of
greenery, during which the tribals plant saplings

***********
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HISTORY

PREVIOUS YEAR QUESTIONS

ANCIENT INDIA
1.

Which one of the following is not a Harappan site?
(a)

1. Sautrantika and Sammitiya were the sects of
Jainism.

Chanhudaro

2. Sarvastivadin held that the constituents of
phenomena were not wholly momentary, but
existed forever in a latent form.

(b) Kot Diji
(c)

2.

Sohgaura

(d) Desalpur

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

In which of the following relief sculpture inscriptions
is ‘Ranyo Ashokan’ (King Ashoka) mentioned along
with the stone portrait of Ashoka?

(a)

1 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(b)

2 only

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

7.

Kanganahalli

(b) Sanchi
(c)

Shahbazgarhi

1. Rigvedic Aryans used the coat of mail and helmet
in warfare whereas the people of Indus Valley
Civilization did not leave any evidence of using
them.

(d) Sohgaura
3.

With reference to forced labour (Vishti) in India
during the Gupta period, which one of the following
statements is correct?
(a)

2. Rigvedic Aryans knew gold, silver and copper
whereas Indus Valley people knew only copper
and iron.

It was considered a source of income for the State,
a sort of tax paid by the people.

3. Rigvedic Aryans had domesticated the horse
whereas there is no evidence of Indus Valley
people having been aware of this animal.

(b) It was totally absent in the Madhya Pradesh and
Kathiawar regions of the Gupta Empire.
(c)

The forced labourer was entitled to weekly
wages.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

(d) The eldest son of the labourer was sent as the
forced labourer.
4.

With reference to the religious practices in India,
the “Sthanakvasi” sect belongs to
(a)

Buddhism

(b) Jainism
5.

Avalokiteshvara

(b) Lokesvara
6.

8.

(c) Vaishnavism
(d) Shaivism

(c) Maitreya
(d) Padmapani

With reference to the religious history of India,
consider the following statements :

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only

With reference to Indian history, who among the
following is future Buddha, yet to come to save the
world ?
(a)

With reference to the difference between the
culture of Rigvedic Aryans and Indus Valley people,
which of the following statements correct?

9.

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Which one of the following books of ancient India
has the love story of the son of the founder of Sunga
dynasty?
(a)

Swapnavasavadatta

(b)

Malavikagnimitra

(c)

Meghadoota

(d)

Ratnavali

Who of the following had first deciphered the
edicts of Emperor Ashoka?
(a)

Georg Buhier

(b) James Prinsep

(c) Max Muller
(d) William Jones
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10.

Which of the following kingdoms were associated
with the life of the Buddha?

3. The concept of sine of an angle was known in 5th
century AD.
4. The concept of cyclic quadrilaterals was known
in 7th century AD.

1. Avanti
2. Gandhara
3. Kosala

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

4. Magadha

(a)

(b) 3 and 4 only

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1, 2 and 3

(b) 2 and 3 only
11.

15.

(d) 3 and 4 only

Among the following, who was not a proponent of
bhakti cult?
(a)

Nagarjuna

(b) Tukaram
12.

(c) 1, 3 and 4

With reference to the history of ancient India,
which of the following was/were common to both
Buddhism and Jainism?

2. Indifference to the authority of the Vedas

(d) Vallabhacharya

3. Denial of eﬃcacy of rituals

2. Every object, even the smallest particle has a
soul.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

16.

(a)

(c) 1 and 3 only

The Chinese traveller Yuan Chwang (Hiuen Tsang)
who visited India recorded the general conditions
and culture of India at that time. In this context,
which of the following statements is/are correct?

(c)

17.

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only
14.

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

With reference to the scientific progress of ancient
India, which of the statements given below are correct?
1. Different kinds of specialized surgical instruments were in common use by 1st century AD.
2. Transplant of internal organs in the human body
had begun by the beginning of 3rd century AD.
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Buddha’s calling of the Earth to witness his purity
and chastity despite the temptations of Mara

The religion of early Vedic Aryans was primarily
of:
(a)

Bhakti

(b) Image Worship and Yajnas
(c)

3. The tradesmen had to pay duties at ferries and
barrier stations.

(a)

Buddha’s reminder to his followers that they all
arise from the Earth and finally dissolve into the
Earth, and thus this life is trCorrect Option :itory

(d) All of these

2. As regards punishment for offences, ordeals by
fire, water and poison were the instruments for
determining the innocence or guilt of a person.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(b) Buddha’s calling of the Earth to watch over Mara
and to prevent Mara from disturbing his meditation

(d) 1, 2 and 3

1. The roads and river-routes were completely immune from robbery.

(c) 1 and 3 only

Lord Buddha’s image is sometimes shown with the
hand gesture called ‘Bhumisparsha Mudra’. It symbolizes

Select the correct answer using the code given below.

13.

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only

3. Karma is the bane of the soul and must be ended.

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

(c) Tyagaraja

1. The surest way of annihilating Karma is to practice penance.

Only 1

(c) 1, 3 and 4 only

1. Avoidance of extremities of penance and enjoyment

Which of the following statements is/are applicable to Jain doctrine?

(a)

1 and 2 only

Worship of Nature and Yajnas

(d) Worship of Nature and Bhakti
18.

Which of the following statements is/are correct
regarding Brahmo Samaj?
1. It opposed idolatry.
2. It denied the need for a priestly class for interpreting the religious texts.
3. It popularized the doctrine that the Vedas are infallible
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

Only 1

(b) 1 and 2 Only

(c) 3 Only
(d) 1, 2, and 3
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2. During this period, cotton was
manufacturing textiles in India.

With reference to the guilds (Shreni) of ancient
India that played a very important role in the
country’s economy, which of the following
statements is /are correct?

23.

3. The guild had judicial powers over its own
members.
Only 3

(b) 2 and 3 only
20.

(c) 1 and 2 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

As compared to other countries, India had a better
ship-building technology in ancient and medieval
times.

Monsoon winds across the bay of Bengal facilitated
sea voyages.

(d) Both (a) and (b) are convincing Explanation/
Explanations in this context.
21.

The Jain philosophy holds that the world is created
and maintained by?
(a)

Universal law.

(b) Universal truth.
22.

(c) Universal faith.
(d) Universal soul.

Regarding the Indus valley civilization , consider
the following statements?
1. It was predominantly a secular civilization and
the religious element, though present, did not
dominate the scene.

(c) Both 1 and 2

(b)

2 only

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

The “dharma” and “Rita” depict a central Idea of
ancient Vedic civilization of India. In this context,
consider the following statements :

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

24.

(b) The rulers of southern India always patronized
traders, Brahmin priests and Buddhist monks in
this context.
(c)

1 only

2. Rita was the fundamental moral law governing
the functioning of the universe and all it
contained.

India maintained its early cultural contacts and
trade links with southeast Asia across the bay of
Bengal. For this pre-eminence of early maritime
history of bay of Bengal, which of the following
could be the most convincing explanation/
explanations?
(a)

(a)

1. Dharma was a conception of obligations and of
the discharge of one’s duties to oneself and to
others.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

for

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

1. Every guild was registered with the central
authority of the State and the king was the chief
administrative authority on them.
2. The wages, rules of work, standards and prices
were fixed by the guild.

used

(a)

1 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(b)

2 only

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

There are only two known examples of cave
paintings of the Gupta period in ancient India. One
of these is paintings of Ajanta caves. Where is the
other surviving example of Gupta paintings?
(a)

Bagh caves

(b) Ellora caves
25.

(c) Lomas Rishi cave
(d) Nasik caves

Why did Buddhism start declining in India in the
early medieval times?
1. Buddha was by that time considered as one of
the incarnations of Vishnu and thus became a
part of Vaishnavism
2. The invading tribes from Central Asia till the
time of last Gupta king adopted Hinduism and
persecuted Buddhists
3. The Kings of Gupta dynasty were strongly
opposed to Buddhism
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(b)

2 only

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

MEDIEVAL HISTORY
1.

Consider the following statements:
1. In the revenue administration of Delhi Sultanate,
the in-charge of revenue collection was known
as ‘Amil’.
2. The Iqta system of Sultans of Delhi was an ancient
indigenous institution.

3. The oﬃce of ‘Mir Bakshi’ came into existence
during the reign of Khalji Sultans of Delhi.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 1 and 2 only

(c) 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
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2.

Consider the following statements:

7.

1. Saint Nimbarka was a contemporary of Akbar.
2. Saint Kabir was greatly influenced by Shaikh
Ahmad Sirhindi.

(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
3.

(a)

(c)

(c) Both 1 and 2
8.

Tansen was the title given to him by Emperor
Akbar

2. Private owners of workshops paid an industries
tax.

Tansen composed songs on his patrons.

Which of the statements given above is/are
correct?

(d) Tansen invented many Ragas.
4.

Who among the following Mughal Emperors shifted
emphasis from illustrated manuscripts to album
and individual portrait?
(a)

Humayun

9.

(b) Akbar
(c)

Regarding the taxation system of Krishna Deva,
the ruler of Vijayanagar, consider the following
statements:
1. The tax rate on land was fixed depending on the
quality of the land.

(b) Tansen composed Dhrupads on Hindu gods and
goddesses.
(c)

(a)

1 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(b)

2 only

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

With reference to the economic history of medieval
India the term ‘Araghatta’ refers to
(a)

Jahangir

(c)
With reference to Mughal India, what is/are the
difference/differences between Jagirdar and
Zamindar?
1. Jagirdars were holders of land assignments
in lieu of judicial and police duties, whereas
Zamindars were holders of revenue rights
without obligation to perform any duty other
than revenue collection.
2. Land assignments to Jagirdars were hereditary
and revenue rights of Zamindars were not
hereditary.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
6.

Bonded labour

(b) Land grants made to military oﬃcers

(d) Shah Jahan
5.

Machilipatnam (Masulipatnam)

(d) Nelluru

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

With reference to Mian Tansen, which one of the
following statements is not correct?

Kakinada

(b) Motupalli

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

Which one of the following was a very important
seaport in the Kakatiya kingdom ?

(d) Wasteland converted to cultivated land
10.

With reference to the cultural history of India,
the memorizing of chronicles, dynastic histories
and epic tales was the profession of who of the
following?
(a)

With references to cultural history of India,
consider the following statements:
1. Most of the Tyagarajakritis are devotional
songs in praise of lord Krishna.
2. Tyagaraja created several new ragas.
3. Annamacharya and Tyagaraj are contemporaries
4. Annamacharyakirtanas are devotional songs in
praise of Lord Venkateshwara
Which of the statements given above are correct?

Shramana

11.

Term

Description

1. Eripatti

:

Land revenue from which was
set apart for the maintenance of
the village tank

2. Taniyurs

:

Villages donated to a single
Brahmin or a group of
Brahmins

3. Ghatikas

:

Colleges generally attached to
the temples

Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly
matched?
1 and 2

(c) 1, 2 and 3 only

(a)

(b) 2 and 4 only

(d) 2, 3 and 4 only

(b) 3 only
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(d) Magadha

In the context of the history of India, consider the
following pairs:

1 and 3 only

(a)

(c) Agrahaarika

(b) Parivraajaka

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Waterwheel used in the irrigation of land

(c) 2 and 3
(d) 1 and 3
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Consider the following Pairs :

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

Medieval Indian Present Region :

(a)

(b) 2 and 3 only

1. Champaka

:

Central India

2. Durgara

:

Jammu

3. Kuluta

:

Malabar

16.

1 and 2

13.

(c)

(d) 3 only

The arrival of Babur into Indian led to the
1. Introduction of gunpowder in the subcontinent
2. Introduction of the arch and dome in the region’s
architecture

17.

3. Establishment of Timurid dynasty in the region

14.

(a)

Amoghavarsha I

(b) Ballala II

3. Recitation of holy songs to arouse a state of
ecstasy in their audience

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Who of the following founded a new city on the
south bank of a tributary to river Krishna and
undertook to rule his new kingdom as the agent
of a deity to whom all the land south of the river
Krishna was supposed to belong?
(c) Harihara I
(d) Prataparudra II

With reference to the religious history of medieval
India, the Sufi mystics were known to pursue which
of the following practices?
2. Severe ascetic exercises in a lonely place

(c) 1 and 3 only

(b) Only 3

Select the correct Correct Option :wer using the codes
given below:
(a)

With reference to Indian history, which of the
following is/are the essential element/elements of
the feudal system?
1. A very strong centralized political authority and a
very weak provincial or local political authority
2. Emergence of administrative structure based on
control and possession of land
3. Creation of lord-vassal relationship between the
feudal lord and his overlord

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
18.

(c) Only 3
(d) 1, 2 and 3

What was the immediate cause for Ahmad Shah
Abdali to invade and fight the Third Battle of
Panipat:
(a)

15.

The hall in which Akbar held discussions with
scholars of various religions.

1. Meditation and control of breath

Select the correct answer using the code give below:
1 and 2 only

The mosque for the use of Royal Family

(d) The room in which the nobles belonging to
different religions gathered to discuss religious
affairs

Consider the following:

(a)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(b) Akbar’s private chamber prayer

(c) 1 and 3

(b) Only 2

(c) Only 3

Ibadat Khana at Fatehpur Sikri was
(a)

Which of the above pairs is/ are correctly matched?
(a)

1 and 2 only

State

He wanted to avenge the expulsion by Marathas
of his viceroy Timur Shah from Lahore

(b) The frustrated governor of Jullundhar Adina Beg
khan invited him to invade Punjab
(c)

He wanted to punish Mughal administration for
non-payment of the revenues of the Chahar Mahal
(Gujrat Aurangabad, Sialkot and Pasrur).

(d) He wanted to annex alll the fertile plains of Punjab
upto borders of Delhi to his kingdom

Modern History
1.

With reference to the British colonial rule in India,

3. Consequent upon the breaking of Salt Law by

consider the following statements:

Indian people, the Indian National Congress was
declared illegal by the colonial rulers.

1. Mahatma Gandhi was instrumental in the
abolition of the system of ‘indentured labour’.
2. In

Lord

Chelmsford’s

‘War

Conference’,

Which of the statements given above are correct?
1 and 2 only

Mahatma Gandhi did not support the resolution

(a)

on recruiting Indians for World War.

(b) 1 and 3 only

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
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2.

With reference to Indian National Movement,
consider the following pairs:
1. Person

6.

Position held

2. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru

:

3. K.C. Neogy

:

4. P.C. Joshi

:

President, All India
Liberal Federation

(a)

(c)

1 only

(b) 1 and 2 only
3.

1.

(a)
(c)

(d) Abbe Barthelemy Carre
2.

(a)

2. It asserted the sovereignty of the British Crown
over the Indian territories held by the Company.

(c)

3.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

With reference to Swadeshi Movement, consider
the following statements:

(b) 2 only
5.

(a)

(b) 2 and 3 only
4.

(a)

Untouchability League :
:

3. Self-Respect Movement :

(b) To keep India safe from Napoleonic danger
(c)

Mahatma Gandhi

(d) To establish British paramountcy over Indian
states

Swami Sahajanand
Saraswati
E.V. Ramaswami
Naicker

Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly
matched?
(b) 1 and 2 only
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To maintain a large standing army at others’
expense

Leader

1. All India Anti-

1 only

(d) 1 , 2 and 3

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Movement/Organization

(a)

(c) 1 and 3 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

Consider the following pairs:

2. All India Kisan Sabha

1 and 2 only

Which one of the following statements does
not apply to the system of Subsidiary Alliance
introduced by Lord Wellesley?

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 only

Regarding Wood’s Dispatch, which of the following
statements are true?
1. Grants in Aid system was introduced
2. Establishment
of
universities
was
recommended.
3. English as a medium of instruction at all levels
of education was recommended.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:

1. It contributed to the revival of the indigenous
artisan crafts and industries.

(a)

Provincial Legislature

(d) Provincial Governors

(c) 1 and 3 only

2. The National Council of Education was
established as a part of Swadeshi Movement.

Federal Legislative

(b) Governor General

Which of the statements given above are correct?
(b) 2 and 3 only

Jean de Thevenot

In the Federation established by The Government
of India Act of 1935, residuary powers were given
to the

1. It ended the trade monopoly of the East India
Company in India except for trade in tea and
trade with China.

1 and 2 only

Francois Bernier

(b) Jean Baptiste Tavernier

(d) 1, 2 and 3

3. The revenues of India were now controlled by
the British Parliament.

4.

Which one of the following foreign travellers
elaborately discussed about diamonds and
diamond mines on India ?

(c) 3 only

Consider the following statements about ‘the
Charter Act of 1813’:

(a)

Cotton, coffee and sugarcane

(d) Rubber, coffee and wheat

Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly
matched?
(a)

Tobacco, cocoa and rubber

(b) Tobacco, cotton and rubber

Member, the
Constituent
Assembly
General Secretary,
Communist Party
of India

Which one of the following groups of plants was
domesticated in the ‘New World’ and introduced
into the ‘Old World’?

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

5.

To secure a fixed income for the Company

Overnment of India Act of 1919 clearly defined
(a)

The separation of power between the judiciary
and the legislature

(b) The jurisdiction of the central and provincial
governments
(c)

The powers of the Secretary of State for India and
Viceroy

(d) None of the above
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Who among the following were the founders of the
“Hind Mazdoor Sabha” established in 1948?
(a)

12.

B. Krishna Pillai, E.M.S. Namboodiripad and K.C.
George

Institution

(b) Jayaprakash Narayan, DeenDayalUpadhyay and
M.N. Roy
(c)

C.P. Ramaswamy Iyer,
VeeresalingamPantulu

K.

Kamaraj

With reference to educational institutions during
colonial rule in India, consider the following
pairs:
1. Sanskrit College at Banaras

and

Warren Hastings

3. Fort William college

Arthur Wellesley

(a)
Which one of the following is a very significant
aspect of the Champaran Satyagraha?
(a)

Active all India participation of lawyers, students
and women in the National Movement

13.

The staple commodities of export by the English
East India Company from Bengal in the middle of
the 18th century were
(a)

Raw cotton, oilseeds and opium

(a)

14.

15.

(c) 1 and 3 only

3. Air India was nationalized and became the
national carrier.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

4. Goa became a part of independent India.

In 1920, which of the following changed its name to
“Swarajya Sabha”?

Which of the following is the correct chronological
sequence of the above events?

All India Home Rule League

(b) Hindu Mahasabha
(c)

(a)

Which among the following event happened
earliest?
(a)

Swami Dayanand established Arya Samaj.

(b) Dinabandhu Mitra wrote Neeldarpan.
(c)

Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay wrote Anandmath.

(d) Satyendranath Tagore became the first India to
succeed in the Indian Civil Services Examination.

4– 1–2 – 3

(b) 3 – 2 – 1 – 4

South Indian Liberal Federation

(d) The servants of India society
11.

Consider the following events:

2. India’s then largest bank, ‘Imperial Bank of
India’, was renamed ‘State Bank of India’.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

(a)

Commercialization of Indian agriculture.

1. The first democratically elected communist party
government formed in a State in India.

3. Orientalist and Anglicist controversy

10.

Increase in the export of Indian handicrafts

(d) Rapid increase in the urban population

2. General Committee on Public Instruction

1 and 2 only

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) Growth in the number of Indian owned factories.
(c)

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

Economically, one of the results of the British rule
in India on the 19th century was the
(a)

Which of the following led to the introduction of
English Education in India?

(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

Copper, silver, gold, spices and tea

1. Charter Act of 1813

It became illegal for a santhal to transfer land to
a nonsanthal.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

(d) Cotton, Silk, Saltpetre and Opium
9.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

After the Santhal uprising subsided, what was/
were the measure/measures taken by the colonial
government?

2.

(b) Sugar, salt, zinc and lead
(c)

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. The territories called ‘santhal paraganas were
created.

Joining of peasant unrest to India’s National
Movement

(d) Drastic decrease in the cultivation of plantation
crops and commercial crops
8.

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only

(b) Active involvement of Dalit and Tribal
communities of India in the National Movement
(c)

William Jones

2. Calcutta Madarsa

Which of the pairs given above is/are correct?

(d) Ashok Mehata, T.S. Ramanujan and G.G.Mehata
7.

Founder

(c)

4 –2 –1 – 3

(d) 3 – 1 – 2 – 4
16.

He wrote biographies of Mazzini, Garibaldi, Shivaji
and Shrikrishna; stayed in America for some time;
and was also elected to the Central Assembly. He
was
(a)

Aurobindo Ghosh

(b) Bipin Chandra Pal

(c) Lala Lajpat Rai
(d) Motilal Nehru
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17.

18.

In the context of Indian history, the-principle of
‘Dyarchy (diarchy)’ refers to
(a)

Division of the central legislature into two
houses.

(b)

Introduction of double government i.e.; Central
and State governments.

(c)

Having two sets of rulers; one in London and
another in Delhi.

(d)

Division of the subjects delegated to the provinces
into two categories.

22.

(a)

(c)

23.

struggle,

(c)

24.

What is the correct chronological sequence of the
above events?
(b) 2-1-3

(d) 3-1-2

20.

1. Radhakanta Deb

2. Gazulu Lakshminarasu

–

2. Tabernacle of New Dispensation
3. Indian Reforms Association
Keshab Chandra Sen is associated
establishment of which of the above?

Founder of the Indian
Association

Which of the above pairs is/are correctly matched?
1 only

(c) 2 and 3 only

(b)

1 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

26.

Who among the following was/were associated
with the introduction of Ryotwari Settlement in
India during the British rule?
1. Lord Cornwallis

27.

2. Alexander Read
3. Thomas Munro
1 only

(b) 1 and 3 only
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(a)

1 and 3 only

(c) 3 only

(b)

2 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

The Montague-Chelmsford
related to

with

Proposals

(a)

Social reforms

(b)

Educational reforms

(c)

Reforms in police administration

(d)

Constitutional reforms

the

were

Satya Shodhak Samaj organized
(a)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

Consider the following:
1. Calcutta Unitarian Committee

First President of the
British Indian
Association

(a)

India should be made a republic with the condition
that she will join the Commonwealth

(d) India should be given Dominion status

– Founder of the
Chetty Madras
Mahajana Sabha

3. Surendranath Banerjee –

21.

(c)

25.

Consider the following pairs:

India should be granted complete independence

(b) India should be partitioned into two before
granting independence

3. Second Round Table Conference

(c) 3-2-1

The plan of Sir Stafford Cripps envisaged that after
the Second World War
(a)

2. Quit India Movement launched

1-2-3

Foundation of Muslim League

(d) Aurobindo Ghosh’s inability to be elected as the
President of the Indian national Congress

1. Mutiny in Royal Indian Navy

(a)

Introduction of communalism into Indian politics
by Lord Minto.

(b) Extremists’ lack of faith in the capacity of
the moderates to negotiate with the British
Government

Impose Censorship on national press.

With reference to Indian freedom
consider the following events :

What was the main reason for the split in the Indian
National Congress at Surat in 1907?
(a)

Define the jurisdiction of the Central and
Provincial Governments.

(d) Improve the relationship between the Government
of India and the Indian States.
19.

An intervention by the British Court in the event
of a trade dispute.

(d) A system of tribunals and a ban on strikes.

(b) Define the powers of the Secretary of State for
India.
(c)

The participation of workers in the management
of industries.

(b) Arbitrary powers to the management to quell
industrial disputes.

The object of the Butler Committee of 1927 was to
(a)

The Trade Disputes Act of 1929 provided for

A movement for upliftment of tribals in Bihar

(b) A temple-entry movement in Gujarat

(c) 2 and 3 only

(c)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(d) A peasant movement in Punjab

An anti-caste movement in Maharashtra
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The ‘Swadeshi’ and ‘Boycott’ adopted as methods of
struggle for the first time during the

33.

(a)

Agitation against the Partition of Bengal

(a)

V. O. Chidambaram Pillai

(b)

Home Rule Movement

(b)

C. Rajagopalachari

(c)

Non-Cooperation Movement

(c)

K. Kamaraj

(d)

Visit of the Simon Commission to India

(d) Annie Besant

With reference to Rowlatt Satyagraha, which of the
following statements is/are correct?
1. The Rowlatt Act was based on the
recommendations of the ‘Sedition Committee’.
2. In Rowlatt Satyagraha, Gandhiji tried to utilize
the Home Rule League.
3. Demonstrations against the arrival of Simon
Commission coincided with Rowlatt Satyagraha.

34.

(a)

1 only

(c) 2 and 3 only

(b)

1 and 2 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. It enlarged the powers of the Indian courts.
3. It provided for more Indians in the ICS.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

35.

(c) 1 and 3
(d) None

Which one of the following movements has
contributed to a split in the Indian National
Congress resulting in the emergence of ‘moderates’
and ‘extremists’?
(a)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

(d) Civil Disobedience Movement

Only 1

(b) 1 and 2 only

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Consider the following statements related to the
work done by Governors:
1. Warren Hastings abolished the system of dastaks,
or free passes and regulated the internal trade.
2. Lord Cornwallis inaugurated the policy of
making appointments mainly on the basis of
merit in civil services.
3. Lord Hastings initiated the policy of Subsidiary
Alliance under which the British had to
maintain a contingent of British troops in
territory of Indian ruler.

(a)

1 and 3

(b) 1 and 2

(c)

36.

Consider the following statements

2. The first Muslim President of the Indian National
Congress was Badruddin Tyabji.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

(a)

1 and 2 only

(c) 1, 2 and 3

(b)

Only 3

(d) None

1 only

(b) 2 only
37.

38.

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

The Radcliffe Committee was appointed to
(a)

Solve the problem of minorities in India

(b)

Give effect to the Independence Bill

(c)

Delimit the boundaries between India and
Pakistan

(d)

Enquire into the riots in East Bengal

(c) 2 only

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Non-Cooperation Movement

1. The first woman President of the Indian National
Congress was Sarojini Naidu.

(d) All

With reference to Congress Socialist Party, consider
the following statements:
1. It advocated the boycott of British goods and
evasion of taxes.
2. It wanted to establish the dictatorship of
proletariat.
3. It advocated separate electorate for minorities
and oppressed classes.

Swadeshi Movement

(b) Quit India Movement

Which of the above stated works is/are correctly
matched?

32.

1 only

(b) 2 and 3

Who of the following was/were economic critic/
critics of colonialism in India?
1. Dadabhai Naoroji
2. G. Subramania Iyer
3. R. C. Dutt
(a)

31.

With reference to the Cabinet Mission, which of
the following statements is/are correct?
1. It recommended a federal government.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

30.

Who of the following organized a March on the
Tanjore coast to break the Salt Law in April 1930?

The Partition of Bengal made by Lord Curzon in
1905 lasted until
(a)

The First World War when Indian troops were
needed by the British and the partition was
ended.

(b) King George V abrogated Curzon’s Act at the Royal
Darbar in Delhi in 1911
(c)

Gandhiji launched
Movement

his

Civil

Disobedience

(d) The Partition of India, in 1947 when East Bengal
became East Pakistan
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39.

The 1929 Session of Indian, National Congress
is of significance in the history of the Freedom
Movement because the
(a)

44.

Attainment of Self-Government was declared as
the objective of the Congress

(a)

Non-Cooperation Movement was launched

(d) Decision to participate in the Round Table
Conference in London was taken
40.

Revolutionary association of
headquarters at San Francisco.

(b) Nationalist
Singapore
(c)

Militant
Berlin

organization

organization

Indians

operating

headquarters

The demand for the Tebhaga Peasant Movement in
Bengal was for
The reduction of the share of the landlords from
one-half of the crop to one-third

the uprooting of Zamindari system and the end
of serfdom

(d) writing off all peasant debts

of

46.

1 and 2 only

(c) 1 and 3 only

(b)

Only 2

(d) 1, 2 and 3

starting

the

Home

Rule

3. Once the President of the Indian National
Congress
Select the correct statement/statements using the
codes given below.
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
47.

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

The Ilbert Bill controversy was related to the
(a)

The people of India agitated against the arrival of
Simon Commission because

Imposition of restrictions on the Indians of certain
class to carry arms by Indians

(b) Imposition of restrictions on newspapers and
magazines published in Indian languages

Indians never wanted the review of the working
of the Act of 1919

(c)

(b) Simon Commission recommended the abolition
of Dyarchy (Diarchy) in the Provinces
There was no Indian member in the Simon
Commission

for

2. The founder of the Theosophical Society

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

Annie Besant was
1. Responsible
Movement

Queen

3. To regulate East India Company’s trade with
India

43.

Selected by the Government for their expertise in
constitutional matters

at

2. To place the Indian administration under the
British Crown

(c)

(d)

(c)
with

What was/were the object/objects
Victoria’s Proclamation (1858)?

(a)

Elected by the Provincial Legislative Assemblies

(b) the grant of ownership of land to peasants as they
were the actual cultivators of the land

from

1. To disclaim any intention to annex Indian States

42.

(c)

(a)

with

(d) Communist movement for India’s freedom with
head-quarters at Tashkent
41.

45.

The Ghadr (Ghadar) was a (a)

Directly elected by the people of those Provinces

(b) Nominated by the Indian National Congress and
the Muslim League

(b) Attainment of Poorna Swaraj Was adopted as the
goal of the Congress
(c)

With reference to Indian History, the Members
of the Constituent Assembly from the Provinces
were

Removal of disqualifications imposed on the
Indian magistrates with regard to the trial of the
Europeans

(d) Removal of a duty on imported cotton cloth
48.

The congress ministries resigned in the seven
provinces in 1939 because

(d) The Simon Commission suggested the partition of
the country

(a)

Quit India Movement was launched in response to

(b) Emergence of a ‘left wing’ in the Congress made
the working of the ministries impossible

(a)

Cabinet Mission Plan

(b) Cripps Proposals
(c)

Simon Commission Report

(d) Wavell Plan
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(c)

The Congress could not form ministries in the
other four provinces

There were widespread communal disturbances
in their provinces

(d) None of the statements (a), (b) and (c) given above
is correct.
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Which of the following is/are the principal
feature(s) of the Government of India Act, 1919?
1. Introduction of dyarchy in
government of the provinces

the

53.

(a)

executive

(c)

2 and 3 only

(b) 1 and 3 only
50.

54.

(c) 1, 2 and 3
(d) 1 only

(c)

(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3
55.

(c) 1 and 3
(d) None of the these

Consider the following
1. Calcutta Unitarian Committee
2. Tabernacle of New Dispensation
3. Indian Reform Association
Keshab Chandra Sen is associated
establishment of which of the above?
(a)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3only
56.

with

the

(c) 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. All India Scheduled Castes Federation

The distribution of powers between the Centre and
the States in the Indian Constitution is based on
the scheme provided in the:

3. The Independent Labour Party

(a)

1. The Peasants and Workers Party of India

(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 1, 2 and 3

Mahatma Gandhi undertook fast unto death in
1932, mainly because:
(a)

Round Table Conference failed to satisfy Indian
political aspirations

(b) Congress and Muslim League had differences of
opinion
(c)

(c)

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 2 and 3 only

Ramsay Macdonald announced the Communal
Award

(d) None of the statements (a), (b) and (c) given above
is correct in this context

Morley-Minto Reforms, 1909

(b) Montagu-Chelmsford Act, 1919

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

52.

The Lahore Session of the Indian National Congress
(1929) is very important in history, because

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Behramji Malabari and M.G. Ranade decided to
bring together all the social reform groups of the
country under one organization

Which of the following parties were established by
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar?

Suppression of the Khilafat Movement

3. A resolution was passed rejecting the two-nation
theory in that Session

(d) None of the statements (a), (b) and (c) given above
is correct in this context
51.

summary

2. The rift between the extremists and moderates
was resolved in that Session

Different social reform groups or organizations
of Bengal region united to form a single body
to discuss the issues of larger interest and to
prepare appropriate petitions/representations to
the government

(b) Indian National Congress did not want to include
social reforms in its deliberations and decided to
form a separate body for such a purpose.

and

1. The Congress passed a resolution demanding
complete independence

During the freedom struggle, the National Social
Conference was formed. What was the reason for
its formation?
(a)

trial

(d) Imposition of restrictions on freedom of the
press

3. Devolution of legislative authority by the centre
to the provinces

(a)

compulsory economic support to war efforts

(b) Imprisonment without
procedures for trial

2. Introduction of separate communal electorates
for Muslims

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

The Rowlatt Act aimed at

Government of India Act, 1935

(d) Indian Independence Act, 1947
57.

What was the purpose with which Sir William
Wedderburn and W.S. Caine had set up the Indian
parliamentary committee in 1893 ?
(a)

To agitate for Indian political reforms in the house
of commons.

(b) To campaign for the entry of Indians into the
imperial judiciary.
(c)

To facilitate a discussion on India’s independence
in the British parliament.

(d) To agitate for the entry of eminent Indians into
the British parliament.
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58.

Mahatma Gandhi said that some of his deepest
convictions were reflected in a book titled, “unto
this last’’ and the book transformed his life. What
was the message from the book that transformed
mahatma Gandhi?
(a)

63.

(a)

Uplifting the oppressed and poor is the moral
responsibility of an educated man

59.

With reference to Indian freedom struggle, Usha
Mehta is well-known for?
(a)

in

the

second

round

64.

table

2. Funds used to pay salaries and pensions of British
personnel engaged in India.

Leading a contingent of Indian national army.

With reference to the period of Indian freedom
struggle, which of the following was/were
recommended by the Nehru report?

3. Funds used for waging wars outside India by the
British.
(a)

65.

2. Joint electorates for reservation of seats for
minorities.

61.

(a)

(c)

62.

(a)

66.

introduce

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Karl Marx explained the process of class struggle
with the help of which one of the following
theories?
(a)

Empirical liberalism.

(b) Existentialism.

Making zamindar’s position stronger vis-à-vis the
ryot.

Making judicial system more eﬃcient.

1 only

(b) 2 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(b) Making east India company an overlord of
zamindars.

What was the reason for Mahatma Gandhi to
organize a satyagraha on behalf of the peasants of
Kheda?

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

(c) 1 and 3 only

The tendency for increased litigation was visible
after the introduction of the land settlement
system of lord Cornwallis in 1793. The reason for
this is normally traced to which of the following
provisions?

(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. The administration proposed to
permanent settlement in Gujarat.

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 2 and 3 only

1. The administration did not suspend the land
revenue collection in spite of a drought.

3. Provision of fundamental rights for the people of
India in the constitution.

1 only

Only 1

(b) 1 and 2 only

1. Complete independence for India.

(a)

With reference to the period of colonial rule in
India, “Home Charges” formed an important part of
drain of wealth from India. Which of the following
funds constituted “Home Charges’’?
1. Funds used to support the India oﬃce in
London.

(d) Assisting in the formation of Interim government
under Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru.
60.

Rise of a large number of money lenders, traders
and revenue farmers as middlemen in tribal
areas.

(d) The complete disruption of the old agrarian order
of the tribal communities.

Running the secret congress radio in the wake of
quit India movement.

(b) Participating
conference.
(c)

(c)

The life of celibacy and spiritual pursuit are
essential for a noble life.

(d) All the statements (a), (b) and (c) are correct in
this context.

Introduction of a new system of land revenue and
taxation of tribal products.

(b) Influence of foreign religious missionaries in
tribal areas.

(b) The good of individual is contained in the good
of all.
(c)

Which amongst the following provided a common
factor for tribal insurrection in India in the 19th
century?

(c)

Darwin’s theory of evolution.

(d) Dialectical materialism.
67.

With reference to Pondicherry (now Puducherry),
consider the following statements:

(d) None of the (a), (b) and (c) above.

1. The first European power to occupy Pondicherry
were the Portuguese.

Which one of the following observation is not true
about the Quit India Movement of 1942?

2. The second European power
Pondicherry were the French.

(a)

It was a non-violent movement.

(b) It was led by mahatma Gandhi.
(c)

It was a spontaneous movements.

(d) It did not attract the labour class in general.
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to

occupy

3. The English never occupied Pondicherry.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3

(c) Only 3
(d) 1, 2 and 3
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Who among the following governors-general
created the covenanted Civil Service of India
which later came to be known as the Indian Civil
Service?
(a)

Warren Hastings

(b) Wellesley
69.
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(d) Swadeshi
72.

(c) Cornwallis
(d) William Bentinck

(a)

By a regulation in 1793, the District Collector was
deprived of his judicial powers and made the
collecting agent only. What was the reason for such
regulation?
(a)

Lord Cornwallis felt that the District Collector’s
eﬃciency of revenue collection would enormously
increase without the burden of other work

Lord Cornwallis was alarmed at the extent of
power concentrated in the District Collector and
felt that such absolute power was undesirable in
one person

(c)

73.

It recommended the replacement of diarchy with
responsible government in the provinces

(c)

74.

Which one of the following was not one of those
resolutions?
(a)

Annulment of partition of Bengal

(b) Boycott
(c)

National education

Consider the following statements:
1. Dr. Rajendra Prasad persuaded Mahatma Gandhi
to come to Champaran to investigate the problem
of peasants.

It suggested the abolition of bicameral legislature
at the Centre

Four resolutions were passed at the famous Calcutta
session of Indian National Congress in 1906. The
question of either retention or of rejection of these
four resolutions became the cause of a split in
Congress at the next Congress session held in Surat
in 1907.

The arrest and deportation of Lala Lajpat Rai and
Ajit Singh; and passing of the Punjab Colonization
Bill.

(d) Death sentence pronounced on the Chapekar
brothers.

2. Acharya J.B. Kriplani was one of Mahatma
Gandhi’s
colleagues
in
his
Champaran
investigation.

(d) It recommended the creation of Indian Police
Service with a provision for increased pay and
allowances for British recruits as compared to
Indian recruits
71.

The partition of Bengal done by Lord Curzon.

(b) A sentence of 18 months rigorous imprisonment
imposed on Lokmanya Tilak.

(b) It proposed the setting up of inter-provincial
council under the Home Department
(c)

What was the immediate cause for the launch of
the Swadeshi movement?
(a)

With
reference
to
Simon
Commission’s
recommendations, which one of the following
statements is correct?
(a)

Fresh elections to the Central and Provincial
Legislatures to be held at the end of 1945 and the
Constitution making body to be convened as soon
as possible

(d) A solution for the constitutional deadlock

(d) The judicial work demanded a deep knowledge
of India and a good training in law and Lord
Cornwallis felt that District Collector should be
only a revenue collector
70.

The establishment of a “War Advisory Council”
composed of representatives of British India and
the Indian States

(b) Reconstitution of the Central Executive Council
in such a way that all its members, except the
Governor General and the Commander-in-Chief
should be Indian leaders

(b) Lord Cornwallis felt that judicial power should
compulsorily be in the hands of Europeans while
Indians can be given the job of revenue collection
in the districts
(c)

After Quit India Movement, C. Rajagopalachari
issued a pamphlet entitled “The Way Out”.
Which one of the following was a proposal in this
pamphlet?

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
75.

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Consider the following statements:
1. The “Bombay Manifesto” signed in 1936 openly
opposed the preaching of socialist ideals.
2. It evoked support from a large section of business
community from all across India.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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76.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

For the Karachi session of Indian National
Congress in 1931 presided over by Sardar Patel,
who drafted the Resolution on Fundamental Rights
and Economic Programme?
(a)

Mahatma Gandhi

(a)

(b) 2 and 3 only
79.

(b) Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
(c)

Dr. Rajendra Prasad

(c)

80.

Pandit Nehru and Maulana Azad

(d) Dr. Rajendra Prasad and Rafi Ahmed Kidwai
78.

Swapnavasavadatta

Meghadoota

(d) Ratnavali

Mahatma Gandhi and Sardar Patel

(b) Acharya J. B. Kripalani and C. Rajagopalachari
(c)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(b) Malavikagnimitra

Who among the following were oﬃcial Congress
negotiators with Cripps Mission?
(a)

(c) 1 and 3 only

Which one of the following books of ancient India
has the love story of the son of the founder of Sunga
dynasty?
(a)

(d) Dr. B. R. Ambedkar
77.

1 only

With reference to the difference between the
culture of Rigvedic Aryans and Indus Valley people,
which of the following statements is/are correct?

Who of the following had first deciphered the
edicts of Emperor Ashoka?
(a)

Georg Buhier

(b) James Prinsep
81.

1. Rigvedic Aryans used the coat of mail and helmet
in warfare whereas the people of Indus Valley
Civilization did not leave any evidence of using
them.

(c) Max Muller
(d) William Jones

Which of the following kingdoms were associated
with the life of the Buddha?
1. Avanti
2. Gandhara
3. Kosala

2. Rigvedic Aryans knew gold, silver and copper
whereas Indus Valley people knew only copper
and iron.

4. Magadha
Select the correct answer using the code given below:

3. Rigvedic Aryans had domesticated the horse
whereas there is no evidence of Indus Valley
people having been aware of this animal.

(a)

1, 2 and 3

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 1, 3 and 4
(d) 3 and 4 only

RELIGION, LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
1.

Consider the following:

Which of the pairs given above is/are correct?

1. Deification of the Buddha

(a)

2. Treading the path of Bodhisattvas

(b) 1 and 2

3. Image worship and rituals
Which of the above is/are the feature/features of
Mahayana Buddhism?
(a)

1 only

(b) 1 and 2 only
2.

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Consider the following pairs :
Tradition

State

3.

1 only

(c) 3 only
(d) 2 and 3

With reference to the religious history of India,
consider the following statements:
1. The concept of Bodhisattva is central to Hinayana
sect of Buddhism.
2. Bodhisattva is a compassionate one on his way to
enlightenment.
3. Bodhisattva delays achieving his own salvation
to help all sentient beings on their path to it.

Mizoram

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

2. Khongjom Parba ballad

Manipur

(a)

3. ThangTa dance

Sikkim

(b) 2 and 3

1. ChapcharKut festival
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(c) Only 2
(d) 1, 2 and 3
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Banjaras during the medieval period of Indian
history were generally
(a)

Agriculturists

(b) Warriors
5.
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11.

(a)

(d) Traders

(b) The complete annihilation of self

1. Siddhas (Sittars) of Tamil region
monotheistic and condemned idolatry.

(c)

were

12.

6.

2. They worshipped both male and female deities.
3. They employed
warfare.

(c) Both 1 and 2

(a)

(c) Bhojpuri

(c)

(d) Assamese

(d) None of the statements given above is correct

(c)

13.

3. Tyagaraja

Lokayata and Kapalika

Who among the above was/were preaching when the
Lodi dynasty fell and Babur took over?

1. ‘Bijak’ is a composition of the teachings of Saint
Dadu Dayal.

(a)
14.

(c) Both 1 and 2

(c)

Aitareya Upanishad

Consider the following languages:
1. Gujarati
2. Kannada
Which of the above has/have been declared as
‘Classical Language / Languages’ by the Government?
1 and 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

With reference to Dhrupad, one of the major traditions
of India that has been kept alive for centuries, which
of the following statements are correct?
1. Dhrupad originated and developed in the Rajput
kingdoms during the Mughal period.
2. Dhrupad is primarily a devotional and spiritual
music.
3. Dhrupad Alap uses Sanskrit syllables from
Mantras.

3. Telugu

(b) 3 only

1 only

(b) 2 only
15.

(d) Mundaka Upanishad

(a)

Which of the statements given above is /are correct?
(a)

Katha Upanishad

(b) Chandogya Upanishad

With reference to the history of philosophical
thought in India, consider the following statements
regarding Sankhya school:

2. Sankhya holds that it is the self-knowledge that
leads to liberation and not any exterior influence
or agent.

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

The national motto of India, ‘Satyameva Jayate’
inscribed below the Emblem of India is taken
from
(a)

(c) 2 and 3
(d) 1 and 2

1. Sankhya does not accept the theory of rebirth or
transmigration of soul.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 only

1 and 3

(b) 2 only

2. The Philosophy of Pushti Marg was propounded
by Madhvacharya.

(b) 2 only

Consider the following Bhakti Saints:
2. Guru Nanak

Consider the following statements:

(a)

1, 2 and 3

1. Dadu Dayal

Mimamsa and Vedanta

(d) Sankhya and Yoga

10.

1 and 2 only

Odia

Which one of the following pairs does not form
part of the six systems of Indian Philosophy?

in

(b) 2 only

(b) Nyaya and Vaisheshika

9.

chariots

(b) Konkani

(a)

8.

horse-drawn

Select the correct statement/ statements using the
codes given below:

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Which one of the following was given classical
language status recently?
(a)

7.

Which of the following characterizes/ characterize
the people of Indus Civilization?
1. They possessed great palaces and temples.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(b) 2 only

A state of bliss and rest

(d) A mental stage beyond all comprehension

2. Lingayats of Kannada region questioned
the theory of rebirth and rejected the caste
hierarchy
1 only

The extinction of the flame of desire

(c) Weaves

With reference to the cultural history of medieval
India, consider the following statements:

(a)

Which one of the following describes best the
concept of Nirvana in Buddhism?

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

(c) 2 and 3 only

(a)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(b) 2 and 3 only

1 and 2 only

(c) 1, 2 and 3
(d) None of the above
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MISCELLANEOUS
1.

(a)

Chalukya

2. Rajasthani Daal-Bati-Churma

(c) Rashtrakuta

(b) Chandela
2.

1. Banaras Brocades and Sarees

Building ‘Kalyaana Mandapas’ was a notable feature
in the temple construction in the kingdom of

3. Tirupathi Laddu

(d) Vijayanagara

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

Consider the following pairs:
Crafts

(a)

Heritage of

1. Puthukkuli shawls

Tamil Nadu

2. Sujni embroidery

Maharashtra

3. Uppadajamdani saris

Karnataka

(b) 2 and 3 only
7.

Which of the pairs given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(c) 3 Only

(b) 1 and 2
3.

(d) 2 and 3

Communities
—

Sindhis

2. Nanda Raj Jaat Yatra

—

Gonds

3. Wari-Warkari

—

Santhals

8.

1 only

4.

(a)

Region

1. Bodhgaya

:

Baghelkhand

2. Khajuraho

:

Bundelkhand

3. Shirdi

:

Vidarbha

4. Nasik (Nashik)

:

Malwa

5. Tirupati

:

Rayalaseema

9.

5.

(c)

10.

Location
:

31st March (or 30th March)

Consider the following towns of India :
1. Bhadrachalam

Nallamala Hills

2. Omkareshwar :

Satmala Hills

2. Chanderi

3. Pushkar

Mahadeo Hills

3. Kancheepuram

:

4. Karnal

Which of the above is/are correctly matched?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
6.

22 March (or 21st March)

(d) 21st April (or 20th April)

Consider the following pairs:
1. Srisailam

(c) 1 and 3 only

Which of the above are famous for the production of
traditional sarees / fabric?

(d) 1, 2 and.3

Which of the following has/have been accorded
‘Geographical Indication’ status?

*********
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(d) 1, 2 and 3

(b) 15th May (or 16th May)

(d) 1, 3, 4 and 5

Place of Pilgrimage

(c) 3 only

Chaitra 1 of the national calendar based on the
Saka Era corresponds to which one of the following
dates of the Gregorian calendar in a normal year
of 365 days?
(a)

(c) 2 and 5

(b) 2, 3, 4 and 5

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

Which of the pairs given above are correctly
matched?
1, 2 and 4

With reference to ‘Changpa’ community of India,
consider the following statement :

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Consider the following pairs:

(a)

(d) Sahariya and Agariya

3. They are kept in the category of Scheduled
Tribes.

(d) None of the above

Famous place

(c) lrula and Toda

2. They rear the Pashmina goats that yield a fine
wool.

(c) 1 and 3

(b) 2 and 3

(d) 1, 2 and 3

1. They live mainly in the State of Uttarakhand.

Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly
matched?
(a)

Bhutia and Lepcha

(b) Gond and Korku

1. Chaliha Sahib Festival

(c) 1 and 3 only

Every year, a monthlong ecologically important
campaign/festival is held during which certain
communities/ tribes plant saplings of fruit-bearing
trees. Which of the following are such communities/
tribes?
(a)

Consider the following pairs :
Traditions

1 only

1 and 2 only

(c) 1, 2 and 3

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d) 1, 3 and 4

(a)

POLITY & GOVERNANCE
PREVIOUS YEAR QUESTIONS

EVOLUTION OF THE CONSTITUTION
1.

The “Instrument of Instructions” contained in
the Government of India Act 1935 have been
incorporated in the Constitution of India in the
year 1950 as:
(a)

(b) Directive Principles of State Policy
(c)

Extent of executive power of State

(d) Conduct of business of the Government of
India

Fundamental Rights

SALIENT FEATURES OF INDIAN CONSTITUTION
1.

The Ninth Schedule was introduced in the Constitution
of India during the prime ministership of
(a)

Jawaharlal Nehru

(b) Lal Bahadur Shastri
2.

(c) Indira Gandhi
(d) Morarji Desai

Third Schedule

(b) Fifth Schedule

(c) Ninth Schedule
(d) Twelfth Schedule

5.

In the context of polity, which one of the following
would you accept as the most appropriate definition
of liberty?
(a)

4.

(c)

(a)

The decisions taken by the Election Commission
of India while discharging its duties cannot be
challenged in any court of law.

(b) The Supreme Court of India is not constrained in
the exercise of its powers by laws made by the
Parliament.

If there is liberty, laws have to be made by the
people.

(d) If laws are changed too often, liberty is in danger

Opportunity to do whatever one likes

With reference to the Constitution of India,
prohibitions or limitations or provisions contained in
ordinary laws cannot act as prohibitions or limitations
on the constitutional powers under Article 142. It
could mean which one of the following?

It there are more laws, there is less liberty.

(b) If there are no laws, there is no liberty.

Protection against the tyranny of political rulers

(d) Opportunity to develop oneself fully

Which one of the following reflects the most
appropriate relationship between law and liberty?
(a)

(b) Absence of restraint
(c)

In the event of grave financial crisis in the
country, the President of India can declare
Financial Emergency without the counsel from
the Cabinet.

(d) State legislatures cannot make law on certain
matters without the concurrence of Union
Legislature.

Under which Schedule of the Constitution of India
can the transfer of tribal land to private parties for
mining be declared null and void?
(a)

3.

(c)

6.

Consider the following statements:
1. The Parliament of India can place a particular
law in the Ninth Schedule of the Constitutions of
India.
2. The validity of a law placed in the Ninth Schedule
cannot be examined by any court
and no
judgement can be made on it.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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7.

Which one of the following objectives is not
embodied in the Preamble to the Constitution of
India?
(a)

Liberty of thought

(b) Economic liberty
8.

(c) Liberty of expression
(d) Liberty of belief

(c)

(d) Rights are privileges of a few citizens against the
many.
13.

Democracy’s superior virtue lies in the fact that it
calls into activity
(a)

(c)

for

strengthening

9.

(c)

(a)

The executive and legislature work independently.

(b)

It provides continuity of policy and is more
eﬃcient.

(c)

The executive
legislature.

remains

responsible

to

14.

15.

the

(c)

The Directive Principles of State Policy

Privileges

(b) Restraints
12.

(c) Competition
(d) Ideology

Which one of the following statements is correct?
(a)

Rajya Sabha cannot be dissolved

Which one of the following Schedules of the
Constitution of India contains provisions regarding
anti-defection?
(a)

Second Schedule

(b) Fifth Schedule

One of the implications of equality in society is the
absence of
(a)

Lok Sabha is elected directly by the people

(d) Council of Ministers is responsible to the Lok
Sabha

(d) The Fundamental Duties
11.

Right are claims of the State against the citizens.

(b) Rights are privileges which are incorporated in
the Constitution of a State.

(d) Legal Right

(b) Parliament can amend the Constitution

(b) The Fundamental Rights
(c)

(c) Constitutional Right

There is a Parliamentary System of Government in
India because the
(a)

16.

The Preamble

Fundamental Right

(b) Natural Right

The mind of the makers of the Constitution of India
is reflected in which of the following?
(a)

Right to vote and to be elected in India is a :
(a)

(d) The head of the government cannot be changed
without election.
10.

The federating units have been given unequal
representation in the Rajya Sabha.

(d) It is the result of an agreement among the
federating units.

A superior individual with dynamism and vision.

The main advantage of the parliamentary form of
government is that

There is an independent judiciary in India.

(b) Powers have been clearly divided between the
Centre and the States.

executive

(d) A band of dedicated party workers.

Which one of the following is not a feature of
Indian Federalism ?
(a)

The intelligence and character of ordinary men
and women.

(b) The methods
leadership

Rights are claims of the citizens against the State.

17.

(c) Eighth Schedule
(d) Tenth Schedule

‘Economic Justice’ as one of the objectives of the
Indian Constitution has been provided in
(a)

The Preamble and Fundamental Rights

(b) The Preamble and the Directive Principles of
State Policy
(c)

The Fundamental Rights and the Directive
Principles of State Policy

(d) None of the above

UNION & ITS TERRITORY
1.

With reference to the Delimitation Commission,
consider the following statements:
1. The orders of the Delimitation Commission
cannot be challenged in a Court of Law.
2. When the orders of the Delimitation Commission
are laid before the Lok Sabha or State Legislative
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Assembly, they cannot effect any modifications
in the orders.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS
1.

Which Article of the Constitution of India
safeguards one’s right to marry the person of one’s
choice?
(a)

4.

1. Prohibition of traﬃc in human beings and forced
labour

Article 19

2. Abolition of untouchability

(b) Article 21
(c)

3. Protection of the interests of minorities

Article 25

4. Prohibition of employment of children in
factories and mines

(d) Article 29
1.

Which of the following are envisaged by the Right
against Exploitation in the Constitution of India?

Select the correct answer using the code given below :

Which of the following are regarded as the main
features of the “Rule of Law”?

(a)

1. Limitation of powers

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only

2. Equality before law

(c)

3. People’s responsibility to the government

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

4. Liberty and civil rights

5.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 3 only

(c)

(c)

(d) 1, 2, 3, and only

(a)

Article 14 and the provisions under the 42nd
Amendment to the Constitution

3.

6.

In the Constitution of India, promotion of
international peace and security is included in the
(a)

Article 21 and the freedoms guaranteed in Part
III

(c)

(d) Article 24 and the provisions under the 44th
Amendment to the Constitution
In the context of India, which one of the following is
the correct relationship between Rights and Duties?
(a)

Rights are correlative with Duties.

(b) Rights are personal and hence independent of
society and Duties.
(c)

Rights, not Duties, are important for the
advancement of the personality of the citizen.

(d) Duties, not Rights, are important for the stability
of the State.

The power of the Judiciary to review- all the
legislative enactments before they – are assented
to by the President.

(d) The power of the Judiciary to review its own
judgements given earlier in similar or different
cases?

(b) Article 17 and the Directive Principles of State
Policy in Part IV
(c)

The power of the Judiciary to pronounce upon the
constitutionality of laws and executive orders.

(b) The power of the Judiciary to question the wisdom
of the laws enacted by the Legislatures.

1,2 and 4 only

Right to Privacy is protected as an intrinsic part of
Right to Life and Personal Liberty. Which of the
following in the Constitution of India correctly and
appropriately imply the above statements?

1 and 4 only

In India, Judicial Review implies :
(a)

(b) 1 and 4 only

2.

1, 2 and 4 only

Preamble to the Constitution

(b) Directive Principles of State Policy
Fundamental Duties

(d) Ninth Schedule
7.

Which of the following provisions of the Constitution
of India have a bearing on Education?
1. Directive Principles of State Policy
2. Rural and Urban Local Bodies
3. Fifth Schedule
4. Sixth Schedule
5. Seventh Schedule
Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3, 4 and 5 only

(c) 1, 2 and 5 only
(d) 1, 2, 3 4 and 5
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8.

Which of the following is/are among the
Fundamental Duties of citizens laid down in the
Indian Constitution?

9.

the status of a national minority, what special
advantages it is entitled to?

1. To preserve the rich heritage of our composite
culture

1. It can establish and administer exclusive
educational institutions.

2. To protect the weaker sections from social
injustice

2. The President of India automatically nominates a
representative of the community of Lok Sabha.

3. To develop the scientific temper and spirit of
inquiry

3. It can derive benefits from the Prime Minister’s

4. To strive towards excellence in all spheres of
individual and collective activity.

15-Point Programme.
Select the correct answer using the codes given

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) Only 2

In India, if a religious sect/community is given

below:
1, 2 and 3

(c) 1, 3 and 4 only

(a)

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

(b) Only 1

(c) 1 and 2 only
(d) 2 and 3 only

DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES OF STATE POLICY (DPSP)
1.

Which principle among the following was added to
the Directive Principles of State Policy by the 42nd
Amendment to the constitution?
(a)

4.

(a)

Equal pay for equal work for both men and
women

Right to work, education and public assistance

(d) Securing living wage and human conditions of
work to workers
2.

(c)

5.

(c)

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Consider the following statements regarding the
Directive Principles of State Policy:
1. The Principles spell out the socio-economic
democracy in the country.
2. The provisions contained in these Principles are
not enforceable by any court.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
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Directive Principles of state Policy

(d) Fundamental Rights and Fundamental Duties

2. executive function

3.

Fundamental Rights

(b) Fundamental Duties

1. legislative function

(b) 2 only

According to the Constitution of India, which of the
following are fundamental for the governance of
the country?
(a)

With reference to the Constitution of India, the Directive
Principles of State Policy constitute limitations upon

1 only

Fundamental Rights

(d) Seventh Schedule

Consider the following statements:

(a)

Preamble

(b) Directive Principles of State Policy

(b) Participation of workers in the management of
industries
(c)

The ideal of ‘Welfare State’ in the Indian
Constitution is enshrined in its

6.

Consider the following provisions under the
Directive Principles of State Policy as enshrined in
the Constitution of India:
1. Securing for citizens of India a uniform civil
code
2. Organising village panchayats
3. Promoting cottage industries in rural areas
4. Securing for all the workers reasonable leisure
and cultural opportunities.
Which of the above are the Gandhian Principles
that are reflected in the Directive Principles of State
Policy?
1, 2 and 4 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(a)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 1, 3 and 4 only
(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
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FUNDAMENTAL DUTIES
1.

(b) Directive Principles of State Policy

Which of the following statements is/are true of
the Fundamental Duties of an Indian citizen?

(c)

1. A legislative process has been provided to
enforce these duties.
2. They are, correlative to legal duties.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
2.

(d) Fundamental Duties
3.

Under the Constitution of India, which one of the
following is not a fundamental duty?

(c) Both 1 and 2

(a)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) To develop the scientific temper

“To uphold and protect the Sovereignty, Unity and
Integrity of India” is a provision made in the
(a)

Fundamental Rights

(c)

To vote in public elections
To safeguard public property

(d) To abide by me Constitution and respect its
ideals

Preamble of the Constitution

SYSTEM OF GOVERNANCE
1.

If the president of India exercise his power as
provided under article 356 of the constitution in
respect of a particular state, then
(a)

2.

consequences of the proclamation of the President’s
rule in a State?

The assembly of the state is automatically
dissolved.

1. Dissolution of the State Legislative Assembly
2. Removal of the Council of Ministers in the State

(b) The powers of the legislature of that state shall
be exercisable by or under the authority of the
parliament.
(c)

Which of the following are not necessarily the

3. Dissolution of the local bodies
Select the correct answer using the code given below:

Article 19 is suspended in that state.

(a)

(d) The president can make laws relating to that
state.

1 and 2 only

(b) 1 and 3 only

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

UNION EXECUTIVE
1.

With reference to the election of the president of
India, consider the following statements.
1. The value of the vote of each MLA varies from
state to state.
2. The value of the vote of MPs of the LokSabha is
more than the value of the vote of MPs

of the

RajyaSabha.

1 only

(b) 2 only

Consider the following statements:
1. The Executive Power of the Union of India is
vested in the Prime Minister.
2. The Prime Minister is the ex-oﬃcio Chairman of
the Civil Services Board.
Choose the Exp :
(a)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

2.

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(c)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Both 1 and 2
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3.

(b) need not necessarily be a member of one of the

Which of the following is / are the function/
functions of the Cabinet Secretariat?

Houses of the Parliament but must become a

1. Preparation of agenda for Cabinet Meetings

member of the Lok Sabha within six months

2. Secretarial assistance to Cabinet Committees

(c)

3. Allocation of financial resources to the Ministries

parliament

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
4.

(d) must be a member of the Lok Sabha

(c) 1 and 2 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

6.

According to the Constitution of India, it is the duty
of the President of India to cause to be laid before

Consider the following statements:

the Parliament which of the following?

1. The Council of Ministers in the Centre shall be
collectively responsible to the Parliament.

1. The Recommendations of the Union Finance

2. The Union Ministers shall hold the oﬃce during
the pleasure of the President of India.

Commission
2. The Report of the Public Accounts Committee

3. The Prime Minister shall communicate to the
President about the proposals for Legislation.

3. The Report of the Comptroller and Auditor

Choose the Exp :
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
5.

General
(c) 1 and 3 only

4. The Report of the National Commission for the

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Scheduled Castes
Select the correct answer the using the codes given

The Prime Minister of India, at the time of his/ her
appointment
(a)

must be a member of one of the Houses of the

below:

need not necessarily be a member of one of the
Houses of the Parliament but must become a
member of one of the Houses within six months

(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 4 only

(c) 1, 3 and 4 only
(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

UNION LEGISLATURE
1.

Consider the following statements:

3. Finance Commission
4. Financial
Sector
Commission

1. The Parliament (Prevention of Disqualification)
Act, 1959 exempts several posts from
disqualification on the grounds of ‘Oﬃce of
Profit’.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
2.

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

In India, which of the following review
the independent regulators in sectors like
telecommunications, insurance, electricity, etc.?
1. Ad Hoc Committees set up by the Parliament
2. Parliamentary Department Related Standing
Committees
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Reforms

5. NITI Aayog
Select the correct answer using the code given below:

2. The above-mentioned Act was amended five
times.
3. The term ‘Oﬃce of Profit’ is well- defined in the
Constitution of India.

Legislative

(a)

1 and 2

(b) 1, 3 and 4
1.

(c) 3, 4 and 5
(d) 2 and 5

With reference to the Parliament of India which
of the following Parliamentary Committees
scrutinizes and reports to the House whether the
powers to make regulations, rules, sub rules, bylaws, etc. conferred by the Constitution or delegated
by the Parliament are being properly exercised by
the Executive within the scope of such delegation?
(a)

Committee on Government Assurances

(b) Committee on Subordinate Legislation
(c)

Rules Committee

(d) Business Advisory Committee
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Consider the following statements:

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

1. The Speakers of the Legislative Assembly shall
vacate his/her oﬃce if he/she ceases to be a
member of the Assembly
2. Whenever the legislative assembly is dissolved,
the speaker shall vacate his/her oﬃce
immediately.

(a)

(b) 2 only
7.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
3.

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(c)

8.

A Money Bill is concerned with the appropriation
of moneys out of the contingency fund of India.

(c)

1. In the first LokSabha, the single largest party in
the opposition was the Swatantra Party.

9.

1 and 3 only

5.

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. According to the provisions laid down in the
Constitution of India, in Lok Sabha, the Speaker’s
post goes to the majority party and the Deputy
Speaker’s to the Opposition.

The Parliament of India exercises control over the
functions of the Council of Ministers through
1. Adjournment motion

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

2. Question hour

(a)

3. Supplementary questions
1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
6.

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 2 and 3 only

With reference to the Parliament of India, consider
the following statements:
1. A private member’s bill is a bill presented by a
Member of Parliament who is not elected but
only nominated by the President of India.
2. Recently, a private member’s bill has been passed
in the Parliament of India for the first time in its
history.

1 only

(b) 2 only

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

Consider the following statements:
1. In the election for Lok Sabha or State Assembly,
the winning candidate must get at least 50 percent
of the votes polled, to be declared elected.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(b) 2 only

A mechanism of parliamentary democracy
for ensuring collective responsibility of the
Government to the people.

(d) A device for strengthening the hands of the head
of the Government whose hold over the people is
in a state of decline.

2. In the LokSabha, a “Leader of the Opposition”
was recognised for the first time in 1969.

(a)

An arrangement for minimizing the criticism
against the Government whose responsibilities are
complex and hard to carry out to the satisfaction
of all.

(b) A mechanism for speeding up the activities of the
Government whose responsibilities are increasing
day by day.

Consider the following statements:

3. In the LokSabha, if a party does not have a
minimum of 75 members, its leader cannot be
recognized as the Leader of the Opposition.

Any citizen of India whose name appears in the
electoral roll of a constituency.

Out of the following statements, choose the one that
brings out the principle underlying the “Cabinet
form of Government:”
(a)

(d) A Money Bill deals with the regulation of
borrowing of money or giving any guarantee by
the government of India.
4.

Anyone residing in India.

(d) Any citizen of India.

(b) A Money Bill has provisions for the custody of
the consolidated fund of India or the contingency
fund of India.
(c)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) A resident of the constituency from which the
election is to be contested.

(c) Both 1 and 2

A bill shall be deemed to be a Money Bill if it
contains only provisions relating to imposition,
abolition, remission, alteration or regulation of
any tax.

(c) Both 1 and 2

For election to the Lok Sabha, a nomination paper
can be filed by
(a)

Regarding Money Bill, which of the following
statements in not correct?
(a)

1 only

10.

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Which of the following statements is/are correct?
1. A bill pending in the Lok Sabha lapses on its
prorogation.
2. A bill pending in the Rajya Sabha, which has not
been passed by the Lok Sabha, shall not lapse on
dissolution of the Lok Sabha.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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11.

The Parliament of India acquires the power to
legislate on any item in the State List in the national
interest if a resolution to that effect is passed by
the
(a)

Which of the statements given above is / are correct?
(a)

LokSabha by a simple majority of its total
membership

(b) LokSabha by a majority of not less than two-thirds
of its total membership
(c)

2. A Motion of No-Confidence can be introduced in
the Lok Sabha only.

(b) 2 only
16.

RajyaSabha by a simple majority of its total
membership

(c)

2. The Rajya Sabha cannot vote on the Demands for
Grants.

(d) The Lok Sabha cannot consider the bill further

(a)

Only 1

(b) 1 and 2 only

17.

(c) 2 and 3 only

Consider the following statements:

2. If such an amendment seeks to make changes
in the federal character of the Constitution, the
amendment also requires to be ratified by the
legislature of all the States of India.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

A simple majority of members present and
voting

(a)

(b) Three-fourths majority of members present and
voting
Two-thirds majority of the Houses

The president may call a joint sitting for passing
the Bill

1. An amendment to the Constitution of India can
be initiated by an introduction of a bill in the Lok
Sabha only.

When a bill is referred to a joint sitting of both the
Houses of the Parliament, it has to be passed by
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

The Parliament can make any law for whole or
any part of India for implementing international
treaties:

With reference to the Union Government, consider
the following statements:

(a)

1. The Department of Revenue is responsible for the
preparation of Union Budget that is presented to
the Parliament.

(c)

2. No amount can be withdrawn from the
Consolidated Fund of India without the
authorization from the Parliament of India.
3. All the disbursements made from Public Account
also need the authorization from the Parliament
of India.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 2 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Consider the following statements regarding a NoConfidence Motion in India:
1. There is no mention of a No-Confidence Motion
in the Constitution of India.
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18.

(c) Both 1 and 2

(d) Absolute majority of the Houses

(c)

15.

The Lok Sabha may send the bill to the Rajya
Sabha for reconsideration

1. The Rajya Sabha has no power either to reject or
to amend a Money Bill.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

14.

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) The Lok Sabha may still proceed with the bill,
accepting or not accepting the recommendations
of the Rajya Sabha

Consider the following statements:

3. The Rajya Sabha cannot discuss the Annual
Financial Statement.

13.

(c) Both 1 and 2

What will follow if the money bill is substantially
amended by the Rajya Sabha?
(a)

(d) RajyaSabha by a majority of not less than twothirds of its members present and voting
12.

1 only

with the consent of all the States

(b) with the consent of the majority of States
with the consent of the States concerned

(d) without the consent of any State
19.

Consider
the
following
statements:
The
Parliamentary Committee on Public Accounts
(PAC)
1. Consists of not more than 25 Members of the Lok
Sabha
2. Scrutinizes appropriation and finance accounts
of Government
3. Examines the report of the Comptroller and
Auditor General of India.
Which of the statements given above is / are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 3 only
(d) 1 2 and 3
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Consider the following statements:

24.

1. The Chairman and the Deputy Chairman of the
Rajya Sabha are not the members of that House.

1. Placing Annual Financial Statement before the
Parliament

2. While the nominated members of the two Houses
of the Parliament have no voting right in the
presidential election, they have the right to vote
in the election of the Vice President.

2. Withdrawal of moneys from Consolidated Fund
of India only after passing the Appropriation
Bill

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
21.

3. Provisions of supplementary grants and vote-onaccount

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

4. A periodic or at least a mid-year review
of programme of the Government against
macroeconomic forecasts and expenditure by a
Parliamentary Budget Oﬃce.

In the Parliament of India, the purpose of an
adjournment motion is
(a)

To allow a discussion on a definite matter of
urgent public importance

5. Introducing Finance Bill in the Parliament
Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

(b) To let opposition members collect information
from the ministers
(c)

To allow a reduction of specific amount in demand
for grant

(d) To postpone the proceedings to check the
inappropriate or violent behaviour on the part of
some members
22.

(a)

25.

3. Constitution Amendment Bill
Select the correct answer using the codes given
below.
(a)

23.

26.

(c) 1, 2 and 3
(d) None

(c)

To amend the election procedure of the President
and to determine the pension of the President
after his/her retirement

(d) To determine the functions of the Election
Commission and to determine the number of
Election Commissioners.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

What is the difference between “vote-on-account”
and “interim budget”?

2. A “vote-on-account” only deals with the
expenditure in Government’s budget, while an
“internal budget” includes both expenditure and
receipts.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

To change the existing territory of a State and to
change the name of a State.

(b) To pass a resolution empowering the Parliament
to make laws in the State List and to create one or
more All India Services

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. The provision of a “vote-on-account” is used by a
Regular Government, while an “interim budget”
is a provision used by a caretaker Government.

Which of the following special powers have been
conferred on the Rajya Sabha by the Constitution
of India?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

Which of the above statements given above is/are
correct?
(b) Only 3

A deadlock between the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha
calls for a joint sitting of the parliament during the
passage of:
2. Money Bill

2. She/he need not be a member of the house at
the time of his/her election but has to become
a member of the House within six months from
the date of his/her election

1 and 2 only

(c) 3, 4 and 5 only
(d) 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

1. Ordinary Legislation

1. She/he holds the oﬃce during the pleasure of the
President

(a)

1, 2, 3 and 5 only

(b) 1, 2 and 4 only

Regarding the oﬃce of the Lok Sabha speaker
consider the following statements:

3. If he/she intends to resign the letter of his/her
resignation has to be addressed to the Deputy
Speaker.

Which of the following are the methods of
Parliamentary control over public finance in
India?

(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
27.

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

The authorization for the withdrawal of funds from
the Consolidated Fund of India must come from
(a)

The President of India

(b) The Parliament of India
(c)

The Prime Minister of India

(d) The Union Finance Minister
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28.

All revenues received by the Union. Government
by way of taxes and other receipts for the conduct
of Government business are credited to the:
(a)

29.

The Union Finance Minister is asked to resign,

(d) The Prime Minister submits the resignation of
Council of Ministers

Contingency Fund of India

(b) Public Account
(c)

(c)

30.

Consolidated Fund of India

Which one of the following is responsible for the
preparation and presentation of Union Budget to

(d) Deposits and Advances Fund

the Parliament?

When the annual Union Budget is not passed by the
LokSabha

(a)

(a)

Department of Financial Services

(b) Department of Economic Affairs

The Budget is modified and presented again

(c)

(b) The Budget is referred to the RajyaSabha for
suggestions

Department of Expenditure

(d) Department of Revenue

STATE EXECUTIVE
1.

Which one of the following suggested that the
Governor should be an eminent person from
outside the State and should be a detached figure
without intense political links or should not have
taken part in politics in the recent past?
(a)

3.

1. Sending a report to the President of India for
imposing the President’s rule
2. Appointing the Ministers

First Administrative Reforms Commission (1966)

3. Reserving certain bills passed by the State
Legislature for consideration of the President of
India

(b) Rajamannar Committee (1969)
(c)

Sarkaria Commission (1983)

(d) National Commission to Review the Working of
the Constitution (2000)
1.

4. Making the rules to conduct the business of the
State Government

Consider the following statements:

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

1. No criminal proceedings shall be instituted
against the Governor of a State in any court
during his term of oﬃce.
2. The emoluments and allowance of the Governor
of a State shall not be diminished during his
term of oﬃce.

Which of the following are the discretionary
powers given to the Governor of a State?

(a)

(b) 1 and 3 only
4.

Only 1

(b) Only 2
2.

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Consider the following statements:
1. The Chief Secretary in a State is appointed by the
Governor of that State.
2. The Chief Secretary in a State has a fixed tenure
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

Only 1

(b) Only 2
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(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(c) 2, 3 and 4 only
(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

Which one of the following statements is correct?
(a)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 2 only

In India, the same person cannot be appointed
as Governor for two or more States at the same
time

(b) The Judges of the High Court of the States in India
are appointed by the Governor of the State just as
the Judges of the Supreme Court are appointed by
the President
(c)

No procedure has been laid down in the
Constitution of India for the removal of a Governor
from his/her post

(d) In the case of a Union Territory having a legislative
setup, the Chief Minister is appointed by the Lt.
Governor on the basis of majority support
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STATE LEGISLATURE
1.

With reference to the Legislative Assembly of a
State in India, consider the following statements:

1.

1. The Legislative Council of a State in India can

1. The governor makes a customary address to
members of the house at the commencement of
the first session of the year.

be larger in size than half of the Legislative
Assembly of that particular State.

2. When a State Legislature does not have a rule on
a particular matter, it follows the Lok Sabha rule
on that matter.

2. The Governor of a State nominates the Chairman
of Legislative Council of that particular State.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

Consider the following statements:

Only 1

(c) Both 1 and 2

(a)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) Only 2

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
1.

Local self-government can be best explained as an
exercise in
(a)

2. Political accountability
3. Democratic decentralization

Federalism

4. Financial mobilization

(b) Democratic decentralization
(c)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

Administrative delegation

(a)

(d) Direct democracy
2.

(b) 2 and 4 only

Consider the following statements:
1. The minimum age prescribed for any person to
be a member of Panchayat is 25 years.

5.

2. A Panchayat reconstituted after premature
dissolution continues only for the remainder
period.
Only 1

(b) Only 2
3.

2. The Act allows local social activists as mediators
/ reconciliators.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

Only 1

(b) Only 2
4.

(c)

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

The fundamental object of Panchayati Raj system
is to ensure which among the following?
1. People’s participation in development

To provide self-governance
To create autonomous regions in tribal areas

(d) To free tribal people from exploitation

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

1. As per the Act, Gram Nyayalayas can hear only
civil cases and not criminal cases

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

(b) To recognize traditional rights

(c) Both 1 and 2

With reference to the ‘Gram Nyayalaya Act’, which
of the following statements is/are correct?

(c) 1 and 3 only

The Government enacted the Panchayat Extension
to Scheduled Areas (PESA) Act in 1996. Which one
of the following is not identified as its objective?
(a)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1, 2 and 3 only

6.

The Constitution (Seventy-Third Amendment) Act,
1992, which aims at promoting the Panchayati Raj
Institutions in the country, provides for which of
the following?
1. Constitution of District Planning Committees.
2. State Election Commissions to conduct all
panchayat elections.
3. Establishment of State Finance Commissions.
Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
(a)

Only 1

(b) 1 and 2 only

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
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UNION TERRITORIES AND SPECIAL AREAS
1.

2. It is within the purview of the Chief Election

The provisions in Fifth Schedule and Sixth Schedule
in the Constitution of India are made in order to
(a)

Commissioner

protect the interests of Scheduled Tribes

the

election

3. According to the constitution of India, parliament

determine the powers, authority and
responsibilities of Panchayats

consists of Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabah only

(d) protect the interests of all the border States
2.

adjudicate

disputes

(b) determine the boundaries between States
(c)

to

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Consider the following statements:
1. Union territories are not presented in the Rajya
Sabah

(a)

Only 1

(c) 1 and 3 only

(b)

2 and 3

(d) None

THE JUDICIARY
1.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Consider the following statements:
1. The 44th Amendment to the Constitution of India
introduced an Article placing the election of the
Prime Minister beyond judicial review.
2. The Supreme Court of India struck down the 99th
Amendment to the Constitution of India as being
violative of the independence of judiciary.

(a)

(b) 3 only
3.

1 only
Both 1 and 2

(a)

Consider the following statements:
1. The motion to impeach a Judge of the Supreme
Court of India cannot be rejected by the Speaker
of the Lok Sabha as per the Judges (Inquiry) Act,
1968.

4. If the motion for the impeachment of a Judge is
taken up for voting, the law requires the motion
to be backed by each House of the Parliament
and supported by a majority of total membership
of that House and by not less than two-thirds of
total members of that House present and voting.
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1 only

(b) 2 only
4.

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Who/Which of the following is the custodian of the
Constitution of India?
(a)

2. The Constitution of India defines and gives
details of what constitutes ‘incapacity and proved
misbehaviour’ of the Judges of the Supreme
Court of India.
3. The details of the process of impeachment of the
Judges of the Supreme Court of India are given in
the Judges (Inquiry) Act, 1968.

With reference to the Constitution of India,
consider the following statements:

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

(d) Neither 1 nor 2
2.

(d) 1, 3 and 4

2. An amendment to the Constitution of India
cannot be called into question by the Supreme
Court of India.

(b) 2 only
(c)

(c) 3 and 4 only

1. No High Court shall have the jurisdiction to
declare any central law to be constitutionally
invalid.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 2

The President of India

(b) The Prime Minister of India
(c)

The Lok Sabha Secretariat

(d) The Supreme Court of India
5.

The power of the Supreme Court of India to decide
disputes between the Centre and the States falls
under its
(a)

Advisory jurisdiction

(b) Appellate jurisdiction
(c)

Original jurisdiction

(d) writ jurisdiction
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The power to increase the number of judges in the
Supreme Court of India is vested in
(a)

Choose the Correct options:
(a)

The President of India

(b) 3 and 4 only

(b) The Parliament
(c)

The Chief Justice of India

9.

(d) The Law Commission
7.

3. Only if the matters relate to the Fundamental
Rights of the citizens.

3. A dispute between the Government of India and
Union Territory

Choose the Exp :

4. A dispute between two or more States.

(a)

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
(b) 2 and 3

(d) 3 and 4

8.

Consider the following statements :

2. If he seeks such an advice.

2. A dispute regarding elections to either House of
the parliament or that of Legislature of a State

(c) 1 and 4

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

1. On its own initiative (on any matter of larger
public interest).

1. Dispute between the Government of India and
one or more States

1 and 2

(c) Only 4

The Supreme Court of India tenders advice to the
President of India on matters of law or fact

Which of the following are included in the original
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court?

(a)

1 and 3 only

Only 1

(b) Only 2
10.

What is the provision to safeguard the autonomy
of the supreme court of India?

(d) 1 and 2

With reference to Lok Adalats, which of the
following statements is correct?
(a)

1. While appointing the Supreme Court judges, the
president of India has to consult the CJI.

(c) Only 3

Lok Adalats have the jurisdiction to settle the
matters at pre-litigative stage and not those
matters pending before any court

(b) Lok Adalats can deal with matters which are civil
and not criminal in nature

2. The SC judges can be removed by the CJI only
3. The salaries of judges are charged on the
consolidated fund of India to which the legislature
does not have to vote.

(c)

4. All appointments of oﬃcers and staffs of the SC
are made by the govt only after CJI

Every Lok Adalat consists of either serving or
retired judicial oﬃcers only and not any other
person

(d) None of the statements given above is correct

CONSTITUTIONAL AND NON-CONSTITUTIONAL BODIES
1.

Consider the following statements:

(a)

1. The Election Commission of India is a fivemember body.
2. Union Ministry of Home Affairs decides the
election schedule for the conduct of both general
elections and bye-elections.
3. Election Commission resolves the disputes
relating to splits/mergers of recognized political
parties.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only
2.

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 3 only

The Government of India has established NITI
Aayog to replace the :

Human Rights Commission

(b) Finance Commission
(c)

Law Commission

(d) Planning Commission
3.

What is the importance of the oﬃce of the CAG?
1. CAG exercises exchequer control on behalf of the
parliament when the president of India declares
national emergency/ financial emergency
2. CAG reports on the execution of projects or
programmes by the ministries are discussed by
the PAC/
3. Information form CAG reports can be used by
investigating agencies to press charges against
those who have violated the law while managing
public finances.
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4. While dealing with audit and accounting of govt.
companies. CAG has certain judicial powers for
prosecuting those who violate the law.

(c)

1, 3 and 4 only

(b) 2 only
4.

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

5.

With reference to the Finance Commission of India,
which of the following statements is correct?
(a)

transparency

in

financial

(d) None of the statements (a), (b) and (c) given above
is correct in this context

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)

It
ensures
administration

Who of the following shall cause every
recommendations made by the Finance Commission
to be laid before each House of Parliament?
(a)

It encourages the inflow of foreign capital for
infrastructure development

The President of India

(b) The Speaker of Lok Sabha
(c)

(b) It facilitates the proper distribution of finances
among the Public Sector Undertakings

The Prime Minister of India

(d) The Union Finance Minister

GOVERNANCE
1.

Consider the following statements:

2. As per the RTE Act, for teaching primary classes, a
candidate is required to pass a Teacher Eligibility
Test conducted in accordance with the National
Council of Teacher Education Guidelines.

1. Aadhaar card can be used as a proof of citizenship
or domicile.
2. Once issued, Aadhaar number cannot be
deactivated or omitted by the Issuing Authority.

3. In India, more than 90% of teacher education
institutions are directly under the State
Governments.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
2.

(c) Both 1 and 2

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

(b) 2 only

Consider the following statements:
1. The food Safety and Standard Act, 2006 replaced
the Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 195

5.

2. The Food Safety and Standards Authority of
India (FSSAI) is under the charge of Director
General of Health Services in the Union Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare.
1 only

(b) 2 only
3.

ILO

(b) IMF
4.

(c) Both 1 and 2

1. As per the Right to Education (RTE) Act, to
be eligible for appointment as a teacher
in
a State, a person would be required to posses
the minimum qualification laid down by the
concerned State council of Teacher Education.
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Connect many of our villages to the internet and
bring WiFi to many of our schools, public places
and major tourist centers.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

(c) UNCTAD

Consider the following statements:

Which of the following is/are the aim/aims of
“Digital India” plan of the Government of India?

3.

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(d) WTO

(d) 3 only

2. Established a policy framework to encourage
overseas multinational corporations that collect
big data to build their large data centers within
our national geographical boundaries.

India enacted The Geographical indicates of Goods
(Registration and Protection) Act, 1999 in order to
comply with the obligations to
(a)

(c) 1 and 3

1. Formation of India’s own Internet companies
like china did.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 2 only

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
6.

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

With reference to digital payments, consider the
following statements :
1. BHIM app allows the user to transfer money to
anyone with a UPI-enabled bank account.
2. While a chip-pin debit card has four factors of
authentication, BHIM app has only two factors
of authentication.
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Which of the statements given above is/ are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
7.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

(b) 1, 2 and 3 only

With reference to the ‘Prohibition of Benami
Property Transactions Act, 1988 (PBPT Act)’,
consider the following statements:

11.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

(d) 2 and 3 only

8.

2 only

(c) 1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only

(d) 2 and 3 only

(a)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(b) 2 only

What is the purpose of Vidyanjali Yojana’?

3. To encourage voluntary monetary contributions
from private individuals and organizations so
as to improve the infrastructure facilities for
primary and secondary schools.

3. The Act provides for three authorities for
investigations but does not provide for any
appellate mechanism.
(c) 1 and 3 only
12.

With reference to ‘National Skills Qualification
Framework (NSQF)’, which of the statements given
below is/are correct?

What is the aim of the programme ‘Unnat Bharat
Abhiyan’?
(a)

1. Under NSQF, a learner can acquire the
certification for competency only through formal
learning.

(c)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
1 only

(b) 2 only
9.

(c) Both 1 and 2

1. National Career Service is an initiative of
the Department of Personnel and Training,
Government of India.

13.

(b) 2 only
10.

(c)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

1. To create awareness relating to malnutrition
among pregnant women and lactating mothers.
2. To reduce the incidence of anaemia among young
children, adolescent girls and women.

FDI inflows will drastically increase.

(d) Direct transfer of subsidies to poor people will
become very effective.

(c) Both 1 and 2

Which of the following are the objectives of
‘National Nutrition Mission’?

Mobile wallets will not be necessary for online
payments.

(b) Digital currency will totally replace the physical
currency in about two decades.

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
1 only

Which of the following is a most likely consequence
of implementing the ‘Unified Payments Interface
(UPI)’?
(a)

2. National Career Service has been launched in
a Mission Mode to improve the employment
opportunities to uneducated youth of the
country.
(a)

Strengthening
India’s
scientific
regearch
institutions in order to make India a scientific and
technological Power.

(d) Developing human capital by allocating special
funds for health- care and education of rural and
urban poor, and organizing skill development
programmes and vocational training for them.

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Consider the following in respect of ‘National
Career Service’ :

Achieving
100%
literacy
by
promoting
collaboration between voluntary organizations
and , government’s education system and local
communities.

(b) Connecting institutions of higher education
with local communities to address development
challenges through appropriate techhologies.

2. An outcome expected from the implementation
of NSQF is the mobility between vocational and
general education:
(a)

(d) 3 and 4 only

2. To increase the quality of education provided
in government schools by taking help from the
private sector and the community.

2. Properties held benami are liable for confiscation
by the Government

1 only

(c) 1, 2 and 4 only

1. To enable the famous foreign campuses in India.

1. A property transaction is not treated as a benami
transaction if the owner of the property is not
aware of the transaction.

(a)

1 and 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

14.

Regarding DigiLocker, sometimes seen in the news,
which of the following statements is/are correct?
1. It is a digital locker system offered by the
Government under Digital India Programme.
2. It allows you to access your e-documents
irrespective of your physical location.
Select the correct answer using the code given below.

3. To promote the consumption of millets, coarse
cereals and unpolished rice.

(a)

4. To promote the consumption of poultry eggs.

(b) 2 only

1 only

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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15.

What is/are the purpose of ‘District Mineral
Foundations” in India?

2. Poor, small, marginal and tribal farmers have
larger stake in this scheme.

1. Promoting mineral explorative activities in
mineral-rich districts

3. An important objective of the scheme is to
encourage farmers of commercial crops to shift
to millet cultivation by offering them free kits of
critical inputs of nutrients and micro-irrigation
equipment.

2. Protecting the interests of the persons affected
by mining operations
3. Authorizing State Governments to issue licenses
for mineral exploration

Select the correct answer using the code given below.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) Only 2
16.

(a)

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

20.

‘Rashtriya Garima Abhiyaan’ is a national campaign
to
(a)

Rehabilitate the homeless and destitute persons
and provide then with suitable sources of
livelihood

Eradicate the practice of manual scavenging and
rehabilitate the manual scavengers

With reference to pre-packaged items in India, it
is mandatory to the manufacturer to put which
of the following information on the main label, as
per the Food Safety and Standards (Packaging and
Labeling) Regulations, 2011?

Ministry of Agriculture

2. Desert Development :
Programme

Ministry of
Environment and
Forests

3. National Watershed :
Development

Ministry of Rural
Development

(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) Only 3
21.

(c) 1, 2 and 3
(d) None

What are the benefits of implementing the
‘Integrated Watershed Development Programme’?
1. Prevention of soil runoff
2. Linking the country’s perennial rivers with
seasonal rivers
3. Rainwater
harvesting
groundwater table

2. Nutrition information

and

recharge

of

3. Recommendations, if any made by the medical
profession about the possibility of any allergic
reactions

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

4. Vegetarian/non-vegetarian

(a)

4. Regeneration of natural vegetation

(a)

1, 2 and 3

(b) 2, 3 and 4

(c) 1, 2 and 4

Mission
Indradhanush’
launched
Government of India pertains to
(a)

22.

(d) 1 and 4 Only
by

4. The Union Ministry of Urban Development
5. The Parliament
Select the correct answer using the code given below:

(d) New Educational policy
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Which of the following are associated with
‘Planning’ in India?

3. The Union Ministry of Rural Development

India’ own search for the Earth-like planets in
outer space

1. This initiative aims to demonstrate the improved
production and post-harvest technologies, and
to demonstrate value addition techniques, in an
integrated manner, with cluster approach.

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

2. The National Development Council

Immunization of children and pregnant women

With reference to ‘Initiative for Nutritional
Security through intensive Millets Promotion’,
which of the following statements is/are correct?

(c) 1, 3 and 4 only

1. The Finance Commission

the

(b) Construction of smart cities across the country
(c)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only

Select the correct answer using the code given below

19.

Ministry
:

Which of the above pairs are correct:

1. List of ingredients including additives

18.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Consider the following pairs :
1. Drought-Prone
Area Programme

(d) Release the bonded labourers free their bondage
and rehabilitate them
17.

(c) 1 and 2 only

Programme/ Project

(b) Release the sex workers from the practice
and provide them with alternative sources of
livelihood
(c)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(a)

1, 2 and 5 only

(b) 1, 3 and 4 only
23.

(c) 2 and 5 only
(d) 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

Which of the following bodies does not/do not find
mention in the Constitution?
1. National Development Council
2. Planning Commission
3. Zonal Councils
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Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) Only 2
24.

28.

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. Right to healthy environment, construed as a
part of Right to life under Article 2

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Who among the following constitute the National
Development Council?

2. Provision of grants for raising the level of
administration in the Scheduled Areas for
the welfare of Scheduled Tribes under Article
275(1).

1. The Prime Minister
2. The Chairman, Finance Commission
3. Ministers of the Union Cabinet

3. Powers and functions of Gram Sabha as
mentioned under Article 243(A).

4. Chief Ministers of the States
Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

1, 2 and 3 only

(c) 2 and 4 only

(a)

(b) 1, 3 and 4 only

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

(b) 2 and 3 only

(a)

25.

Consider the following statements:
1. National Development Council is an organ of the
Planning Commission.

29.

2. The Economic and Social Planning is kept in the
Concurrent List in the Constitution of India.

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only

(a)

30.

27.

2. Gram Sabha has the ownership of minor forest
produce.
3. Recommendation of Gram Sabha is required for
granting prospecting license or mining lease for
any mineral in the Scheduled Areas.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

Only 1

(b) 1 and 2 only

Consider the following:

3. Right to food.
Which of the above is/are Human Right/Human Rights
under “Universal Declaration of Human Rights”?

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

1. Gram Sabha has the power to prevent alienation
of land in the Scheduled Areas.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. Right to equal access to public service.

(c) Both 1 and 2

In the areas covered under the Panchayat
(Extension to the Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996, what
is the role/power of Gram Sabha?

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. Right to education.

Which of the statements given above is / are correct?
(b) 2 only

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only

2. It issues guidelines for the State Legal Services
Authorities to implement the legal programs and
schemes throughout the country.
1 only

With reference to consumer’s rights / privileges
under the provision of law in India which of the
following statements correct?

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

(d) 1, 2 and 3

With reference to National Legal Services Authority,
consider the following statements:

(a)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

3. In case of death of consumer, his/her legal heir
can file a complaint in the consumer forum on
his/her behalf.

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. Its objective is to provide free and competent
legal services to the weaker sections of the society
on the basis of equal opportunity .

(c) 1 and 3 only

2. When consumer files a complaint in any
consumer forum, no fee is required to be paid.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

Only 1

1. Consumer are empowered to take samples for
food testing

3. The Constitution of India prescribes that
Panchayats should be assigned the task of
preparation of plans for economic development
and social justice.

26.

The National Green Tribunal Act, 2010 was
enacted in consonance with which of the following
provisions of the Constitution of India?

(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) Only 1
31.

(c) 1, 2 and 3
(d) Only 3

With reference to the Constitution of India,
consider the following:
1. Fundamental rights
2. Fundamental Duties
3. Directive Principles of State Policy
Which of the above provisions of the Constitution of
India is/are fulfilled by the National Social Assistance
Programme launched by the government of India?
Only 1

(c) 2 and 3 only

(a)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(b) Only 3

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
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32.

In the context of governance, consider the
following:

Which of the above can be used as measures to control
the fiscal deficit in India?

1. Encouraging Foreign Direct Investment inflows

(a)

2. Privatization of higher educational Institutions

(b) 2, 3 and 4

3. Down-sizing of bureaucracy
4. Selling/oﬄoading the shares of Public Sector
Undertakings
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(c)

1, 2 and 3
1, 2 and 4

(d) 3 and 4 only

POLITY & GOVERNANCE
PREVIOUS YEAR QUESTIONS

EVOLUTION OF THE CONSTITUTION
1.

Exp : (b)


The directive principles are like instruments of instructions which were issued to the Governor General and
Governors of colonies of India by the British Government under the 1935 Act under the Draft Constitution.



It was proposed to issue such instructions to the president and governors. The text of these instruments of the
instructions is found in Schedule IV to the Constitution of India.

SALIENT FEATURES OF INDIAN CONSTITUTION
1.

Exp. (a)


2.

Ninth Schedule was introduced by 1st constitutional
amendment and this was under reign of Nehru.

4.

Exp. (b)


Exp. (b)
Fifth Schedule

3.



The key objective is to provide protection to
the tribals living in the Scheduled Areas from
alienation of their lands and natural resources to
non-tribals.



In these areas, the Governor has been given
plenary powers as far as their administration is
concerned.



Under this schedule the transfer of tribal land to
private parties for mining be declared null and void



The executive power of the Union extends to
the giving of directions to the State as to the
administration of these areas.



Governor of these states need make report to the
President annually or as needed by President
regarding the administration of the Scheduled
Areas in that State.

5.

Exp :(b)


Option (b) is a appropriate choice because it was
a statement made by John Locke. He, in Second
Treatise of Civil Government, wrote: “where
there is no law, there is no freedom” In 1689, he
also wrote that “the end of law is not to abolish or
restrain, but to preserve and enlarge freedom.” No
law would give LICENSCE (Unregulated liberty).
Therefore, B is correct.



But, then such statements are not to be considered
objective realities. If there are no laws, there can be
either complete liberty, because nothing restricts
the actions of citizens, or NO liberty because then
lawlessness can heavily curtail liberty. It really
depends. It is an extreme statement to say that

Exp. (d)


Option (a) and (b) entail negative conception of
liberty and have minimalist overtone. Option (c)
is related to anarchy and lawlessness. Option (D)
provides for positive conception of liberty that our
constitution provides for. Provision of reservation,
protection of minority rights etc. provide for
creating an enabling atmosphere where individual
can develop themselves fully.

“One of the important instances of application
by the Supreme Court of Article 142 was in the
Union Carbide case — relating to the victims of the
Bhopal gas tragedy — where the Court felt a need
to deviate from existing law to bring relief to the
thousands of persons affected by the gas leak. In
this judgment, the Supreme Court, while awarding
compensation of $470 million to the victims, went
to the extent of saying that to do complete justice, it
could even override the laws made by Parliament
by holding that, “prohibitions or limitations or
provisions contained in ordinary laws cannot,
ipso facto, act as prohibitions or limitations on
the constitutional powers under Article 142.” By
this statement the Supreme Court of India placed
itself above the laws made by Parliament or the
legislatures of the States.”
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when there are no laws, there is no liberty (Can we
say there is no liberty in a Jungle?) There can be
liberty despite the absence of laws.
6.



Equality has three Basic elements:

Exp :(a)








7.

Once a law is enacted and included in the Ninth
Schedule, it gets protection under Article 31-B
(validation of certain Acts and Regulations) and is
not subject to judicial scrutiny.
The Ninth Schedule (Article 31-B) was introduced
by the former Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru
to keep certain laws particularly those on land
reforms beyond the scope of judicial review.
The mandate of ninth schedule is to prevent judicial
scrutiny but in a landmark ruling in IR Coelho
versus State of Tamil Nadu, 2007, the Supreme
Court of India ruled that all laws (including those
in the Ninth Schedule) would be open to Judicial
Review if they violated the basic structure of the
constitution. The Supreme Court judgment laid
that the laws placed under Ninth Schedule after
April 24, 1973. Shall be open to challenge in court
if they violated fundamental rights guaranteed
under Article 14, 19, 20 and 21 of the Constitution

12.

13.

8.

9.

The court also said that by using the power to
amend the Constitution, Parliament cannot alter
its basic or essential features like federal structure,
separation of power between the three organs of
the states and judicial review, among other things.

10.



Equal satisfaction of basic needs of all

Exp : (c)


Rights are reasonable claims of a person which are
recognized by society and sanctioned by law.



This means that an unreasonable claim of a person
cannot become a right. Moreover, definition and
scope of rights change from one society to another
and from a period to different period.

Exp : (d)

The democratic system of government can be
divided into the parliamentary and the presidential
system based on the relationship between the
executive and the legislature. In a parliamentary
system, executive is a part of legislature, which
implements the law and plays an active role in
framing it as well.
The main advantage of the parliamentary form
of government is that the executive remains
responsible to the legislature.

The mind of the makers of the Constitution of India
is reflected in the Preamble.

Exp : (a)
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Indian model of federalism is called quasi-federal
system as it contains major features of both a
federation and union. Indian federation was not
a product of coming together of states to form the
federal union of India. It was rather a conversion
of a unitary system into a federal system.



Two governments i.e. Union Government and State
governments



Division of powers between the union and its
constituents (Seventh Schedule of the Constitution
contains three lists such as the Union List, State
List, and Concurrent List)



Supremacy of the Constitution (Basic structure
of the Constitution is made indestructible by the
Judiciary)



Partial rigidity of the Constitution



Independent Judiciary



Bicameralism

14.

15.

Exp : (c)


Right to vote and to be elected in India is a
Constitutional Right



Constitution of India Article 325: No person to
be ineligible for inclusion in, or to claim to be
included in a special, electoral roll on grounds of
religion, race, caste or sex .

Exp : (d)
Parliamentary system of Government:


The Parliamentary system ensures a better
representation of the populace and well suited for
countries with huge diversity.



There is a Parliamentary System of Government
in India because the Council of Ministers is
responsible to the Lok Sabha

Exp : (a)


11.

Presence of adequate and equal opportunities for
development of all.

Federal Features of the India Union

Democracy allows you to vote (by exercising your
intellect), it gives you liberty and freedom of
expression (so that your intellectual potential is
fulfilled), and ensures adherence of moral values
(character) such as justice and equality.

Parliamentary form of government





Economic liberty is not embodied in the preamble
to the constitution of India.

Exp : (c)


Absence of special privileges in society.

Federalism in India

Exp : (a)






Exp :(b)


One of the implications of equality in society is the
absence of privileges.
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a vote. That is, they may not vote on any issue in
contravention to the party’s whip. Independent
members would be disqualified if they joined a
political party.

India did not just copy the British Constitution,
instead the Constituent Assembly took inspirations
from various constitutions and modified them
as per India’s own requirements. Comparing a
monarch with a president is a basic mistake for
the simple reason that the former is hereditary
while the latter is elected.



Exp : (d)
Anti-Defection Law


The 52nd amendment, 1985 to the Constitution
added the Tenth Schedule, which laid down the
process by which legislators may be disqualified
on grounds of defection. A Member of Parliament
or state legislature was deemed to have defected
if he either voluntarily resigned from his party or
disobeyed the directives of the party leadership on

17.

The law also made a few exceptions. Any person
elected as speaker or chairman could resign from
his party, and rejoin the party if he demitted that
post. A party could be merged into another if at
least two-thirds of its party legislators voted for
the merger. The law initially permitted splitting of
parties, but that has now been outlawed.

Exp : (b)


‘Economic Justice’ as one of the objectives of the
Indian Constitution has been provided in the
Preamble and the Directive Principles of State
Policy

UNION & ITS TERRITORY
1.

Exp :(c)
What is Delimitation?


Delimitation is the act of redrawing boundaries of Lok Sabha and state Assembly seats to represent changes in
population.



In this process, the number of seats allocated to different states in Lok Sabha and the total number seats in a
Legislative Assembly may also change.



The orders of the Delimitation Commission cannot be challenged in a Court of Law.



When the orders of the Delimitation Commission are laid before the Lok Sabha or State Legislative Assembly, they
cannot effect any modifications in the orders.

FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS
1.

Exp. (b)


2.

“The right to marry a person of one’s choice is
integral to Article 21 (right to life and liberty) of
the Constitution”, the Supreme Court said Monday
and set aside a 2017 order of the Kerala High Court
which annulled the marriage of Kerala Muslim
convert girl Hadiya and Shefin Jahan.



The main features of the “Rule of Law” are
Limitation of powers , Equality before law and
Liberty and civil rights:



Three principles proposed by A.V. Dicey:-

Exp : (c)
Rule of law:


The Rule of Law according to Dicey means that
no man is punishable or can be lawfully made to
suffer in body or goods except for distinct breach
of law and no man is above the law. The term Rule
of Law thus, means the paramountcy of Law over
Government.

3.



Absolute supremacy of Law.



Equality before law.



Predominance of legal spirit.

Exp : (c)
What is right to Privacy?


Right to Privacy refers to respecting and ensuring
the privacy of the individual. It is not explicitly
mentioned in the Constitution. The nine-judge
Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court in a
landmark unanimous decision has declared
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making laws that “may take away or abridge the
fundamental rights” guaranteed to the citizens of
the country.

right to privacy a fundamental right under the
constitution overruling SC’s past 2 judgements in
MP Sharma case (1954) and Kharak Singh case
(1961) .


4.

Exp : (a)


5.



The provisions of Article 13 ensure the protection
of the fundamental rights and consider any
law “inconsistent with or in derogation of the
fundamental rights” as void.



Under Article 13, the term ‘law’ includes any
“Ordinance, order, bye-law, rule, regulation,
notification, custom or usage” having the force of
law in India.



Examples of Judicial Review: The striking down
of the Section 66A of the IT Act as it was against
the Fundamental Rights guaranteed by the
constitution.

Rights are correlative with Duties.

Exp : (c)
Exploitation means the misuse of services
rendered by others with the help of force. The
practice of exploitation violates the basic concept
of the Indian Constitution, the Preamble and
opposes the Directive Principle of State Policy
given under Article 39 of the Indian Constitution
which stimulates economic equality among the
individuals.

7.



Article 23 - Prohibition of ‘Traﬃc in Human Beings’
and Forced Labour

8.



Article 23 of the Indian Constitution expressly
prohibits human traﬃcking, forced labour and
other similar activities. It also states that any
violation of this provision will be considered as an
offence and the person acting in contravention of
the law will be penalized in accordance with the
law.



6.

Article 21 and the freedoms guaranteed in Part III
implies that the right to privacy is protected as an
intrinsic part of right to Life and personal liberty.

Exp : (b)


Exp : (c)


Exp : (a)


The power of the Judiciary to pronounce upon the
constitutionality of laws and executive orders

Judicial Review


Though legislature has the power to make laws,
this power is not absolute. Judicial Review is the
process by which the Judiciary review the validity
of laws passed by the legislature.



The power of judicial review is evoked to protect
and enforce the fundamental rights guaranteed in
Part III of the Constitution.



Article 13 of the Constitution prohibits the
Parliament and the state legislatures from

9.

Education provisions the Constitution of India
consists of following provisions which have a
bearing on education:


Fundamental Rights [Part III]



Directive Principles of State Policy [Part IV]



Fundamental Duties [Part IV A]



Rural (Panchayati Raj) & Urban (Municipal)
Local Bodies [Part IX & Part IX A]



Scheduled & Tribal Areas [Part X]



Centre-State Relations [Part XI]

Exp : (c)


10.

In the Constitution of India, promotion of
international peace and security is included in the
Directive Principles of State Policy.

To preserve the rich heritage of our composite
culture, To develop the scientific temper and
spirit of inquiry, To strive towards excellence in
all spheres of individual and collective activity
are among the fundamental Duties of citizens laid
down in the Indian Constitution.

Exp : (d)

DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES OF STATE POLICY (DPSP)
1.

Exp : (b)


2.

Participation of workers in the management of
industries was added to the Directive Principles
of State Policy by the 42nd Amendment to the
constitution

Exp : (d)
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3.



The Directive Principles of State Policy does not
constitute limitations upon legislative function
and executive function.



They do not limit but act as the guidelines to the
State for the welfare of public

Exp : (c)
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These provisions are contained in Part IV (Article
36-51) of the Constitution of India). Directive
Principles of State Policies are not enforceable by
any court, but the principles laid down therein are
considered fundamental in the governance of the
country, making it the duty of the State to apply
these principles in making laws to establish a just
society in the country.

5.

This concept has been derived from the Directive
Principles given in the Constitution of Ireland,
which provides for social justice), economic
welfare foreign policy and legal and administrative
matters.

6.

Exp : (c)


Exp : (b)
Directive principles of state policy


Part IV, Articles 36-51 of the Indian constitution
constitutes the Directive Principles of State Policy
which contain the broad directives or guidelines to
be followed by the State while establishing policies
and laws. The legislative and executive powers of
the state are to be exercised under the purview of
the Directive Principles of the Indian Constitution.



Inspired by the Constitution of Ireland, the Directive
Principles contain the very basic philosophy of
the Constitution of India, and that is the overall
development of the nation through guidelines
related to social justice, economic welfare, foreign
policy, and legal and administrative matters.
The Directive Principles are codified versions of
democratic socialist order as conceived by Nehru
with an admixture of Gandhian thought.

Exp : (b)
Welfare State




The Constitution lays down certain Directive
Principles of State Policy, which though not
justiciable, are ‘fundamental in governance of the
country’, and it is the duty of the State to apply
these principles in making laws.

A welfare state is a concept of the government in
which the state plays a key role in the protection
and promotion of the economic and social wellbeing of its citizens.
The Directive Principles of State Policy (DPSP)
provides guidelines to the central and the state
governments of India, to be kept in mind while
framing laws and policies. The concept behind
DPSP is to establish a “Welfare State” rather than
a “Police State” such as of colonial era. In other
words, motive behind inclusion of DPSP is to
establish social and economic democracy rather
than Political democracy.

FUNDAMENTAL DUTIES
1.

(Forty Second Amendment) Act 1976 during the
operation of the proclamation of Emergency, Part
IV-A, laying down certain duties of the citizens, is
one of the most valuable parts of the Constitution.
It is also the most neglected.

Exp : (d)


The duties are imposed upon the citizen and not
upon the State.



Legislation is necessary for their implementation.

Supplementary notes:
The fundamental duties :






The fundamental duties which were added by
the Forty-second Amendment of the Constitution
in 1976, in addition to creating and promoting
a culture, also strengthen the hands of the
legislature in enforcing these duties vis-a-vis the
fundamental rights. Since the duties are imposed
upon the citizen and not upon the State legislation
is necessary for their implementation.
For example, mandamus cannot be sought against
an individual who does not observe his duties
under this article. With respect to the duty under
clause (a) of this article, it has been held that
“proper respect is shown to the National Anthem
by standing up when the National Anthem is sung.
It will not be right to say that disrespect is shown
by not joining in the singing.
Even though brought in by the Constitution

2.

Exp : (d)


3.

To uphold and protect the Sovereignty, Unity
and Integrity of India” is a provision made in the
Fundamental Duties.

Exp : (a)


According to the constitution, following are the
duties to be followed by every citizen of India:


To abide by the Constitution and respect its
ideals and institutions, the National Flag and
the National Anthem.



To cherish and follow the noble ideals which
inspired our national struggle for freedom.



To uphold and protect the sovereignty, unity,
and integrity of India.



To defend the country and render national
service when called upon to do so.
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To promote harmony and the spirit of common
brotherhood amongst all the people of India
transcending religious, linguistic and regional
or sectional diversities; to renounce practices
derogatory to the dignity of women.



To value and preserve the rich heritage of our
composite culture.



To protect and improve the natural environment
including forests, lakes, rivers, wildlife and to
have compassion for living creatures.



To develop the scientific temper, humanism
and the spirit of inquiry and reform.



To safeguard public property and to abjure
violence.



To strive towards excellence in all spheres
of individual and collective activity, so that
the nation constantly rises to higher levels of
endeavor and achievement

SYSTEM OF GOVERNANCE
1.

authorize the Parliament to make laws on
behalf of the State Legislature.

Correct Answer : (d)


If the President of India exercise his power as
provided under article 356 of the constitutional
in respect of a particular state, then The president
can make laws relating to that state.



Effects of Imposition of President’s Rule in a State:




The President can assume to himself all or any
of the functions of the State Government or he
may vest all or any of those functions with the
Governor or any other executive authority.

2.

The Parliament can delegate the power to
make laws for the state to the President or any
other body specified by him when the state
legislature is suspended or dissolved.

Exp : (b)


The President may dissolve the State Legislative
Assembly or put it under suspension. He may

Dissolution of the State Legislative Assembly and
Dissolution of the local bodies are not necessarily
the consequences of the proclamation of the
President’s rule in a State

UNION EXECUTIVE
1.

Exp : (c)


The President is elected by an electoral college
consisting of elected members of both Houses of
Parliament and the State Legislative Assemblies.
Indirect election is resorted to because President is
supposed to be a nominal titular Head of the State
acting on the advice of Council of Ministers headed
by the Prime Minister.



The elected assemblies of the Union Territories
are not part of the electoral college. Members of
the Legislative councils, on the other hand, are
also excluded from participating in President’s
election.



Of the electoral college each member has one vote
though the value of each vote is different from one
State to the other.



Likewise the value of vote of the Member of
Parliament also differs from the value of vote of
the members of a Legislative Assembly.
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The election does take account of the fact that
States have their uniform representation and a
parity is maintained between the Union and the
States. This is also culminated into the fact that
federal ethos is further strengthened.

2.

Exp : (d)

3.

Powers and Function of the Prime Minister:


Executive power of the Union is vested in the
President, and is exercised by him either directly or
through oﬃcers subordinate to him in accordance
with the Constitution. Supreme command of
defence forces of the Union also vests in him.



The highest ranking civil servant is the Cabinet
Secretary. He is ex-oﬃcio Chairman of the
Civil Services Board; the chief of the Indian
Administrative Service and head of all civil services
under the rules of business of the Government of
India. He also holds the 11th position in the Order
of Precedence of India.
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Exp : (c)

(independent charge), Ministers of State and
Deputy Ministers.

Cabinet Secretariat:




The PM is the head of the secretariat but
administrative head is cabinet secretary who
is also chairman of the civil service board. The
cabinet secretariat functions directly under the
PM.

6.



Cabinet secretary is the head of the civil service.

Functions of the Cabinet Secretariat






5.

Exp : (a)

Supplementary notes:

The work allocated to Cabinet Secretariat is
Secretarial assistance to Cabinet and Cabinet
Committees; and Rules of Business.

Prime minister:

The Cabinet Secretariat is responsible for the
administration of the Government of India
(Transaction of Business) Rules, 1961 and the
Government of India (Allocation of Business)
Rules, 1961.
It works in facilitating smooth transaction
of business in ministries/departments of the
Government by ensuring rules are followed.



He is the head of government or the real executive
in the Indian system.



President appoints the prime minister however no
system of appointment is given in the constitution.
However by convention of a parliamentary
democracy the leader of the largest party of
parliament becomes the PM.



The president can exercise discretion when no
party has clear majority. He appoints a person and
asks him to prove his majority in the house. If the
PM dies and no successor is in sight then again
the president can appoint a suitable person at his
discretion as caretaker for continuity.



However if the winning party has a candidate
then the president has no choice.



To be a PM a person need not be an MP but he has
to become one within 6 months of being appointed
or else his appointment become void.



Though the PM occupies his post during the
pleasure of the president he can’t be removed till
he commands the majority in the house.

Exp : (b)
Executive


The Union executive consists of the President, the
Vice-President, and the Council of Ministers with
the Prime Minister as the head to aid and advise
the President.

Council of Ministers




There is a Council of Ministers headed by the
Prime Minister to aid and advise the President in
exercise of his functions.
The Prime Minister is appointed by the President,
who also appoints other ministers on the advice
of Prime Minister. The Council is collectively
responsible to the Lok Sabha.



It is the duty of the Prime Minister to communicate
to the President all decisions of Council of Ministers
relating to administration of affairs of the Union
and proposals for legislation and information
relating to them.



The Council of Ministers comprises Ministers
who are members of Cabinet, Ministers of State

The Prime Minister of India, at the time of his/ her
appointment need not necessarily be a member
of one of the Houses of the Parliament but must
become a member of one of the Houses within six
months

7.

Exp : (c)


According to the Constitution of India, it is the duty
of the President of India to cause to be laid before
the Parliament are the Recommendations of the
Union Finance Commission



The Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General,
The Report of the National Commission for the
Scheduled Castes

UNION LEGISLATURE
1.

Exp. (a)


Article 102 of the Constitution provides that a person shall be disqualified from being chosen as a Member
of Parliament (MP) if he holds an oﬃce of profit under the government of India or the government of a state.
However, Parliament can declare by law that the holding of certain oﬃces will not incur this disqualification.
The Parliament (Prevention of Disqualification) Act, 1959 lists certain oﬃces of profit under the central and state
governments, which do not disqualify the holders from being an MP. The Chairperson of the National Commission
for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes is exempted from disqualification as per this list.
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2.







Department related Standing Committees: The
Committee system of Parliament is often used in
several countries for oversight of regulators. In
India, there are 24 Department Related Standing
Committees that comprise members from both
Houses of Parliament. These committees are
ministry specific, and may review the working of
regulators within their respective departments.

5.



if he resigns by writing to the deputy speaker;



if he is removed by a resolution passed by a majority
of all the then members of the assembly.



Such a resolution can be moved only after giving
14 days advance notice.



Whenever the Assembly is dissolved, the Speaker
does not vacate his oﬃce and continues till the
newly elected member meets.

Exp : (c)
Money Bill


The Ad hoc committees are temporary and
perform specific task. The Ad Hoc Committees
dissolve, once their task is done. These committees
are Ministries’ specific and review the working of
regulators within their respective departments.
Parliament may establish ad - hoc committees
which may examine the working of regulators.
The two parliamentary committees on finance
which exercise oversight of regulators are:


The Committee on Estimates;



The Public Accounts Committee (PAC).

The Committee on Estimates reviews budgetary
estimates of government departments. Such
estimates include the budget of regulators. Most
laws establishing independent regulators require
the Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) to
prepare annual audit reports on the accounts of
the regulators. These reports are tabled before
Parliament and reviewed by the PAC. The PAC may
require the regulator’s oﬃcers to depose before
the Committee. For instance, the Chairman and
senior oﬃcers of SEBI deposed before the PAC
when it was examining the working of SEBI.
Finance Commission, Financial Sector Legislative
Reforms Commission and NITI Aayog have no role
in reviewing the independent regulators.

Exp : (b)


4.

Oﬃce of profit is a position in government which
cannot be held by Member of Legislative Assembly
(MLA) or Member of Parliament (MP). The post can
yield salaries, perquisites and other benefits. It has
not been defined in Constitution or Representation
of the People Act, 1951.

Exp. (a)


3.

The Parliament (Prevention of Disqualification)
Act, 1959 was amended five times.

Every house of the parliament has a Committee
on subordinate legislation whose main function is
to examine the rules and regulations enacted by
the executive to fill the gaps in the laws enacted
by the parliament and report how far these rules
are within limits prescribed in the main law. This
committee has 15 members each in RajyaSabha
and LokSabha.

Exp : (a)


Speaker of Assembly vacates his oﬃce earlier in
any of the following three cases:



if he ceases to be a member of the assembly;
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6.

Under Article 110 of the Indian constitution, a
bill is considered a Money Bill if it contains only
provisions dealing with all or any of the following
matters, namely:


The imposition, abolition, remission, alteration
or regulation of any tax;



The regulation of the borrowing of money or
the giving of any guarantee by the Government
of India;



The custody of the consolidated Fund or the
Contingency Fund of India, the payment of
moneys into or the withdrawal of moneys from
any such Fund;



The appropriation of moneys out of the
consolidated Fund of India;



The declaring of any expenditure to be
expenditure charged on the Consolidated Fund
of India or the increasing of the amount of any
such expenditure;



The receipt of money on account of the
Consolidated Fund of India or the public
account of India or the custody or issue of such
money or the audit of the accounts of the Union
or of a State; or



If a proposed legislation contains other
features, ones that are not merely incidental to
the items specifically outlined, such a draft law
cannot be classified as a money bill



The decision of the Speaker is final on whether
a bill is a money bill or not in case any question
arises. Moreover the decision is immune from
judicial review (Supreme Court’s judgment in
Mohd. Saeed Siddiqui vs State of UP).

Exp : (b)


1952 elections The Congress had won 364 out of 489
LokSabha seats in the firstever general election
held in India. Its vote share was 45 per cent. The
CPI was the second party with just 16 seats.



The Swatantra Party was an Indian liberalconservative political party that existed from
1959 to 1974



Leader of opposition was recognized for the first
time in 1969.
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7.

To become leader of opposition, a political party
needs atleast 10% strength of the house. House
total 10% seat means


RajyaSabha

245

25 (10%)



LokSabha

543

55 (10%)

10.

Exp : (d)


Exp : (c)


A Parliamentary government is also known as the
Cabinet form of government because the cabinet is
the real Executive in it. It is also called ‘Responsible
government ‘, Since the Cabinet always remains
responsible to the Legislature for its activities.



Responsibility of the Executive to the Legislature:
Since the Legislature gives birth to the Executive,
the Legislature has the authority to hold the
Executive responsible for all its actions. Thus
the Council of Ministers is responsible to Lok
Sabha. It is responsible to Rajya Sabha also. The
responsibility is further conditioned through its
collectivity i.e. the responsibility of every Minister
is the responsibility of the entire Council of
Ministers.



Dual Executive: The Parliamentary form of
government provides for two Executives – the real
Executive and the nominal or titular Executive.
The nominal Executive is represented by the head
of the State who may either be a hereditary or an
elective one; legally, the head of the State possesses
all powers and privileges which the Constitution
and laws may confer upon him. But in practice,
all powers are exercised by the real Executive
represented by the Prime Minister and the Council
of Ministers.

India has opted for the Parliamentary form of
Government, in which the executive (Council
of Ministers) is responsible to the lower House
of Parliament (Lok Sabha), because Lok Sabha
is directly elected by people. The following
means are deployed by Parliament to control the
government:


By asking questions about the affairs of the
Government Affairs. in Zero Hour (11.00–
12.00 noon) a member of Parliament can ask
any question in any urgent matter of public
interest.



By Passing different motions against
government like censure motion, calling
attention motion, Adjournment Motion.



By passing the Annual Budget of the
government. No Money can be withdrawn by
the government from the Consolidated Fund
of India (CFI) or no tax can be increased or
imposed by the government without prior
approval of the Parliament.


8.
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11.

Exp : (d)


In extreme, cases by passing the No-Confidence
Motion against the Council of Ministers

Exp : (d)
Private members Bill


A
bil
introduced
by
the
member
of
Parliament who is not a Minister, i.e. a
non-government member is known as the
Private memberts Bill. Members of Parliament
other thatn ministers are private members.

List of Private Members Bills




9.

Since 1952, only 14 private member’s bills have
become laws. Out of the 300 odd private members
bills that were introduced in the 14th Lok Sabha,
only about 4% were discussed and the rest 96%
lapsed without any debate.
In 2018, MP from Thiruvananthapuram Shashi
Tharoor introduced a private member’s bill to
regulate betting in sports and penalise match
fixing.

Exp : (c)

12.

A First-Past-The-Post (FPTP; sometimes FPP, or
winner takes all) electoral system is one in which
voters indicate on a ballot the candidate of their
choice, and the candidate who receives the most
votes wins, even if they did not receive a majority
of the votes.

Exp : (b)
Lapsing of bills :


Articles 107 and 108 of the Indian Constitution
deals with these provisions. The position with
respect to lapsing of bills is as follows:

Cases when a bill lapse:


A bill originated in the Lok Sabha but pending
in the Lok Sabha – lapses.



A bill originated and passed by the Rajya Sabha
but pending in Lok Sabha – lapses.



A bill originated and passed by the Lok Sabha
but pending in the Rajya Sabha – lapses.



A bill originated in the Rajya Sabha and
returned to that House by the Lok Sabha with
amendments and still pending in the Rajaya
Sabha on the date of the dissolution of Lok
Sabha- lapses.

Who can file a nomination?


Anyone who is 25 years of age or older is eligible
to contest an election to a Lok Sabha seat. The
candidate must be a registered elector of a
constituency and a citizen of India. However, if s/
he is a registered voter in a particular state, s/he
can contest from any seat in any state.

Cases when a bill does not lapse:


A bill pending in the Rajya Sabha but not passed
by the Lok Sabha does not lapse.
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If the president has notified the holding of a
joint sitting before the dissolution of Lok Sabha,
does not lapse.



Joint Sitting can be ordered by President of India
to consider a particular bill in case of following
reasons:



A bill passed by both Houses but pending assent
of the president does not lapse.



A bill is passed by one house and is rejected by the
other.



A bill passed by both Houses but returned
by the president for reconsideration of Rajya
Sabha does not lapse.



The amendments suggested by one house is not
accepted by the house in which bill originated.



If the bill remains un passed for more than six
months



In a joint sitting a bill is passed simply by the
majority of the both the members of the house
present and voting. Since Lok Sabha has more
members as compared to rajya Sabha therefore its
influence prevails.



13.

Exp : (d)


14.

Some pending bills and all pending assurances
that are to be examined by the Committee on
Government Assurances do not lapse on the
dissolution of the Lok Sabha.

The Parliament of India acquires the power to
legislate on any item in the State List in the national
interest if a resolution to that effect is passes by
the RajyaSabha by a majority of not less than twothirds of its members present and voting

16.

Exp :(c)

17.

Exp : (c)

Exp : (b)
Rajya Sabha in Financial Matters:








15.

A Money Bill can be introduced only in Lok
Sabha. After it is passed by that House, it is
transmitted to Rajya Sabha for its concurrence or
recommendation. The power of Rajya Sabha in
respect of such a Bill is limited.
Rajya Sabha has to return such a Bill to Lok Sabha
within a period of fourteen days from its receipt.
If it is not returned to Lok Sabha within that
time, the Bill is deemed to have been passed by
both Houses at the expiration of the said period
in the form in which it was passed by Lok Sabha.
Again, Rajya Sabha cannot amend a Money Bill;
it can only recommend amendments and Lok
Sabha may either accept or reject all or any of the
recommendations made by Rajya Sabha.
Rajya Sabha does not vote on Demands for Grants
of various Ministries - a matter exclusively
reserved for Lok Sabha - no money, however, can
be withdrawn from the Consolidated Fund of India
unless the Appropriation Bill has been passed by
both the Houses.
Similarly, the Finance Bill is also brought before
Rajya Sabha. Besides, the Department-related
Parliamentary Standing Committees that examine
the annual Demands for Grants of the Ministries/
Departments are joint committees having ten
members from Rajya Sabha.

Exp : (a)
Joint sitting:
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Parliament of India is a bicameral. Consensus of
both the houses is required to pass the bill except
money bill. Constitution makers having realized
the deadlock that may come in future, provided
for the joint sitting of both the houses to resolve
the deadlock.

18.



In a parliamentary democracy, government can be
in power only if it commands majority in directly
elected House.



Article 75(3) of our Constitution of India embodies
this rule by specifying that Council of Ministers is
collectively responsible to Lok Sabha.



But there is no mention of a no-confidence motion
in the constitution.



The Rule 198 of Rules of Procedure and Conduct
of Business of Lok Sabha provides mechanism for
testing this collective responsibility.



Rajya Sabha does not have procedure for moving
of no-confidence motion against Government and
also adjournment motion, censure motion.

Exp : (b)


19.

If the money bill is substantially amended by the
Rajya Sabha The Lok Sabha may still proceed
with the bill, accepting or not accepting the
recommendations of the Rajya Sabha.

Exp : (d)


As per the procedure laid down in the Constitution,
Constitution Amendment Bills can be of three
types viz.,


Requiring simple majority for their passage in
each House;



Requiring special majority for their passage
in each House i.e., a majority of the total
membership of a House and by a majority of
not less than two-thirds of the members of that
House present and voting (article 368); and



Requiring special majority for their passage
and ratification by Legislatures of not less than
one-half of the States by resolutions to that
effect passed by those Legislatures (proviso
to clause (2) of article 368). A Constitution
Amendment Bill under article 368 can be
introduced in either House of Parliament and
has to be passed by each House by special
majority.
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20.

Exp : (d)


21.

Exp : (b)
Speaker of the Lok Sabha:
The Speaker is elected by the Lok Sabha from
amongst its members (as soon as may be, after its
first sitting). Whenever the oﬃce of the Speaker
falls vacant, the Lok Sabha elects another member
to fill the vacancy. The date of election of the
Speaker is fixed by the President.



Exp : (b)

Usually, the Speaker remains in oﬃce during the
life of the Lok Sabha. However, he has to vacate his
oﬃce earlier in any of the following three cases:

The Parliamentary Committee on Public Accounts:



if he ceases to be a member of the Lok Sabha;



if he resigns by writing to the Deputy Speaker;
and



if he is removed by a resolution passed by a
majority of all the members of the Lok Sabha.
Such a resolution can be moved only after
giving 14 days’ advance notice.



23.

24.

Article 253 gives a carte blanche to the Centre:
“Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing
provisions of this Chapter (on Centre-State
relations in the legislative sphere), Parliament has
power to make any law for the whole or any part of
the territory of India for implementing any treaty,
agreement or convention with any other country/
countries or any decision made at any international
conference, association or other body.”





22.
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In 1950, the Public Accounts Committee consisted
of 15 members and all of them belonged to the Lok
Sabha. But in 1953, this number was increased to 22
with a view to give representation to Rajya Sabha.
All members of the Committee enjoy equal status
in matter of elaboration and voting. The members
from Rajya Sabha are also under the control of the
Speaker of Lok Sabha insofar as their functioning
in the committee is concerned.



Thus at present, the twenty two members are
elected on the basis of proportional representation
by means of single transferable vote.



The tenure of the Committee is one year. The
chairman of the Committee is appointed by the
Speaker of the Lok Sabha from amongst the
members of Committee. The qualification needed
tor the chairmanship is only to be a member of the
Committee.



The chairmanship of the Public Accounts Committee
has been given to the Opposition, a practice which
is considered democratic.

25.

Exp : (b)
Special Powers of Rajya Sabha


However, if Rajya Sabha passes a resolution by a
majority of not less than two-thirds of members
present and voting saying that it is “necessary or
expedient in the national interest” that Parliament
should make a law on a matter enumerated in the
State List, Parliament becomes empowered to make
a law on the subject specified in the resolution, for
the whole or any part of the territory of India.



If Rajya Sabha passes a resolution by a majority of
not less than two-thirds of the members present and
voting declaring that it is necessary or expedient
in the national interest to create one or more All
India Services common to the Union and the States,
Parliament becomes empowered to create by law
such services.

Exp : (b)


The Chairman and the Deputy Chairman of the
Rajya Sabha are the members of that House.



While the nominated members of the two Houses
of the Parliament have no voting right in the
presidential election, they have the right to vote in
the election of the Vice President

26.

Exp : (d)
Specific Methods of Financial Control
Annual Financial Statement


Exp : (a)


The primary object of an adjournment motion
is to draw the attention of the House to a recent
matter of urgent public importance having serious
consequences and in regard to which a motion or a
resolution with proper notice will be too late.



The matter proposed to be raised should be of
such a character that something very grave which
affects the whole country and its security has
happened and the House is required to pay its
attention immediately by interrupting the normal
business of the House.



The adjournment motion is thus an extraordinary
procedure which, if admitted, leads to setting aside
the normal business of the House for discussing a
definite matter of urgent public importance.

According to Article 112 of the Indian Constitution,
the President of India causes to be laid before
both the Houses of Parliament an ‘annual
financial statement’ containing the statement of
the estimated receipts and expenditure of the
Government of India for that year.

Consolidated Fund


As mentioned in Article 113, the estimates of
expenditure charged upon the Consolidated Fund
of India are not submitted to the vote of Parliament,
although there can be discussion on the same in
either House of Parliament.

Demands for Grants


On the recommendation of the President of India,
the estimates of expenditure, other than those
specified for the Consolidated Fund of India, are
presented to the Lok Sabha in the form of demands
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for grants. Under Article 113, the Lok Sabha has
the power to assent to or to reject, any demand, or
to assent to any demand, subject to a reduction of
the amount specified.


Supplementary, Additional or Excess Grants



Article 115 of the Constitution lays down that
statements showing the estimates of expenditure
for the supplementary, additional or excess grants
have to be presented to the Lok Sabha

29.

Exp : (b)
Consolidated Fund of India


Cut Motions


Cut motions are introduced to discuss the policy
pursued in regard to a specific matter by the
minister concerned or to ventilate grievances or
to suggest economies. Each such motion has to
focus on one demand and one-matter only, which
needs to be precisely stated. It must not relate to
the expenditure charged on the Consolidated Fund
of India or make suggestions for the amendment
or repeal of existing laws.

30.

Exp : (c)

31.

Consolidated Fund of India


Consolidated Fund of India is the most important
of all government accounts. Revenues received
by the government and expenses made by it,
excluding the exceptional items, are part of the
Consolidated Fund.



Description: This fund was constituted under
Article 266 (1) of the Constitution of India. All
revenues received by the government by way of
direct taxes and indirect taxes, money borrowed
and receipts from loans given by the government
flow into the Consolidated Fund of India.



All government expenditure is made from this
fund, except exceptional items which are met
from the Contingency Fund or the Public Account.
Importantly, no money can be withdrawn from
this fund without the Parliament’s approval.

Appropriation Bill


27.

28.

According to Article 114 of the Constitution, when
the demand for grants has been voted for, the
Appropriation Bill authorises the withdrawal of
the funds from the Consolidated Fund of India,
as regards both the votable and the charged
items. Notably, the Appropriation Bill provides
an occasion for a full-fledged discussion on topics
chosen by the various parties in the House.

AExp : (a)


Joint sitting is an extraordinary machinery
provided by the Constitution to resolve a deadlock
between the two Houses over the passage of a bill.



It must be noted here that the provision of joint
sifting is applicable to ordinary bills or financial
bills only and not to money bills or Constitutional
amendment bills.

32.

Exp : (c)


Full Budget deals with both expenditure and
revenue side but Vote-on-account deals only with
the expenditure side of the government’s budget.



The vote-on-account is normally valid for two
months but a full budget is valid for 12 months (a
financial year).



As a convention, a vote-on-account is treated as a
formal matter and passed by Lok Sabha without
discussion. But passing for budget happens only
after discussions and voting on demand for
grants.



A vote-on-account cannot alter direct taxes since
they need to be passed through a finance bill.
Under the regular Budget, fresh taxes may be
imposed and old ones may go.



As a convention, a vote-on-account is treated as
a formal matter and passed by the Lok Sabha
without discussion. But the full budget is passed
only after discussions and voting on demand for
grants.
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This is the chief account of the Government of
India. The inflow to this fund is by way of taxes
like Income Tax, Central Excise, Customs and also
non-tax revenues which arise to the government
in connection with the conduct of its business.
Loans raised by issue of treasury bills are also
received in this fund. The government meets all its
expenditure including loan repayments from this
fund. No amount can be withdrawn from the fund
without the authorisation from the Parliament.
This fund is formed under the provision of Aricle
266 (1) of the Indian Constitution

33.

Exp : (d)


Government solely survives on faith of Lok Sabha.
Further, Annual Union Budget has to be passed by
Lok Sabha alone.



Thus is Lok Sabha refuses to pass annual budget,
then it will mean the government of the day has
lost the faith of Lok Sabha i.e. it does not have
majority of Lok Sabha. It will force the PM to resign
and request Lok Sabha to pass vote on accounts
to take care of finances till the new arrangement
(new government or elections) is found.

Exp : (b)
HOW BUDGET IS MADE AND PASSED


The department of economic affair under the
Ministry of Finance is the nodal agency responsible
for producing the Union Budget.



Budget is made through a consultative process
involving the finance ministry, the NITI Aayog, and
the various spending ministries.



According to Article 112, The President of India is
responsible of presenting Budget in the Lok Sabha.
However, Article 77 (3) says the union Finance
Minister of India has been made responsible by the
President of India to prepare the annual financial
statement and present it in Parliament.
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STATE EXECUTIVE
1.

1.

Exp. (c)


Sarkaria Commission provides for
(Laxmikanth: Center-State Relations)



While selecting Governors, the Central Government
should adopt the following strict guidelines as
recommended in the Sarkaria Commission report
and follow its mandate in letter and spirit:

The Chief Secretary holds the same rank as a
Secretary to the Government of India and the post
falls within the “Apex Scale”. Other positions in this
payscale are Additional or Special Chief Secretary
and Special Secretary to the Government of India.



By tradition the senior most IAS oﬃcer of the state
cadre is chosen as the Chief Secretary but in many
cases this is not so. The Chief Secretary heads the
Department of General Administration as well.

these.



He should be eminent in some walk of life



He should be a person from outside the state





He should be a detached figure and not too
intimately connected with the local politics of
the states

Chief Secretary is appointed by the Chief Minister
and the Ministers.



No fixed tenure is imposed on the oﬃce but term
can be extended



He should be a person who has not taken
too great a part in politics generally and
particularly in the recent past.

3.

Exp : (b)
Discretionary power of Governor:


The Governor of state has more discretionary
powers than the President of India. He is not bound
to act on the advice of the council of Ministers in
certain circumstances, even he need not seek its
advise.



The constitution does not specify these matters but
the matters in which he can act without the advice
of the council of ministers are as follows:

Exp : (c)


Like the President, the governor is also entitled
to a number of privileges and immunities. He
enjoys personal immunity from legal liability for
his oﬃcial acts. During his term of oﬃce, he is
immune from any criminal proceedings, even in
respect of his personal acts.



The consequences of the proclamation of a
Financial Emergency are as follows:



The executive authority of the Centre extends (a)
to directing any state to observe such canons of
financial propriety as are specified by it; and (b) to
directions as the President may deem necessary
and adequate for the purpose.





2.



Any such direction may include a provision
requiring (a) the reduction of salaries and
allowances of all or any class of persons serving in
the state; and (b) the reservation of all money bills
or other financial bills for the consideration of the
President after they are passed by the legislature
of the state.

Chief Secretary in a State



Appointment of the Chief Minister: Generally,
the leader of the party with majority is
appointed as the Chief Minister. But in situation
where no party gets absolute majority, the
Governor exercises his discretionary powers
in appointing the Chief Minister.



Dismissal of a Ministry: A minister holds
oﬃces during the pleasure of the Governor.
When the ministry losses support of the house,
the governor will dismiss the ministry. But
he cannot dismiss it unitl it losses majority
support.



Advising the President for proclamation
of Emergency: The Governor advises the
President to proclaim emergency when he is
satisfied that the Government cannot carried
on in accordance with the provisions of the
constitution, under Article 356.



Reservation of a bill for the consideration of the
President: However, situation are mentioned
in Article 200, when he will reserve the bill, yet
he can use, discretion regarding this matter.

The President may issue directions for the
reduction of salaries and allowances of (a) all or
any class of persons serving the Union; and (b) the
judges of the Supreme Court and the high court.

Exp : (d)




In India each state and some Union Territories
have Chief Secretaries. Chief Secretary serves as
head of all government staff in the state and is the
Secretary of the State Cabinet of Ministers.
The post of Chief Secretary is encadred within the
Indian Administrative Service (IAS), meaning that
only an IAS oﬃcer may hold this position.

4.

Exp : (c)
Governor’s appointment and removal


No procedure has been laid down in the
Constitution of India for the removal of a Governor
from his/her post.
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The President appoints the Chief Minister and Ministers for Union Territories, who will hold oﬃce during the
President’s reign.



The Constitutional position on the removal of the Governor is that a Governor of a state is an appointee of the
President, and he or she holds oﬃce “during the pleasure of the President” (Article 155 and 156). If the Governor
continues to enjoy the pleasure of the President, s/he can have a normal term of five years. Now ,the President is
bound by the aid and advice of the Council of Ministers under Article 74, so it is the central government which
appoints or removes the Governor.

STATE LEGISLATURE
1.

Exp. (c)


2.

How are members of the Council elected?

Article 176(1) of the Constitution of India enjoins
that the Governor shall Address both the Houses
assembled together at the commencement of the
first Session after each general election to the
Assembly and at the commencement of the first
session of each year and inform the Legislature
of the causes of its Summons.



The Address of the Governor contains a review of
the activities and Achievements of the Government
during the previous year and their policy with
regard to important internal problems as well as
a brief account of the programme of Government
Business for the session.



When a State legislature does not have a rule on a
particular matter, it follows the Lok Sabha rule on
that matter.

Exp: (d)


Membership may vary, but the Legislative Council
must not have more than a third of the total
membership of the Assembly of that state, and in
no case fewer than 40 members.



About 1/3rd of members are elected by members
of the Assembly, another 1/3rd by electorates
consisting of members of municipalities, district
boards and other local authorities in the state,
1/12th by an electorate consisting of teachers, and
1/12th by registered graduates. The remaining
members are nominated by the Governor from
among those who have distinguished themselves
in literature, science, art, the cooperative
movement, and social service. Legislative Councils
are permanent Houses, and like Rajya Sabha, onethird of their members retire every two years.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
1.



2.

the preparation of electoral rolls and conduct of
elections to Panchayats.

Exp : (b)
Local Self Government is a form of democratic
decentralization where the participation of even
the grass root level of the society is ensured in the
process of administration.

3.

Exp : (b)

4.

Gram nyayalayas

Exp : (b)


The Panchayati Raj System, as established in
accordance with the 73rd Amendment, is a threetier structure based on direct elections at all the
three tiers: village, intermediate and district.



The minimum age for any person to be a member
of Panchayat is 21 years.



The Amendment provides for the continuous
existence of Panchayats. The normal term of a
Panchayat is five years. If a Panchayat is dissolved
earlier, elections are held within six months.
There is a provision for State Election Commission,
for superintendence, direction, and control of
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5.



Gram Nyayalayas are mobile village courts in India
established for speedy and easy access to justice
system in the rural areas of India.



They are aimed at providing inexpensive justice to
people in rural areas at their doorsteps.

Jurisdiction


The Gram Nyayalaya shall be a mobile court and
shall exercise the powers of both Criminal and
Civil Courts.



The Gram Nyayalaya shall try criminal cases, civil
suits, claims or disputes which are specified in the
First Schedule and the Second Schedule to the Act.
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The Gram Nyayalaya shall exercise the powers of
a Civil Court with certain modifications and shall
follow the special procedure as provided in the
Act.



The Gram Nyayalaya shall try to settle the disputes
as far as possible by bringing about conciliation
between the parties and for this purpose; it shall
make use of the conciliators to be appointed for
this purpose.

Exp : (c)

7.

Panchayat Raj:


PESA Act of 1996 (Extension Act)

The Central as well as the State Governments have
been given power to amend the First Schedule
and the Second Schedule of the Act, as per their
respective legislative competence.

6.

8.
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Financial mobilization was never the basis for the
establishment of panchayati raj. Local financial
mobilization (by way of octroi taxes etc. ) is the
outcome of the establishment of the PRIs, not its
objective.



Political accountability can be ensured in any
system which is democratic/rule-based, it need not
necessarily be via a local



Capacity building through skill oriented training
programmes on Management Development,
Technology Support, Skill Up- gradation, etc., for
self- employment in rural areas by taking

9.



Village level democracy became a real prospect
for India in 1992 with the 73rd amendment to
the Constitution, which mandated that resources,
responsibility and decision making be passed on
from central government to the lowest unit of the
governance, the Gram Sabha or the Village Assembly.
A three tier structure of local self-government was
envisaged under this amendment.



Since the laws do not automatically cover the
scheduled areas, the PESA Act was in acted on
24 December 1996 to enable Tribal Self Rule in
these areas. The Act extended the provisions of
Panchayats to the tribal areas of nine states that
have Fifth Schedule Areas. Most of the North
eastern states under Sixth Schedule Areas (where
autonomous councils exist) are not covered by
PESA, as these states have their own Autonomous
councils for governance

Exp : (d)
Important Features of the Constitution 73rd and
74th Amendments


Independent Election Commission in each State
for superintendence, direction and control of the
electoral rolls (Article 243K).



74th Amendment provides for a District Planning
Committee to consolidate the plans prepared by
Panchayats and Municipalities (Article 243ZD).



Establish a Finance Commission in each State to
determine the principles on the basis of which
adequate financial resources would be ensured
for panchayats and municipalities (Article 243I).

Exp : (c)

UNION TERRITORIES AND SPECIAL AREAS
1.

Exp : (a)


The provisions in Fifth Schedule and Sixth
Schedule in the Constitution of India are made in
order to protect the interests of Scheduled Tribes



Fifth and Sixth Schedules were discussed and
passed by Constituent Assembly between
September 5-7, 1949. These two schedules provide

for alternate or special governance mechanisms
for certain ‘scheduled areas’ in mainland and
certain ‘tribal areas’ in north eastern India.
2.

Exp :(d)


Delhi , J&K and Pondicherry are represented in
RS. It is not within the purview of Chief Election
Commissioner.

THE JUDICIARY
1.

Exp. (b)


44th amendment didn’t provide for Article placing the election of the Prime Minister beyond judicial review.



99th amendment was declared null and void for violating independence of judiciary by bringing in executive in
selection process of judges.
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2.

3.

Exp. (c)
Speaker can refuse to accept the motion

Original Jurisdiction of the SC in India



Incapacity and proved misbehavior haven’t been
defined.



“The 42nd Amendment Act of 1976 curtailed the
judicial review power of high court. It debarred
the high courts from considering the constitutional
validity of any central law. However, the 43rd
Amendment Act of 1977 restored the original
position.”
Justice Syed Shah Mohamed Quadri has classified
the judicial review into the following three
categories “Judicial review of constitutional
amendments.”



Any dispute between the Indian Government
and one or more States.



Any dispute between the Indian Government
and one or more States on one side and one or
more States on the other side.



Any dispute between two or more States.



Article 32 of the Constitution provides original
jurisdiction to the SC for matters regarding the
enforcement of Fundamental Rights.



The SC can issue writs, directions, or orders
including writs in the nature of mandamus,
habeas corpus, quo warranto, prohibition and
certiorari.



The SC also has the power to direct the transfer
of a criminal or civil case from the High Court
in one State to the High Court in another State.



It can also transfer cases from one subordinate
court to another State High Court



If the SC deems that cases involving the same
questions of law are pending before it and
one or more High Courts, and that these are
significant questions of law, it can withdraw
the cases before the High Court or Courts and
dispose off all these cases itself.



The Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 gives
the SC the authority to initiate international
commercial arbitration.

Exp : (d)


The Supreme Court or the apex court of India acts
as the guardian of the Constitution.



Supreme Court is the guarantor and protector
of fundamental rights of citizens. An aggrieved
person can directly approach the Supreme Court
in case of infringement of his/her fundamental
rights. Under article 32 of the Indian Constitution,
SC has the power of writ jurisdiction for the
enforcement of fundamental rights. These are the
writs of habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition,
certiorari and quo warranto

Exp : (c)
Original Jurisdiction- (Art 131)


This jurisdiction extends to cases originating in
SC only and states that Indian SC has original and
exclusive jurisdiction in cases between:


3.

It involves the following cases:

Exp. (d)



2.

Exp : (c)





1.

4.

Government on one hand and one or more
states on the other



Government and one or more states on one
side and other states on the other



Two or more states

5.

Exp : (a)
Appointment of acting Chief Justice (Article 126):


Exp : (b)
Constitutional Provisions


Article 124(1) states that there shall be a Supreme
Court of India consisting of a Chief Justice of India
and, until Parliament by law prescribes a large
number, of not more than seven other judges.



Article 124(2) states that every judge of the Supreme
Court shall be appointed by the President by
warrant under his hand and seal after consultation
with such number of the judges of Supreme Court
and of the High Courts (in states).



The Parliament is competent to increase the
number of judges if it deems necessary.
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When the Oﬃce of the Chief Justice of India is
vacant or when the Chief Justice, by reason of
absence or otherwise, is unable to perform the
duties of his oﬃce, the duties of the oﬃce shall
be performed by such one of the other Judges of
the Court as the President may appoint for the
purpose.

Appointment of Ad hoc Judges (Article 127):


If at any time there is a lack of quorum of the
Judges of the Supreme Court to hold or continue
any session in the Court, the Chief Justice of India
may with the previous consent of the President and
after consultation with the Chief Justice of the High
Court concerned, request in writing the attendance
at the sittings of the Court, as an ad hoc Judge, for
such period as may be necessary, of a Judge of a
High Court duly qualified for appointment as a
Judge of the Supreme Court to be designated by the
Chief Justice of India.
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Attendance of retired Judges at sittings of the Supreme Court (Article 128):


6.
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7.

Exp : (d)
Powers of Lok Adalats

The Chief Justice of India with the previous
consent of the President may request a retired
Judges of the Supreme Court or Federal Court or a
retired Judge of a High Court who is duly qualified
to be appointed as a Judge of the Supreme Court
to sit and act as a Judge of the Supreme Court.
Such a judge is entitled to such allowances as the
President may determine

Exp : (b)






The President may obtain the opinion of the
Supreme Court on any question of law or fact that
has arisen or likely to arise.
Said question of law or fact is of such nature or
of such public importance that it is expedient to
obtain the opinion of Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court, on receiving such reference
may, after such hearing as it thinks fit, report its
opinion to the President



The Lok Adalat shall have the powers of a civil
court under the Code of Civil Procedure 1908,
while trying a suit, in respect of the following
matters:



Power to summon and enforce the attendance
of any witness and to examine him/her on
oath.



Power to enforce the discovery and production
of any document.



Power to receive evidence on aﬃdavits,



Power for requisitioning of any public record
or document or copy thereof or from any
court.



Such other matters as may be prescribed



Every Lok Adalat shall have the power to specify
its own procedure for the determination of any
dispute coming before it.

CONSTITUTIONAL AND NON-CONSTITUTIONAL BODIES
1.

Exp : (d)




The body administers elections to the Lok Sabha,
Rajya Sabha, and State Legislative Assemblies in
India, and the oﬃces of the President and Vice
President in the country.



Originally the commission had only one election
commissioner but after the Election Commissioner
Amendment Act 1989, it has been made a multimember body.



He is the head of the Indian audit & account
department and chief Guardian of Public purse.



It is the institution through which the accountability
of the government and other public authorities (all
those who spend public funds) to Parliament and
State Legislatures and through them to the people
is ensured.



CAG derives its audit mandate from different
sources like–
Constitution (Articles 148 to 151)



The Comptroller and Auditor General’s (Duties,
Powers and Conditions of Service) Act, 1971

Exp : (d)



Important Judgments

NITI Aayog



Instructions of Government of India



Regulations on Audit & Accounts-2007



3.

CAG is an independent authority under the
Constitution of India.




2.

The Election Commission of India is an autonomous
constitutional
authority
responsible
for
administering Union and State election processes
in India.



The commission consists of one Chief Election
Commissioner and two Election Commissioners.

Planning Commission was replaced by a new
institution – NITI AAYOG on January 1, 2015 with
emphasis on ‘Bottom –Up’ approach to envisage
the vision of Maximum Governance, Minimum
Government, echoing the spirit of ‘Cooperative
Federalism’.

Exp : (c)

4.

Exp : (d)
Powers, Functions and Responsibilities of Fimance
Commission


The Commission decides the basis for sharing the
divisible taxes by the centre and the states, and
the principles that govern the grants-in-aid to the
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states every five years.





Any matter in the interest of sound finance may be
referred to the Commission by the President.



The Commission’s recommendations along with
an explanatory memorandum with regard to the
actions done by the government on them are laid
before the Houses of the Parliament.



The FC evaluates the rise in the Consolidated Fund
of a state in order to aﬃx the resources of the state
Panchayats and Municipalities.



The FC has suﬃcient powers to exercise its
functions within its activity domain.

5.

As per the Code of Civil Procedure 1908, the FC has
all the powers of a Civil Court. It can call witnesses,
ask for the production of a public document or
record from any oﬃce or court.

Exp : (a)
Recommendations of the Finance Commission.


The President shall cause every recommendation
made by the Finance Commission under the
provisions of this Constitution together with
an explanatory memorandum as to the action
taken thereon to be laid before each House of
Parliament.

GOVERNANCE
1.

Exp : (d)

2.

Exp : (a)


3.

Food Safety and Standards Authority of India
(FSSAI) is an autonomous body established under
the Ministry of Health, Family Welfare, Government
of India. The FSSAI has been established under
the Food Safety and Standards Act, 2006 which
is a consolidating statute related to food safety
and regulation in India. FSSAI is responsible for
protecting and promoting public health through
the regulation and supervision of food safety.


Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954



Fruit Products Order, 1955



Meat Food Products Order, 1973



Vegetable Oil Products (Control) Order, 1947



Edible Oils Packaging (Regulation) Order 1988



Solvent Extracted Oil, De Oiled Meal and Edible
Flour (Control) Order, 1967



Milk and Milk Products Order, 1992


4.
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Under the Uruguay and Singapore round
agreement, the creation of TRIPS agreement and
its expansion has brought the following under
WTO rulings.


Copyright and Related Rights



Trademarks



Geographical Indications



Industrial Designs



Patents



Protection of Undisclosed Information



Control of AntiCompetitive
Contractual Licences

Practices

in

Thus the 1999 act for protection of GI was formed.

Eligibility conditions of teachers are determined
by the National Council for Teacher Education.

Exp : (b)
Digital Infrastructure as a Utility to Every Citizen

Exp : (d)


LayoutDesigns (Topographies) of Integrated
Circuits

Exp :(b)


5.



6.



Availability of high speed internet as a core utility
for delivery of services to citizens



Cradle to grave digital identity that is unique,
lifelong, online and authenticable to every citizen



Mobile phone & bank account enabling citizen
participation in digital & financial space



Easy access to a Common Service Centre



Shareable private space on a public cloud



Safe and secure cyberspace Digital Empowerment
of Citizens



Universal digital literacy



Universally accessible digital resources



Availability of digital resources / services in Indian
languages



Collaborative digital platforms for participative
governance



Citizens not required to physically submit Govt.
documents / certificates

Exp : (a)
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Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM) is a mobile
payments application based on NPCI’s Unified
Payments Interface (UPI). It provides the facility
to easily send or receive money from other
customers using the UPI. BHIM is developed by
National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI)—
the umbrella organisation for all retail payments
system in India.



Standardised, consistent, nationally acceptable
outcomes of training across the country through a
national quality assurance framework



Global mobility of skilled workforce from India,
through international equivalence of NSQF



Mapping of progression pathways within sectors
and cross-sectorally



The BHIM app is tied to the mobile number and
device ID. So using the app on a different handset
will require a separate authentication process.



Approval of NOS/QPs as national standards for
skill training



Three-point authentication via mobile number,
device ID and UPI PIN.



7.



Fingerprint-based biometric verification of
transactions via Aadhaar will prevent fraudulent
transactions.



UPI PIN is needed for both opening the app as well
as for transactions.



Resetting UPI pin requires debit card details and
OTP SMS to authenticate.

9.

The benami (without a name) property refers to
property purchased by a person in the name of
some other person. The person on whose name
the property has been purchased is called the
benamdar and the property so purchased is called
the benami property. The person who finances the
deal is the real owner.



Assets of any kind — movable, immovable,
tangible, intangible, any right or interest, or
legal documents. As such, even gold or financial
securities could qualify to be benami



The Act prohibits benami transactions and
provides legal provisions for confiscating benami
properties.



Exp : (b)
National Career Service

Exp : (b)


8.
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10.



It is being implemented by Ministry of Labour
and Employment (MoLE) since 2015 for linking
employment exchanges and other institutions
using technology.



It aims to provide a variety of employment related
services like job postings, career counselling,
vocational guidance, skill courses, apprenticeship,
etc.



These services are available online on the National
Career Service Portal accessible to both employers
as well as job seekers.



The NCS service can be availed directly through
the Employment Exchanges/ Career Centres and
Common Service Centres.

Exp : (a)
National Nutrition Mission:

It defines a benami transaction as a transaction
where a property is held by or transferred to
a person, but has been provided for or paid by
another person.



NNM is an apex body under Ministry of Women
and Child Development



It will monitor, supervise, fix targets and guide
nutrition related interventions across the
Ministries.



It will monitor various schemes contributing
towards addressing malnutrition.

Why needed?


There are number of schemes directly and
indirectly affecting nutritional status of children
(0-6 years age) and pregnant women and lactating
mothers.



Inspite of these, level of malnutrition and related
problems in country is high.



There are number of schemes but there is lack in
creating synergy and linking between schemes to
achieve common goal.



NNM through robust convergence mechanism and
other components will strive to create synergy.

Exp : (b)


The National Skills Qualifications Framework
(NSQF) is a competency-based framework that
organizes all qualifications according to a series
of levels of knowledge, skills and aptitude. These
levels, graded from one to ten, are defined in terms
of learning outcomes which the learner must
possess regardless of whether they are obtained
through formal, non-formal or informal learning.

Specific outcomes expected from implementation
of NSQF are:


Mobility between vocational and general education
by alignment of degrees with NSQF



Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL), allowing
transition from non-formal to organised job
market

11.

Exp : (a)


Vidyanjali - (School Volunteer Programme) is
an initiative of the Ministry of Human Resource
Development, Department of School Education &
Literacy to enhance community and private sector
involvement in Government run elementary
schools across the country under the overall aegis
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cash. Though the transaction limit for IMPS is Rs.2
lakh per transaction, for UPI the limit has been set
at Rs.1 lakh.

of the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan. Union Minister for
Human Resource Development, Smt. Smriti Zubin
Irani in June 16, 2016 dedicated ‘Vidyanjali’- a
school volunteer programme to the nation.


12.

The aim of the Vidyanjali Yojana is to develop the
society from the poor education system prevailing
in some areas, mainly in rural districts. The
teacher recruitment process is there but, there is
a huge demand of teachers mainly in the primary
sections of the govt. schools in every state. So this
scheme not only provides a solution to the scarcity
of teachers in govt. schools for now, but also gives
a noble path to thousands of aspirants to provide
teaching services in schools without being selected
in regular teaching recruitments.

14.



UPI has come as a boon to the banks which were
smarting under the onslaught of mobile wallets
like Citrus Pay, Oxigen, PayTM, Mobikwik etc. It
has helped them retrieve their lost ground.



It will facilitate micropayments and person-toperson payment

Exp : (c)


Digital Locker is a service launched by the Indian
government in February 201 This service offers
a safe and exclusive personal electronic storage
space for resident citizens of India to store
documents.

Exp : (b)


Unnat Bharat Abhiyan is a flagship programme
of the Ministry of HRD, which aims to link the
Higher Education Institutions with a set of at least
5 villages so that these institutions can contribute
to the economic and social betterment of these
village communities using their knowledge base.



The maximum storage space is 10 MB. It is linked
to the Aadhaar number of user. This digital space
can be utilized for storing personal documents
such as university certificates, PAN cards, voter
IDs, the URIs of the e-documents issued by various
departments.



It is a significant initiative where all Higher Learning
Institutes have been involved for participation
in development activities, particularly in rural
areas.



There is also a related facility for e-signing of
documents. The objective of the service is to
decrease the use of physical documents and also to
offer authenticity to e-documents.



It also aims to create a virtuous cycle between the
society and an inclusive university system, with
the latter providing knowledge base; practices
for emerging livelihoods and to upgrade the
capabilities of both the public and private sectors.



This service also provides a secure access to
documents issued by the government. It also aims
to deflate the expenses on the administrative front
of the various governmental departments.





Currently, 748 Institutions are participating under
the scheme.

Digital Locker is one of the major initiatives under
the Digital India Programme of the Government
of India, and was released by the Electronics and
Information Technology Department of the Indian
Government.

The objective of the scheme is:

13.



To engage the faculty and students of Higher
Educational Institutions in understanding rural
realities;



Identify and select existing innovative technologies,
enable customization of technologies, or devise
implementation methods for innovative solutions,
as required by people; and



To allow Higher Educational Institutions to
contribute to devising systems for smooth
implementation
of
various
Government
Programs.

Exp : (a)


The Unified Payment Interface is a payment system
that allows money transfer between any two bank
accounts through the medium of a smartphone.



UPI allows a customer to pay directly from a
bank account to different merchants, both online
and oﬄine, without the hassle of typing credit
card details, IFSC code, or net banking/wallet
passwords.
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The new interface is built on the same infrastructure
as the Immediate Payment Service (IMPS), which
is currently used by banks for real-time transfer of

15.

Exp : (b)


District Mineral Foundation (DMF) is a trust set
up under Mines and Minerals (Development &
Regulation) Amendment Act (MMDRA) 2015 as a
non-profit body in those districts affected by the
mining operations.



The DMFs have been directed to take all major
decisions in a participatory mode, in consultation
with the gram sabhas of the respective villages and
activities taken under “polluter pays principle”
cannot be included under PMKKKY.



60% of the funds will be utilised for high priority
areas such as drinking water supply, health care,
sanitation, education, skill development, women
and child care, welfare of aged and disabled people
and environment conservation.



40% of the fund will be utilised for physical
infrastructure, irrigation, energy and watershed
development.



The projects implemented under PMKKKY will help
create a congenial mining environment, ameliorate
the condition of the affected persons and create a
win-win situation for the stakeholders.
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Exp : (c)


Rashtriya Garima Abhiyan is National Campaign
for Dignity and Eradication of Manual Scavenging.
The practice continues in the country in spite
of efforts of several people, implementation of
government schemes such as the National Scheme
for Liberation and Rehabilitation of Scavengers
since 1992 and Self Employment Scheme for
Rehabilitation of Manual Scavengers since
2007, and regardless of it being banned in 1993
through Employment of Manual Scavengers and
Construction of Dry Latrines (prohibition) Act.

17.

Exp : (c)

18.

Exp : (a)



Millets are largely grown under rain¬fed condition
and can thrive with rain fall of 300 mm, wherein
major cereals like wheat and rice cannot be grown.
Therefore, millets supplement the nutritional
security of both human as well as livestocks in
such areas.



The cultivation of millets is also supported by
the Government through other programmes like
Macro¬ Management in Agriculture (MMA), which
provides support for organizing demonstrations of
improved package of practices, supply of certified
seeds, seed minikits and supply of micro nutrients,
gypsum and farmers training for production
and productivity improvement of coarse cereals
including millets.



Millets are the hardy crops against the disease/
pests and also grown as trap crops in Oilseed
and Pulses for control of disease and pest
management. Therefore, they require lesser
support for chemicals, fertilizers and pesticides.
The operational guidelines of INSIMP provides
flexibility to the States, to modify the contents of
the input kits as per local situations in consultation
with their State Agriculture Universities/lCAR
institutions.

Mission Indradhanush


To give maximum protection to the children
against Vaccine Preventable Diseases (VPDs). The
government has launched ‘Mission Indradhanush’
in December 2014 to fully immunize more than
89 lakh children who are either unvaccinated or
partially vaccinated under UIP.



The mission was launched in 2014 and targets
children under 2 years of age and pregnant women
for immunization.









19.

Mission Indradhanush provides vaccination
against 7 diseases diphtheria, whooping cough,
tetanus, polio, tuberculosis, measles and hepatitis
B.
In addition, vaccination against Japanese
Encephalitis and Haemophilus influenzae type B is
being provided in selected districts of the country.
Vaccination against tetanus is also provided to the
pregnant women.
Mission Indradhanush aims to increase full
immunization coverage in India to at least 90%
children by December 201
No separate funds are allocated for Mission
Indradhanush. Funds allocated for Routine
Immunization are being utilized by the states to
carry out activities under Mission Indradhanush.



Mission Indradhanush does not targets to reduce
postnatal death rate but targets to reduce diseases
and death due to vaccine preventable diseases.



Earlier the increase in full immunization coverage
was 1% per year which has increased to 7% per
year through the first two phases of ‘Mission
Indradhanush’.

20.

Exp : (d)


21.

Objectives


To mitigate the adverse effects of desertification and
adverse climatic conditions on crops, human and
livestock population, combating desertification.



To restore ecological balance by harnessing,
conserving and developing natural resources
i.e. land, water, vegetative cover and rising land
productivity.



To implement developmental works through the
watershed approach, for land development, water
resource development and afforestation/pasture
developmen

DPAP: ministry of Rural development
Objective


Exp : (a)


Initiative for Nutritional Security through Intensive
Millets Promotion (INSIMP) - a sub-scheme of
RKVY has been launched from 2011-12 with aim
to demonstrate the improved production and postharvest technologies in an integrated manner with
an allocation of Rs. 300 crores in 16 States.

Desert Development Programme (DDP): water
shed development department

The basic objective of the programme is to minimise
the adverse effects of drought on production of
crops and livestock and productivity of land,
water and human resources ultimately leading
to drought proofing of the affected areas. The
programme also aims to promote overall economic
development and improving the socio-economic
conditions of the resource poor and disadvantaged
sections inhabiting the programme areas.

National Watershed Development


Watershed management is the process of guiding
and organizing the use of land and other resources
in a watershed to provide desired goods and
services without adversely affecting soil and water
resources. Each project under the programme is
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a micro-level effort to achieve this objective by
treating the under productive or unproductive
land and taking up allied activities for the benefit
of the landless. The programmes adopt a common
strategy of multi resource management involving
all stakeholders within the watershed who,
together as a group, co-operatively identify the
resource issues and concerns of the watershed as
well as develop and implement a watershed plan
with solutions that are environmentally, socially
and economically sustainable.
22.

Exp : (c)


23.



Thus, the management of natural resources at
the watershed scale produces multiple benefits in
terms of increasing food production, improving
livelihoods,
protecting
the
environment,
addressing gender and equity issues along with
biodiversity concerns



The Government of India has formulated guidelines
for the implementation of an IWMP, which focuses
not only on soil and water conservation but also
converges all other relevant developmental
schemes such as planting trees, improving
agriculture, forming self-help groups, improving
hygiene and sanitation, and managing drinking
water.





The draft five-year plan, prepared by the planning
commission ‘s first submitted to the union Cabinet.
After its approval, it is placed before the National
development Council, for its acceptance. Then, the
plan is presented to Parliament, with its approval,
it emerges as the oﬃcial plan and published in the
oﬃcial Gazette.

24.

Exp :(d)

25.

Exp : (b)


National Development Council (NDC) is an executive
body established by the Government of India in
August 1952, which is neither a constitutional
nor a statutory body. It is the apex body to take
decisions on matters related to approval of five
year plans of the country. Prime minister is the exoﬃcio chairman of the NDC.

Composition
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National Development Council is composed of the
members mentioned below:



Chief Ministers of all states



Administrators of all Union Territories



All cabinet ministers



Members of the Planning Commission

The secretary of the Planning Commission is also
the secretary of the NDC. The administrative
assistance is also provided by the Planning
Commission.
NDC is an advisory body to the Planning
Commission. The major objectives of NDC can be
listed below:


To strengthen and mobilize the effort and
resources of the nation in support of the Plan.



To promote common economic policies in all
vital spheres.



To ensure the balanced and rapid development
of all parts of the country.

In addition to this, NDC provides a platform
to all the states to discuss their problems and
issues related to development. Thus, it secures
the cooperation of the states in the execution of
developmental plans.

Functions


Exp : C


Prime Minister of India (Chairman of NDC)

Objectives

IWMP aims to restore ecological balance by
utilising, conserving and developing degraded
natural resources such as soil, vegetation and
water and helps in the prevention of soil run-off,
regeneration of natural vegetation, rainwater
harvesting and recharging of the groundwater
table. These advantages enable farmers to
introduce multi-cropping and start diverse agrobased activities, which can help provide sustainable
livelihoods to a large number of people residing in
the watershed area





To meet its objectives, the NDC has been assigned
below functions:


To prescribe guidelines for the formulation of
the National Plan, including the assessment of
resources for the Plan



To consider the National Plan as formulated by
the Planning Commission



To make an assessment of the resources
required to implement the plan and the way to
augment the resources.



To consider important questions of social
and economic policy affecting national
development



To review the working of the Plan from time
to time



To recommend such measures that are
necessary for achieving the aims and targets
set out in the National Plan.

26.

Exp : (b)

27.

Exp : (c)

28.

National Legal Services Authority


The National Legal Services Authority (NALSA) was
constituted under the Legal Services Authorities
Act, 1987 which came into force on 9th November,
1995 to establish a nationwide uniform network
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for providing free and competent legal services to
the weaker sections of the society.

29.



The Chief Justice of India is the Patron-in-Chief and
the second senior most Judge of Supreme Court of
India is the Executive Chairman of the Authority.



Article 39 A of the Constitution provides for free
legal aid to the poor and weaker sections of the
society, to promote justice on the basis of equal
opportunity. Article 14 and Article 22 (1), obligates
State to ensure equality before law.

Exp :(a)


Following are the important and specific functions
of Gram Sabha:
To help implementation of the development
programmes and schemes of the Panchayat.



To identify beneficiaries for different programmes
and schemes. However, if the Gram Sabha fails to
identify such beneficiaries within a reasonable
time, the Gram Panchayat shall identify the
beneficiaries.



30.

To support the programmes of mass education and
family welfare.



To promote unity and harmony among all sections
of the society in the village.



To seek clarification from the Mukhiya, UpMukhiya and other members of the Gram
Panchayat about any particular activity, scheme,
income and expenditure.



To discuss and recommend appropriate action
with regard to reports of the Vigilance Committee.



Other related matters brought to the notice of the
Gram Sabha.



To consider levy of taxes, rates, rents & fees &
enhancement of rates thereof.



To consider all such matters as may be referred by
the Gram Panchayat for its decision.

31.

Exp :(a)


National Green Tribunal (NGT) is a specialised
body set up under the National Green Tribunal
Act (2010) for effective and expeditious disposal
of cases relating to environmental protection
and conservation of forests and other natural
resources.



NGT is mandated to make disposal of applications
or appeals finally within 6 months of filing of the
same.



The NGT has five places of sittings, New Delhi is
the Principal place of sitting and Bhopal, Pune,
Kolkata and Chennai are the other four.



The Tribunal comprises of the Chairperson, the
Judicial Members and Expert Members. They
shall hold oﬃce for term of five years and are not
eligible for reappointment.



The Chairperson is appointed by the Central
Government in consultation with Chief Justice of
India (CJI).



A Selection Committee shall be formed by central
government to appoint the Judicial Members and
Expert Members.



There are to be least 10 and maximum 20 full time
Judicial members and Expert Members in the
tribunal.

Powers & Jurisdiction

To solicit support — in cash or kind or both and
voluntary labour — from the public for community
welfare programmes.



With the establishment of the NGT, India became
the third country in the world to set up a specialised
environmental tribunal, only after Australia and
New Zealand, and the first developing country to
do so.

Structure of NGT

Constitution mentions that Gram Sabha exercises
such powers and performs such functions at the
village level as the Legislature of a State may, by law,
provide. For instance, they approve of the plans,
programmes and projects for social and economic
development before such plans, programmes
and projects are taken up for implementation
by the Panchayat at the village level (Panchayat
at the village level is otherwise known as Gram
Panchayat).







The Tribunal has jurisdiction over all civil
cases involving substantial question relating to
environment (including enforcement of any legal
right relating to environment).



Being a statutory adjudicatory body like Courts,
apart from original jurisdiction side on filing of an
application, NGT also has appellate jurisdiction to
hear appeal as a Court (Tribunal).



The Tribunal is not bound by the procedure laid
down under the Code of Civil Procedure 1908, but
shall be guided by principles of ‘natural justice’.

Exp : (c)


Consumer rights are protected in the way of legal
action – Consumer Protection right act, 198 It
protects the six basic rights for consumers.



Consumers have the right to conduct the test of
sample food. When a consumer files a complaint in
any consumer forum, some considerable amount
of fee is required.



In case the consumer dies, his or her legal heir
can approach the consumer forum and file the
complaint on his or her behalf.

32.

Exp :(c)

33.

Exp :(c)

34.

Exp : (d)
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ECONOMY

PREVIOUS YEAR QUESTIONS

BASIC CONCEPTS
1.

Despite being a high saving economy, capital
formation may not result in significant increase in
output due to
(a)

Weak administrative machinery

(c)

6.

(b) Illiteracy
(c)

High population density

2. High birth rate with a high death rate
3. High birth rate with a low death rate

If a commodity is provided free to the public by the
government, then:
(a)

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

The opportunity cost is zero.
The opportunity cost is transferred from the
consumers of the product to the taxpaying
public.

7.

(d) The opportunity cost is transferred from the
consumers of the product to the government.
3.

(a)

Decrease the consumption expenditure in the
economy

(b) Increase the tax collection of the Government
(c)

Increase the investment expenditure in the
economy

(d) Increase the total savings in the economy
5.

Economic growth in country X will necessarily
have to occur if
(a)

There is technical progress in the world economy

(b) There is population growth in X
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Microfinance is the provision of financial services
to people of low-income groups. This includes both
the consumers and the self-employed. The service/
services rendered under micro-finance is/are:

4. Fund Transfer facilities
Select the correct answer using the codes given below
the lists:

Funds provided to industries at times of incurring
losses

If the interest rate is decreased in an economy, it
will

3, 2 and 1 only

3. Insurance facilities

(a)

(d) Funds provided for replacement and renovation
of industries
4.

2, 3 and 1 only

(d)

2. Savings facilities

A short-term capital provided to industries

(b) A long-term start-up capital provided to new
entrepreneurs
(c)

(c)

1. Credit facilities

What does venture capital mean?
(a)

1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 3, 2 and 1 only

(a)

(b) The opportunity cost is ignored.
(c)

Consider the following specific stages of
demographic transition associated with economic
development:
1. Low birth rate with a low death rate

(d) High capital output ratio
2.

There is capital formation in X

(d) The volume of trade grows in the world economy

1 only

(b) 1 and 4 only
8.

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

As a result of their annual survey, the National
Geographic Society and an international polling
firm GlobeScan gave India top rank in Greendex
2009 score. What is this score?
(a)

It is a measure of efforts made by different
countries in adopting technologies for reducing
the carbon footprint

(b) It is a measure of environmentally sustainable
consumer behavior in different countries
(c)

It is an assessment of programs/schemes
undertaken by different countries for improving
the conservation of natural resources

(d) It is an index showing the volume of carbon
credits sold by different countries

ECONOMIC MEASUREMENTS
1.

5.

Consider the following statements:
Human capital formation as a concept is better
explained in terms of a process which enables.

With reference to inflation in India, which of the
following statements is correct?
(a)

1. Individuals of a country to accumulate more
capital.

(b) The Reserve Bank of India has no role in
controlling the inflation

2. Increasing the knowledge, skill levels and
capacities of the people of the country.

(c)

3. Accumulation of tangible wealth.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only
2.

(c)

2 and 4 only

(d)

1, 3 and 4 only

6.

Industrial output fails
agriculture output.

to

keep

pace

2. A decrease in the aggregate level of output
3. An increase in the effective demand
Select the correct answer using the code given below:

with

(b) Agriculture output fails to keep pace with
industrial output.
(c)

Poverty and unemployment increase.

(a)

7.

(c)

8.

(b) 2 only
4.

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

With reference to the Indian economy, consider
the following statements:

(c)

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

The total value of goods and services produced by
the nationals

Sum of personal income of all individuals

(d) The money value of final goods and services
produced
9.

Consider the following statements:
1. Inflation benefits the debtors.
2. Inflation benefits the bond-holders.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

2. The Gross Domestic Product at market prices (in
rupees) has steadily increased in the last decade.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Borrowing from banks to finance a budget deficit

(b) Sum of total consumption and investment
expenditure

1. The rate of growth of Real Gross Domestic Product
has steadily increased in the last decade.

(a)

Repayment of public debt

The national income of a country for a given period
is equal to the
(a)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(c)

1, 2 and 3

(d) Creating new money to finance a budget deficit

3. In Kerala, a little over 60 percent of agricultural
households reported to have received maximum
income from sources other than agricultural
activities.
2 and 3 only

2 and 3 only

(d)

(b) Borrowing from the public to finance a budget
deficit

2. Out of the total agricultural households in the
country, a little over 60 percent belong to OBCs.

(a)

(c)

Which one of the following is likely to be the most
inflationary in its effect?
(a)

As per the NSSO 70th Round “Situation Assessment
Survey of Agricultural Households”, consider the
following statements:
1. Rajasthan has the highest percentage share
of agricultural households among its rural
households.

1 only

(b) 1 and 2 only

(d) Imports grow faster than exports.
3.

A rise in the general level of prices may be caused
by
1. An increase in the money supply

Increase in absolute and per capita real GNP do not
connote a higher level of economic development,
if:
(a)

Decreased money circulation helps in controlling
the inflation

(d) Increased money circulation helps in controlling
the inflation

4. Accumulation of intangible wealth.
(a)

Controlling the inflation in India is the
responsibility of the Government of India only

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

10.

Under which of the following circumstances may
‘capital gains‘ arise?
1. When there is an increase in the sales of a
product

2. When there is a natural increase in the value of
the property owned.

15.

3. When you purchase a painting and there is
a growth in its value due to an increase in its
popularity.

(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
11.

(c)

2 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(c)

16.

1. Due to a gradual switchover to the cultivation of
commercial crops, the area under the cultivation
of food grains has steadily decreased in the last
five years by about 30%.
2. As a consequence of increasing incomes, the
consumption patterns of the people have
undergone a significant change.
food

supply

chain

has

Which of the statements given above are correct?
1 and 2 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

12.

17.

(c)

It is the impact of the price levels of previous year
on the calculation of inflation rate

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

14.

Economic growth is usually coupled with

Fall in GDP

1 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Consider
the
Government:

(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only
18.

following

actions

by

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

With reference to India, consider the following
statements:

2. As compared to Consumer Price Index for
Industrial Workers (CPI(IW)), the WPI gives less
weight to food articles
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

19.

With reference to the Indian economy, consider
the following statements:
1. The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has increased
by four times in the last 10 years
2. The percentage share of Public Sector in GDP has
declined in the last 10 years
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Deflation

(c)

Stagflation

(a)

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) Inflation

(d)

Hyperinflation

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

the

1. The Wholesale Price Index (WPI) in India is
available on a monthly basis only

1. The growth rate of GDP has steadily increased in
the last five years.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

3. Slow down

In the context of economic recession, which of the
above actions can be considered a part of the “Fiscal
stimulus” package?

In the context of Indian economy, consider the
following statements:

increased in the last five years.

Fall in growth rate

3. Abolishing the subsidies

is correct in this context

2. The growth rate in per capita income has steadily

2. Recession

2. Increasing government spending

(d) None of the statements (a), (b) and (c) ‘given above

13.

Most appropriate description
Fall in stock prices

1. Cutting the tax rates

It is the impact of drastic deficiency in supply due
to failure of crops

(b) It is the impact of the surge in demand due to
rapid economic growth

Term
1. Melt down

(a)

A rapid increase in the rate of inflation is sometimes
attributed to the “base effect”. What is the “base
effect”?
(a)

In the context of Indian economy, consider the
following pairs:

Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly
matched?

structural

constraints.

(a)

It is a persistent fall in the general price level of
goods and services

(d) It is a fall in the rate of inflation over a period of
time

India has experienced persistent and high food
inflation in the recent past. What could be the
reasons?

3. The

It is a sudden fall in the value of a currency against
other currencies

(b) It is a persistent recession in both the financial
and real sectors of the economy

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
(a)

Which one of the following statements is an
appropriate description of deflation?

MONEY AND BANKING
1.

The Chairmen of public sector banks are selected
by the
(a)

Banks Board Bureau

(b) Reserve Bank of India
(c)

(a)

(b) 2 and 3 only
7.

Union Ministry of Finance

(d) Management of concerned bank
2.

Which of the following is not included in the assets
of a commercial bank in India?
(a)

8.

Investments

Curbing imports of non-essential goods and
promoting exports

9.

Easing conditions relating to external commercial
borrowing

6.

1. Cereal grains hulled
2. Chicken eggs cooked
3. Fish processed and canned
4. Newspapers containing advertising material
Which of the above items is/are exempted under GST
(Goods and Services Tax)?

Both 1 and 2

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

Consider the following statements:

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 Only

Increase in the statutory liquidity ratio

Consider the following items:

(c)

3. Treasury bills offer are issued at a discount from
the par value.

Increase in the cash reserve ratio

(d) Increase in the population of the country

1 only

(b) 2 only

2. Treasury bills are issued by the Government of
India and there are no treasury bills issued by
the State Governments.

(b) Increase in the banking habit of the population
(c)

Consider the following statements:

1. The Reserve Bank of India manages and services
the Government of India Securities but not any
State Government Securities.

The money multiplier in an economy increases
with which one of the following?
(a)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

(d) Following an expansionary monetary policy
5.

Both 1 and 2

(d)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

(b) Encouraging Indian borrowers to issue rupee
denominated Masala Bonds
(c)

(c)

2. CAR is decided by each individual bank.

Which one of the following is not the most likely
measure the Government/RBI takes to stop the
slide of Indian rupee?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

1. Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) is the amount that
banks have to maintain in the form of their
own funds to offset any loss that banks incur if
the accountholders fail to repay dues.

Advances

(d) Money at call and short notice
4.

1, 2, 3 and 4

With reference to the governance of public
sector banking in India, consider the following
statements:

(a)

(b) Deposits
(c)

(d)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Scheme

(d) National Skill Development Mission
3.

1, 2 and 4 only

2. To put the public sector banks in order, the
merger of associate banks with the parent State
Bank of India has been affected.

Integrated Rural Development Programme

(b) Lead Bank Scheme
(c)

(c)

1. Capital infusion into public sector banks by the
Government of India has steadily increased in
the last decade.

The Services Area Approach was implemented
under the purview of
(a)

1 only

10.

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Which one of the following best describes the
term “Merchant Discount Rate” sometimes seen in
news?
(a)

The incentive given by a bank to a merchant
for accepting payments through debit cards
pertaining to that bank.

(b) The amount paid back by banks to their
customers when they use debit cards for financial
transactions for purchasing goods or services.
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(c)

(b) It is a scheme of RBI for reworking the financial
structure of big corporate entities facing genuine
diﬃculties.

The charge to a merchant by a bank for accepting
payments from his customers through the bank’s
debit cards.

(d) The incentive is given by the Government to
merchants for promoting digital payments by
their customers through Point of Sale (PoS)

(c)

(d) It is an important provision in ‘The Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code’ recently implemented by

machines and debit cards.
11.

Which one of the following statements correctly
describes the meaning of legal tender money?
(a)

The money which is tendered in courts of law to
defray the fee of legal cases.

the Government.
16.

2. To supply credit to small and marginal farmers
3. To encourage young entrepreneurs to set up
business particularly in rural areas.

The bank money in the forms of cheque, drafts,
bills of exchange, etc.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

(d) The metallic money in circulation in a country.
12.

Indian Banks’ Association

(b) National Securities Depository Limited
(c)

13.

17.

National Payments Corporation of India

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Which of the following is the most likely
consequence of implementing the `Unified
Payments Interface (UPI)’?
Mobile wallets will not be necessary for online
payments.

(a)

With reference to India’s decision to levy an
equalization tax of 6% on online advertisement
services offered by nonresident entities, which of
the following statements is/are correct?

(b) The digital currency will totally replace the
physical currency in about two decades.

2. Nonresident entities that offer advertisement
services in India can claim a tax credit in their
home country under the “Double Taxation
Avoidance Agreements”.

(c)

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

18.

2. To promote FDI in the gold and jewellery sector
3. To reduce India’s dependence on gold imports
Select the correct answer using the code given below

1. National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI)
helps in promoting financial inclusion in the
country.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

Which of the following statements best describes
the- term ‘Scheme for Sustainable Structuring of
Stressed Assets (S4A)’, recently seen in the news?
(a)
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It is a procedure for considering the ecological
costs of developmental schemes formulated by
the Government.

What is/are the purpose/purposes of the
Government’s ‘Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme’ and
‘Gold Monetization Scheme’?
1. To bring the idle gold lying with India households
into the economy

Consider the following statements:

2. NPCI has launched RuPay, a card payment
scheme.

FDI inflows will drastically increase.

(d) The direct transfer of subsidies to poor people
will become very effective.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

15.

(c)

(d) Reserve Bank of India

1. It is introduced as a part of the Income Tax Act.

14.

1 and 2 only

(a)

Which one of the following links all the ATMs in
India?
(a)

What is the purpose of setting up of Small Finance
Banks (SFBs) in India?
1. To supply credit to small business units

(b) The money which a creditor is under compulsion
to accept in settlement of his claims.
(c)

It is a disinvestment plan of the Government
regarding Central Public Sector Undertakings.

(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
19.

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

The term ‘Base Erosion and profit shifting’ is
sometimes seen in the news in the context of:
(a)

Mining operation by multinational companies in
resource-rich by backward areas

(b) Curbing of the tax evasion by multinational
companies
(c)

Exploitation of genetic resources of a country by
multinational companies

(d) Lack of consideration of environmental costs in
the planning of development projects
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3. Online payments can be sent without either side
knowing the identity of the other.

What is/are the purpose/purposes of the ‘Marginal
Cost of Funds based Lending Rate (MCLR)’
announced by RBI?

Select the correct answer using the code given below.

1. These guidelines help improve the transparency
in the methodology followed by banks for
determining the interest rates on advances
2. These guidelines help ensure availability of
bank credit & interest rates which are fair to the
borrowers as well as the banks

24.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

21.

3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

When the Reserve Bank of India reduces the
Statutory Liquidity Ratio by 50 basis points, which
of the following is likely to happen?
(a)

The term ‘Core Banking Solution’ is sometimes such
in the news. Which of the following statements best
describes/describe this term?

(c)

India’s GDP growth rate increases drastically

Scheduled Commercial Banks may cut their
lending rates

(d) It may drastically reduce the liquidity to the
banking, system
25.

‘Basel III Accord’ or simply ‘Basel III’, often seen in
the news, seeks to:

2. It is an effort to increase RBI’s control over
commercial banks through computerization.

(a)

3. It is a detailed procedure by which a bank with
huge non-performing assets is taken over by
another bank.

(b) Improve the banking sector’s ability to deal with
financial and economic stress and improve risk
management

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

The establishment of “Payment Banks’ is being
allowed in India to promote financial inclusion.
Which of the following statements is/are correct in
this context?

(c)

26.

cannot

undertake

1 and 2 only

(c)

2 only

(b) 1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(c)

lending

With reference to ‘Bitcoins’ sometimes seen in
the news, which of the following statements is/are
correct? (ECONOMY)
1. Bitcoins are tracked by the Central Banks of the
countries.
2. Anyone with a Bitcoin address can send and
receive Bitcoins from anyone else with a Bitcoin
address.

Decrease the consumption expenditure in the
economy

(b) Increase the tax collection of the Government
Increase the investment expenditure in the
economy

(d) Increase the total savings in the economy

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions but places a
heavier burden on developed countries

If the interest rate is decreased in an economy, it
will
(a)

2. Payment Banks can issue both credit cards and
debit cards.
3. Payment Banks
activities.

Develop national strategies for the conservation
and sustainable use of biological diversity

(d) Transfer technology from developed countries
to poor countries to enable them to replace the
use of chlorofluorocarbons in refrigeration with
harmless chemicals

1. Mobile telephone companies and supermarket
chains that are owned and controlled by residents
are eligible to be promoters of Payment Banks.

23.

(c)

(b) Foreign Institutional Investors may bring more
capital into our country

1. It is a networking of a bank’s branches which
enables customers to operate their accounts from
any branch of the bank on its network regardless
of where they open their accounts.

22.

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(a)

27.

What is/are the facility/facilities the beneficiaries
can get from the services of Business Correspondent
(Bank Saathi) in branchless areas?
1. It enables the beneficiaries to draw their subsidies
and social security benefits in their villages.
2. It enables the beneficiaries in rural areas to make
deposits and withdrawals.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)
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28.

The terms ‘Marginal Standing Facility Rate’ and
‘Net Demand and Time Liabilities’, sometimes
appearing in news, are used in relation to:
(a)

(a)

(b) UN Conference on Environment and Development,
Rio de Janeiro, 1992

Banking operations

(b) Communication networking
(c)

(c)

Military strategies

As regards the use of international food safety
standards as a reference point for the dispute
settlements, which one of the following does WTO
collaborate with?
(a)

32.

Codex Alimentarius Commission

(c)

International Organization for Standardization

Which one of the following is not related to the
United Nations?
(a)

33.

for

Reconstruction

and

United Nations Development Programme
Industrial

Development

Consider the following statements:
1. The Commonwealth has no charter, treaty or
constitution

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency

2. All the territories/countries once under the
British
empire
(jurisdiction/rule/mandate)
automatically joined the Commonwealth as its
members

International Centre for Settlement of Investment
Disputes

(d) Bank for International Settlements
31.

Bank

(d) United
Nations
Organization

(b) International Finance Corporation
(c)

International
Development

(b) International Fund for Agricultural Development

(d) World Standards Cooperation
30.

The International Development Association, a
lending agency, is administrated by the:
(a)

(b) International Federation of Standards Users
(c)

World Summit on Sustainable Development,
Johannesburg, 2002

(d) UN Climate Change Conference, Copenhagen,
2009

(d) Supply and demand of agricultural products
29.

United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment, Stockholm,1972

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

The United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) is an international
treaty drawn at:

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

ECONOMIC SECTORS
1.

The economic cost of food grains to the Food
Corporation of India is Minimum Support Price
and bonus (if any) paid to the farmers plus
(a)

3.

1. The foreign currency earnings of India’s IT
sector

Transportation cost only

(b) Interest cost only
(c)

2.

2. Increasing the government expenditure

Procurement incidentals and distribution cost

(d) Procurement
godowns

In the context of India, which of the following
factors is/are contributor/contributors to reducing
the risk of a currency crisis?

incidentals

and

charges

3. Remittances from Indians abroad

for

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

Consider the following statements:
1. Most of India’s external debt is owed by
governmental entities.
2. All of India’s external debt is denominated in US
dollars.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

1 only

(b) 1 and 3 only
4.

(a)

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Certificate of Deposit

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) Commercial Paper

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(c)

Promissory Note

(d) Participatory Note
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2 only

Which of the following is issued by registered
foreign portfolio investors to overseas investors
who want to be part of the Indian stock market
without registering themselves directly?

1 only

(a)

(c)
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With reference to India’s Five-Year Plans, which of
the following statements is/are correct?

10.

1. From the Second Five-Year Plan, there was a
determined thrust towards substitution of basic
and capital good industries.
2. The Fourth Five-Year Plan adopted the objective
of correcting the earlier trend of increased
concentration of wealth and economic power.

11.

(b) 3 only
6.

(c)

2 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

7.

5. Groundnut
6. Sesamum
7. Turmeric
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs has
announced the Minimum Support Price for which of
the above?

Spices

(c)

Pulses

(b) Fresh fruits

(d)

Vegetable oils

8.

With reference to land reforms in independent
India, which one of the following statements is
correct?
(a)

12.

13.

2. Now, coal blocks are allocated on lottery basis.
3. Till recently, India imported coal to meet the
shortages of domestic supply, but now India is
self- suﬃcient in coal production.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

With reference to the ‘National Investment and
Infrastructure Fund’, which of the following
statements is/are correct?

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

Consider the following statements:
1. The Standard Mark of Bureau of Indian Standards
(BIS) is mandatory for automotive tyres and
tubes.
2. AGMARK is a quality Certification Mark issued
by the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO).
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

14.

1. Coal sector was nationalized by the Government
of India under Indira Gandhi.

(d)

(a)

It resulted in cultivation of cash crops as a
predominant form of cultivation.

Consider the following statements:

(b) 2, 4, 5 and 6 only

Select the correct answer using the code given below :

(d) Land reforms permitted no exemptions to the

9.

1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 only

2. It has a corpus of Rs. 4,00,000 crore at present.

The ceiling laws were aimed at family holdings
and not individual holdings.

ceiling limits.

(c)

1. It is an organ of NITI Aayog.

(b) The major aim of land reforms was providing
agricultural land to all the landless.
(c)

1, 2, 3 and 7 only

(a)

Among the agricultural commodities imported by
India, which one of the following accounts for the
highest imports in terms of value in the last five
years?
(a)

Consider the following:

4. Finger millet

2. In terms of PPP dollars, India is the sixth largest
economy in the world.
1 only

Vietnam

3. Coffee

1. Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) exchange rates
are calculated by comparing the prices of the
same basket of goods and services in different
countries.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

Myanmar

2. Barley

Consider the following statements:

(a)

(c)
(d)

1. Areca nut

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
1 and 2 only

China

(b) India

(a)

3. In the Fifth Five-Year Plan, for the first time, the
financial sector was included as an integral part
of the Plan.
(a)

Among the following, which one is the largest
exporter of rice in the world in the last five years?

What
is/are
the
advantage/advantages
of
implementing the `National Agriculture Market’
scheme?
1. It is a pan-India electronic trading portal for
agricultural commodities.
2. It provides the farmer’s access to nationwide
market, with prices commensurate with the
quality of their produce.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:

(c)

3 only

(a)

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2
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15.

With reference to `Quality Council of India (QCI)
consider the following statements:

(a)

(b) Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices

1. QCI was set up jointly by the Government of
India and the Indian Industry.
2. The chairman of QCI is appointed by the Prime
Minister on the recommendations of the industry
to the Government.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

16.

Andhra Pradesh

(b) Gujarat
17.

(c)

(c)

Maharashtra

(d)

Uttar Pradesh

With reference to ‘Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima
Yojana’, consider the following statements:

21.

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

18.

(c)

22.

(c)

23.

2. The Command Area Development Programme
was launched in 1974-75 for the development of
water-use eﬃciency.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

24.

(d) Steel production
20.

The Fair and Remunerative Price (FRP) of sugarcane
is approved by the:
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(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

With reference to the Indian Renewable Energy
Development Agency Limited (IREDA), which of
the following statements is/are correct?
1. It is a Public Limited Government Company.
2. It is a Non-Banking Financial Company.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:

Coal production
Fertilizer production

1 only

(a)

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

(b) Electricity generation
(c)

Consider the following statements:
1. The Accelerated Irrigation Benefits Programme
was launched during 1996-97 to provide loan
assistance to poor farmers.

In the ‘Index of Eight Core Industries’, which one of
the following is given the highest weight?
(a)

The Labour Bureau

(d) The Department of Personnel and Training

(d) Providing for financial turnaround and revival of
power distribution companies
19.

The Reserve Bank of India

(b) The Department of Economic Affairs

Providing technical and financial assistance to
start-up entrepreneurs in the field or renewable
source of energy.

Replacing the coal-based power plants with
natural gas, nuclear, solar, wind and tidal power
plants over a period of time.

Which of the following brings out the ‘Consumer
Price Index Number for Industrial Workers?
(a)

(b) Providing electricity to every household in the
country by 2018
(c)

Agricultural Produce (Grading and Marking) Act,
1937

(d) Food Products Order, 1956 and Meat and Food
Products Order, 1973

the following is the purpose of ‘UDAY’, a scheme of
the Government?
(a)

Essential Commodities Act, 1955

(b) Agricultural Produce Market Committee Act
enacted by States.

2. This scheme covers post-harvest losses arising
out of cyclones and unseasonal rains.

(a)

In, India, markets in agricultural products are
regulated under the:
(a)

1. Under this scheme, farmers have to pay a
uniform premium of two percent for any crop
they cultivate in any season of the year.

Which of the statements given about is/are correct?

Directorate of Marketing and Inspection, Ministry
of Agriculture

(d) Agricultural Produce Market Committee

Recently, India’s first ‘National Investment and
Manufacturing Zone’ was proposed to be set up
in:
(a)

Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs

25.

In India, the steel production industry requires the
import of:
(a)

Saltpetre

(b) Rock phosphate

(c)

Coking coal

(d)

All of the above
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What are the significances of a practical approach
to sugarcane production known as the ‘Sustainable
Sugarcane Initiative’?

1. It is the policy of India to save its own coal
reserves for the future and import it from other
countries for the present use.

1. Seed cost is very low in this compared to the
conventional method of cultivation.

2. Most of the power plants in India are coal-based
and they are not able to get suﬃcient supplies of
coal from within the country.

2. Drip irrigation can be practiced very effectively
in this.

3. Steel companies need a large quantity of coking
coal which has to be imported.

3. There is no application of chemical/ inorganic
fertilizers at all in this.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

4. The scope for intercropping is more in this
compared to the conventional method of
cultivation.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 3 only

(b) 1, 2 and 4 only
27.

(c)

2, 3 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

(a)

(b) 2 and 3 only
31.

the

benefit

of

32.

(b) 2 and 3 only
29.

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

Consider the following statements:

2. Sugar and sugarcane are essential commodities
under the Essential Commodities Act.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

(a)

33.

Which one of the following is not a feature of
Limited Liability Partnership firm?
(a)

(c)

3. Natural Gas

34.

4. Refinery products
5. Textiles
Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

30.

Internal governance may be decided by mutual
agreement among partners

(d) It is corporate body with perpetual succession

2. Fertilizers

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only

Partners should be less than 20

(b) Partnership and management need not be
separate

1. Cement

1 and 5 only

1, 2 and 3

window

In India the overall Index of Industrial Production,
the Indices of Eight Core Industries has combined
weight of 37.90%. Which of the following is among
those Eight Core Industries?

(a)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1. The Union Government fixes the Statutory
Minimum Price of sugarcane for each sugar
season

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
1 only

(c)

and

Investment
single

1 only

(b) 1 and 2 only

3. Establishing the Technology Acquisition and
Development Fund.

(a)

With what purpose is the Government of India
promoting the concept of “Mega food parks”?

(a)

What is/ are the recent policy initiative(s) of the
Government of India to promote the growth of
manufacturing sector?

2. Providing
clearance.

1, 2 and 3

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

ASEAN- India Free Trade Agreement

1. Setting up of National
Manufacturing Zones.

(d)

3. To provide emerging and eco-friendly food
processing technologies to entrepreneurs.

United Nations Environment Programme

(d) G-20 Summits
28.

1 and 3 only

2. To increase the processing of perishable items
and reduce wastage.

(b) World Trade Organization
(c)

(c)

1. To provide good infrastructure facilities for the
food processing industry.

In the context of the affairs of which of the following
is the phrase “Special Safeguard Mechanisms”
mentioned in the news frequently?
(a)

1 only

(c)

1, 2, 3 and 4 only

(d)

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

Despite having large reserves of coal, why does
India import millions of tonnes of coal?

The SEZ Act, 2005 which came into effect in
February 2006 has certain objectives. In this
context, consider the following:
1. Development of infrastructure facilities
2. Promotion of investment from foreign sources
3. Promotion of exports of services only
Which of the above are the objectives of this Act?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC SECTORS
1.

In the context of any country, which one of the
following would be considered as part of its social
capitals?
(a)

3.

The nation-wide ‘Soil Health Card Scheme’ aims at:
1. expanding the cultivable area under irrigation.

The proportion of literates in the population

2. enabling the banks to assess the quantum of
loans to be granted to farmers on the basis of soil
quality.

(b) The stock of its buildings, other infrastructure
and machines
(c)

The size of population in the working age group

3. checking the overuse of fertilizers in farmlands.

(d) The level of mutual trust and harmony in the
society
2.

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)

In a given year in India, oﬃcial poverty lines are
higher in some States than in others because
(a)

Poverty rates vary from State to State

4.

Gross State Product varies from State to State

2. The eldest woman in a household, of age 18 years
or above, shall be the head of the Household for
the purpose of issuance of a ration card.

(c)

5.

(b) 2 only
2.

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

3 only

With reference to Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas
Yojana, consider the following statements:
1. It is the flagship scheme of the Ministry of Labour
and Employment.
2. It, among other things, will also impart training
in soft skills, entrepreneurship, financial and
digital literacy.
3. It aims to align the competencies of the
unregulated workforce of the country to the
National Skill Qualification Framework.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 only

164

1, 2 and 3

Resident Indian citizens only
All-State Government employees joining the
services after the date of notification by the
respective State Governments

‘Recognition of Prior Learning Scheme’ is
sometimes mentioned in the news with reference
to:
(a)

Certifying the skills acquired by construction
workers through traditional channels.

(b) Enrolling the persons in Universities for distance
learning programs.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 and 2 only

(d)

(d) All Central Governments Employees including
those of Armed Forces joining the services on or
after 1st April 2004

3. Pregnant women and lactating mothers are
entitled to a ‘takehome ration’ of 1600 calories
per day during pregnancy and for six months
thereafter.

(a)

2 and 3 only

(b) Persons of age from 21 to 55 only

With reference to the provisions made under the
National Food Security Act, 2013, consider the
following statements:
1. The families coming under the category of ‘below
poverty line (BPL)’ only are eligible to receive
subsidized food grains

(c)

Who among the following can join the National
Pension System (NPS)?
(a)

(d) Quality of public distribution varies from State to
State
1.

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only

(b) Price levels vary from State to State
(c)

Consider the following statements:

(c)

Reserving some skilled jobs to rural and urban
poor in some public sector undertakings.

(d) Certifying the skills acquired by trainees under
the National Skill Development Programme.
6.

Regarding ‘Atal Pension Yojana’, which of the
following statements is/are correct?
1. It is a minimum guaranteed pension scheme
mainly targeted at unorganized sector workers
2. Only one member of a family can join the
scheme
3. Same amount of pension is guaranteed for the
spouse for life after the subscriber’s death.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
1 only

(c)

2 and 3 only

(a)

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3
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Pradhan Mantri MUDRA Yojana is aimed at:
(a)

3. Increasing government spending on public
health

Bringing the small entrepreneurs into the formal
financial system

4. Strengthening the Mid-day Meal Scheme

(b) Providing loans to poor farmers for cultivating
particular crops
(c)

Providing pensions to old and destitute persons

(d) Funding the voluntary organization involved
in the promotion of skill development and
employment generation
8.

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

13.

‘SWAYAM’, an initiative of the Government of
India, aims at:
(a)

1 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(d)

Neither 1 nor 2

10.

(a)

14.

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

How does the National Rural Livelihood Mission
seek to improve Livelihood Mission seeks to
improve livelihood options of rural poor?
number of new
and agribusiness

3. By supplying seeds, fertilizers, diesel pump-sets
and micro-irrigation equipment free of cost of
farmers.

has

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

Promoting financial inclusion in the country

A large number of people remain unemployed

(a)

(b) 2 only
15.

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

The Multi-Dimensional Poverty Index developed by
Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative
with UNDP support covers which of the following?

2. Purchasing power parity at the national level

Which of the following can be said to be essentially
the parts of Inclusive Governance?
1. Permitting the Non-Banking Financial Companies
to do banking
2. Establishing
effective
District
Committees in all the districts

1 and 2 only

1. Deprivation of education, health, assets, and
services at household level

Marginal productivity of labour is zero

(d) Productivity of workers is low
12.

and

Providing housing loan to poor people at cheaper
interest rates

Yojna’

(b) Alternative employment is not available
(c)

nutrition

2. By strengthening ‘self-help groups’ and providing
skills development

Jan-Dhan

Disguised unemployment generally means:
(a)

on

(c)

1. By setting up a large
manufacturing industries
centers in rural areas.

(d) Providing financial help to the marginalized
communities
11.

1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(b) Promoting women’s Self-Help Groups in backward
areas
(c)

With reference to the National Rural Health
Mission, Which of the following are the jobs of
‘ASHA”, trained community health workers?

been

“Pradhan Mantri
launched for
(a)

1, 2, 3 and 4

4. Conducting the delivery of baby.

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

(d)

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

With reference to the ‘Stand Up India Scheme’,
which of the following statements is/are correct?

2. It provides for refinancing through SIDBI.

(b) 3 and 4 only

3. Providing information
immunization

Promoting the education and health of adolescent
girls

1. Its purpose is to promote entrepreneurship
among SC/ST and women entrepreneurs.

2, 3 and 4 only

2. Using pregnancy test kits for early detection
pregnancy

(d) Providing affordable and quality education to the
citizens for free
9.

(c)

1. Accompanying women to the health facility for
antenatal care checkup

Promoting Self Help Groups in rural areas

(b) Providing financial and technical assistance to
young start-up entrepreneurs
(c)

1 and 2 only

(a)

Planning

3. Extent of the budget deficit and GDP growth rate
at national level
Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3
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16.

Which of the statements given above is/ are correct?

The endeavor of Janini Suraksha yojana program
is

(a)

1. To promote institutional deliveries
2. To provide monetary assistance to the mother to
meet the cost of delivery
3. To provide for wage loss due to pregnancy and
confinements

(b) 3 and 4 only
19.

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only
17.

(c)

3 only

(d)

1, 2 and 3

(a)

the

“Mahatma

Gandhi

national

rural

Adult members of only the scheduled caste and

households.
(c)

Adult members of households of all backward
communities.

3. Newspaper Establishments

(d) Adult members of any household.

4. Private Medical Institutions
The Employers of which of the above can have the
“Social Security coverage under Employees State
Insurance Scheme?

18.

1, 2, 3 and 4

(b) Adult members of below poverty line (BPL)

2. Motor Transport undertakings

(b) 4 only

(d)

scheduled tribe households.

1. Hotels and restaurants

1, 2 and 3 only

4 only

employment guarantee act”?

Consider the following:

(a)

(c)

Among the following who are eligible to benefit
from

Which of the above are correct?
(a)

1, 2 and 3 only

20.

Inclusive growth as enunciated in the Eleventh-Five
Year Plan does not include one of the following:
Reduction of poverty

(c)

1, 3 and 4 only

(a)

(d)

1, 2, 3 and 4

(b) Extension of employment opportunities

How do District Rural Development Agencies
(DRDAs) help in the reduction of rural poverty in
India?
1. DRDAs act as Panchayati Raj Institutions in
certain specified backward regions of the
country.

(c)

Strengthening of capital market

(d) Reduction of gender inequality
21.

An objective of the National Food Security
Mission is to increase the production of certain

2. DRDAs undertake an area-specific scientific
study of the cause of poverty and malnutrition
and prepare detailed remedial measures.

crops through area expansion and productivity

3. DRDAs secure inter-sectoral and interdepartmental coordination and cooperation for
the effective implementation of anti-poverty
programs.

crops?

4. DRDAs watch over and ensure effective
utilization of the funds intended for anti-poverty
program.

enhancement in a sustainable manner in the
identified districts of the country. What are those

(a)

(b) Rice, wheat, and pulses only
(c)

Rice, wheat, pulses, and oilseeds only

(d) Rice, wheat, pulses, oilseeds, and vegetables

**********
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ECONOMY

PREVIOUS YEAR ANSWERS

BASIC CONCEPTS
1.

Exp. (d)

industries such as information
biotechnology or social media.

Capital Output Ratio (ICOR)








2.

Capital Output Ratio (ICOR) measures the
percentage increase in capital formation required
obtaining a percentage increase in GDP.

4.

These informal funding supplements the funds
made available by the formal means of raising
resources from banks, financial institutions and
capital markets.
5.

Opportunity cost



3.

Opportunity cost is the cost of choosing one
alternative over another and missing the benefit
offered by the forgone opportunity, investing or
otherwise.
Opportunity cost refers to a benefit that a person
could have received, but gave up, to take another
course of action. Stated differently, an opportunity
cost represents an alternative given up when a
decision is made. Opportunity cost is also called
the economic cost.

6.

The curve has a downward slope, indicating that
a drop in interest rate, causes the investmentspending to rise.



The marginal eﬃciency of capital states that for
investment to be worthwhile, it needs to give a
higher rate of return than the interest rate.

Exp. (c)


Capital formation takes place when a country does
not spend all its current income and consumption,
but saves a part of it and uses it for investment for
increasing further production.



This act of saving and investment is described as
capital accumulation or capital formation.

Exp. (c)
This stage has been called high population growth
potential stage. It is characterised by high and
fluctuating birth and death rates which will almost
neutralize each other.

2ND STAGE


Venture Capital is a kind of private equity, a
kind of financing provided to small-size, earlystage, emergent firms (often called start-ups) for
long term that show or have proven high growth
prospective in terms of annual revenue or the
number of employees or both.
Venture Capital funds invest in such start-ups in
exchange for equity. They get ownership stake in
the companies they invest in. Generally, the earlystage company are based on some innovative
technology. They usually belong to high technology





Venture Capital



The relationsip between the interest rate and
investment Expenditure is illustrated by the
investment curve of the economy.

1ST STAGE

Exp. (b)




Capital formation

Exp. (c)


Exp. (c)
Interest rate and investment

Entrepreneurs, by investing their own savings and
informally mobilising the savings of their friends
and relatives contribute to the process of capital
formation.

If capital to output ratio is high then capital
formation may not result in significant increase in
the output.

technology,

In this stage the death rate is decreasing while the
birth rate remains constant at a high level.

3RD STAGE


7.

In this stage, birth rate as compared to the death
rate declines more rapidly. As a result, population
grows at a diminishing rate.

Exp. (d)
Microfinance


Financial inclusion emerging as a major policy
objective in the country, Microfinance has
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occupied center stage as a promising conduit for
extending financial services to unbanked sections
of population


8.

Exp. (b)
Greendex scores

Microcredit, or microfinance, is banking the
unbankable, bringing credit, savings and other
essential financial services such as insurance and
fund transfer facilities within the reach of millions
of people who are too poor to be served by regular
banks, in most cases because they are unable to
offer suﬃcient collateral.



The Greendex scores each respondent based on the
consumption patterns they report in the survey
and compares scores of average consumers within
each country in environmentally sustainable
manner.



The Greendex measures consumer behavior in
four broad areas: housing, transportation, food
consumption, and goods.

ECONOMIC MEASUREMENTS
1.

proportion, in absolute numbers it is Uttar
Pradesh.

Exp. (c)
Human Capital Formation






Human Capital Formation refers to stock of ‘skill
and expertise’ embodied in humans. Human
capital is as important as physical capital for
economic development.
Human capital formation includes expenditure
on education, on health and on on-jobtraining(intangible) are key instruments of human
capital formation, also implies the development
of abilities and skills, knowledge among the
population of the country.

4.



The share of OBC households is about 45 percent.



In Kerala, about 61 percent of agricultural families
have more income from agricultural sources.

Exp. (b)
Indian economy

In order to develop various sectors of the economy,
the country should introduce manpower planning



Real GDP means GDP at a constant price. GDP
growth is not steadily increased in last decade
2005-2015 because of recession which happened
in 2007-08.



Gross domestic product at market prices is the sum
of the gross values added of all resident producers
at market prices, plus taxes less subsidies on
imports.



GDP at market price has continuously increased in

for the development of its human resources.
2.

Exp. (c)
Economic development






Economic development includes not only economic
growth but also various other economic changes
that improve the quality of life or standard of
living of people in a country.

5.

If gains of increase in per capita income are grabbed
by a small section of society, then economic growth

Exp. (c)
Controlling inflation


If with economic growth, a country experiences
various economic changes such as a reduction in
poverty and unemployment, reduction in income
and wealth inequality, increase in literacy rate,
improvement in health and hygiene, etc, that
improve the quality of life then that is economic
development.

will not lead to economic development.
3.

last decade.

6.

Controlling inflation is responsibility of RBI,
central and state government.



RBI control inflation through monetary policy



Inflation can be controlled by decreasing money
supply.



Increased money circulation increases inflation.

Exp. (d)
Inflation


General Price rise may be caused by an increase in
the money supply as the real value of the money
reduces.

Exp. (c)


NSSO 70th Round “Situation Assessment Survey of
Agricultural Households





Rajasthan has the highest agricultural households
(78.4%) among rural households, in terms of

A decrease in the aggregate level of output will
lead to rise in the general level of prices



Effective demand also increases when there is less
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significant.The stubbornly high food prices have
raised a number of questions about ineﬃcient
marketing systems, weak storage infrastructure
and stagnant productivity which affects supply

Exp. (d)
New money

8.



New money into the economy will increases the
money supply which will be inflationary.



In case deficit financing without creating money
the money supply remains the same.



Fresh money creates a more inflationary effect
than money in circulation.

chain.
12. Exp. (c)
Base effect


The base effect refers to the impact of the rise
in the price level (i.e. last year’s inflation) in the
previous year over the corresponding rise in price
levels in the current year (i.e., current inflation).



If the price index had risen at a high rate in the
corresponding period of the previous year leading
to a high inflation rate, some of the potential rises
is already factored in, therefore a similar absolute
increase in the Price index in the current year will
lead to relatively lower inflation rates.



On the other hand, if the inflation rate was too low
in the corresponding period of the previous year,
even a relatively smaller rise in the Price Index
will arithmetically give a high rate of current
inflation.

Exp. (a)
National income

9.



NNP at Factor Cost( Net National Product at Factor
Cost) is the net money value of all the goods
and services produces by normal residents of a
country.



It includes income of Indian citizens whether living
in or outside India. It is net of the national income
which means, it do not include depreciation.

Exp. (a)
Inflation


Inflation is that it causes the value of the currency
to decline over time.



Inflation lets debtors pay lenders back with money
that is worth less than it was when they originally
borrowed it.



A rise in the inflation rate will tend to cause bond
prices to drop. Inflation behaves similarly to bond
yields, moving in the opposite direction from bond
prices.

10. Exp. (b)
Capital gains

13. Exp. (d)
Growth rate and Per capita income


Growth rates of GDP and Per capita income from
2006-07 to 2010-11 are not steady.



Due to the global financial crisis and consequently
recessionary and deflationary tendencies in global
economics.

14. Exp. (b)
INFLATION



Capital means asset, capital gains means a rise in
the value of asset.



Due to an increase in wealth, the spending
increases.



Sale increase is not asset price rise, property value
rise is asset value rise, similar is the case with
painting



As the spending increases, Demand increases



Capital gain is a rise in the value of a capital asset
(investment or real estate) that gives it a higher
worth than the purchase price. The gain is not
realized until the asset is sold. A capital gain may
be short-term (one year or less) or long-term.

leading to increasing in price causing Inflation.
15. Exp. (c)


Deflation is the economic term used to describe
the drop in prices for goods and services.



Deflation slows down economic growth. It normally
takes place during times of economic uncertainty
when there is demand for goods and services is
lower, along with higher levels of unemployment.



When prices fall, the inflation rate drops below 0
percent.

11. Exp. (b)
High food inflation






Food price inflation has remained persistently
elevated, reflecting in part the structural demandsupply mismatch in several commodities.
The trend of food inflation was pointing out at
not only structural demand-supply mismatch in
commodities comprises the essential consumption
basket but also changing consumption basket.
The various explanations for high food inflation
that unfavorable weather conditions did play a
role in food prices, structural factors were also

16. Exp. (a)
Meltdown


Meltdown means weakness in financial market
which affects investment



Economic meltdown follows normally a black
swan event and quickly results in financial assets
losing in value in a tailspin, often resulting in
liquidity crisis.
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Recession


18. Exp. (c)

Recession is a slowdown or a massive contraction
in economic activities. A significant fall in spending
generally leads to a recession. It means negative
growth in GDP for two consecutive quarters but in
general it is a fall in GDP.

!

Before 2009 WPI was available on weakly basis
,from 2009 it was changed to monthly basis.

!

Weight of Food Items

!

WPI – food articles =15.40 %, food products =
11.50 %

!

CPI for Industrial Workers = 57 %

Slow down


It means reduction in growth rate in GDP.

19. Exp. (b)

17. Exp. (a)

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

fiscal stimulus


A ‘fiscal stimulus’ is an attempt by government to
kickstarts a sluggish economy through a package
of measures.



A monetary stimulus will see the central bank
expanding money supply or reducing interest
rates to encourage consumer spending.



A fiscal stimulus is one in which the government
spends more from its own pocket.



In fiscal stimulus govt slashes tax rates and may
increases subsidies but not abolish subsidies, it
puts more money in the hands of consumers and
spending goes up – thereby encouraging demand
& growth.



It is the total monetary or market value of all the
finished goods and services produced within a
country’s borders in a specific time period. As a
broad measure of overall domestic production,
it functions as a comprehensive scorecard of the
country’s economic health.



Though GDP is usually calculated on an annual
basis, it can be calculated on a quarterly basis as
well by CSO.



GDP in 2000-2001 was 19.2 lakh crores which
increased to 58 lakh crores in 2009-2010



Which is nearly 3 times.



With the rapid growth of the private sector after
LPG share of public sector in GDP gone down.

MONEY AND BANKING
1.

Exp. (a)



Bank Board Bureau (BBB)


BBB is autonomous body of Central Government.



It was announced by Union Government in August
2015 as part of seven point Indradhanush Mission
to revamp PSBs and started functioning in April
2016.



It had replaced
Government.

Appointments

Board



It is housed in Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) central
oﬃce in Mumbai, Maharashtra.



It comprises eminent professionals and oﬃcials
for public sector banks (PSBs).
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Exp. (b)


of

Functions of BBB


2.

Give recommendations for appointment of fulltime Directors as well as non-Executive Chairman
of PSBs.
Give advice to PSBs in developing differentiated
strategies for raising funds through innovative
financial methods and instruments and to deal
with issues of stressed assets.

3.

Lead bank scheme Service Area Approach under
which villages are identified and assigned to bank
branches based on their proximity and contiguity.
Sub Service Area is a cluster of more than one
village wherein up to 1000 to 1500 households are
brought under such cluster for providing banking
services.

Exp. (b)


4.

Guide banks on mergers and consolidations and
governance issues to address bad loans problem
among other issues.

Deposits of banks are liability not assets

Exp. (d)


To stop slide of rupee against dollar, we need to
improve inflow of forex and increase its supply
and control domestic currency money supply.
!

Is a correct step as it will bring more forex

!

Is a correct step as it will bring more forex
through FPI

!

Is a correct step as it will bring more forex
through Debt
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Is not a correct step, as it increases money supply



According to Department of Economic Affairs,



Short-term debt of the Central Government
on residual maturity basis includes 14-day
intermediate treasury bills, regular treasury bills,
dated securities maturing in the ensuing one year
and external debt with remaining maturity of less
than one year.



Short-term debt of State Governments comprises
internal debt that includes market loans maturing
within next one year, and repayment of loans to
Centre.



T-bills are sold at discount and re-purchased at par

Exp. (b)


Increase in CRR decrease money multiplier, as it
reduces flow of funds back to market



It increases money multiplier by increasing the
velocity of money



Increase in SLR decrease money multiplier, as it
reduces flow of funds back to market



Population is not related to money multiplier.

Exp. (a)

value (face value).

Exempt supply


As per section 2(47) of CGST Act 2017, an exempt
supply means any goods or services or both which
attract nil rate of tax or that may be wholly exempt

5.

Merchant discount rate


Merchant discount rate on debit cards is the
amount that a merchant has to pay to its service
providers when a consumer swipes her card on
the merchant’s pointofsales terminal. It is also
applicable for online transactions and QRbased
transactions.



Newspapers containing advertisements will be
taxed under GST with rate of 5% on revenue with
availing ITC for tax paid by advertisement agency

The amount that the merchant pays for every
transaction gets distributed among three
stakeholders—the bank that enables the
transaction, the vendor that installs the PoS
machine and the card network provider such as

on commission received.

Visa or MasterCard.

from


tax under section 11 or may be wholly exempt
from tax under section 6 of IGST act or including
non-taxable supply.



Cereals, eggs, fish etc. are exempted from GST,
but not ‘cooked’ and ‘processed’ which will be
available for sale in restaurants.



2.

Exp. (b)

6.

Public sector banking




Exp. (c)

Exp. (b)
Legal tender money

After the Securitisation and Reconstruction of
Financial Assets and Enforcement of Securities
Interest Act, 2002 (also known as the SARFAESI
Act), the government capital infusion steadily
decreased until NPA problem introduced in 2015.



Legal tender money is fiat money that cannot be
refused by any citizen of the country for settlement
of any kind of transaction.



The ‘Legal tender’ is the money that is recognized
by the law of the land, as valid for payment of
debt. It must be accepted for discharge of debt.
The RBI Act of 1934, which gives the Central Bank
the sole right to issue banknotes, states that “Every
banknote shall be legal tender at any place in India

The merger of SBI bank with its associated banks
under section 35 of SBI ACT 1935 will result in
creation of a stronger merged entity, this will
minimize vulnerability.

3.

in payment for the amount expressed therein”.

Exp. (a)


Capital Adequacy Ratio is known capital-to-risk
weighted assets ratio is used for the protection of
depositors and promotion of stability of financial
systems across the world.



Capital Adequacy Ratio is a measure of the capital
of the bank which is expressed as a percentage of
bank’s risk-weighted credit exposures.



It is decided by central banks and bank regulators
on recommendation of BASEL 3 norms to prevent
(commercial) banks from taking excess leverage

7.

Exp. (c)
National Payments Corporation of India:


National Financial Switch (NFS) is the largest
network of shared automated teller machines
(ATMs) in India.



It was designed, developed and deployed by
the Institute for Development and Research in
Banking Technology (IDRBT) in 2004, with the goal
of inter-connecting the ATMs in the country and
facilitating convenience banking.



It is run by the National Payments Corporation of

and becoming insolvent.
4.

Exp. (c)


RBI is Banker / Debt manager for both State and
Union Government.

India(NPCI).
8.

Exp. (d)
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Equalization tax:


The levy was introduced in the Budget as part of
the finance bill and not as a part of the Income Tax
Act.



So, because of this the companies would not be
able to take the benefit of tax treaties to avoid
double taxation in their home countries.





It provides that income of the non-resident from
the provision of the specified services to the asses
under chapter VIII of the FA is exempt from income
tax in the hands of the non-resident if the same is
chargeable to equalization levy.

The provision of savings vehicles



Supply of credit to small business units; small and
marginal farmers; micro and small industries; and
other unorganized sector entities, through high
technology-low cost operations.



However, apart from the provision of credit, there
is no explicit provision that SFBs have been set up
to encourage setting of businesses in rural areas

12. Exp. (a)


Mobile wallets will not be necessary, because your
mobile number is directly linked with the bank
account using bank’s ‘customized app’ which is
built on the UPI platform.



It was launched in April 2016 by National Payment
Corporation of India and in the last two years, the
platform has emerged as a popular choice among
users for sending and receiving money.



UPI is a payment system that allows money
transfer between any two bank accounts by using
a smartphone.

However, it does not mean that the income of the
non-resident from the specified services would be
charged to income tax if the same is not chargeable
to equalization levy.

9.



Exp. (c)
National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI)




National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI),
an umbrella organisation for operating retail
payments and settlement systems in India, is an
initiative of Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and Indian
Banks’ Association (IBA) under the provisions of
the Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007,
for creating a robust Payment & Settlement
Infrastructure in India.
NPCI launched the Rupay card in 2012, as 7th
payment gateway in the world.

13. Exp. (c)


Gold Monetization Scheme and Gold Monetization
Scheme



Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme’ and ‘Gold
Monetization Scheme’ aims to bring the idle gold
lying with India households into the economy
which is tangible material to make more useful in
economy.



Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme’ and ‘Gold
Monetization Scheme’ not promote any FDI in gold
and jewellery sector.



It will reduce gold imports by reducing demand
for physical gold by shifting a part of the demand

10. Exp. (b)
Scheme for Sustainable Structuring of Stressed Assets (S4A):


The RBI had launched the S4A scheme to help
resolve the corporate debt problem and strengthen
the lenders’ ability to deal with stressed assets.



Under this scheme, a company’s debt is bifurcated
into two parts sustainable and unsustainable
based on the cash flows of the company’s project.



The sustainable debt cannot be less than 50% of
existing debt and will have to be serviced over the
same terms as that of existing facilities.



The unsustainable debt can be converted into
equity, Optionally Convertible Debentures or
Redeemable Optionally Convertible Preference
Share with clearly spelled out terms.

for physical gold into investment in Gold Bonds.
14. Exp. (b)
Base erosion and profit shifting


Base erosion and profit shifting refer to the
phenomenon where companies shift their profits
to other tax jurisdictions, which usually have
lower rates, thereby eroding the tax base in India.



The Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax
Treaty Related Measures to Prevent Base Erosion
and Profit Shifting:



The Convention is an outcome of the OECD / G20
BEPS Project to tackle base erosion and profit
shifting through tax planning strategies that exploit
gaps and mismatches in tax rules to artificially
shift profits to low or no-tax locations where there
is little or no economic activity, resulting in little or
no overall corporate tax being paid.

11. Exp. (a)
Small Finance Banks (SFBs)


Small finance banks are a type of niche banks in
India. Banks with a small finance bank license can
provide basic banking service of acceptance of
deposits and lending.



SFBs was recommended by the Nachiket Mor
committee on financial inclusion.



The objectives of setting up of small finance banks
will be to further financial inclusion by
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Marginal Cost of Funds based Lending Rate
(MCLR)


The marginal cost of funds-based lending rates
(MCLR) is the minimum interest rate that a bank
can lend at.



The Reserve Bank of India has brought a new
methodology of setting the lending rate by
commercial banks under the name Marginal
Cost of Funds based Lending Rate (MCLR). It has
modified the existing base rate system from April
2016 onwards.



Marginal Cost of Funds based Lending Rate
(MCLR) improves the transmission of policy rates
into the lending rates of banks. These measures
are expected to improve transparency in the
methodology followed by banks for determining
interest rates on advances.



The guidelines are also expected to ensure the
availability of bank credit at interest rates which
are fair to the borrowers as well as the banks.
Further, marginal cost pricing of loans will help
the banks become more competitive and enhance
their long-run value and contribution to economic
growth.
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central authority controlling it.


Bitcoins can be sent digitally to anyone who has
a bitcoin address anywhere in the globe. One
person could have multiple addresses for different
purposes – personal, business and the like.



A bitcoin is not printed currency but is a nonreputable record of every transaction that it has
been through. All this is part of a huge ledger
called the blockchain.



Since no authority controls the generation of the
coins or tracks them, the system itself is designed in
such a way that the network maintains a foolproof
system of the record of every transaction as well
as tracking issuance of the currency sent without
either side knowing the identity of the other

19. Exp. (c)
Statutory Liquidity Ratio


Banks have to invest a certain percentage of their
deposits in specified financial securities like Central
Government or State Government securities. This
percentage is known as SLR.



This money is predominantly invested in
government approved securities (bonds), Gold,
which mean the banks can earn some amount as
‘interest’ on these investments



By reducing Statutory Liquidity Ratio more
liquidity remains with commercial banks so may
cut their lending rates.

16. Exp. (a)
Core Banking Solutions (CBS)


A solution that enables banks to offer a multitude
of customer-centric services on a 24×7 basis from
a single location.



Using CBS, customers can access their accounts
from any branch, anywhere, irrespective of where
they have physically opened their accounts. Almost
all branches of commercial banks, including the
Regional Rural Banks (RRBs), are brought into the
core-banking fold.



By Core Banking Solution no any change in RBI’s
control over commercial banks.



In Core Bank Solution there is no any provision
related to non-performing assets.

17. Exp. (b)

20. Exp. (b)
Basel III Accord


Basel III is an internationally agreed set of
measures developed by the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision in response to the financial
crisis of 2007-09.



The measures aim to strengthen the regulation,
supervision and risk management of banks.



Like all Basel Committee standards, Basel III
standards are minimum requirements that apply
to internationally active banks.



Members are committed to implementing and
applying standards in their jurisdictions within

Payments banks


A Payments Bank is a “differentiated bank” set-up
under the guidelines issued by the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI).



Mobile telephone companies and supermarket
chains that are owned and controlled by residents
are eligible to be promoters of Payment Banks



Payments banks; will be entitled to issue ATM or
debit cards to their customers but cannot issue a
credit card.



Payments banks cannot provide loans or lending
services to the customers.

18. Exp. (b)
Bitcoins


It is an electronic or digital currency that works on
a peer-to-peer basis. It is decentralized and has no

the time frame established by the Committee.
21. Exp. (c)
Interest rates and investment


Lower interest rates make it cheaper to borrow.
This tends to encourage spending and investment.



This leads to higher aggregate demand and
economic growth. This increase in aggregate
demand may also cause inflationary pressures.



The relationship between the interest rate and
investment Expenditure is illustrated by the
investment curve of the economy. The curve has
downward slope, indicating that a drop in interest
rate, causes the investment-spending to rise.
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International Finance Corporation (IFC)

22. Exp. (c)
Business Correspondent (Bank Saathi)




Business Correspondent model is an innovative,
technology-based banking model is giving people
in remote areas of India access to formal financial
institutions.

The scope of activities:

International Finance Corporation (IFC) is a
specialized agency of United Nations (UN), aﬃliated
with but legally separate from the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(World Bank), founded in 1956, Headquartered in
Washington, D.C.

International Center for Settlement of Investment
Disputes (ICSID)



Disbursal of small value credit



Recovery of principal/collection of interest



Collection of
withdrawals

and





Enables the beneficiaries to draw their subsidies
and social security benefits in their villages

International Center for Settlement of Investment
Disputes (ICSID) is a specialized agency of the
United Nations.



A member of the World Bank Group, it was formed
in 1956 and has its headquarters in Washington,
D.C.

small

value

deposits



Sale of microinsurance/ mutual fund products/
pension products/ other third party products and



Receipt and delivery of small value remittances/
other payment instruments.

23. Exp. (a)
Marginal Standing Facility (MSF)


Marginal Standing Facility (MSF) is a new scheme
announced by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in its
Monetary Policy (2011-12) and refers to the penal
rate at which banks can borrow money from the
central bank over and above what is available to
them through the LAF window.

Net Demand and Time Liabilities


The Net Demand and Time Liabilities or NDTL
shows the difference between the sum of demand
and time liabilities (deposits) of a bank (with the
public or the other bank) and the deposits in the
form of assets held by the other bank.

24. Exp. (a)

Bank for International Settlements


Bank for International Settlements is not related
to UNITED NATION.



BIS is an international financial organization
owned by 60 member central banks, representing
countries from around the world including India.
It fosters international monetary and financial
cooperation and serves as a bank for central
banks. Its headquarter is in Basel, Switzerland

26. Exp. (b)
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC)


The UNFCCC, signed in 1992 at the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development
also known as the Earth Summit, the Rio Summit
or the Rio Conference in Rio de Janerio.



The UNFCCC entered into force on March 21, 1994,
and has been ratified by 197 countries.

Codex Alimentarius Commission


The Codex Alimentarius is a collection of
international food safety standards that have been
adopted by the Codex Alimentarius Commission
(the “Codex”) in collaboration with WTO.



The Codex is based in Rome and funded jointly by
the FAO and the WHO.



The Commission’s main goals are to protect the
health of consumers and ensure fair practices in the
international food trade. The Codex Alimentarius
is recognized by the World Trade Organization as
an international reference point for the resolution
of disputes concerning food safety and consumer
protection

25. Exp. (d)
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)
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Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)
is a specialized agency of the United Nations,
formed in 1988, with headquarters in Washington,
D.C.

27. Exp. (a)
International Development Association (IDA)


The International Development Association (IDA)
is the part of the World Bank that helps the world’s
poorest countries.



It was established in 1960 under the administration
of International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development by lending to developing countries
that suffer from the lowest gross national income,
from troubled creditworthiness, or from the lowest
per capita income.

28. Exp. (a)


YES, the Commonwealth has no charter, treaty or
constitution.



Mozambique and Rwanda are also its members,
who were never colonies of Britain or never
become under rule of BRITISH
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ECONOMIC SECTORS
1.



2.

The economic cost comprises the procurement
price of foodgrains, costs related to procurement
(such as statutory taxes, labour costs, mandi fees,
and so on) and costs of distribution (including
freight, storage and administration).


S. No.

India’s external debt is held in multiple currencies,
the largest of which is the United States dollar. As
on 31 December 2017, 48.2% of the country’s debt
was held in U.S. dollars. The rest of the debt is held
in Indian rupees (37.3%), special drawing rights
(5.7%), Japanese yen (4.6%), Euros (3.2%) and
other currencies (1%).
Most of India’s external debt is in form of ECB and
NRI deposits.
Component

External debt
(US$)

Percentage
share

1.

Multilateral

56,021 million

10.9%

2.

Bilateral

23,371 million

4.6%

3.

IMF loans

5,666 million

1.1%

4.

Export credit

9,390 million

1.8%

5.

Commercial
borrowings

196,861 million

38.3%

6.

NRI deposits

123,315 million

24.0%

7.

Rupee debt

1,205 million

0.2%

Long-term debt

415,829 million

81.0%

Short-term debt

97,609 million

19.0%

513.4 billion

100%

Total

6.

Currency crisis risk is reduced by increase in
foreign exchange inflow in the current account
of BoP. In this question 1 and 3 are inflows in the
current account and hence reduce the risk, whereas
2 are not related to currency risk directly.

P-Notes or Participatory Notes are Overseas
Derivative Instruments that have Indian stocks
as their underlying assets. They allow foreign
investors to buy stocks listed on Indian exchanges
through FIIs without being registered.

Exp. (a)


A sizeable increase in national income so as to
raise the level of living.



Rapid industrialization of the country with
particular emphasis on the development of basic
and Capital Goods industries.



A large expansion of employment opportunities
by developing labour-intensive projects and small
scale industries.



Reduction in
distribution.

inequalities

of

income

and



To attain the annual growth rate of 5%.



The fourth five year plan for the first time the
financial sector was included as an integral part
of the plan.



Major reform taken during this period was
Nationalization of Banks and abolition of privy
purses.



Financial sector was included for the first time in
fourth five year plan itself.

Exp. (a)
Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)

Exp. (b)


Exp. (d)


5.

Exp. (d)


3.

4.

Exp. (c)

7.



The purchasing power of a currency refers to the
quantity of the currency needed to purchase a
given unit of a good, or common basket of goods
and services.



Purchasing power is clearly determined by
the relative cost of living and inflation rates in
different countries.



Purchasing power parity means equalising the
purchasing power of two currencies by taking
into account these cost of living and inflation
differences.



PPP exchange rates are calculated by comparing
the prices of the same basket of goods and services
in different countries.



In terms of PPP dollars, India is the third largest
economy in the world.

Exp. (d)
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India’s top 15 Agricultural Export Commodities
S.No.

Commodity

1.
2.
3.
4.

Marine Products
Buffalo Meat
Rice-Basmoti
Spices
Rice (Other Than
5.
Basmoti)
cotton Raw Incld.
6.
Waste
7.
Sugar
8.
Coffee
9.
Cashew
10.
Fresh Vegetables
11.
Tea
12.
Castro Oil
Tobacco Unmanu13.
factured
14.
Groundnut
15.
Fresh Fruits
Source: DGCIS, Kolkata

7148

17795

8226

20336

6374

15286

1948

22338

1143

11643

1346

12816

2478
254
121
2292
250
545

7179
4799
5095
5384
4873
4364

1954
221
135
2019
215
547

5327
4973
5566
4612
4166
4710

3826
256
103
1872
247
587

9772
5123
5025
47663
4719
4616

237

4783

220

4163

215

4371

510
525

3188
3646

708
484

4675
3148

537
573

4039
3918

Commodity

Quantity: ‘000 tonnes Value in Rs. Crores
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
Qty
Value
Qty
Value
Qty
Value

Exp. (b)
Minimum Support Price

Quantity: ‘000 tonnes Value in Rs. Crores
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
Qty
Value
Qty
Value
Qty
Value
1001 30627 1073 33685
976
31183
1366 26458 1476 29283 1314 26682
3754 29292 3702 27599 4045 22714
897
15146
923
14842
821
16374

India’s Top 15 Agricultural Import Commodities
S. No.

8.

9.



MSP is the minimum price set by the Government
at which farmers can expect to sell their produce
for the season.



When market prices fall below the announced
MSPs, procurement agencies step in to procure the
crop and ‘support’ the prices



The government announces MSP on 23 crops.
These include seven cereal crops (paddy, wheat,
jawar, bajra, maize, ragi and barley), five pulse
crops (gram, tur, moong, urad and lentil), seven
oilseeds (groundnut, sunflower seed, soya bean,
rapeseed, mustard, saﬄower, nigerseed and
seasmum), copra (dried coconut), cotton, raw jute
and sugarcane.

Exp. (d)
National Investment and Infrastructure Fund
(NIIF)


National Investment and Infrastructure Fund
(NIIF) is a fund created by the Government of
India for enhancing infrastructure financing in
the country.



National Investment and Infrastructure Fund
(NIIF) is under Department of Economic Affairs.



It was set up in Budget 2015, with Rs.40k crores.

10. Exp. (a)
Standard Mark

Vegetable
Oils

7943

44038

11548

59094

15639

68630

2.

Pulses

3178

11037

4585

17063

5798

25619

3.

Fresh Fruits

769

7716

858

9544

836

11013

AGMARK

4.

Cashew raw

776

4668

941

6600

962

8701



5.

Spices

156

3452

161

4392

191

5382

Sugar

881

2287

1539

3668

1943

4038

2076

0

2508

0

2915

2376

259

3101

232

2563

1749

0

1799

11. Exp. (c)

1551

56

1399



National Agriculture Market (NAM) is a pan-India
electronic trading portal which networks the
existing APMC mandis to create a unified national
market for agricultural commodities.



The NAM Portal provides a single-window service
for all APMC related information and services.
This includes commodity arrivals & prices, buy
& sell trade offers, provision to respond to trade
offers, among other services.

1.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Alcoholic
Beverages
Cotton Raw
Incld. Waste
Mise
Processed
Items
Cocoa
Products

181

1474
52

1072

65

11.

Wheat

11

27

29

61

516

870

12.

Coffee

60

729

75

930

66

802

8

449

14

611

14

702

31

411

28

452

50

635

53

419

63

569

61

573

Fruits /
13.
Vegetables
Seeds
Marine
14.
Products
Cereal
15.
Preparations
Source: DGCIS, Kolkata
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Standard mark and certification from the Bureau
of Indian Standards (BIS) are mandatory for all
types of automotive tires and tubes.
AGMARK is a certification mark employed on
agricultural products in India, assuring that
they conform to a set of standards approved by
the Directorate of Marketing and Inspection an
attached Oﬃce of the Department of Agriculture,
Cooperation and Farmers Welfare under Ministry
of Agricultural & Farmers Welfare.

National Agriculture Market (NAM)

12. Exp. (c)
Quality Council of India (QCI)
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Quality Council of India (QCI) was set up in 1997 as
an autonomous body.



It was set up jointly by the Government of India
and the Indian Industry represented by the three
premier industry associations i.e.Associated
Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India
(ASSOCHAM),Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII) and Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FICCI).



16. Exp. (b)


The Eight Core Industries comprise nearly 40.27%
of the weight of items included in the Index of
Industrial Production (IIP). These are Electricity,
steel, refinery products, crude oil, coal, cement,
natural gas, and fertilizers.



In India, there are eight core sectors comprising
of

The chairman of QCI is appointed by the Prime
Minister on the recommendation of the industry
to the government.

13. Exp. (a)

!

Refinery products (28.04%)

!

Electricity (19.85%)

!

Steel (17.92%)

!

Coal (10.33%)
Crude oil (8.98%)



India’s
first
‘National
Manufacturing Zone

and

!
!

Natural gas (6.88%)



Andhra Pradesh is set to house India’s first national
investment and manufacturing zone after the state
assured the Centre of availability of 10 sq km of
land in one place in Prakasham district.

!

Cement (5.37%)

!

Fertilizers (2.63%)



Investment

The National Investment & Manufacturing Zones
(NIMZs) are an important instrumentality of the
manufacturing policy.

14. Exp. (b)

17. Exp. (a)
Fair and Remunerative Price (FRP)


It is the minimum price at which rate sugarcane is
to be purchased by sugar mills from farmers.



FRP is fixed by Union government on basis of
recommendations of Commission for Agricultural
Costs and Prices (CACP), an attached oﬃce of Union
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare.

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojna (PMFBY)






The Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojna (PMFBY) was
introduced on 14th January 2016, in a move aimed
at reducing agricultural distress and farmer’s
welfare without having to affect hefty hikes in
the Minimum Support Prices (MSP) of agricultural
products prices due to Monsoon fluctuations
induced risks.
Under the scheme, farmers will have to pay a
uniform premium of two percent for all Kharif
crops and 1.5 percent for all Rabi crops. For annual
commercial and horticultural crops, farmers will
have to pay a premium of 5 percent.
Post-harvest Coverage is available up to a maximum
period of 14 days from harvesting for those crops
which are kept in “cut & spread” condition to
dry in the field after harvesting, against specific
perils of cyclone / cyclonic rains, unseasonal rains
throughout the country.

18. Exp. (b)
Agricultural Produce Market Committee Act


The Agricultural Produce Market Committee
Act empowers state governments to notify the
commodities, and designate markets and market
areas where the regulated trade takes place.



The Act also provides for the formation of
agricultural produce market committees (APMC)
that are responsible for the operation of the
markets.

19. Exp. (c)
Consumer Price Index Numbers for Industrial
Workers


Consumer Price Index Numbers for Industrial
Workers is being compiled and maintained by
Labour Bureau, Ministry of Labour & Employment
in respect of All-India.



Consumer Price Index Numbers for Industrial
Workers (CPI-IW ) tries to measure the alterations
over a time period on the prices of a fixed basket of
goods and services utilized by Industrial Workers.

15. Exp. (d)
Ujjwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana




The government of India launched the Ujwal
DISCOM Assurance Yojana (UDAY) in 2015 for
operational and financial turnaround of Stateowned Power Distribution Companies (DISCOMs).
The scheme is seen as a path-breaking reform for
realizing Prime Minister’s vision of affordable and
accessible 24×7 Power for All.
UDAY is a comprehensive scheme providing
measures for both revenue-side eﬃciency and
cost-side eﬃciency.

20. Exp. (b)
Accelerated Irrigation Benefits Programme


Accelerated Irrigation Benefits Programme
Launched in 1996-97 to expedite the completion of
ongoing irrigation projects.
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Under this scheme, Centre gives loan assistance
to the States to help them complete some of the
incomplete major/medium irrigation projects
which are at an advanced stage of completion.



Command Area Development Programme


The Command Area Development Programme
(CAD) was started initially in December 1974
to improve the irrigation potential utilization
and optimize the agricultural production and
productivity through an integrated and coordinated
approach of eﬃcient water management

24. Exp. (b)
Special Safeguard Mechanism (SSM)


Special Safeguard Mechanism (SSM) is a
protectionist tool under WTO that will allow
developing countries to increase tariffs temporarily
to suppress import surges or price falls.



It is especially used for agricultural imports that
cause damages to the country’s farmers.

21. Exp.
Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency
Limited (IREDA)




Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency
Limited (IREDA) is a Mini Ratna (Category –
I) Government of India Enterprise under the
administrative control of Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy (MNRE).
IREDA is a Public Limited Government Company
established as a Non-Banking Financial Institution
in 1987 engaged in promoting, developing and
extending financial assistance for setting up
projects relating to new and renewable sources of
energy and energy eﬃciency/conservation with

25. Exp. (d)
Growth of manufacturing sector


The NMP provides for promotion of clusters and
aggregation, especially through the creation of
National Investment and Manufacturing Zones
(NIMZ).



The criterion adopted for determining the ease
of doing business is the eﬃcacy of these reforms
through Single window clearance. This system was
introduced under the “Make in India” initiative in
2014.It involves routing of all approvals required
by an enterprise to set up a business through a

the motto: “ENERGY FOR EVER”
22. Exp. (c)
Coking coal


The coal found in India is mainly of non-coking
quality and hence coking coal has to be imported.
70% of the steel produced today uses coal. Coking
coal is a vital ingredient in the steel making
process.



Coking Coal is being imported by Steel Authority of
India Limited (SAIL) and other Steel manufacturing
units mainly to bridge the gap between the
requirement and indigenous availability and to
improve the quality of production.

23. Exp. (b)

hassle-free common application window.
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Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative is an innovative
method of sugarcane production using less seeds,
less water and optimum utilization of fertilizers
and land to achieve more yields, so Seed cost is
very low
The productivity of cane under SSI can be enhanced
by practicing drip irrigation with fertigation. Based
on the soil type, drip irrigation can be scheduled
daily or once in three days. Fertigation can be
done at ten days interval.
In Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative while
producing sugarcane NPK (fertilizers) can be
applied at the rate of 112 kg, 25 kg and 48 kg per
acre, respectively through both inorganic and
organic methods.

The Technology Acquisition and Development
Fund (TADF) Scheme is aimed at facilitating the
acquisition of clean, green and energy-eﬃcient
technologies by Micro Small and Medium
Enterprises.

26. Exp. (c)
Eight Core Industries


It contains index, production, and growth of Eight
Core Industries.



Eight Core Industries are Electricity, steel, refinery
products, crude oil, coal, cement, natural gas, and
fertilizers.

Sustainable Sugarcane Initiative(SSI)


Wider spacing under SSI provides scope for
intercropping with vegetables, pulses, watermelon,
cucumber, and green manure crops. Intercropping
facilitates weed control, soil enrichment, and
additional income.

27. Exp. (b)
Coal import


The issue for India is that the gap between domestic
supply and demand is growing at a phenomenal
rate. This gap is being filled by imported coal.



Coal imports have increased largely because
of demand from new power plants which are
designed to use only high grade imported coal.



Low quality of Indian coal (with high ash content of
30-40%), the inability of Coal India Ltd to increase
production are key reasons for surge in imports.



Further, transport issues and poor development of
technologies to increase the calorific value of local
coal also make imported coal attractive.

www.iasscore.in
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Also, Steel companies need a large quantity of
coking coal which has to be imported.

28. Exp. (d)

30. Exp. (a)
Limited Liability Partnership firm


Every LLP shall have at least 2 partners and there
is no limit for the maximum numbers of partners.
The partners to LLP can be an individual as well as
body corporate



LLP is a blend of body corporate and a separate
legal entity from its partners which has a perpetual
succession.



The partners of LLP have the right to manage
the business directly, unlike the corporate
shareholders which thereby means no Owner/
manager distinction.



One partner is not responsible or liable for another
partner’s, misconduct or negligence;



LLP should be formed with a profit motive. The
rights and duties of partners in an LLP are to be
governed by the agreement between partners.

Mega food parks






The Ministry of Food Processing Industries in
India is promoting the Mega Food Park Scheme
under the Pradhan Mantri Kisan SAMPADA
Yojana, a comprehensive package that will result
in creation of modern infrastructure with eﬃcient
supply chain management from farm gate to retail
outlet.
It will not only provide a big boost to the growth of
food processing sector in the country but also help
in providing better returns to farmers and is a big
step towards doubling of farmers income, creating
huge employment opportunities especially in the
rural areas, reducing wastage of agricultural
produce, increasing the processing level and
enhancing the export of the processed foods.
The scheme is demand-driven and would facilitate
food processing units to meet environmental,
safety and social standards

Special Economic Zone (SEZ)

29. Exp. (c)
Statutory minimum price (SMP)


31. Exp. (a)

The statutory minimum price (SMP) is announced
by the central government based on the cost
of cultivation estimated by the Commission for
Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP). This is
the basic price which the sugar mills must pay
sugarcane growers.



Special Economic Zone (SEZ) is a specifically
delineated duty free enclave and shall be deemed
to be foreign territory for the purposes of trade
operations and duties and tariffs in India.



The Special Economic Zones Act, 2005, provides
the legal framework for establishment of Special
Economic Zones and also for units operating in

Essential Commodities Act (ECA)


The Essential Commodities Act (ECA) was enacted
by the Central Government in 1955 to control and
regulate trade and prices of commodities declared
essential under the Act.



Seven major commodities are covered under the
act:



Food stuff including edible oil and seeds, vanaspati,
pulses, sugarcane and its products like, khandsari
and sugar, rice paddy

such zones.
Main objectives of establishing SEZs are:


Generation of additional economic activity



Promotion of exports of both goods and services



Generation of employment opportunities



Promotion of investment from foreign as well as
domestic players



Development of infrastructure facilities

SOCIO-ECONOMIC SECTORS
1.

shared norms, shared values, trust, cooperation
and reciprocity.

Exp. (d)
Social Capital


Social capital broadly refers to those factors of
effectively functioning social groups that include
such things as interpersonal relationships, a
shared sense of identity, a shared understanding,



The term generally refers to (a) resources, and
the value of these resources, both tangible (public
spaces, private property) and intangible (“actors”,
“human capital”, and people), (b) the relationships
among these resources, and (c) the impact that
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these relationships have on the resources involved
in each relationship, and on larger groups. It is
generally seen as a form of capital that produces
public goods for a common good.




2.

Social capital has been used to explain the improved
performance of diverse groups, the growth of
entrepreneurial firms, superior managerial
performance, enhanced supply chain relations,
the value derived from strategic alliances, and the
evolution of communities.



3.

Exp. (b)
Soil Health Card (SHC)


Soil Health Card (SHC) is a Government of India’s
scheme promoted by the Department of Agriculture
& Co-operation under the Ministry of Agriculture
and Farmers’ Welfare.



It is being implemented through the Department
of Agriculture of all the State and Union Territory
Governments.



In Soi Health card there is no provision of loans to
be granted to farmers on the basis of soil quality



The SHC will carry crop-wise recommendations of
nutrients and fertilizers required for the individual
farms to help farmers to improve productivity
through the judicious use of fertilizers.

Hence, the correct answer to this question is (d)
‘The level of mutual trust and harmony in the
society’.

Exp. (b)
Poverty Line

1.



There are many challenges in marking a poverty
line, such as determining components of poverty
line basket.



There are price differentials (of constituents of
basket) which vary from state to state and period to
period. So, in a given year in India, oﬃcial poverty
lines are higher in some States than in others
because price levels vary from State to State



Further, consumption patterns, nutritional needs
and prices of components keep on changing as per
dynamics of macro economy and demography.

4.

National Food Security Act, 2013
In 2013, NFSA was enacted to provide food security
to 67% of the population in the form of highly
subsidized food grains at Rs. 2 and 3 per Kg for
wheat and rice respectively.



Beneficiaries
are
identified
using
SECC
methodology so even non-BPL will also benefit.



The oldest woman of the family (who must be at
least 18 years of age) will be considered the head
of the household when ration cards are being
issued.



Pregnant women and lactating mothers are
entitled to a nutritious “take-home ration” of 600
Calories (NOT 1600) and a maternity benefit of at
least Rs 6,000 for six months, says the oﬃcial Act

2.

Exp. (c)

Exp. (c)
National Pension System (NPS)

Exp. (b)




A citizen of India, whether resident or non-resident
can join NPS.



Subscribers should be between 18 - 65 years
of age as on the date of submission of his / her
application.



For the State Government employee’s contribution
through their nodal oﬃce to National Pension
System (NPS) is mandatory. Every month 10%
of his/ her salary (basic + DA) and equivalent
government’s contribution will be invested in
NPS.



NPS is applicable to all new employees of Central
Government service except Armed Forces and
Central Autonomous Bodies joining Government
service on or after 1st January 2004.

5.

Exp. (a)
Recognition of Prior Learning Scheme


The Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) component
of PMKVY is primarily focussed on assessing and
certifying the skills of informal sector workers.
Evaluation of trade learned skills and certification
through assessment helps the trainees through
increased mobility options to the formal sector
employment.



In certain cases, it has been observed that RPL
certification has helped workers negotiate better
wages and open possibilities for some vertical
progression in their careers. In almost all cases,
trainees have displayed enhanced self-confidence
and pride through attainment of skill certificates.

Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY)


Launched in 2015, it is a flagship program
of the Ministry of Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship
(MSDE).
National
Skill
Development Corporation (NSDC) implements it
with the help of training partners.



Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL): An
individual with a certain set of skills in soft skills,
entrepreneurship, financial and digital literacy.
with prior learning experience is assessed and
certified under RPL with grade according to the
NSQF.
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Training as per National Skills Qualification
Framework (NSQF) is provided to those who are
either school/college dropouts or unemployed
to align the competencies of the unregulated
workforce of the country.
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9.

Atal Pension Yojana


The APY will focus on all citizens in the unorganized
sector, who join the National Pension System (NPS)
administered by the Pension Fund Regulatory and
Development Authority (PFRDA) and who are not
members of any statutory social security scheme
for minimum guaranteed pension.



A person can have both NPS and APY account.
Further, it can be opened irrespective of the spouse
being mandatorily covered under NPS or not.



There is no exit to the scheme before the age of 60.
In case of death of subscriber, the spouse of the
subscriber shall be entitled for the same amount

Exp. (a)


The Indira Gandhi administration nationalized
coal mining in phases – coking coal mines in 1971–
72 and non-coking coal mines in 1973. With the
enactment of the Coal Mines (Nationalization) Act,
1973, all coal mines in India were nationalized on
1 May 1973.



Under the new policy, mines will be auctioned to
the firm offering the highest per tonne price.



Due to high demand and poor average quality,
India is forced to import high quality coal to
meet the requirements of steel plants. India’s coal
imports have risen from 49.79 million metric tons
(0.05488 billion short tons) in 2007–08 to 190.95
million metric tons (0.21049 billion short tons) in
2016–17.

of pension till his or her death.
7.

Exp. (a)
Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana (PMMY)


Pradhan Mantri MUDRA Yojana (PMMY) is a
scheme launched on April 8, 2015 for providing
loans up to 10 lakh to the non-corporate, non-farm
small/micro enterprises.



These loans are classified as MUDRA loans under
PMMY. These loans are given by Commercial Banks,
RRBs, Small Finance Banks, MFIs and NBFCs.



8.

10.

Exp. (b)

The borrower can approach any of the lending
institutions mentioned above or can apply online
through this portal www .udyamimitra.in

Exp. (b)


The main objectives of the Land Reforms:
!

To make redistribution of Land to make a socialistic pattern of society. Such an effort will
reduce the inequalities in ownership of land.

!

To ensure land ceiling and take away the surplus land to be distributed among the small and
marginal farmers.

!

To legitimize tenancy with the ceiling limit.

!

To register all the tenancy with the village
Panchayats.

!

To establish relation between tenancy and ceiling.

!

To remove rural poverty.

!

Proliferating socialist development to lessen social inequality

!

Empowerment of women in the traditionally
male driven society.

!

To increase productivity of agriculture.

!

To see that everyone can have a right on a piece
of land.

!

Protection of tribal by not allowing outsiders to
take their land.

India is the largest exporter of rice in the world
since the last decade while China is largest
producer of rice. Below are the 15 countries that
exported the highest dollar value worth of rice
during 2018.



!

India: US$7.4 billion (30.1% of total rice exports)

!

Thailand: $5.6 billion (22.7%)

!

Vietnam: $2.2 billion (9%)

!

Pakistan: $2 billion (8.2%)

!

United States: $1.7 billion (6.9%)

!

China: $887.3 million (3.6%)

11. Exp. (d)
SWAYAM


SWAYAM (Study Webs of Active–Learning for
Young Aspiring Minds) is a program initiated by
Government of India and designed to achieve the
three cardinal principles of Education Policy viz.,
access, equity, and quality.



The objective of this effort is to take the best
teaching-learning resources to all, including the
most disadvantaged.



SWAYAM seeks to bridge the digital divide for
students who have hitherto remained untouched
by the digital revolution and have not been able to
join the mainstream of the knowledge economy.

12. Exp.

(c)

Stand-up India


The Stand-up India scheme aims at promoting
entrepreneurship among women and scheduled
castes and tribes.



The scheme is anchored by Department of Financial
Services (DFS), Ministry of Finance, Government
of India.
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Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI)
facilitates bank loans between 10 lakh and 1 crore
to at least one scheduled caste (SC) or Scheduled
Tribe, borrower and at least one woman per bank
branch for setting up a greenfield enterprise.

16. Exp. (a)
ACCREDITED SOCIAL HEALTH ACTIVIST (ASHA)


One of the key components of the National Rural
Health Mission is to provide every village in the
country with a trained female community health
activist ASHA or Accredited Social Health Activist.



ASHAs are not trained to provide comprehensive
reproductive (delivery of baby), maternal and
new-born care.



They have several important responsibilities
within their communities including:



Identifying and registering new pregnancies,
births, and deaths



Mobilizing, counseling and supporting the
community to demand and seek health services



Identifying, managing or referring cases of illness



Supporting health service delivery through home
visits, first-aid and immunizations sessions



Maintaining data and participating in community-

13. Exp. (c)
Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojna (PMJDY)




Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana is a National
Mission on Financial Inclusion which has an
integrated approach to bring about comprehensive
financial inclusion and provide banking services
to all households in the country.
The scheme ensures access to a range of financial
services like availability of basic savings bank
account, access to need-based credit, remittances
facility, insurance, and pension.

14. Exp. (c)
Disguised unemployment


Disguised unemployment is a situation especially
prevalent in poor and developing countries.



Disguised unemployment is when too many people
are employed than what is required to produce
eﬃciently. This kind of employment is not at all
productive.



The key point to remember is that the marginal
productivity of labourers under disguised
unemployment is zero. The labourers are employed
physically, but not economically.

level health planning
17. Exp. (b)
National Rural Livelihoods Mission (NRLM)


Aajeevika - National Rural Livelihoods Mission
(NRLM) was launched by the Ministry of Rural
Development (MoRD), Government of India in
June 2011.



Aided in part through investment support by the
World Bank, the Mission aims at creating eﬃcient
and effective institutional platforms of the rural
poor, enabling them to increase household income
through sustainable livelihood enhancements and
improved access to financial services.



NRLM set out with an agenda to cover 7 Crore
rural poor households, across 600 districts, 6000
blocks, 2.5 lakh Gram Panchayats and 6 lakh
villages in the country through self-managed Self
Help Groups (SHGs) and federated institutions and
support them for livelihoods collectives in a period

15. Exp. (d)
Inclusive Governance


Inclusive Governance covers social and economic
inclusion with good governance.

Parts of Inclusive Governance




Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs)
have played an irreplaceable role in fuelling the
growth of the Indian economy and have made
a noteworthy contribution towards supporting
the government’s agenda of extending financial
inclusion
District Planning Committee to consolidate
the plans prepared by the Panchayats and the
Municipalities in the district and to prepare a draft
development plan for the district as a whole for
social inclusion.



By Increasing, government spending on public
health by number of government schemes make
citizens more social inclusion.



Mid-day Meal Scheme programme supplies free
lunches on working days for children in primary
and upper primary classes in government,
government-aided,
local
body,
Education
Guarantee Scheme, and alternate innovative
education centers, Madarsa and Maqtabs.
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of 8-10 years.
18. Exp. (a)
Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI)


The Multidimensional Poverty Index was launched
by the UNDP and the Oxford Poverty & Human
Development Initiative (OPHI) in 2010.



MPI uses three dimensions and ten indicators
which are:
!

Education: Years of schooling and child enrollment (1/6 weightage each, total 2/6);

!

Health: Child mortality and nutrition (1/6
weightage each, total 2/6);

!

Standard of living: Electricity, flooring, drink-
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institutions, resources required
reduction effort in the district.

ing water, sanitation, cooking fuel and assets
(1/18 weightage each, total 2/6)
19. Exp. (a)
Janani SurakshaYojana (JSY) is a safe motherhood
intervention under the National Health Mission.
It is being implemented with the objective of
reducing maternal and neonatal mortality by
promoting institutional delivery among poor
pregnant women.



The scheme, launched on 12 April 2005 by the
Hon’ble Prime Minister, is under implementation
in all states and Union Territories (UTs), with a
special focus on Low Performing States (LPS).



JSY is a centrally sponsored scheme, which
integrates cash assistance with delivery and postdelivery care. The Yojana has identified Accredited
Social Health Activist (ASHA) as an effective link
between the government and pregnant women.

DRDA’s shall be their endeavor and objective
to secure inter-sectoral and inter-departmental
coordination and cooperation for reducing poverty
in the district.



DRDAs shall ensure financial discipline in respect
of the funds received by them, whether from
Central of State Governments.



They shall also ensure that the accounts are
properly maintained including in respect of the
funds allocated to banks or implementing agencies
in accordance with the guidelines of different
programs.

22. Exp. (d)


Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act



The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act, earlier known as the National
Rural Employment Guarantee Act was passed
on 7th September 2005 to augment employment
generation and social security in India.

20. Exp. (d)
Employees’ State Insurance Scheme




The Employees’ State Insurance Scheme is an
integrated measure of Social Insurance embodied
in the Employees’ State Insurance Act and it is
designed to accomplish the task of protecting
‘employees’ as defined in the Employees’ State
Insurance Act, 1948 against the impact of incidences
of sickness, maternity, disablement and death due
to employment injury and to provide medical care
to insured persons and their families.
The ESI Scheme applies to factories and other
establishments viz. Road Transport, Hotels,
Restaurants, Cinemas, Newspaper, Shops, and
Educational/Medical Institutions wherein 10 or
more persons are employed

21. Exp. (b)
District Rural Development Agency (DRDA)






The District Rural Development Agency (DRDA)
has traditionally been the principal organ at the
District level to oversee the implementation of
different poverty alleviation programs.
The DRDAs are expected to coordinate effectively
with the Panchayati Raj Institution. Under no
circumstances will they perform functions of
PRIs.
DRDAs must themselves be more professional and
should be able to interact effectively with various
other agencies. They are expected to coordinate
with the line department, the Panchayati Raj
Institutions, the banks, and other financial

poverty



Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY)


for

The objective of the Act


The objective of the Act is to enhance livelihood
security in rural areas by providing at least
100 days of guaranteed wage employment in a
financial year to every household whose adult
members volunteer to do unskilled manual work.

23. Exp. (c)
Inclusive growth


Inclusive growth is ‘broad-based growth’, ‘shared
growth’, and ‘pro-poor growth’.



It excludes the capital markets which is left to
operate by itself in the open market.



Eleventh Five Year Plan:



Its duration was from 2007 to 2012



It was prepared by the C. Rangarajan



Its main theme was “faster and more inclusive
growth”



Its growth rate target was 8.1% but it achieved
only 7.9%

24. Exp. (c)
National Food Security Mission (NFSM)


National Food Security Mission (NFSM) is a Central
Scheme of GOI launched in 2007 for 5 years to
increase production and productivity of wheat,
rice, pulses & oilseeds on a sustainable basis so as
to ensure food security of the country.

**********
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
PREVIOUS YEAR QUESTIONS

1.

With reference to communication technologies,
what is/are the difference/differences between
LTE (Long-Term Evolution) and VoLTE (Voice over
Long-Term Evolution)?

(b) Pieces of artificial functional DNA can be created
in laboratories.
(c)

1. LTE is commonly marketed as 3G and VoLTE is
commonly marketed as advanced 3G.

(d) Cells taken out from plants and animals can be
made to undergo cell division in laboratory petri
dishes.

2. LTE is data-only technology and VoLTE is voiceonly technology.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
2.

(c) Both 1 and 2

5.

1. an electronic record that identifies the certifying
authority issuing it

1. According to the Indian Patents Act, a biological
process to create a seed can be patented in
India.

2. used to serve as a proof of identity of an individual
to access information or server on Internet
3. an electronic method of signing an electronic
document and ensuring that the original content
is unchanged

2. In India, there is no Intellectual Property
Appellate Board.
3. Plant varieties are not eligible to be patented in
India.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
1 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
3.

6.

In the context of digital technologies for
entertainment, consider the following statements:

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 and 4
4.

(c) 1, 2 and 3
(d) 4 only

With reference to the recent developments in
science, which one of the following statements is
not correct?
(a)
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Functional chromosomes can be created by
joining segments of DNA taken from cells of
different species.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

In the context of wearable technology, which of the
following tasks is/are accomplished by wearable
devices?
2. Sleep monitoring of a person
3. Assisting the hearing impaired person

2. In Virtual Reality (VR), images generated from a
computer are projected into real-life objects or
surroundings.

4. VR closes the world, and transposes an individual,
providing complete immersion experience.

(c) 3 only

1. Location identification of a person

1. In Augmented Reality (AR), a simulated
environment is created and the physical world is
completely shut out.

3. AR allows individuals to be present in the world
and improves the experience using the camera
of smart-phone or PC.

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Consider the following statements:
A digital signature is

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Consider the following statements :

(a)

A piece of DNA taken out from an animal cell
can be made to replicate outside a living cell in
a laboratory.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
7.

(c) 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

‘RNA interference (RNAi)’ technology has gained
popularity in the last few years. Why?
1. It is used in developing gene silencing therapies.
2. It can be used in developing therapies for the
treatment of cancer.
3. It can be used to develop hormone replacement
therapies.
4. It can be used to produce crop plants that are
resistant to viral pathogens.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1, 2 and 4

(b) 2 and 3

(c) 1 and 3
(d) 1 and 4 only
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Recently, scientists observed the merger of
giant ‘blackholes’ billions of light-years away
from the Earth. What is the significance of this
observation?
(a)

the

scientists

to

13.

understand

3. Using antibiotics in livestock farming

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

14.

(a)

16.

(d) Some of those infected with Hepatitis B and C
viruses do not show the symptoms for many
years.
12.

For the measurement/estimation of which of the
following are satellite images/remote sensing data
used?
1. Chlorophyll content in the vegetation of a specific
location
2. Greenhouse gas emissions from rice paddies of a
specific location

(d) None of the above

Potential energy is released to form free energy

(b) Free energy is converted into potential energy
and stored

Hepatitis B virus is transmitted much like HIV.

Globally, the number of people infected with
Hepatitis B and C viruses are several times more
than those infected with HIV.

(c) 1, 2 and 3

Which one of the following is the process involved
in photosynthesis?
(a)

(b) Hepatitis B, unlike Hepatitis C, does not have a
vaccine.
(c)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only

A gene that makes plants pest-resistant

Which one of the following statements is not
correct?
(a)

Consider the following diseases

Which of the above diseases has/have been eradicated
in India?

(b) A biosensor used in the accurate detection of
pathogens in patients

11.

(d) Swine flu

3. Smallpox

A molecular scissors used in targeted gene
editing

(d) A herbicidal substance synthesized in genetically
modified crops

(c) Dengue

2. Chickenpox

What is Cas9 protein that is often mentioned in
news?

(c)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

1. Diphtheria

(d) 2, 3 and 4

(a)

AIDS

(b) Bird flu
15.

(c) Both 1 and 2

H1N1 virus is sometimes mentioned in the news
with reference to which one of the following
diseases?
(a)

1 and 2

(b) 2 and 3 only

10.

1 only

(b) 2 only

Select the correct answer using the code given below:

1, 3 and 4

Consider the following statements:

(a)

4. Multiple chronic diseases in some people

(c)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. Sexual transmission of Zika virus disease is
possible.

1. Genetic predisposition of some people
2. Taking incorrect doses of antibiotics to cure
diseases

(c) 3 only

1. In tropical regions, Zika virus disease is
transmitted by the same mosquito that transmits
dengue.

Which of the following are the reasons for the
occurrence of multi-drug resistance in microbial
pathogens in India?

(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

Possibility of inter-galactic space travel through
‘wormhole’ was confirmed.

(d) It enabled
‘singularity’.
9.

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

‘Higgs boson particles’ were detected.

(b) ‘Gravitational waves’ were detected.
(c)

3. Land surface temperatures of a specific location

(c)

Food is oxidized to release carbon dioxide and
water

(d) Oxygen is taken, and carbon dioxide and water
vapour are given out
17.

In addition to fingerprint scanning, which of the
following can be used in the biometric identification
of a person?
1. Iris scanning
2. Retinal scanning
3. Voice recognition
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
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18.

Which of the following statements is/are correct
regarding vegetative propagation of plants?
1. Vegetative
population.

propagation

produces

23.

1. Chikungunya

clonal

2. Hepatitis B
3. HIV-AIDS

2. Vegetative propagation helps in eliminating the
virus.

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

3. Vegetative propagation can be practiced most of
the year.

(a)

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(c) 1 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
19.

3. from microorganisms to higher organisms

Which of the above is/are used to create transgenic
crops?
(a)

Only 1

(c) 1 and 3

(b)

2 and 3

(d) None

(a)

Scurvy
Rickets

3. Vitamin E

Night blindness

(d) 1, 2 and 3

exposure to sunlight is prevented

(b) concentration dioxide in the is increased of
carbon environment

Deficiency disease

2. Vitamin D

(c) 1 and 3 only

Fruits stored in a cold chamber exhibit longer
storage life because
(a)

Consider the following pairs:
1. Vitamin C

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only
25.

Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly
matched?

22.

Recombinant DNA technology (Genetic Engineering)
allows genes to be transferred

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

3. Gene silencing

21.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. from animals to plants

2. Cytoplasmic male sterility

Vitamin

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. across different species of plants

Consider the following techniques/phenomena:
1. Budding and grafting in fruit plants

20.

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only
24.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Which of the following diseases can be transmitted
from one person to another through tattooing?

26.

(c)

rate of respiration is decreased

(d)

there is an increase in humidity

Many transplanted seedlings do not grow because
(a)

the new soil does not contain favorable minerals

(a)

1 and 2 only

(c) 1, 2 and 3

(b)

most of the root hairs grip the new soil too hard

(b)

3 only

(d) None

(c)

most of the root hairs are lost during
transplantation

(d)

leaves get damaged during transplantation

Improper handling and storage of cereal grains and
oilseeds result in the production of toxins known
as aflatoxins which are not generally destroyed by
normal cooking process. Aflatoxins are produced
by
(a)

Bacteria

(c) Moulds

(b)

Protozoa

(d) Viruses

27.

1. Stem cells can be derived from mammals only.
2. Stem cells can be used for screening new drugs.
3. Stem cells can be used for medical therapies.
Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:

Which of the following statements is/are correct?
1. Viruses lack enzymes
generation of energy.

necessary

for

the

2. Viruses can be cultured in any synthetic
medium.
3. Viruses are transmitted from one organism to
another by biological vectors only.

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only
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(a)

1 and 2

(b) 2 and 3 only
28.

(c) 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

When the bark of a tree is removed in a circular
fashion all around near its base, it gradually dries
up and dies because?
(a)

Water from soil cannot rise to aerial parts.

(b)

Roots are starved of energy.

(c) 1 and 3 only

(c)

Tree is infected by soil microbes.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(d)

Roots do not receive oxygen for respiration.

Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
(a)

With reference to ‘stem cells’, which of the
following statements is/are correct?
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Regular intake of fresh fruits and vegetables is
recommended in the diet since they are a good
source of antioxidants. How do antioxidants help a
person maintain health and promote longevity?
(a)

They activate the enzymes necessary for vitamin
synthesis in the body and help prevent vitamin
deficiency.

(b) Man does not develop immunity to malaria during
natural infection
(c)

(d) Man is only an intermediate host and not the
definitive host
34.

(b) They prevent excessive oxidation of carbohydrates,
fats and proteins in the body and help avoid
unnecessary wastage of energy.

30.

(c)

They neutralize the free radicals produced in the
body during metabolism.

(d)

They activate certain genes in the cells of the
body and help delay the ageing process.

A company marketing food products advertises
that its items do not contain trans-fats. What does
this campaign signify to the customers?

2. Hepatitis B can cause liver cancer
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

35.

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Consider the following statements:
1. Every individual in the population is equally
susceptible host for Swine Flu.

1. The food products are not made out of
hydrogenated oils.

2. Antibiotics have no role in the primary treatment
of Swine Flu.

2. The food products are not made out of animal
fats/oils.

3. To prevent the future spread of Swine Flu in
the epidemic area, the swine (pigs) must all be
culled.

(a)

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

(c) 1 and 3 only
36.

Breakdown of proteins into amino acid

(b)

Breakdown of glucose into CO2 and H2O

(c)

Conversion of glucose into glycogen

(d)

Conversion of amino acids into proteins

(a)

An infected mother can transmit the infection to
her baby during pregnancy, at childbirth and by
breast feeding

(d)

The risk of contracting infection from transfusion
of infected blood is much higher than an exposure
to contaminated needle

Malaria is caused
Plasmodium

by

several

species

37.

If a potato is placed on a pure paper plate which is
white and unprinted and put in a microwave oven,
the potato heats up but the paper plate does not.
This is because
(a)

Widespread resistance of malarial parasite to
drugs like chloroquine has prompted attempts
to develop a malarial vaccine to combat malaria.
Why is it diﬃcult to develop an effective malaria
vaccine?
of

The chances of transmission from female to male
are twice as likely as from male to female

(c)

B positive.

(d) Cannot be determined on the basis of the given
data.

(a)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(b) The chances of transmission are more if a
person suffers from other sexually transmitted
infections

O positive.

Which of the following processes in the bodies of
living organisms is a digestive process?

(c) 2 and 3 only

With regard to the transmission of the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus, which one of the
following statements is not correct?
(a)

(b) A positive.
(c)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

A married couple adopted a male child. A few years
later, twin boys were born to them. The blood
group of the couple is AB positive and O negative.
The blood group of the three sons is A positive, B
positive, and O positive. The blood group of the
adopted son is?
(a)

33.

1 only

(b) 2 only

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

32.

Consider the following statements:
1. Hepatitis B is several times more infectious than
HIV/AIDS

3. The oils used are not likely to damage the
cardiovascular health of the consumers.

31.

Vaccines can be developed only against bacteria

Potato is mainly made up of starch whereas paper
is mainly made up of cellulose

(b) Potato transmits microwaves whereas paper
reflects microwaves
(c)

Potato contains water whereas paper does not
contain water

(d) Potato is a fresh organic material whereas paper
is a dead organic material
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38.

Which of the following is/are the example/examples
of chemical change?

(c)

(d) None of the statements (a), (b) and (c) given is
correct.

1. Crystallization of sodium chloride
2. Melting of ice

43.

3. Souring of milk
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only
39.

(c) 1, 2 and 3
(d) None

(a)

1. Calcium
3. Sodium
Which of the minerals given above is/are required by
human body for the contraction of muscles?
Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

(c) 1 and 3 only

What is the role of ultraviolet (UV) radiation in the
water purification systems?

44.

Chlorination is a process used for water
purifications. The disinfecting action of chlorine is
mainly due to

2. It removes all the undesirable odours from the
water.

(a)

3. It quickens the sedimentation of solid particles,
removes turbidity and improves the clarity of
water.

(b) The formation of hypochlorous acid when
chlorine is added to water
(c)

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
Consider
the
Graphene:

(c) 1 and 3 only

following

statements

about

45.

3. Matter warps its surrounding space-time.
Which of the above is/are the predictions of Albert
Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity, often discussed
in media?

4. It can be used as ‘conducting electrodes’ requires
for touch screens, LCD’s and organic LED’s

(a)

(c) 1, 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

The surface of a lake is frozen in severe winter, but
the water at its bottom is still liquid. What is the
reason?
(a)

Ice is a bad conductor of heat.

(b) Since the surface of the lake is at the same
temperature as the air, no heat is lost.
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1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only

Which of the statements given above are correct?
1 and 2 only

Consider the following phenomena:
2. The Universe is constantly expanding.

3. It is entirely made of silicon and has high optical
transparency.

(b) 3 and 4 only

The formation of nascent oxygen when chlorine
is added to water

1. Light is affected by gravity.

2. It is one of the thinnest but strongest materials
tested so far.

(a)

The formation of hydrochloric acid when chlorine
is added to water

(d) The formation of hydrogen when chlorine is
added to water

(d) 1, 2 and 3

1. It is a two-dimensional material and has good
electrical conductivity.

42.

Aspartame is as sweet as sugar, but after ingestion
into the body, it is converted into metabolites that
yield no calories.

(d) Aspartame is several times sweeter than table
sugar, hence food items made with small
quantities of aspartame yield fewer calories on
oxidation.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

1. It inactivates/kills the harmful microorganisms
in water.

41.

Aspartame is as sweet as table sugar, but unlike
table sugar, it is not readily oxidized in human
body due to lack of requisite enzymes.

(b) When aspartame is used in food processing, the
sweet taste remains, but it becomes resistant to
oxidation.

2. Iron

40.

Aspartame is an artificial sweetener sold in the
market. It consist of amino acids and provides
calories like other amino acids. Yet, it is used as a
low-calorie sweetening agent in food items. What
is the basis of this use?

Consider the following minerals:

(a)

The density of water is maximum at 4°C.

46.

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Consider the following statements regarding the
friction:
1. It depends on the nature of surfaces in contact.
2. It is caused by the irregularities on the two
surfaces in contact.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
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Consider the following statement about Gravitation
Force

52.

1. It governs the motion of planets of solar system
around the sun
2. The force decreases with increase in distance
3. The force is independent of the mass of the
objects
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 1 and 2 only
48.

(a)

2. The force decreases with increase in distance

(c)

54.

55.

(d) 1, 2 and 3
events

can

cause

(c)

3. Two black holes orbit each other and merge.

(b) 3 only
50.

56.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

57.

2. Energy can be created but cannot be destroyed.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only
51.

Consider the following statements:

Pluto

(c) Earth

(b) Mars

(d) Venus

Which phenomenon has Venusian winds rotating
60 times faster than the planet below on the dark
side?
(a)

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Super rotation

(b) Monrotation
58.

(c) Dual rotation
(d) Macrrotation

What do you understand by the term Aitken basin:
(a)

1. The distance covered by an object in a specified
direction in unit time interval is called velocity.
2. Acceleration shows the change in velocity in a
unit time.

Ramanujan

Which planet was downgraded to dwarf planet
status?
(a)

Consider the following statement about energy
1. Theoretically, one form of energy can be
converted to another form without any loss of
energy.

Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar

(d) Amartya Sen

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(c) 1 and 3 only

(d) Hellas

(b) CV Raman

2. Two big stars moving at very high speed.

1 and 2 only

(c) Olympus Mons

Which Indian astrophysicist and Nobel laureate
predicted rapidly rotating stars emit polarised
light?
(a)

1. Explosion of star.

(a)

Aeolis Dorsa

(b) Tharsis

(c) 2 and 3 only

Which of the following
gravitational waves?

Two asteroids orbiting each other

Which region of Mars has a densely packed river
deposit indicating this planet had water 3.5 billion
years ago?
(a)

Which of the above statements is/are correct?

49.

Bright half of material on the comet

(d) Two planets orbiting each other

3. The force is independent of the mass of the
objects

(b) 1 and 2 only

(d) None of the above

(b) Long tail of dust

1. It governs the motion of planets of solar system
around the sun

1 only

(c) Newton’s Laws

What is a coma, in the content of astonomy?
(a)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Consider the following statement about Gravitation
Force

(a)

Faraday’s law

(b) Coulomb’s Law
53.

(c) 2 and 3 only

The rocket’s action is to push down on the ground
with the force of its powerful engines, and the
reaction is that the ground pushes the rocket
upwards with an equal force. This is an example of
which of the following?

It is a desert in the southern Chile which is known
to be the only location on earth where no rainfall
takes place

(b) It is an impact crater on the far side of the Moon
(c)

It is a Pacific coast basin, which is known to house
large amounts of oil and gas

(d) It is a deep hyper saline anoxic basin where no
aquatic animals are found
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59.

3. Matter warps its surrounding space-time.

Consider the following statements:
1. The Earth’s magnetic field has reversed every
few hundred thousand years.
2. When the Earth was created more than 4000
million years ago, there was 54% oxygen and no
carbon dioxide.
3. When living organisms originated, they modified
the early atmosphere of the Earth.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

(b) 3 only
65.

1 only

60.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Telescope

(c) Solar glares

(b) Black hole
61.

Which of the statements given above is/ are correct?

(d) None of the above

Which of the statements about black holes in space
is/are correct?
1. It is a region in space where the pulling force
of gravity is so strong that light is not able to
escape.

(a)

66.

62.

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

1. A photocell is a technological application of the
photoelectric effect.

(a)

67.

1 and 2 only

63.

Consider the
optical fibres:

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
following

statements

regarding

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(b) 2 only
64.

Which of the following statements related to
Einstein’s Theory of Relativity is/are correct?
1. Light is affected by gravity.
2. The Universe is constantly expanding.

190

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

With reference to technologies for solar power
production, consider the following statements:

3. India has manufacturing base for Solar Thermal
technology, but not for Photovoltaics.

2. Light is propagated in an optical fibre by
refraction and internal reflection.
1 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. Photovoltaics generates Alternating Current (AC),
while Solar Thermal generates Direct Current
(DC).

1. A layer called the cladding, which has a refractive
index more than that of the core, surrounds the
core of the optical fibre.

(a)

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. ‘Photovoltaics’ is a technology that generates
electricity by direct conversion of light into
electricity, while ‘Solar Thermal’ is a technology
that utilizes the Sun’s rays to generate heat which
is further used in electricity generation process.

Which of the statements given above are correct?
(b) 1 and 3 only

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

3. Photocells are used in burglar alarms.
(a)

With reference to ‘fuel cells’ in which hydrogen-rich
fuel and oxygen are used to generate electricity,
consider the following statements:

3. Fuel cells produce electricity in the form of
Alternating Current (AC).

Which of the following statements about a photocell
is/are correct?

2. It is a device whose electrical properties are
affected by light.

(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. Fuel cells can be used for powering buildings
and not for small devices like laptop computers.

(c) Both 1 and 2

(b) 2 only

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. If pure hydrogen is used as a fuel, the fuel cell
emits heat and water as by products.

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
1 only

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

2. It can result from the dying stars.
(a)

Consider the following statements:

3. When living organisms originated, they modified
the early atmosphere of the Earth.

“Event Horizon” is related to:
(a)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. When the Earth was created more than 4000
million years ago, there was 54% oxygen and no
carbon dioxide.

(c) 1 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. The Earth’s magnetic field has reversed every
few hundred thousand years.

Which of the statements given above is/ are correct?
(a)

1 and 2 only

68.

(c) 1, 2 and 3
(d) None

Rainbow is produced when sunlight falls on drops
of rain. Which of the following physical phenomena
are responsible for this?
1. Dispersion
2. Refraction
3. Internal reflection
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Select the correct answer using the codes given
below?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 and 3 only
69.

73.

(c) 1 and 3 only

1. Detection of microwaves in space

(d) 1, 2 and 3

2. Observation of redshirt phenomenon in space
3. Movement of asteroids in space

Ball bearings are used in bicycles, cars, etc.,
because
(a)

4. Occurrence of supernova explosions in space
code

The actual area of contact between the wheel and
axle is increased

(a)

(b) The effective area of contact between the wheel
and axle is increased
(c)

70.

(c)

74.

1. it would be diﬃcult to use a kerosene lamp
2. one would not be able to use a straw to consume
a soft drink

2. Colour of the sun at dawn
3. Moon being visible at dawn

3. the blotting paper would paper would fail to
function

4. Twinkle of stars in the sky
5. Polestar being visible in the sky

4. the big trees that we see around would not have
grown on the earth

Which of the above are optical illusions?
(c) 1, 2 and 4

(b) 3, 4 and 5

(d) 2, 3 and 5

71.

72.

The known forces of nature can be divided into
four classes, viz, gravity, electromagnetism, weak
nuclear force and strong nuclear force. with
reference to them, which one of the following
statements is not correct?
(a)

Gravity is the strongest of the four

(b)

Electromagnetism act only on particles with an
electric charge

(c)

Weak nuclear force causes radioactivity

(d)

Strong nuclear force holds protons and neutrons
inside the nuclear of an atom.

A team of scientists at Brookhaven National
Laboratory including from India created the
heaviest anti-matter (anti-helium nucleus). What
is/are the implications of the creation of antimatter?
1. It will make mineral prospecting and oil
exploration easier and cheaper.
2. It will help probe the possibility of the existence
of stars and galaxies made of anti matter.
3. It will help understand the evolution of the
universe.
Select the correct answer using the codes given
below:
(a)

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only

Consider the following statements:
If there were no phenomenon of capillarity

1. Size of the sun at dusk

1, 2 and 3

1, 3 and 4

(d) None of the above can be cited as evidence.

Consider the following phenomena:

(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 only

The effective area of contact between the wheel
and axle is reduced

(d) None of the statements is correct

Which of the following is/are cited by the scientists
as evidence/evidences for the continued expansion
of universe?

Which of the following statements given above are
correct?
1, 2 and 3 only

(c) 2 and 4 only

(b) 1, 3 and 4 only

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4

(a)

75.

What is the difference between a CFL and an LED
lamp?
1. To produce light, a CFL uses mercury vapour
and phosphor while an LED lamp uses semiconductor material.
2. The average life span of a CFL is much longer
than that of an LED lamp.
3. A CFL is less energy-eﬃcient as compared to an
LED lamp.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only
76.

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

A new optical disc format known as the blu-ray
disc (BD) is becoming popular. In what way is it
different from the traditional DVD?
1. DVD supports standard definition video while
BD supports high definition video.
2. Compared to a DVD, the BD format has several
times more storage capacity.
3. Thickness of BD is 2.4 mm while that of DVD is
1.2 mm.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
Only 1

(c) Only 3

(a)

(d) 1, 2 and 3

(b) 1 and 2 only

(c) 2 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
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77.

Microbial fuel cells are considered a source of
sustainable energy. Why?

(a)

makes the light bright white

1. They use living organisms as catalysts to generate
electricity from certain substrates.

(b) When the lamp is switched on, the mercury
in the lamp causes the emission of ultra-violet

2. They use a variety of inorganic materials as
substrates.

radiations

3. They can be installed in waste water treatment
plants to cleanse water and produce electricity.

(c)

Only 1

(b) 2 and 3 only
78.

light
(d)

(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

fluorescent lamps
81.

Bluetooth uses 2.4 GHz radio frequency band,
whereas Wi-Fi can use 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz frequency
band.

(b)

Bluetooth is used for wireless local area networks
(WLAN) only, whereas Wi-Fi is used for wireless
wide area networks (WWAN) only.

(c)

When information is transmitted between two
devices using blue-tooth technology, the devices
have to be in the line of sight of each other, but
when Wi-Fi technology is used the devices need
not be in the line of sight of each other.

80.

What is the principle by which a cooling system
(Radiator) in a motor car works?

Recently,

LASIK

Assisted

In

Situ

for vision correction. Which one of the following
statements in this context is not correct?
(a)

LASIK procedure is used to correct refractive
errors of the eye

(b) It is a procedure that permanently changes the
shapes of the cornea
(c)

It reduces a person’s dependence on glasses or
contact lenses

(d) It is a procedure that can be done on the person
of any age
82.

Consider the following:
1. Bluetooth device

(a)

Conduction only

2. Cordless phone

(b)

Convection

3. Microwave oven

(c)

Radiation only
Both conduction and radiation

4. Wi-Fi device

(d)

Which of the above can operate between 2.4 and 2.5

Indiscriminate disposal of used fluorescent electric
lamps causes mercury pollution in the environment.
Why is mercury used in the manufacture of these
lamps?

GHz range of radio frequency band?
(a)

1 and 2

(b) 3 and 4

**********
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(Lasser

Keratomileusis) procedure is being made popular

(d) The statements (a) and (b) given above are correct
in this context.
79.

None of the statement given above is correct
about the use of mercury in the manufacture of

What is the difference between blue-tooth and WiFi devices?
(a)

When the lamp is switched on, it is the mercury
which converts the ultra-violet energy into visible

Which of the following statements given above is/ are
correct?
(a)

A mercury coating on the inside of the lamp

(c) 1, 2 and 4
(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
ANSWERS

1.

Exp. (d)



Since April 2, 2007, IPAB has been authorized to
hear and adjudicate upon the appeals from most
of the decisions, orders or directions made by the
Patent Controller under the Patents Act. Therefore
all pending appeals of Indian High Courts under
the Patents Act were transferred to IPAB.



The headquarter of the IPAB is located in Chennai.
IPAB also has sittings at Chennai, Delhi, Kolkata
and Ahmadabad.

LTE and VoLTE


VoLTE stands for voice over LTE. It’s voice calls
over a 4G LTE network, rather than the 2G or 3G
connections which are usually used.



VoLTE is a technology update to the LTE protocol
used by mobile phone networks. Under LTE, the
infrastructure of telecom players only allows
transmission of data while voice calls are routed to
their older 2G or 3G networks. This is why, under
LTE, you cannot access your 4G data services while
on a call. This leads to problems such as slow
internet speeds and poor voice clarity.





2.

3.

Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR)

VoLTE allows voice calls to be ‘packaged’ and
carried through LTE networks. This would mean
4G data accessibility even during calls. VoLTE is
an Internet Protocol Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)
specification which enables a variety of services
to operate seamlessly on the network rather than
having to switch to different applications for voice
or video
In LTE, the network will switch off the data
connection while making voice calls, while you
don’t need to turn your data connection off while
making a voice call in VoLTE. While LTE is targeted
for increasing data rates on the 4G bandwidth,
VoLTE is targeted towards both voice calling and
internet data without affecting each other.

Exp. (c)
Indian Patent Act

Exp. (b)

4.



Augmented reality (AR) is an interactive
experience of a real-world environment where the
objects that reside in the real-world are enhanced
by computer-generated perceptual information,
sometimes across multiple sensory modalities,
including visual, auditory, haptic, somatosensory
and olfactory



Virtual reality (VR) is an experience taking place
within simulated and immersive environments
that can be similar to or completely different from
the real world.



AR allows individuals to be present in the world
and improves the experience using the camera of
smart-phone or PR.



VR closes the world, and transposes an individual,
providing complete immersion experience.

Exp. (a)



A patent is an exclusive right granted to an inventor
to prevent others from making, using, producing,
selling and distributing the patented invention.



Functional chromosomes can be created by joining
segments of DNA taken from cells of different
species.



A patent on seeds would prevent farmers from
saving and exchanging seed.



Pieces of artificial functional DNA can be created
in laboratories.



In our Patent Law we introduced a clause Article
3j which clearly states that the following are not
inventions, hence not patentable: “plants and
animals in whole or in any part thereof other than
microorganisms; but including seeds, varieties,
and species, and essentially biological processes for
production or propagation of plants and animals”.



A piece of DNA taken out from an animal cell
cannot be made to replicate outside a living cell in
a laboratory.



Cells taken out from plants and animals can be
made to undergo cell division in laboratory petri
dishes.



The Intellectual Property Appellate Board (IPAB)
was constituted on September 15, 2003 by the
Indian Government to hear and resolve the appeals
against the decisions of the registrar under the
Indian Trademarks Act, 1999 and the Geographical
Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection)
Act, 1999.

5.

Exp. (c)


A digital signature is basically a way to ensure that
an electronic document (e-mail, spreadsheet, text
file, etc.) is authentic. Authentic means that you
know who created the document and you know
that it has not been altered in any way since that
person created it.
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6.

Wearables are electronic technology or devices
incorporated into items that can be comfortably
worn on a body. These wearable devices are used
for tracking information on real time basis. They
have motion sensors that take the snapshot of your
day to day activity and sync them with mobile
devices or laptop computers. After the invention
of smartphones, wearable electronics are the next
big innovation in the world of technology.

10.



11.

Billions of light years away, two black holes have
collided to create a larger one – the biggest black
hole merger yet detected. It has a mass more than
80 times that of the sun. The resulting energy
injected into the fabric of space-time was also
record breaking, with five sun’s worth of mass
released in the form gravitational waves as the two
holes spiralled in towards each other. Such titanic
amounts of energy meant that the signal was still
detectable by the time it reached gravitational wave
detectors on Earth. It produced a record-breaking
result – the most distant collision detected so far,
nine billion light years away.

Exp. (d)
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Antibiotic consumption in Humans: In 2014, India
was the highest consumer of antibiotics, followed
by China and the United States. In India, antibiotic
FDCs are heavily prescribed even without the
knowledge of a proven advantage over single
compounds. Injudicious use of antibiotic FDCs
could lead to emergence of bacterial strains
resistant to multiple antibiotics. (However, the
per capita consumption of antibiotics in India is

CRISPR-Cas9 is a genome editing tool that is creating
a buzz in the science world. It is faster, cheaper
and more accurate than previous techniques of
editing DNA and has a wide range of potential
applications. CRISPR-Cas9 is a unique technology
that enables geneticists and medical researchers
to edit parts of the genome by removing, adding or
altering sections of the DNA sequence.

Exp. (b)


12.

Antibiotic consumption in Animals: The use of
antibiotics in food animals plays a major role in
human health, as antibiotic-resistant bacteria
can be transmitted between humans and animals
through contact, in food products, and from the
environment.

Exp. (a)

RNA interference is a post transcriptional gene
silencing mechanism that is triggered by doublestranded RNA (dsRNA). RNAi is a mechanism for
controlling normal gene expression which has
recently began to be employed as a potential
therapeutic agent for a wide range of disorders,
including cancer, infectious diseases and metabolic
disorders. It is also used as a tool to improve
crops by providing resistance against parasites
and modified versions of siRNA that are directed
against disease causing genes are being developed,
some of which are already tested in clinical trials.

Exp. (b)



9.



Exp. (a)


8.

Digital signature also not used to serve as proof of
identity of an individual to access information or
server on internet.

much lower than in several other high-income
countries).

Exp. (d)


7.

Digital signatures are not to be confused with digital
certificates. A digital certificate, an electronic
document that contains the digital signature of
the issuing certificate authority, binds together
a public key with an identity and can be used to
verify that a public key belongs to a particular
person or entity.

The hepatitis B vaccine is a safe and effective
vaccine that is recommended for all infants at
birth and for children up to 18 years. The hepatitis
B vaccine is also recommended for adults living
with diabetes and those at high risk for infection
due to their jobs, lifestyle, living situations, or
country of birth. Since everyone is at some risk,
all adults should seriously consider getting the
hepatitis B vaccine for a lifetime protection against
a preventable chronic liver disease. The hepatitis
B vaccine is also known as the first “anti-cancer”
vaccine because it prevents hepatitis B, the leading
cause of liver cancer worldwide. Thus option b) is
answer.

Exp. (d)


For the measurement/estimation of the following
are satellite images/remote sensing data is used:


Chlorophyll content in the vegetation of
a specific location is estimated by using
Multispectral Satellite Imagery.



Greenhouse gas emissions from rice paddies of
a specific location.



Land surface temperatures of a specific
location. Land surface temperature (LST) is
of fundamental importance to many aspects
of the geosciences, for example, net radiation
budget at the Earth surface, monitoring
state of crops and vegetation, as well as an
important indicator of both the greenhouse
effect and the physics of land-surface processes
at local through global scales. Satellite LST
measurements provide unique data sources
for regional and global coverage in fairly good
temporal, spatial resolution, and time span.
Therefore, LST is one of the baseline products in
both Joint Polar-orbiting Satellite System (JPSS)
and Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite-R Series (GOES-R) satellite missions.
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Exp.

used in r-DNA technology at times to suppress the
expression of unwanted genes in an organism.

Zika Virus




14.

Zika virus is transmitted to people primarily
through the bite of an infected Aedes species
mosquito (Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus). These
are the same mosquitoes that spread dengue and
chikungunya viruses.

Exp. (a)
Vitamins and its deficiency diseases


A person with Zika can transmit the virus to his or
her partner(s) through vaginal sex, anal sex, and
likely oral sex.

Exp. (d)

21.

H1N1:

15.

20.



H1N1 virus is sometimes mentioned in news with
reference to Swine flu.



The World Health Organization (WHO) declared
H1N1 as an epidemic in June 2009. This strain is
usually known as flu by the general public media.
On August ten, 2010, the globe Health Organization
declared the H1N1 respiratory disorder pandemic
over, language worldwide contagious disease
activity had came back to typical seasonal figure.



Diseases

16.

Small pox was eradicated in 1979

Exp. (b)
Photosynthesis


17.

Photosynthesis is a process used by plants and
other organisms to convert light energy into
chemical energy that can later be released to fuel
the organisms’ activities.

23.



Biometric Identification:

18.

Both Iris and Retina scanning in Biometric id uses
near infrared (NIR) light using digital camera.

24.

Exp. (c)

19.

Vegetative
population.

propagation

produces



Vegetative propagation does not helps in
eliminating the virus, it will further propagate it.



Vegetative propagation can be practiced most of
the year.

Transgenic crops are. formed as a result of
introduction of transgene into the genome of plant
through recombinant DNA technology. Budding
or Grafting Method is an example of vegetative
propagation in plants. Cytoplasmic Male Sterility is
used in development of hybrids. Gene silencing is

25.

Rickets



Vitamin E

Muscle Weakness

Improper handling and storage of cereal grains and
oilseeds result in the production of toxins known
as aflatoxins which are not generally destroyed by
normal cooking process. Aflatoxins are produced
by moulds.

Viruses have no metabolic enzymes and cannot
generate their own energy. Viruses require a
growth medium containing living cell therefore
cannot be cultured in any synthetic medium.
Viruses are transmitted from one organism to
another not only by biological vectors but also
by mechanical vectors. Mechanical vector like
an arthropod vector which transmit an infective
organism from one host to another but it is not
essential to the life of cycle of the parasite.

The diseases that can be transmitted from one
person to another person through tattooing are
hepatitis B and HIV AIDS. HIV AIDS is caused by
virus human immunodeficiency virus which is
capable of living in in Fluids of human body like
blood semen etc.

Recombinant DNA is that DNA which is Combined
from the different sources by using the genetic
recombination techniques. This kind of DNA is not
present in the natural Genome of an animal.



rDNA is formed from at least two strands and it
is possible as the organisms have same Chemical
structure for the DNA.



The microorganisms are used in this technique
to made rDNA and then transfer it to the higher
Organisms.

clonal

Transgenic crops

Vitamin D



Exp. (b)




Exp. (d)

Vegetative Propagation of Plants


Scurvy

Exp. (b)

Exp. (d)


Vitamin C

Exp. (a)

Exp. (b)




Exp. (c)


22.

The correctly matched pairs are:

Exp. (c)


Fruits stored in a cold chamber exhibit longer
storage life because their rate of respiration is
decreased. Over the years as the distance between
the farmers and urban consumers has grown it
takes longer to get the fruits and vegetables to the
supermarkets from the farms.
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26.

Exp. (c)


27.

28.



Stem cells are special human cells that have the
ability to develop into many different cell types,
from muscle cells to brain cells. In some cases, they
also have the ability to repair damaged tissues.



Stem cells can provide a new means of studying
the pathological basis of disease, screening for
drug leads, testing candidate drug eﬃcacy and
safety, and selecting patient populations for
clinical testing.

Exp. (c)



36.





The food products are not made out of
hydrogenated oils.



The oils used are not likely to damage the
cardiovascular health of the consumers.

A married couple adopted a male child. A few years
later, twin boys were born to them. The blood
group of the couple is AB positive and O negative.
The blood group of the three sons is A positive, B
positive, and O positive. The blood group of the
adopted son is O positive.

37.

Exp. (c)
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Hepatitis B is several times more infectious than
HIV/AIDS

If a potato is placed on a pure paper plate which is
white and unprinted and put in a microwave oven,
the potato heats up but the paper plate does not.
This is because it contains water whereas paper
does not contain water.

Exp. (b)
Chemical Change


39.

Souring of milk is the example of chemical change.
As the souring (sour) of milk cannot be changed
into the fresh ones again. So it is a chemical change.
And chemical change is the change which cannot
come to its original property.

Exp. (d)
Minerals


For the contraction of muscles, the human body
requires various minerals like- calcium, iron and
sodium etc.

40.

Exp. (a)
Water Purification System


Breakdown of proteins into amino acid is a
digestive process in living organisms.

Widespread resistance of malarial parasite to
drugs like chloroquine has prompted attempts
to develop a malarial vaccine to combat malaria.
But it is diﬃcult to develop an effective malaria
vaccine because malaria is caused by several
species of Plasmodium.

The human immunodeficiency viruses are two
species of Lentivirus that infect humans. Over
time they cause acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome, a condition in which progressive failure
of the immune system allows life-threatening
opportunistic infections and cancers to thrive and
the chances of transmission from female to male
are twice as likely as from male to female.

Exp. (c)


38.

Swine influenza is an infection caused by any one
of several types of swine influenza viruses. Swine
influenza virus (SIV) or swine-origin influenza
virus (S-OIV) is any strain of the influenza family
of viruses that is endemic in pigs. Antibiotics have
no role in the primary treatment of Swine Flu. It
spread quickly from person to person.

Exp. (a)

Exp. (a)


34.

Swine Flu

Exp. (a)


33.

A company marketing food products advertises
that its items do not contain trans-fats. It will
advertise that

Exp. (a)


32.

Regular intake of fresh fruits and vegetables is
recommended in the diet since they are a good
source of antioxidants because they neutralize
the free radicals produced in the body during
metabolism.

Hepatitis B can cause liver cancer

Exp. (b)

When the bark of a tree is removed in a circular
fashion all around near its base, it gradually dries
up and dies because roots are starved of energy.

Exp. (c)



31.

35.

Exp. (b)



30.



Exp. (b)



29.

Many transplanted seedlings do not grow
because most of the root hairs are lost during
transplantation.

41.

Ultraviolet (UV) rays penetrate harmful pathogens
in your home’s water and destroy illness-causing
microorganisms by attacking their genetic core
(DNA). UV water purification is usually used with
other forms of filtration such as reverse osmosis
systems or carbon block filters.

Exp. (c)
Graphene


Graphene is an allotrope of carbon in the form
of a single layer of atoms in a two-dimensional
hexagonal lattice in which one atom forms each
vertex. It is the basic structural element of other
allotropes, including graphite, charcoal, carbon
nanotubes and fullerenes.
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42.

Graphene is a zero-gap semiconductor and cannot
be used as conducting electrodes.



Exp. (a)


43.
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The surface of a lake is frozen in severe winter, but
the water at its bottom is still liquid because ice is
a bad conductor of heat.

47.



44.

Aspartame is an artificial sweetener sold in the
market. It consist of amino acids and provides
calories like other amino acids. Yet, it is used
as a low-calorie sweetening agent in food items
because it is several times sweeter than table sugar,
hence food items made with small quantities of
aspartame yield fewer calories on oxidation.

48.





46.



Gravitational force is a universal force and
governs the motion of all the heavenly objects in
the universe.



Gravitational force is inversely proportional to
square of distance. Therefore, it decreases with
distance between the objects.



Gravitational force is directly proportional to the
mass of the objects. Therefore, it is dependent on
the masses of the object involved.

Chlorination is a process used for water
purifications. The disinfecting action of chlorine is
mainly due to the formation of hypochlorous acid
when chlorine is added to water.
Chlorine is available as compressed elemental
gas, sodium hypochlorite solution (NaOCl) or
solid calcium hypochlorite (Ca(OCl). While the
chemicals could be harmful in high doses, when
they are added to water, they all mix in and spread
out, resulting in low levels that kill germs but are
still safe to drink.

Exp. (c)


Einstein’s general theory of relativity is based on
how we think gravity governs the behaviour of
the Universe. We know that matter in the Universe
warps the surrounding fabric of space-time, and
this warping effect is what we refer to as gravity.



According to Einstein’s theory, light, just like any
other form of matter, is affected by gravity. That
is, light also “falls” in a gravitational field. Just as
a comet’s trajectory is deflected by the sun when
it passes nearby, a ray of starlight grazing the sun
would also be deflected or bent. When we (or
our camera look at the star, we presume that the
path taken by the light is straight. The effect of
the bending of the light, then, is to make the star
appear to be located in a slightly different position
in the sky.

Exp. (*)
Cause of Friction


Friction is caused by the irregularities on the two
surfaces in contact. Even those surfaces which
appear very smooth have a large number of
minute irregularities on them. Irregularities on
the two surfaces lock intone another.

Exp. (b)
Gravitation Force

Exp. (b)
Chlorination

45.

Exp. (b)

Exp. (d)
Artificial Sweetener

When we attempt to move any surface, we have
to apply a force to overcome interlocking. On
rough surfaces, there are a larger number of
irregularities. So the force of friction is greater if a
rough surface is involved.

49.

50.



Gravitational force is directly proportional to the
mass of the objects. Therefore, it is dependent on
the masses of the object involved.



Gravitational force is a universal force and
governs the motion of all the heavenly objects in
the universe.



Gravitational force is inversely proportional to
square of distance. Therefore, it decreases with
distance between the objects.



Gravitational force is directly proportional to the
mass of the objects. Therefore, it is dependent on
the masses of the object involved.

Exp. (d)


Gravitational waves are produced when masses
accelerate changing distortion of space. So,
everything with mass can make gravitational
waves. A supernova star or black hole has mass.
Gravitational waves are small ripples in spacetime that are believed to travel across the universe
at the speed of light.



The most powerful gravitational waves are created
when objects move at very high speeds. Some
examples of events that could cause a gravitational
wave are:


when a star explodes asymmetrically (called a
supernova)



when two big stars orbit each other



when two black holes orbit each other and
merge

Exp. (a)


According to the law of conservation of energy,
energy can only be converted from one form to
another; it can neither be created or destroyed. The
total energy before and after the transformation
remains the same. The law of conservation of
energy is valid in all situations and for all kinds of
transformations.
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51.

first time, and found that it behaves very differently
from the part facing the Sun.

Exp.
Velocity and Acceleration
Velocity




When an object’s velocity changes, it accelerates.



Acceleration shows the change in velocity in a unit
time.









The rocket’s action is to push down on the ground
with the force of its powerful engines, and the
reaction is that the ground pushes the rocket
upwards with an equal force.

58.



Scientists found that the cloud patterns there are
different to those on the dayside, and influenced
by Venus’ topography on the dark side.



Venus’ atmosphere is dominated by strong winds
that whirl around the planet far faster than Venus
itself rotates.



This phenomenon, known as ‘super-rotation’, sees
Venusian winds rotating up to times faster than the
planet below, pushing and dragging along clouds
within the atmosphere as they go.

Exp. (b)


59.

An unusual object, discovered in the solar system’s
asteroid belt, is actually two asteroids orbiting
each other, scientists including one of Indian origin
have found using the Hubble Space Telescope.

On Mars, Aeolis Dorsa is the region which is
densely packed river deposit indicating this planet
had water 3.5 billion years ago.

Over 70 years after Indian astrophysicist and Nobel
laureate Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar predicted
that rapidly rotating stars would emit polarised
light, scientists in Australia have observed the
phenomenon for the first time.

Pluto was downgraded in status ta ‘dwarf planet’
because astronomers discovered many other small
objects so-called Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt objects at
similar distances from the Sun.

Exp. (a)
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Scientists have characterised wind and cloud
patterns of the night side of planet Venus for the

60.

The South Pole–Aitken basin is an impact crater on
the far side of the Moon. It is roughly measured
2,500 km (1,600 mi) in diameter and 13 km (8.1 mi)
deep. It is one of the largest known impact craters
in the Solar System. It is the largest, oldest, and
deepest basin recognized on the Moon.

Exp. (c)


The Earth’s Magnetic field has reversed every few
hundred thousand years. This has been proved
through Sea-Floor spreading.



When Earth was created there was oxygen in the
atmosphere. Oxygen makes up about one-fifth the
volume of Earth’s atmosphere today and is a central
element of life as we
know it. But that wasn’t
always the case. Oxygen, although always present
in compounds
in Earth’s interior, atmosphere,
and oceans, did not begin to accumulate in the
atmosphere as oxygen gas (O2) until well into the
planets history.



Carbon dioxide, water vapor, and methane
played an important role in Earth’s subsequent
development.



By 2.7 billion years ago, a new kind of life had
established itself: photosynthetic microbes called
cyanobacteria, which were capable of using the
Sun’s energy to convert carbon dioxide and water
into food with oxygen gas as a waste product.
They lived in shallow seas, protected from full
exposure to the Sun’s harmful radiation.



These organisms became sabundant that by 2.4
billion years ago the free oxygen they produced
began to accumulate in the atmosphere.

The object has comet-like features including a
bright half of material, called a coma, and a long
tail of dust.

Exp. (a)


57.

The size of the forces on the first object equals the
size of the force on the second object. The direction
of the force on the first object is opposite to the
direction of the force on the second object. Forces
always come in pairs - equal and opposite actionreaction force pairs.

Exp. (a)


56.

This is the first time humans have been able to
characterise how the atmosphere circulates on the
night side of Venus on a global scale.

Exp. (a)


55.

For every action, there is an equal and opposite
reaction. The statement means that in every
interaction, there is a pair of forces acting on the
two interacting objects.

Exp. (a)


54.



Exp. (c)
Newton’s Third Law of Motion:

53.

The night side exhibits unexpected and previouslyunseen cloud types, morphologies, and dynamics some of which appear to be connected to features
on the planet’s surface.

The distance covered by an object in a specified
direction in unit time interval is called velocity.

Acceleration

52.



Exp. (b)
Event Horizon


The event horizon is the threshold around the
black hole where the escape velocity surpasses the
speed of light.
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61.

Within the event horizon of a black hole, even
light cannot escape due to large gravitational pull.



The name arises since it is impossible to observe
any event taking place inside it-it is a horizon
beyond which we cannot see.

A black hole is a region in space where the pulling
force of gravity is so strong that light is not able
to escape. The strong gravity occurs because
matter has been pressed into a tiny space. This
compression can take place at the end of a star’s
life. Some black holes are a result of dying stars.
Scientific evidence suggests that every large galaxy
contains a supermassive black hole at its center.
The supermassive black hole at the center of the
Milky Way galaxy is called Sagittarius A. It has a
mass equal to about 4 million suns and would fit
inside a ball with a diameter about the size of the
sun. Also, the Milky Way galaxy contains some 100
billion stars. Roughly one out of every thousand
stars that form is massive enough to become a
black hole. Therefore, our galaxy may harbor
some 100 million black holes.

The Earth’s Magnetic field has reversed every few
hundred thousand years. This has been proved
through SeaFloor spreading.



These organisms became so abundant that by 2.4
billion years ago the free oxygen they produced
began to accumulate in the atmosphere.



When Earth was created there was no oxygen in
the atmosphere.

Exp. (a)


67.

A fuel cell is an electrochemical cell that converts
the chemical energy of a fuel (often hydrogen) and
an oxidizing agent (often oxygen) into electricity
through a pair of redox reactions. Fuel cells
are different from most batteries in requiring a
continuous source of fuel and oxygen (usually
from air) to sustain the chemical reaction, whereas
in a battery the chemical energy usually comes
from metals and their ions or oxides that are
commonly already present in the battery, except
in flow batteries. Fuel cells can produce electricity
continuously for as long as fuel and oxygen are
supplied.

Exp. (a)
Technologies for solar power production

Photocell



There are three primary technologies by which
solar energy is harnessed: photovoltaics (PV), which
directly convert light to electricity; concentrating
solar power (CSP), which uses heat from the sun
(thermal energy) to drive utility-scale, electric
turbines; and solar heating and cooling (SHC)
systems, which collect thermal energy to provide
hot water and air heating or conditioning.



Photovoltaic (PV) devices generate electricity
directly from sunlight via an electronic process that
occurs naturally in certain types of material, called
semiconductors. Electrons in these materials are
freed by solar energy and can be induced to travel
through an electrical circuit, powering electrical
devices or sending electricity to the grid.



A photocell is a device whose electrical properties
(and not chemical properties) are affected by
light. A photocell converts a change in intensity
of illumination into a change in photo current. It
is a technological application of the photoelectric
effect.



The photocells, inserted in the door light electric
circuit, are used as automatic door opener. A
person approaching a doorway may interrupt a
light beam which is incident on a photocell. The
abrupt change in photo current may be used to
start a motor that opens the door or rings an alarm
(burglar alarm).

Exp. (b)


68.

Exp. (c)


According to Einstein’s theory, light, just like any
other form of matter, is affected by gravity.



The theory does not have any mention related to
universe.



Matter warps its surrounding space-time.

Exp. (c)

Exp. (d)
Rainbow

The core of the optical fibre is surrounded by a layer
called the ‘cladding’, which has a refractive index
less than that of the core is one of the conditions
for total internal reflection of light.

Einstein’s Theory of Relativity

65.

66.



Exp. (d)

Optical Fibres

64.

Magnetic Field of Earth

Exp. (b)



63.

In other words, it is the circumference of the black
hole beyond which light can travel.





62.
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69.

When sunlight falls on drop of rain, it undergoes
refraction and internal reflection and splits into
different colours (dispersion).

Exp. (d)


Ball bearings are spherical in shape. When these
move they are not dragged, they roll in any
direction. With a little effort (force and energy)
these can be moved. The friction force that causes
these to move is ROLLING friction and is minimum
as compared to static friction and dynamic
friction.



So ball bearings allow any direction of movement,
and the friction associated is least and the effort
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and phosphor while an LED lamp uses semiconductor material.

required to move them is also very less. The Loss
of energy in moving the ball bearings is also the
least.
70.



71.

73.

74.

The Optical illusions are:


Size of the sun at dusk



Colour of the sun at dawn



Twinkle of stars in the sky

76.

The Four Fundamental Forces of Nature are
Gravitational force, Weak Nuclear force,
Electromagnetic force and Strong Nuclear force.
The weak and strong forces are effective only over
a very short range and dominate only at the level of
subatomic particles. Gravity and Electromagnetic
force have infinite range.



Blu-ray disc (BD) is different from the traditional
DVD as DVD supports standard definition video
while BD supports high definition video.



Compared to a DVD, the BD format has several
times more storage capacity.

Exp. (d)


Exp. (b)


The implications of the creation of anti-matter
are:



It will help probe the possibility of the existence of
stars and galaxies made of anti-matter.



It will help understand the evolution of the
universe.

78.



The scientists all over the world has cited the major
reasons for the expansion of universe are:



Detection of microwaves in space



Observation of redshirt phenomenon in space





The supernova explosions help to determine
distance of the galaxy. This distance is used to
compare expansion distance and hence bring to
light the history of expansion in the universe. This
showed that the universe expansion is increasing
and hence get us to know that the expansion of the
universe is increasing or accelerating.

79.

Exp. (b)


If there were no phenomenon of capillarity


it would be diﬃcult to use a kerosene lamp



the blotting paper would paper would fail to
function



the big trees that we see around would not
have grown on the earth





To produce light, a CFL uses mercury vapour
**********
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They use a variety of inorganic materials as
substrates.



They can be installed in waste water
treatment plants to cleanse water and produce
electricity.

The major difference between blue-tooth and WiFi devices is that Bluetooth uses 2.4 GHz radio
frequency band, whereas Wi-Fi can use 2.4 GHz or
5 GHz frequency band.

The Principle of Convection in a motor car for
cooling the engine e.g: radiator.

Mercury is using in the manufacturing of
fluorescent electric lamps because when the lamp
is switched on, the mercury in the lamp causes the
emission of ultra-violet radiations.



LASIK (Lasser Assisted In Situ Keratomileusis)
procedure can be done on the person of any age.



LASIK (laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis) is
the most commonly performed laser eye surgery
to treat myopia (nearsightedness), hyperopia
(farsightedness) and astigmatism.
Exp. (d)



Differences between a CFL and LED light:



Exp. (d)

82.

Exp. (c)

They use living organisms as catalysts to
generate electricity from certain substrates.

Exp. (b)


81.



Exp. (b)


80.

Microbial fuel cells are considered a source of
sustainable energy because:

Exp. (a)

Exp. (a)

Phenomenon of Capillarity

75.

77.

A CFL is less energy-eﬃcient as compared to an
LED lamp.

Exp. (b)

Exp. (a)


72.



Exp. (c)

The Wireless devices are operating on 2.4 and 2.5
GHz range of radio frequency band like- Bluetooth
device, Cordless phone, Microwave oven, Wi-Fi
device.

